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INTRODUCTORY NOTICE

IT is not so long ago that Kurdish was described by

travellers as a harsh jargon, a very corrupt dialect of

Persian, unintelligible to any but the folk who spoke it

naturally; or again by others as an artificial language

composed of Persian, Armenian, and Turkish words. It

is neither of these. A little research proves it to be as

worthy of the name of a separate and developed language

as Turkish or Persian themselves. The early Medes and

Persians spoke two different languages,Medic or Avestic and

Old Persian (that of the inscriptions), but the two tongues

have grown further apart than was originally the case
;

and while Persian has adopted almost as great a proportion

of Arabic words as our own Anglo-Saxon did of Latin and

Greek words to form modern English, Kurdish, eschewing

importations, has kept parallel, but on different lines of

grammar; and while frequently adopting a phrase or turn

of expression from its sister language, has retained an

independence of form and style that marks it as a tongue

as different from the artificial Persian as the rough Kurd

himself is from the polished Persian.

The seclusion and exclusiveness which have been its-

preservation have also been the means of allowing a certain

development into dialects in the almost inaccessible

mountains which are the home of the Kurdish nation.

As little literature arose to exercise its fixing influence

upon the language, there has been no impediment to the

growth—each along its own lines—of the dialects, which

are now very numerous.
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Some years of study and residence among the Kurds
of various parts of Kurdistan have enabled the author to

ascertain that there is a main Kurdish tongue, purest in

the most central districts of Kurdistan and giving the

foundation for all the various dialects.

From the changes which have taken place in the last two
thousand years in the lands where Kurds are either a large

proportion or the whole of the population, it appears
probable that the Kurds inhabited the regions between
Urumia and Van Lakes and the mountains of the head-
waters of the two great rivers of Mesopotamia, and also

the Zagros mountain system to the south of that line, as

far as the Northern Lurish tribes or the ancient tribes of

the Guran and Ardalan, now termed Kurds. Within these

bounds was spoken the language of the Kurdmak or

Kurdindnj\ but when the power of the surrounding States

waned, these warlike people pushed north and west till

now they have established themselves as far as Bayazid
(long in the hands of Kurdish Keys, and a purely Kurdish
city), ErzerQm, Erzinjan, and to the mountains north of

Aleppo, 1

In these northern bounds they live to some extent as

strangers and nomads, though there has been a tendency
to settlement within the last two centuries

; but while in

the nomadic and semi-settled state they are ever the
1 'Leurs emigrations vers la Perse et la Susiane sont plus anciennes,

les ecrivains orientaux du moyen-age les y connaissent deja. Mais
e'est vers FOccident que ses colonies se sont dirigees de preference.
La. ils habitent la plaine de Nisibe, Mardin, et Urfa jusqu'a Alep, et

en Armenie jusqu'a Erzeroura, Ani, et Alagoz, on trouve meme des
Kurdes jusque clans la province georgienne de Somchethi. Dans
1'Asie-Mineure on les rencontre dans TAlbistan sur le Dscheihan
superieur, et ils s'etendent de la jusqu'a Cesare'e et plus loin
encore

' (Eugene Wiihelm, pamphlet entitled La Langue des Kurdes
Paris, 1883), ; ; ;

'
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terror of the surrounding peoples, and are ready for

guerrilla warfare at any time.

In stating the fact that these tribes all speak the

KurmanjI language, which is the Kurdish language, mention

must be made of the tribes which, living among the Kurds,

have received the name Kurd, and whose language

—

among Europeans and Turks—has been called a Kurdish

dialect Chief of these is the Zaza, a tribe with many

ramifications in Middle and Western Kurdistan. 1 The

language of the Zaza, while a pure Iranian tongue, has

little in common with Kurdish in grammatical construction

and choice of words, and shows a few common features

with the Guran and Lurish. Theorists have surmised

that Zaza may be an offshoot of the later Zoroastrian

population of Persia.

In the Darslm Province of Asiatic Turkey, among

Kurd and Zaza, is found the BalakT tribe, which uses as

a vehicle of thought a mixture of Arabic, Armenian, and

Kurdish.

The purest Kurdish races are probably the Hakkarl

and Mukri.
'

That the Kurds had in and about what we now know as

Central Kurdistan been settled, and gained power and

security, finds a proof in the fact that a number of quite

brilliant poets existed in the Hakkarl domains in the

Middle Ages, beginning with 'All Hariri, whose works are

still known, and who wrote in the eleventh century of our

era in the Shamisdinan district of the HakkarT (on the

Persian frontier, one of the wildest and most inaccessible

parts of the country).

1 For some specimens of Zaza the reader is referred to Forschungen

uberdie Kurden unddie iranischen Nordchaldaery Lerch, St. Petersburg,

1858.
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After him we know of Shaikh Ahmad Jezrl of the

Hakkari, who wrote in the twelfth century, and whose

entire Divan has been discovered and reproduced by the

photolithograph process in Germany recently. 1

No other poet of note is known till Muhammad Feqi

Tairan of Mikis of the Hakkari, whose works are known
and who wrote in the fourteenth century. Following him

is Mulla Ahmad of Bata of the Hakkari, whose Mewlud,

a work on the birth of the Prophet, is still renowned.

Between this poet and the next the Hakkari had spread to

Bayazid, where they became firmly established, and here

one of the most famous of all the Kurdish poets and

authors lived in the sixteenth century, AhmadI Khani of

the Hakkari, whose many works, both educational and

otherwise, are perhaps the best known of all. He
established in Bayazid a school, and built also a mosque.

A manuscript of his No bahdr, a metrical Arabic-

Kurdish dictionary for children, is preserved in the British

Museum.

A pupil of his, but of little fame, one Ismail, followed

him in the next century at Bayazid.

The end of the same century saw the birth of probably

the most famous of all the writers of the Kurds, Sharif

Khan of the Hakkari, who wrote in Persian the history of

the Kurds, the Sharaf Ndma, which is still the only

authoritative record that exists of the history of the

nation. Besides this he wrote innumerable Kurdish books

and poems.

Murad Khan of Bayazid of the Hakkari is the next

poet of whom there is definite record, but he was of no

1 Der Kurdische Diwdn des Shech Ahmed von Gezirei ibn lOmar
genannt Maldi Gizri^xxh a notice by Martin Hartmann (S. Calvary

and Co., Berlin, 1904).
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great account and died in the year 1784. In the south

there were a large number of poets at the court of the

Guran Khans of Ardalan at Sina, but these wrote for

the greater part in the idiom of the Guran, and no

great poets arose in Southern Kurdistan until the end

of the eighteenth century at Sulaimania, since when that

place and Kirkuk have been the home of many poets

and writers, both great and small, too numerous to

mention here.

The main tribal groups of the Kurdish nation are to-day

the Milli Kurds of Western Kurdistan, the Hasananlu of

the Armenian Plateau, the Hakkari of the lands including

Van, Bitlis, and east to the Persian frontier, the Upper Zab

Valley, Jazira ibn 'Umar, and as far south as near Erbil

;

the Rawandiiz tribes south of these, as well as the tribes

west and north of Sulaimania, are of the Kurmanj and

Hakkari stock, and further south yet, their lands extending

to Qizil Rubat and the Baghdad-Kermanshah road, are

the Jaf, a Kurdish nomad tribe of great strength, speaking

an original Kurdish language much corrupted and mingled

with Lurish forms.

On the Persian side south of Urumia are the MukrI race,

whose language is probably the purest Kurdish to-day

existing,1 though each of these tribes has a large number

of subsections, that of the Hasananlu including such

famous robber tribes as the Sibki, Haidaranlu, and

Adamanlu, while the Shekak, the noted fighting frontier

tribe, are an offshoot of the Hakkari. The Bilbas are

probably a branch of the Hakkari, and were once a famous

and powerful race, like that of Rawandiiz, whose Pasha in

1 Though differing considerably from the great bulk of the Kurdish

tongues, and classed here as of the Southern Group, which-is vastly

inferior, numerically, to the Northern Group.
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the early part of last century was independent and ruled

with an iron hand over wide lands.

It must be confessed that very little attention has been
paid to the Kurdish language by English students

; in

fact, I think it may not be a misstatement when I say

that so far none in this country have directed their

attention to this extremely interesting branch of Oriental

study.

Among Continental linguists between the years 1850
and 1890 some interest was evinced, for the greater part

by Russians, but since then there are but two works, one
of which was published by the French Government, and
which attempted somewhat feebly to treat of various

Persian and Kurdish dialects. The other is nothing but

a photolithograph of a large manuscript in Kurdish (the

Divan of Shaikh Ahmad above mentioned) without any
attempt at translation or notation.

It must be admitted that the acquisition of any one of

the many dialects is attended with great difficulties, and
it is not within the powers of all of us to spend long periods

in Kurdistan, nor do I think many, even linguists, would
look upon such an uncomfortable sojourn with any feeling

of pleasurable anticipation.

We thus find that most of the literature on the subject is

the work of persons whose occupation led them to reside

in Kurdistan, and among the best of these are the Russian
students who had been employed in the Consular Service,

as was Jaba, who in i860 published his Recueil de Notices

et Recits Kourdes at St. Petersburg, a collection of stories

and poems in the Northern Kurmanji dialect, translated

into French but without notes or commentary, the intro-

duction being written by Lerch,who himself had published

through the same medium the Forschungen iiber die Kurden
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und die iranischen Nordchaldder in 1857, a comprehensive

work treating of the Kurmanji and Zaza languages with

a long review of works on Persian and Kurdish dialects,

and comparative notes and a glossary of Kurmanji and

Zaza, the main portion of the work being devoted to

a number of stories with translations.

In 1887 Prym and Socin published a collection of poems

in the dialects of Tur Abidin and Bohtan (Hakkarl), with

translations, entitled Kurdische Sammlungen (St. Petersburg,

1887). Many of these had been collected during a voyage

in the Tiyari and Hakkarl country. These were un-

supported by any grammatical section, though a glossary

was appended, a book full of interest to one who

already knows the language, but of little to him who

has no means of learning it for lack of grammars on the

subject.

This deficiency had been filled to a degree by Justi in

his Kurdische Grammatik (St. Petersburg, 1880), but as

105 pages out of a total of 250 are devoted to lengthy

dissertations on the vocalization and dissection of the

vowel and consonant sounds, which for practical purposes

might have been confined to twenty pages, the student

is liable to be somewhat dismayed by the apparent

complications of sound. The grammar, too, is somewhat

obscurely arranged, though very complete.

A year previous to this Jaba had published his Dictionnaire

Kurde-Francaise, a small volume containing about 14,000

words, mostly culled from northern dialects, as presented

in the works above mentioned.

These are the principal works on the language, supple-

mented by de Morgan in his Etudes Linguistiques, already

mentioned, and by Martin Hoffmann, also noticed above,

in the same year.
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The following is a list of the published studies and works

on the language :

—

Chodzko, * Etudes philologiques sur la langue Kurde

(Soleimanie) ' : Journal Asiatique, serie v, tome ix, p. 297, 1853.

Brugsch, Gesandschaft in Persien. Leipzig, 1862.

Friedrich Muller, Kurmangi - dialect der Kurdensprache.

Vienna, 1864.

Kurdisches und syrisches Worterverzeichniss. Vienna, 1 863.

Rhea, ' Brief Grammar and Vocabulary of the Kurdish

Language of the Hakari Dialect': Journal of the American

Oriental Society, vol. x, No. 1, 1872.

Lerch, Forschungen ilber die Kurden und iranischen Nord-

chaldder. St. Petersburg, 1857.

Obraitsi shriiov Hpografie i slovolitni Imperatorski Akademii

Nauk. St. Petersburg, 1870.

Prym & Socin, Kurdische Sammlungen. 4 vols. St. Petersburg,

1887.

Jaba, Recueil de Notices et Recits Kourdes. St. Petersburg, i860.

-—— Dictionnaire Kurde-Francaise. St. Petersburg, 1879.

Justi, Kurdische Grammatik. St. Petersburg, 1880.

Wilhelm, La Langue des Kurdes. Paris, 1883.

Garzoni, Grammatica e Vocabolario delta lingua kurda. 1787.

Houttjm-Schindler, Beitrdge zum Kurdischen Wortschatze.

German Oriental Society, 1884, 1888.

Zia ud din Pasha, At Hadia al Haniidia ft I lughat ul Akrad.

Constantinople, 1892.

Socin, * Die Sprache der Kurden/ in the Grundriss der

Iranischen Philologie
y
Geiger & Kuhn, tome i, pt. ii, p. 249.

De Morgan, Mission Scientifique en Perse, tome v. Paris,

1904.

Klaproth, Various Studies on Kurdish. Vienna, 1808.

Hammer, Ueber der Kurdische Sprache und ihre Mundarten.

Vienna, 1814.

Rodiger & Pott, Kurdische Studien. 1840.

Beresine, Recherches sur les dialectes Musulmans. Casan, 1 85 3.
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Sandreczki, Reise nach Mossul und durch Kurdistan nach

Urmia, unternomrnen im Auftrage der Church Missionary Society.

Stuttgart, 1857.

Pott, some articles on Kurdish in Zeitschrift fur die Kunde

des Morgenlandes. Detmold.

Chanykow, Vermitielungin Sau'd Pulak. St. Petersburg, 1 856.

The languages of Kurdistan are principally dialects

of a main tongue termed by the Kurds Kurmdnjt or

Kurdmdnjl or Kurmangi, a word probably originally

Kurdmaht\ x and as the syllable malt has been thought by

some authorities to mean < Mede ' 2 and produced, where it

occurs in the names of places in Kurdistan, in support of

the theory that the Kurds are the sons of the Medes, that

theory here receives strong and unexpected confirmation,

for this peculiarity of the name of the race itself had up

to the present remained undetected.

This KurmanjI language is spoken by the Aryan

population of a very large area, in numbers calculated at

about four to five millions, which has gradually spread

wherever there are mountain-sides for the grazing of their

flocks and herds, and retreats for their brigands, as has

already been indicated.

The bulk of these tribes speak the KurmanjI tongue,

and there is through all the various dialects the same

construction and radical unity, and wherever the KurmanjI

is spoken it is so termed by the Kurds. In the extreme

south of Kurdistan the language is spoken which the

natives term ' Kurdl' (Kermanshahi, Kalhur, Guran, Sina),

and which does not show the same affinity to KurmanjI

as even the remoter dialects of that language, which at first

1 Many words ending in a or ah in Old Persian appear in Kurdish

as diig or dnj.
2 See Professor Browne's Literary History of Persia, vol. i, p. 19.
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sight often appear to be further from it than the Kurdi.
These Kurdi tongues are to a great extent Perso-Lurish

dialects, in which a large number of Kurmanjl words
appear and occasionally some verb forms.

Owing to the number of dialects of Kurmanjl, it is

impossible always to quote but one word or form for an
English equivalent, and the necessity arises of noting the

differences between the main branches, which may roughly
be stated as Southern Hakkari and Mukri (Sauj Bulaq),

Baban, Sulaimania for the Southern Group, and Northern
Hakkari and Erzerum and Bayazid dialects for the

Northern Group, which will be indicated in the text by
NG and SG. Unmarked passages and words are those

common to both.

Sulaimania has some forms peculiar to itself which will

be adequately distinguished, and reference will be made
to the dialect of Kermanshah, which, however, cannot
properly be termed Kurmanjl. Of the Zaza and Old
Guran tongues it is not proposed to treat, as the latter

is not Kurdish and the former, though probably a form
of Kurdish, is so different as to demand separate notice.

Moreover, Zaza forms but a small portion of the whole, and
cannot claim place among Kurmanjl tongues.

No attempt has been made here to describe the various

vowel-sounds to which Justi among others devoted so

much space, for the differences in sound are so subtle and
so slight, and above all so inconstant, that full description

can give no rule for pronunciation nor serve any other

purpose than display the various distortions of any one
vowel-sound possible. I have therefore confined myself
to what may be termed the working sounds; the others

can only be learned by the student while in actual contact

with the Kurds, and then as often as not, having learned
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the peculiarities of the vowel-sounds in one dialect, he

will find himself quite at sea with another which reverses

these and uses others. The working sounds are, however,

universally understood, and are really the constant factors.

This view finds confirmation in the following: ' M. Justi

a traite longuement la phonetique kurde, les voyelles out

une prononciation peu fixe, ce que Ton doit attribuer,

au fait, que le Kurde n'a jamais ete ecrit. Au reste, le

meme phenomene se presente dans d'autres dialectes/ 1

For the many inaccuracies which must exist in such

a first exposition of a hitherto almost untouched tongue

all my apologies are tendered, and I can but trust that

the student will look leniently upon errors and apparent

inconsistencies which are inevitable in a language which

boasts so few of its own people who have ever given

a thought to the subject themselves. The acquisition of

Kurdish in Kurdistan is no easy task, and there have

been times when it has been uncertain whether the seeker

would not be left with his trove to stiffen upon the cold

hills of Kurdistan.

1 Eugene Wilhelm, La langue des Kurdes, p. 5.
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PART I

THE ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION

The Kurds have adopted in all their writings the Arabic

alphabet, adapted slightly to meet their own needs, as has

been done by other Mussulman nations; but the Arabic

alphabet, particularly in its vowel signs and sounds, does

not serve at all adequately to express the Kurdish values,

unless one has learned to attach purely Kurdish values to

the letters, when they are still deficient numerically. It is

in fact very much like Turkish in this respect, for the

Arabic letters fail in exactly the same way with the vowels

of that language.

It is useless, then, to go to the trouble of writing

everything in the Arabic character and transliterating it,

as the word written in the Arabic character cannot give

any nearer approach to its pronunciation than can English

literation, and therefore its only reason for presentation

here is lost. For instance, we may quote

—

L.i*sT bikhiln

j/ guez

. , ruozh

shir

shair

The Arabic cannot express the vowel distinction, while

English can. I have therefore adopted English literation,

adapted throughout.

For the information of those who may read Kurdish

works the Arabic adapted alphabet is quoted here.

B
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Characters Transliterated in English
Characters

Arabic English Arabic English

\ ^, if with as d q

< t b k

P cr

t J I as T in English
;

j / when pronounced

e ch
3 C 1 It! T? 11CC pfADAdo .1 ill 1VU33. L*1U1JU

Z kh
in

z
& n

i) fi ii hp tin
J d

1 r

h
J z
A

J zh
a, e (short)

s

A
sh

u

gh
i, yai, u (as in

* but '), iai

f
The letters ^ s, <J> z, 1? /, and ^ spiritus lenis are

used whenever foreign words demand their use.

Values ok the Letters

(a) Vowels

I. a is encountered generally between two consonants,

and when unaccompanied by any other vowel has the

value of 'a' in the word 'father', but not so broad as

the alphabet and pronunciation 3

the 'a' in * ball ', nor as is the equivalent vowel in Persian.

Ex. :
khwdzin, to wish

;
pan, broad

;
at, dark red

;
wdng,

a month ;
sdhul, ice

;
alat, pepper.

2. a. The simple or short sound, as of *a* in 'flat', is

very common, as : warra, come
;
Juirra, go

;
rrash, black

;

krdawa, accomplished
;
khalus, charcoal.

3. e. This vowel, for which the Arabic alphabet has no

sign, occurs only in its short form, as £

e' in ' bet the long

form as pronounced in English being represented by t.

Ex.: ek, if
;

hendek, a little; henk, a bee
;

ters, fear
;

hek,

helka, an egg.

4. t. This has the long sound of £

ee' in
1 beet \ Ex. :

din, dlnd, mad
;
hiw, light

;
ish, work.

5. i unmarked represents short T, as in 'bit*. Ex. : mil,

the shoulders.

6. represents the long'o' in English, and is but seldom

heard without being accompanied by another vowel.

Ex. : bo, for.

7. u marked has the sound of 'oo' in 'boot', as : bun, to

become
;
chlu, a leaf.

8. u unmarked is like the short 'u' in 'put', the

combination of the two (w and u) being seen in ustu,

the neck.

9. u has the value of £

u' in ' but and is but rarely met

with. Ex. : mukli, the brain
;
did, the heart.

10. ii modified has the sound of V in Fr. ' rendu ', as :

khiin, blood.

11. di gives a sound resembling 'oy' in 'boy'. Ex.:

ddik, SG, mother
;
khwdi, self.

12. at. Very much like
(

e' in Fr. ' bete \ Ex.: aizhin,

they will say
;
pai, a foot.

13. do can hardly be represented by any English

diphthong
; it is midway between the sound of 'a' in
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* father ' and £ ow' in 'now', and is usually only seen in

words of the SG. Ex. : kldo, a skull-cap
;
pido, a man.

14. ao is similar to the above, but shorter in duration,

as : haot, seven
;
chao, the eye.

15. uo has no equivalent in English, and is a correct

combination of the two vowels composing the diphthong-,

as : gfiol, SG, a flower
;
chuol, SG, desert.

16. yai, where the 'y' sound is very weak indeed, giving

the sound of 'ie' in Fr. 'biere', as: gyailds, a cherry; byaina^

bring. The sound is usually only met with in words of

the SG, the NG using in its place l.

(b) Consonants

1. b. As in English but softer, as : bdl, the side.

2. p. ,, Ex. : purr, very.

3. t. „ Ex. : tanisht, beside.

4. J. „ Ex. : jar, a time.

5. ch. Ex. : cherckz, a pedlar.

6. kh. The same as x in Russian, or £ ch
5

of the Scotch,

but harder. Ex. : khenjair, a dagger.

7. k. A hard 'h' not often heard, except in certain

dialects of the NG. Ex. : haz, NG, pleasure, wish.

8. d. Softer than the English ' d as: dlsdn, yet,

again.

9. r. As in English, but fully pronounced and rolled.

It is one of the strongest letters, as : kurmdnj, Kurd
;

berrin, to cut.

10. z. As in English, as: zairln, gold.

11. z/i. The same as
£

j' in French. Ex. : ruozh,

a day.

12. s. As in English 'sister'. Ex. : siistir, more idle.

13. sh. As in English. Ex. : shezv, night.

14. gh. A soft guttural, not existing in any language

THE ALPHABET AND PRONUNCIATION S

except Russian in Europe, but best described as a very

soft
l kh'. Ex. : gheltz, rolling.

15. / As in English. Ex.: ferrin, to fly.

16. q. A hard (

k' pronounced well back in the throat,

as : sqdn, SG, bone.

17. k. As (

k' in English. Ex.: kewtin, to fall.

- 18. g. The hard 'g' in English, as : gund, a village.

"19. /. As in English. Ex. : liw, a lip.

20. /. The Russian or Miquid \\ mostly Ji^rd in the

SG, as : bldo, scattered.

21. ;//. As £ m' in English. Ex.: miwk, a breast.

22. n. As 'n' in English. Ex. : nan, bread.

23. fig. As in the English words 'hang', 'bang', etc.

This is common to the SG. Ex. : hang, a bee

24. v. As in English. Ex.: van, Van. The letter is

pronounced more like 'w' in SG.

25. w. As in English. Ex. : wain, to wish.

26. h. As in English. Ex.: fc^siimmer.

(c) The Accent

As a general rule the accent falls (1) upon the first

syllable in a word complete in itself, (2) upon the main

syllable in a built-up word, i.e. one to which a preposition

is prefixed, or a verb form with tense prefixes and affixes,

i.e. the enclytic word is never accented. Ex. :
La

Mdinnvdmla hi lamlai Moll Hardalaua rdiga har laldi

ruhal&t td nezzlki kewi Gdrran dabt, ki kewaka la ddzi

chepda dabl, wa chdmaka laddzl rdzda kawiii} There are,

however, many exceptions to the rule of accent, and it is

only by use that of many wTords can be learned.

1 Middle Kurdish of the SG (Mukrl). All enclytic words have

a line under them.
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THE PARTS OF SPEECH
In Persian 1 but three parts of speech are acknowledged

by Persian grammarians—noun, verb, and particle, called

respectively, after the Arabs, ism, ft' I, and harf, and since

the construction of words with adverbial and adjectival

meanings is ruled consistently thus — the language
theoretically containing no pure adjectives nor adverbs—
the definition is adequate.

It is not proposed to treat Kurdish on these lines,

however, as its words fall readily into the groups used
by European grammar. An elasticity of use certainly

permits many words to undertake more than one function,

a property which, while (as it is the same in Persian) it

facilitates the task of the Oriental grammarian in his col-

lection into three parts of speech, does nothing to prevent
us from classifying it in our own more analytical ways.

THE NOUN
The noun in Kurdish is simple in its use, following

regular laws in its cases, and since there are few but pure
Kurdish words in the language, and those few submitted
to Kurdish rule, it has no multiplicity of forms such as

occurs in the neighbouring Turkish and Persian, whose
imported nouns have brought with them often enough the
plural forms of their language of origin.

The Gender

The Kurds do not recognize any distinction of gender,
and where it is necessary to distinguish between male and

1 For purposes of comparison Persian, as an allied language, will
have to be referred to frequently.
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female employ the words nair, male, and ma or mang,

female, as

—

psink-i~nair a male cat

psink-i-ma a female cat

Where the simple form indicates the masculine naturally,

the word ma or mang usually precedes the noun, as

—

garnish a buffalo

mdngdmlsh a buffalo cow

and even precedes on occasion where the nair is also

employed for distinction, as—
wiirch-i-nair a male bear

mangawiirch a female bear

The use of the female distinctive word is largely ruled

by euphony, and may be used almost indifferently in

either position except in a few instances.

The Number

The numbers of the noun are diminutive, singular, and

plural, each with its own form.

Diminutive

ek, aka, k. Final ek and aka or k. This form, which is

one found in Old Persian in the final ak, must not be

confused with the termination ek signifying the singular

number. In modern Kurdish it has lost to a great extent

its diminutive signification, and has obtained such a wide

use as to render it possible to appear at the termination

of almost any word. Examples

—

pidoaka, from pido a man (SG)

kurreka kurr- a boy

mdrek vtdr a snake

shuwttk shiiwti a melon

dizhminka dizhmin an enemy
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tula, ailaka, ilek. A further set of diminutive forms is

aila, ailaka (double diminutive), and ilek (NG form of
ailaka, which is SG)

—

pshiaila, from psJtt a cat

jiialaika jii a Jew
pchiikaila pchiik anything small

gulilek gul a flower

ga. SG uses in veiy rare instances the affix ga instead

of ka, aha—
rraiga, from rrai a road

dm. The affix cJia, which is also found in Persian, is

employed in certain words, as

—

bdkhcha, from bakh a garden

paiclia pai a foot

sengicha sengi a tray (SG)

The most general of all is the first quoted here, the

termination in ek, aka, or k.

Singular

The noun in its simple form is naturally in the singular

number, but is devoid of any indication of number, and
may then be used in the plural, or signify a plurality of
objects without necessarily being inflected.

This confusion is guarded against by the use of final

ek and final fas distinctives for the singular

—

mir man vizrz, mirek one man
pido man pidoek one man
hasp horse haspek one horse

kick girl kicJii, kichek one daughter

This form must not be confused with the diminutive
termination, and its use with it is very frequent. Since,

however, it would be a very clumsy combination to have

THE NOUN 9

the syllable ek repeated to make the singular of a

diminutive, whenever it is desired to form the singular

of a diminutive noun the singular termination in I is used,

as will be seen in the examples below

—

ptao the man kurrakai a boy (dim.)

pidoaka the man (dim.) dizhmin an enemy

fidoakai a man (dim.) dizhminaka an enemy (dim.)

kurr a boy dizJuninakaz an enemy (dim.)

kurrek a boy (dim.)

In no case would the singular diminutive be, for instance,

pidoakek or dizJtminakek.

Care must be taken at all times with these affixes to

distinguish between the singular and the diminutive

termination, and the various combinations in phrases

are instanced by the following examples :—

kurrekim Jiayya I have one son

knrrakim Jiayya I have a son (dim.)

kurrakaim Jiayya I have one son (dim.)

dizJiminim Jiayya I have an enemy

dizJiminekim Jiayya I have one enemy

dizJiminakam Jiayya I have an enemy (dim.)

dizliminakaim Jiayya I have one enemy (dim.)

lawdii pidoeJt knot one man of them fell

lawan pidoakai kaot somebody of them fell

In this instance the singular form of the diminutive

gives also a certain indefiniteness to the statement, and

the piaoakai may be a man or a boy, the diminutive

relieving it of the absolute certainty of the first form that

one man fell These two last examples are both SG
;
the

NG would give

—

livdn miriiek ketvt

livdn mirueki kewt
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Plural

an. The most general way of forming the plural is by
the addition of an to the singular (simple or diminutive
form), though as a general rule among the dialects of the

SG it is formed upon a word already furnished with the
aka, which in this instance would appear to be now but
a euphonic use only, as the meaning is not necessarily

affected thereby. 1

In the NG, as the diminutive form is not so generally
used, plurals are as a rule formed more from the ordinary
singular noun.

We have, then, the following forms in plural and
singular :—

SINGULAR PLURAL
ashi ' dshaka ashlan dshakdn
sag sagaka sagdn sagakdn
vial mdlaka malan malakdn

The NG presents a few examples similar to that quoted
as the Persian use in the footnote preceding, as

stirieh stiriakdn

kddlneh kddtnakdn

Id. The NG has the monopoly of a plural in Id which is

very frequently met with, as—
bchi'tk bchukid ch i 1d ren

miruf inlrufid men
zhen zhenid women
ser serld heads

1 Old Persian made a plural in the same way, and where the
singular ended in ak the same use took place. In modern Persian the
ak has become eh and the old plural almost entirely replaced by ha.
One of the few remaining examples is the word bandeh, which, while it

has lost the final ak, has retained it in the ag of the plural bandagan.

THE NOUN

a. The NG and occasionally MukrI of the SG presents

also a as a plural termination

—

kurmdnj kurmanjd Ku rd s

kurr kurrd boys

but it is not very generally used.

gal, al. Though never met with in NG and very

rarely in SG, and not being strictly speaking a Kurdish

termination, for the sake of record it is well to mention

here the termination gal and al which is used in all the

dialects approximating to Kermanshah, and occasionally

in a few of those around Sulaimania, which lean in most

respects to the KurmanjI uses

—

dushmin dushmingal enemies

araw arawal Arabs

kha khdgal eggs

The Cases

Nominative

The noun uninflected by any save the signs of number

is in the nominative case, as

—

haistir dachl the m\Az goes

zhenka nan dakat the woman makes bread

baran dabarl the rain rains

Khwa aferl God created

A ccusative

I The SG has lost the signs of the accusative case

which it at one time possessed in common with the NG,

with the exception of the affix f, which is by no means

general and which is gradually dying out.

There thus occurs very naturally some confusion with
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the nominative, as one may be confronted with a phrase
such as

—

piao piao kuzht the man killed the man
diz para bird the thief took the money
Hama zhiu girt Ahmad took a wife

In the last two the sense of the words supplies the
meaning, but in the first, unless we know the regular order
of subject and object in a sentence, it is impossible to
distinguish the case of either one of the two piao. On the
other hand, such a phrase as Hama diz kuzht is ambiguous,
for though according to the syntactical rule Hama should
be the subject and the meaning of the sentence < Ahmad
killed the robber', it is also possible for the signification of
the sentence to be 'the robber killed Ahmad'. 1 In such
a case the termination i may be used, or, as is sometimes
done, the diminutive form aka is employed to denote the
objective, thus

—

piao ptaoi kuzht or piao pidoaka kuzht
Hama dizi kuzht or Hama dizakai kuzht

The final J, however, is in general use in the NG for
pure accusative or for nouns governed by prepositions

; for
example

—

zhe shdtiri from the messenger
nek Mahmftd Pdshdi before M ahmud Pasha
kichi kusht he killed the girl

1 The usually quoted example in Persian is a verse which runs
somewhat as follows :

—

where ^jl is objective in one case and nominative in the next, a play

occurring upon the two different meanings of .
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The use of any affix is not compulsory, and as often

as not the accusative will be found to be absolutely

undistinguished in form from the nominative.

a. NG also uses the termination d in exactly the same

way as it does the final i, but as a rule it will only be

found with a noun preceded by a preposition, and seldom,

if ever, as a pure accusative.

Dative

rd. The true dative in Kurdish is formed with the affix

rd, with or without hi prefixed to the noun, as in the

following examples:

—

bi kizhikaird gu he said to the raven

Memedrd da he gave to Muhammad
Khwdjerd git he said to the Khwaja

This form is used, however, as a rule only for animate

objects, and when it is desired to indicate the dative of

inanimate objects by an affix the termination i is employed
(which may also be used for animate objects), either with

or without the introductory bi) as in the following

examples :
—

chiima Salniasi I went to Salinas

da sdlkeri he gave to the beggar

ki riizh biriizhi which from day to day

shirim dd bipsinkt I gave milk to the cat

This affix i is common to all Kurmanjl, but the

termination rd will only be met with in the NG.
In many instances, both in NG and SG, no inflection

of the noun is made in the dative case, which can only be

discerned *by inspection in such instances, as

—

hdtm mal minalakan I came to the house and gave

nanm da the bread to the children
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Or, again, the preposition bi may introduce the noun
without any affix being employed

—

bi hamuydn iishtek kuti he said something to all of them

pai. The SG sometimes employs in the place of bi the

prefixial word pai
l
as

—

paivi da he gave (to) me
chit kiirdpaizlmiaka? what have you done to the woman?

da. Here and there an isolated example may be found

of the dative in final da with prefixed bz\ as in the following

example :

—

chilli birdvidd they went to the road

Genitive

izdfa. The simplest form of genitive, and that employed
exclusively by the SG, is that which adds i to the quali-

fkative or word possessed, the parallel use to the izdfa in

Persian. Kurdish, however, lengthens the short i and

nearly always pronounces it z~ as in the following

examples :

—

mat i min my house

para i zhenka the woman's money
tfenk i diz the robber's gun

z~ hi, hint, in. When, however, the object possessed is

not indicated and it is desired to say, for instance, ' It

is the robber's/ a prefixial z, hz
f

hint, za is used, the

second and third being more usually heard in the SG.
Examples

—

za Rezu Reza's

hinz ptdo the man's

hi bdwakim my father's
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Final 1, The second form of the genitive, and that very

generally in use among the dialects of the NG, is the

t affixed, as—

nan zmzhz to-day's bread

ruzh hawini a day of summer

Klidnid wildtz the Khans of the province

d. The third form, also very common in the NG, even

more so than the preceding, is the replacement of initial

i by initial d
y
as in the following examples:

—

bi khdtird Khwadz for the sake of God

haspd Mukho Muhammad's horse

zhind mzruf the man's wife

dindvddpaighamberd in the name of the Prophet

a with u It may be used also with the final z to the

noun in the genitive case, as

—

gelid shewdni the shepherd's flock

para tairi the bird's feathers

Idukd ddiki the child of the mother

d. In one or two of the dialects of the NG, particularly

those which have been in contact with the Chaldeans of

the Tiyari and the Upper Zab, the Chaldean genitive is

heard, namely, the prefixed d
y
but in such cases the usual

Kurdish genitive forms are also understood. Example

—

zhinz dfdrsz a woman of Persia

Locative

di . . . da. The multiplicity of forms noticeable in

Id . . . da. other cases is not seen here. NG employs

di before the noun and da after it, and SG
employs la before and da after the noun, as in the following

examples :

—
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dim kdbrd kdotu I saw the fellow fallen in the

lamdldd house

cherchi labdzairdd bit the pedlar was in the bazar
dindvdd paighambard in the name of the Prophet
didewidd girtia seized in his mouth

The initial di or la, however, may be dispensed with if

it is desired to use a preposition which has the meaning
Mn', e.g. bi or tat or naw (ndv), as in the following and
similar cases :

—

nawdastidd girt he took it in his hand
bidizidd khist he threw it in the pot

taibirdd bu it was in the well

ndwdodd khanqibu he was drowned in the water

With naw {ndv) it is permissible to use di and la,

considering naw as a noun qualifying the one following it

(see Part II, p. 1 1 1).

Ablative

zhe
. . . dd. This case resembles in its general use and

la . . . da. form the locative, for it is generally formed
with the final da and in NG initial zhe,

while in the SG it remains exactly the same, for it uses the

initial la, as

—

NG. zhebaghairda hdtwi\

SG. lasharda hdtim J

1 came from town

zhe . . . ra. In the Bitlis district of the NG is

encountered the form with final rd
y
as

—

bainin zhevildtrd bring from the country

and occasionally the form with final i may occur, as

zhedizi stand took from the thief

la . . . -o. Extreme SG invariably uses this form, as

la sharo hdtim I came from town
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Vocative

The vocative is a case which may be formed with any
one of a very large number of expressions, usually ho,

halo, hoi, oh, yd, the last being employed in expressions of

a religious nature. The first three are mountain calls, and

follow the name of the person addressed.

Auxiliary Words and Affixes used with Nouns

It is possible in Kurdish, as in Persian, to form certain

classes of nouns from others by the addition of certain

syllables which give the original noun 1 a fuller or different

meaning, of which the following are commonly used :

—

1. z, with the meaning of * appertaining to', 'of, as

—

dqili forethought, from dqil wise

dizz robbery diz a robber

draizhi length draizh long

zdndz erudition zdnd wise

garmi warmth garm warm
rdsz truth rds true

2. zle, with the above meaning and employed in the same
words—

garmik warmth, from garm warm
sdrzk coldness sdr cold

3. id, with the same meaning and application.

4. ana, with the meaning 'that which occurs'

—

mdngdna a monthly wage
sdldna a yearly affair

ruozhdna a daily occurrence

5. chi, ' one who does ' or ' performs '

—

jdrchi a watchman, from jar a call

ndoiuachi a sentinel naowa a beat

kemdchi a cooked meat seller kemdw a 'kebab'
1 Or an adjective to form a noun.

c
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6. ger, 'a worker in,' ' maker of

—

zairinger a goldsmith, from zairin gold

dsinger a blacksmith dsin iron

7. f«, < full of,
5 'at'—

ghamin distressed, from gham sorrow

drawshin a glittering drdwsh scintillation

paishin the foremost paish the front

8. ' bearing,
5

* producing '

—

derddbdr a fertile land, from derdo the reaping

9. ' one who does ' or ' makes '

—

jiwtkdr a peasant, from juot a plough

driikdr a liar dru a lie

10. f^w, * appertaining to'

—

gundidn a villager from gund a village

11. ddr> ' holder of,' ' possessor of—

-

gdoddr a cowherd, from a cow

bdlddr a bird bdl a wing

khiznaddr a treasurer khizna a treasury

zezviddr a landowner ^wi" land

12. a/f and iti, ' the condition of

—

sepihiti beauty, from sepi white

hingiwiti contact hingiwtin to touch

khuitt possession khui an owner

kurdti depth /fe/r deep

zimdti cold (n.) -87//* cold (adj.)

13. dkh, * the condition of

—

garmdkh heat, from ^r;^ warm

THE NOUN

14. uk an attributive suffix

—

khudiik sorrowful, from khud sorrow

khapuk deceitful khap deception

tersuk coward ters fear

khwdzuk importunate khwdz wish

15. ydr, signifying the agent

—

bakhtydr fortunate, from bakht luck

kirydr purchaser kir purchase

jiitydr ploughman jut ploughing

16. er, ir
y
ar, signifying the agent, or 'pertaining to'

kucher emigrant, from kiich wandering

fair mulberry-tree tic mulberry

hihgulir ring hingul finger

17. wan, ' a keeper,' also ' pertaining to '

—

dergawdn gatekeeper, from derga gate

pasawdn shepherd pas sheep

sekwdn hunter sek dog

gdwdn cowherd gd cow

amuswdn a ring amus finger

18. wer, ' he who takes '

—

ranjwer workman, from ranj trouble

muzdwer workman mtizd wages

19 di, dhi, dya, 'the condition of,
5

'the act of

—

sermdya cold (n.), from sdr cold (adj.)

dumdhi arrears dumd behind

shindya bl u en ess shin blue

keskai making green kesk green

20. al
y
signifying the agent

—

sutdl incendiary, from silt burning
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Besides these there are a few others, such as ndk and lu,

already attached to words imported from Persian and

Turkish, but not employed apart from them.

THE PRONOUN

Personal Pronouns

The personal pronouns differ slightly in the main

groups NG and SG, and are as follows :—

NG SG
I az, azt, ma, min min

thou ta tu, atu

he, she, it av, va *zo, awa
we am, ma aima

you hun aiwa

they van, wai awan

These, the primary forms of the pronouns, are the

nominative form also. It must be noted that Kurdish is

strict in its use of the 2nd persons singular and plural.

When speaking to one person the 2nd person singular

alone is used, no complimentary use of the 2nd person

plural being permitted, as is common in both Persian

and Turkish. The 2nd person plural is reserved for

addressing more than one person. As nominatives they

take their place in the sentence as nominative nouns

—

az tirrim I am going

min dakirrim I will buy

awa hdsha he is good

Genitive

The rules for forming the genitive are practically the

same as those for forming the genitive of nouns, that is to

say, the name of the object possessed takes the final i or
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d
t
but the pronoun is not inflected, the only difference

between the nominative and genitive pronoun being one

of change in the actual pronoun in one or two cases, as

seen below

—

NG SG
of me i inin, a min f min
of thee i ta, d ta i tu

of him, her, it i zvai, a wai i awa
of us i ma, a ma i aima

of you i hun, a hun, i wai t aiwa
of them i van, a van I awan

Examples

—

kichi min my daughter

zhend wai his wife

inazdri awdn their graves

In the SG is found the wide use of the suffixial

pronouns, which appear particularly frequently in the use

of genitive pronouns, and as these are constantly recurring

in all sentences, they are now detailed below—
-am me, of me -imdn us, of us

-it thee, of thee -itdn you, of you

-i him, of him -aydn them, of them

which forms give us the types chawam, my eyes, serit, thy

head, seri, his head, etc, which is much more general in

SG than the first forms given. The SG, however, makes
use of both in giving them a slightly different signification,

for the first form has a stronger meaning than the second,

and it is always used when the pronoun qualified (i.e. the

possessor) is doubtful or where clear distinction is needed.

The second form is used when (as is usually the case)

there exists no doubt as to the possessor of the quality
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or attribute expressed in the preceding word. For

example

—

tfenkit bdsha tfenki min bdshtira

thy gun is good, (but) my gun is better

fishekldoi batdla, fisheki min yd fisheki tu dakirri?

his bandolier is empty, will he buy my cartridges or

your cartridges ?

ndzdnim brd~i min bu yd kurr t tu

I do not know whether it was thy brother or my son

but ndzdnim brdit bu yd kurrit

I do not know whether it was thy brother or thy son

Accusative

The accusative pronouns are practically the same as the

nominative, the only difference being that NG does not

use the form az in the accusative, but min or ma for the

1st person singular and wi in the 3rd person singular.

The SG pronouns remain exactly the same as the

nominative, and the suffixial pronouns are also used.

you are killing me

I saw thee

he struck him

Examples

—

NG ma dakiizhin

SG min dakiizhin

NG az ta dtt

SG nun dimit

NG wat khist

SG khisti

NG van ma dakhilin

SG dakhwanimdn

NG hun tinim

SG dhainimitdn

they will eat us

I shall bring you
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1
1 want those

NG van dakhzvdzim

SG awdna dawim

NG van man V, , , , _vthey brought them
SG Jiatnaniyan J

It will be noticed that the SG used the suffixial pronoun

where possible, and in preference in all cases to the

separate pronouns, which it very seldom uses for the

objective except for emphasis, as—

qat dakiizhvnit verily I will kill thee

min dakuzhi? thou wilt kill me}

arai, har tu dakuzhim yes, thee I will kill

min riil ndkrdn, awa rut krdn, chdk rut\ krdn

they did not loot me, they looted him, and looted

him well

In the last sentence, where a definite distinction was

required showing which one was looted, the prefixial

pronouns are used, but immediately that necessity is

provided for the suffixial is employed

—

chdk run krdn.

Dative

The pronouns in the dative are little altered from the

nominative, and follow the general use of nouns in that

they may be used without prefix or affix, or with them as

desired. As a general rule, however, they take the affix

rd, as do nouns of the NG

—

NG min, merd, bimerd \ me
SG min, paimin, bimin, -m J

NG ta, tard, bitard \ tQ thee
SG tu, bitu, paitu, -t j

NG wi, wird, biwird
\ tQ

SG awa^ pai awa, bi awa, -if
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NG ma, mara, bimara \ .

-to us

I

to you

SG aima, biaima, pai aima, -man J

NG hun, watra, biwaira, hunrd

SG aiwa, biaiwa
y
pai aiwa, -tan

NG van, vdnrd, bivdnrd \ ^ , u
7 . . J-

to them
SG awan, bi azvdn, pat azvdn, -ydn)

Of this multiplicity of forms the second in NG is the

most correct and most used ; the third is but a compound
or amplification of it, whose use is alternative. The first

or uninflected form is used around Bayazid and by the

frontier tribes of the north. The SG forms are also

complicated by their numbers, but as with all the other

forms of the pronouns the suffixial are used whenever

possible, and the following examples will show better than

explanation the various uses, as far as is possible briefly;

the general use can only be acquired after the student is

more familiar with Kurdish style :

—

NG va kutina van \

SG wa kutina pat awdua land they said to them

wa kutina paiydn
J

NG az bi werd gut
^

SG min kutmi U said to him

min kutm paii J

NG da merd 1
,

„ _ . . die gave to me
SG da at min )

NG az dt kwai bidama ta
\ T . ... . . .

. j. . [1, then, will give it to thee
SG min dt aiva btamtt

J

NG dar hat para da bihun 1 came out and gave money

SG dar hatpara ddpai aiiva J
to you

NG ek gut mard \ . ,

_ ,

d
. vif he should say to us

SG hagar wutt patmdn J

THE PRONOUNS

As has been said, the SG prefers the use of the suffixial

pronoun wherever it is possible, but in some cases its use

would lead to confusion, as in the last example, for were

one to say hagar wutiman it would mean (

if we said as

the verb form has no indication of the pronominal ending,

the i meaning 'he' being merged in the final i of the verb

itself. Man would therefore supply a pronominal form

which would be appropriated to the verb.

The Possessive Pronouns

The possessive pronouns are exactly the same as those

of the genitive case, but Kurdish uses to a great extent

the genitive of the reflexive pronouns, which are as

follows :

—

The Reflexive Pronouns

These are formed by the addition of the word khwa to

the pronoun itself, which has the meaning of 'self The

NG differs from the SG in that it does not join the

pronouns to the syllable khwa, while the SG prefixes khwa
to the pronominal suffix. The reflexive pronouns are

therefore as follows :

—

NG SG
I myself ma khwa, az khwa khwam
thou thyself ta khwa khwat

he himself aw khwa khwat

we ourselves ma khwa khwaman
you yourselves hun khwa khwatan

they themselves van khwa khwayan

In the genitive the NG omits the pronoun which

precedes the reflexive particle, and the genitive form
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stands entirely as i khwa or a khiva, following the rule

of the genitive for nouns and pronouns, as

—

chii ser khdnid khwa he went on the roof of his house

az kenjikhwa dashum I am washing my clothes

The number and person can therefore only be ascertained

from the context in the NG. As the SG uses almost

invariably the synthetic form, there is no doubt about the

person intended, as

—

min jilikikhwam dashum

chu seri khdni khwai

ama pdrdi khwamdna

zshz khwatdn khzvatdn

dazdnin

I am washing my own clothes

he went on his roof

this is our money

you know your own affairs best

(literally, your own affairs

you yourselves know)

When the SG uses this form in preference to the

genitive of the ordinary pronoun it has, as in Persian,

a slightly stronger meaning, and should be translated in

most cases by its true equivalent, ' myself/ 'thyself,' etc.,

whereas in the NG it has merely replaced the ordinary

genitive.

The reflexive pronouns form their cases in exactly the

same way as nouns and are treated as such grammatically.

We therefore get the forms—

NG SG

Nominative min khwa, az khwa khwam
ta khwa khwat

aw khwa khwai

ma khwa khwamdn

hun khwa khwatdn

van khwa khwaydn
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Genitive

Accusative

Dative

1 Kiiwa, sy ]> 7f<7pf /7CC /C/l CU CI i khwam

GO. uu. 1/ f\ f if tV K&v

GO. An,GO. l> fVfli VU Li/ If

An,QO. An z khwamdn

do. do. i khwatdn

do. do. i khwayan

khwai rC ft LV It //lie

do. khzw/it/V f is Cv 1 1- l>

do. tVfl> LVl lr b

do. hhv91/1 111rtfi,rvrP LK/ It- ' rliA, ft/

do. khwatdn

do. khwaydn

bi khwa. khwara bi khwam, khwam

do. do. bi khwat, khwat

do. do. bi khwai, khwai

do. do. bikhzvamdn,kJiwamdn

do. do. bi khwatdn, khwatdn

do. do. bi khzvaydn, khwaydn

In all emphatic phrases, as ' I myself', this pronoun is

used—
az khwa dazdnim I myself know

atu khwat burrua go thyself, i.e. thou thyself go

The Demonstrative Pronouns

These are as follows :

—

NG SG
av

}
va, via, vat, vi am, hinthis

that

these

those

aw, wi

van

van, wan

ao

amdna
awdna
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Examples-

bi wi metuird gu he said to that man
liwdn sarhaditdn from those your boundaries

liwdn dghdid from these chiefs

am pldo this man
via gu he said this

lamdna niyya, bash it is not of these, perhaps it

lawdna bu was of those

hin bu it was this

It should be noted that in the NG the demonstrative

pronoun agrees in number with the noun it precedes and

indicates, but in the SG the plural form of the demonstrative

pronoun is only used when the noun is understood only, and

whenever the noun is indicated the singular form of the

demonstrative pronoun is invariably used, whether the

noun be plural or singular ; thus we must say—

-

am piaogdn, these men, not amdn pidogdn

aw kabrakdn, those fellows, not awdn kdbrakdn

Besides these demonstrative pronouns are the pronouns

—

itir, idin, idi, dttereka the other

haram, haraw, av . . . khwa this same
haraw, wi . . . khwa that same

the first being used after the noun, as

—

haisteridin the other mule

mdlitir the other house

The first of the four forms of ' the other' quoted is SG,

the second and third are NG, and the last is common to

both. Haram and haraw are the SG forms and are used

before the noun, as

—

haram pido paim wuti this same man said it to me
harawgundaka tdlaniankird they looted that same village
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Harav is sometimes used in the same manner in the

NG, and the forms av . . . khwa and wi . . . klnva, which

are found in the NG only, are used as follows :—
av mirufkhwa merd wut that same man said it to me
van wigundikhwa tdldnikir they looted that same village

The Interrogative Pronouns

The interrogative pronouns are as follows :

—

NG SG
who? ki? ki?

what ? c/ii, chik ? chi?

which ? kizhki, kizh, kizhau ? kam,kdmin ?

what sort of? chtiin ? chiin, chlun ?

Examples

—

ki hat wa chi keria ? who has come and what has he

done ?

zheva dudn kizh kigirt ? which of these two did he take ?

kizhdn ddr riuda ? which tree is a good one ?

kdmgdojakawdkirdawa? which idiot has done this?

chiin pidoia ?
t

what kind of a man is he ?

The first three of the pronouns above, ' who/ ' what,
5 and

"which are declined in every respect like nouns.

The Relative Pronouns

The word ku does the duty of the relative pronouns, as

—

mirui ku hat the man who came
hasp ku az kirri the horse which I bought

qal'a ku 'askarakdn girt the castle that the soldiers

took

This pronoun is indeclinable, and when it is desired to

construct such a phrase as 'the woman to whom he gave
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money' the phrase must be reconstructed to 'the woman
who to her he gave money where the relative pronoun is

considered as a conjunctive particle, thus, zhenaka ku bi

awa pardi dd. Similarly, in the case where the relative

pronoun is in the genitive in English, as 'the house of

which I built the doorway the sentence is inverted to

' the house which its door I built
' ;

thus, khdftia ku az deri

wi chi-kir, or ' the man from whom I took the money '

;

mirtift ku az zhiwl para girt, 'the man who I from him

took the money/

The Indefinite Pronouns
These are

—

kas

yekodin, yekitir, etc.

Jiamukas, gishkas, harkas

fildn

chishiek, tishtek, naghdek

htch
y
fiicli, kwt

y
cht, tit

ditiri, itiri, din, adin
%
etc.

chan, chand

hardUy hardiian, herduk

zitr, purr, galek

one

each other

everybody

such a one, so and so

something

nothing

the other

some

both

hamu, gishk

Examples

—

kas nazdni

gutin yekodin

hamukas dazanin

fildnipalm zvuti

tishtek da

hichim ntyya

cht namdiwa

aw itiri Ma

many
all

no one knows (one knows not)

they said to one another

everybody knows

so and so said to me
he gave something

I have nothing

I have seen nothing

give me the other
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chan layan some of them

hardil ketin both fell

purr hdtin many came
hamu hiiosh kird all understood

THE ADJECTIVE

The adjective or qualifying word follows the noun it

qualifies, and is connected to it by the particles f, d> and kz\

the last two being exclusively NG and the first common to

all dialects, as

—

hasp-i-spi the white horse

miruf-a-pir the old man
tdifa-ki-rund the good tribe

In a few cases the adjective may precede the noun, as

—

rraskwdla a swift (the black one)

zardwdla a hornet (the yellow one)

hizbdo a rascal (shameful father)

It must be noticed that the qualificative is treated in

every way as a noun in the genitive case, and so constant

is this rule that a noun thus treated becomes practically an

adjective, as, for instance

—

hdtin zhe ser-i-cliidn o deshtan-i-chwl

they came from the mountain-tops and desert plains

where chidn and chwl, in themselves pure nouns, become
adjectives or qualificatives, and indistinguishable from pure

adjectives in their connexion with the nouns they qualify.

Inversely, pure adjectives may be considered as sub-

stantives in the genitive case when they qualify indicated

nouns, as in the case of

qizh-i-rrash black hair

which .would be equally correctly translated 'hair of

blackness \
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This substantival value of the apparent adjective appears

in such a phrase as

rrashaka dakirrim nadldka I will take black, not red

An even better example is furnished by a word so

purely qualificative in English as ' good '

—

SG pidoek- 1-bash 1 ,

xt/- - - t. • ,fa good man
JN O miru-kt-rund)

Also

az yekizhe rundakan girt I took one of the good ones

where rundakan is a perfect plural noun and its value and
use absolutely substantival.

It may be said, then, that to arrive at the Kurdish idea of

an adjective we must turn our adjective into a noun, and
say 'goodness' for 'good ', for the Kurdish idea on the last

phrase is ' I took one of the goodnesses

In English we have in some instances arrived at the

same use, for we may say 'will you have a short or a long?'

meaning a short drink or a long drink, etc. The Kurmanji
has always done the same thing, and thus

—

draizhaka dakirriyd kuriaka ?

will you have a long or a short ?

where the object indicated may be any article, the name
of which is understood either by immediately previous

reference or by optical demonstration.

The sense in which the word may be said to be purely

adjectival is in the instance where an auxiliary verb is used

to join the noun and its qualificative, as

—

raiga draizha the road is long

bardgirdna the stone is heavy

for we can immediately proceed to the comparison form,

which can only be used in this situation, and which alone
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proves the existence of the purely adjectival idea in

Kurmanji, as

—

raiga draizhttra the road is longer

bard girdntira the stone is heavier

the comparative form being made by the addition of tir to

the positive. To express the superlative degree a compound
phrase is necessary, as there is no affix for the superlative

degree. We must say 'than all . . . -er as

—

raiga la hamudraizhtij-a the road is the longest, i.e. the

road than all (others) is longer

and the use may lead to such a complicated phrase as—
NG Hama zhe hamu-d-mirufan ku azi dtt mezintir a
SG Hama la ham

u

-i-pidoagdn ki min dim qaldotir a
Ahmad is the heaviest man fever saw

;
literally,

Ahmad than all the men that I saw heavier is

It will be noticed that the comparative form is placed at

the end of the sentence immediately before the verb, which
has always to be the last word, and this position, that of
penultimate, is that which it usually assumes.
To say (

give me a better one ' the same construction has
to be resorted to, and one must say ( give me one better
than this ' (or ' that * as the case may be), thus—
NG zhi wiyeki rundtir bida than this one better give

The Comparative Phrases
i. 'as . . . as.'

' This mountain is as high as that'

There is no parallel construction to the English
; one must

say

—

' The height of both mountains is one

'

NG bilindid hardu chidn yekza

SG barzui har du keildn yekika

D
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or

'The height of this mountain and the height

of that mountain are one*

NG bilindid va kew bi bilindid wi kew yekia

SG 'barzili am km wa barziii aw kuiyekika

2, ' not so . . . as.'

* This is not so dear as that
'

; one must say,

' This is not of the dearness of that

'

SG ama wa girdni awa niyya

3. *
. . . -er . . . -er/

A parallel construction for this phrase does not appear

to occur in NG, but the SG gives an exact parallel in any

phrase desired, provided always that it be introduced by

har, ' ever/

har nezziktir, diydrtir the nearer, the clearer

The NG would have to use an elliptical phrase.

The Numerals

Cardinal Numbers

These are as follows :

—

NG SG
1 yeky ek yek

2 dil dudn

3 siy sisa sidn

4 char chary chwar

5 painj penj

6 shask shask

7 haft haot

8 hesht haisht

9 nek, nah nth

10 deh dah
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NG SG
1

1

dehoyeky ydnza ydnza
12 dehudii, dehududu, dwdnza dwdnza
I3 dehiisi, satzda stanza, zidda

H dehuchary chd7'da chdrday chwdrda
15 dehupe?ij\ pdnza pdnza
16 deliushashy shdnza shdnza

*7 dehuhafty havda hewda
18 dehuhesht, heshda haizhda

19 dehunehy niizda niiezda

20 bist bis

21 bist u yek bis yek

30 St si

40 chel chel

SO penjay penji painjd

60 shest shaist

70 hefta heftd

80 haishta
y
heshtd haishtd

90 nitty nUd naud
IOO sad sOy siiot

200. du sad diisuo, dusat

300 sisad saisat

,000 hezdr hazdry hezhdr
1 0,000 deh hezdr

100,000 sat hezdr

14,528 chdrda hezdr o painj sat o bist haisht

The formation of the numbers, as is seen from the above,

is the same as in Old English—'fourteen thousand and five

hundred and twenty and eight/

The words hezdr, 1 thousand/ and sat, so, etc., * hundred/
take no plural form. One says, as in English, ' three

thousand/ Mai hezdr, 'several hundred/ ckan sat. Nor is it
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essential that a noun thus given a plural number shall take

the plural form, as in the following example;

—

haotpido (not haot pidogdu) seven men

The plural form is, however, sometimes used (SG) to

emphasize the sense of number, as—
hezdr mdlakdnihayya he has a thousand (i.e. many)

houses

The only fractional number in general use is mw
t
nzma,

half; whenever it is desired to enumerate any other

fractional number the Persian method is used, as

—

yek zhi si one third (one of three)

yek zhe char (or charefc) one quarter

and so on.

Ordinal Numbers

These are formed from the cardinal numbers by the

addition of an or t, with the exception of the * first '—

>

first paishin, awwal (Arabic), yekt
y
eyek

second duwi, diiwdni, dediian

third sit, siydn

fourth chdran, chart, chwdri

fifth painji, painjdn, etc.

twenty-first bis o yeki

twenty-sixth bis o shasht, etc.

The adverbs * firstly*, etc., are not used, the ordinal

numbers in their simple form being invariably employed.

THE VERB

The Auxiliaries 'To be* and 'To become 3

As a knowledge of the auxiliary verbs 'to be' and 'to

become' is essential before the regular verbs can be learned,

and as they serve in a measure as a guide to the formation
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of the ordinary Kurmanjl verb, it is well to thoroughly
learn them before proceeding to the more difficult section
of this part of the Kurdish grammar. As these auxiliaries

are almost identical in form and use, they are treated here
side by side in order that the little differences which
distinguish them may be the more readily detected.

The verb 'to become' is one which is used with nouns
and past participles (verbal nouns) to form passive verbs,
and is encountered frequently. Where the English uses
the verb ' to be ', with part of the active to form the passive,

the Kurmanjl uses the verb 'to become'', as

—

English * to throw ' is the active

' to be thrown ' is the passive

Kurdish 'to throw' is the active

'to become thrown ' is the passive

. As the SG and NG show some considerable differences,

the forms of each group are shown side by side here. 1

Infinitive

hain, buin to be

bun to become

Present Indicative

Affirmative

I am, etc.

NG SG
az haima, hem, -em min haim, foam, -im
ta hat, -i tu hat, hait, -i

aw hayya, -a aw hayya, -a

am haina, -in aima hain, haimdn, -in

him hain, -in aiwa hain, haitdn, -in

van haina, -in awan hain, haydn, -in
1

It will be seen that each group also has several forms, each form
being separated from one another by a comma.
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I become, etc.

az dabuni, dabuiti min dabim, abim

ta dabi, dabit, bit .

aw daily dabit, bit, dabitin

am dabin, dabim

hun dabin, dabit

van dabin, dabit

I am not, etc.

/ '

; NG
az nim, nifitm

ta ni, ntni

aw nina, niyya, tiinna

am nznin, tuniniu

hun ninin, tuniniu

van ninin, tuninin

tu dabui, abut

aw dabi, abl

aima dabin, abin

aiwa dabuin, abin

await dabin, abin

Negative

SG
min nim

iu nit

aw niyya

aima nin

aiwa nin

awan nian

I do not become, etc.

NG
az ndbim

ta nabi

azv nabi

am nabin

hun nabin

van nabin

SG
min ndbim

tu nabi

aw nabi

aima nabin

aiwa nabin

awan nabin

Preterite

Affirmative

I was, etc. I became, etc.

NG SG NG SG
bum, az habum, az bit bum az bum min bum

buz, ta habui, ta bu bid ta bid tu bid

bu, aw habu, aw bu bu aw bii aw bu

bun, am habun, am bu bun am bun aima bun

biin, hun habun, huu bu bun hun bun aiwa bun

bun, van habun, van bu biin van bun awan bun

Negative

I was not, etc. I did not become, etc.

Both Group

nabum nabuu

nabui ndbun

nabu ndbun
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Imperfect

I used to be, etc.

NG
az dabum
ta dabui

azv dabit

am dabun

hun dabun

van dabun

Affirmative

I used to become, etc.

SG
dam bit, ambu, biiam

dat bu, atbii, buait

daibu, ibu, bud

damanbu, mdnbu, budman

datan bu, tanbu, buaitan

dayan bu,yanbu, buayan

Negative

I used not to be, etc. I used not to become, etc.

az nadibum

ta nadibui

aw nadibu

am nadibun

him nadibun

van nadibun

nambit

natbu

naibii

namanbu

natanbu

nayanbu

Perfect

Affirmative

I have been, etc.

NG
az buma, bilina, habuya, buya

ta buta, buita, habuya, buya

aw buya, buna, habuya, buya

am buna, biiina, habuya, buya

hun buna, biiina, habuya, buya

van buna, bilina, habuya, buya

I have become, etc.

SG
dambua, am/ma, buma

datbua, atbua, buta, buiya

daibua, atbua, bua

damdnbua, amdnbua, buna

datdnbua, atanbua, buna

daydnbiia, ayanbua, buna
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I have not been, etc.

NG
ndbuma, tunabum

ndbuta, tunabui

nabuya, tunabua

ndbuna, tunabun

ndbuna, tunabun

ndbuna, tunabun

Negative

I have not become, etc.

SG
nambua, ndbuma
natbua, ndbuta

nabua, ndbua

namdnbua, ndbuna

natanbua, ndbuna

naydnbua, ndbuna

Pluperfect

Affirmative

I had been, etc. I had become, etc.

Both Groups

bubtim bubun

bubfa bubun

bubu bubun

Negative

ndbubum ndbubun

ndbubul ndbubun

ndbubu ndbubun

Subjunctive and Optative

I may be, May I be, etc. I may become, May I become, etc.

NG SG NG SG
bam bam bim bim

bat bat bit bit

bd
y
bat bat bl bi, bibdya, bdya

ban ban bin bin

ban ban bin bin

ban ban bin bin

Negative

As above, with na prefixed.
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Conditional

Affirmative

If I be or become

Both Groups

bibim, bum bibin
y
biiidin

bibit, biidt bibin, biiidin

biba, bilya bibin, buidn

Negative

ndbim, ndbum ndbin, ndbiiidin

ndbit, nabudi ndbin^ ndbiiidin

ndba
y
nabuya ndbin, nabuidn

Future

Affirmative

I shall be or become

NG SG
bibim, debum dabimawa, dabim, datum
bibi, debut dabitawa, dabt, dabul

biba, debu dablwa, dabt, dabu

bibin, debun dabinawa, dabin
)
dabun

bibin, debun dabinawa, dabin, dabun
bibin, debun dabinawa, dabin, dabun

Negative

With nd in the place of ti in NG and in place of da
in SG.

Imperative

Positive

Become ! be

!

NG SG
tat bl

bin bin

Prohibitive

NG and SG maba
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Past Participle

Been, become

NG SG
bua, bia, habua bua

Uses of the Tenses

(a) Present Indicative

While the future has its own form, it is not at all

unusual for the present indicative of the verb ' to become

'

to perform its duties, and it is permissible to say, for

example

—

hailak dabum I shall be tired

hailak dabimawa I shall be tired

without there being any difference in the sense.

(b) Present Indicative, second form (affixial form).

This form is that which is most generally used, and it

attaches to whatever is the penultimate word of the

sentence, the ultimate position being its own, as a verb.

Examples of present indicative uses

—

i. Hawa sdr-a. The weather is cold.

2. Hiw ruzhin-a. The moon is bright.

3. Min karwani-m. I am a caravaneer.

4. Atugaoj-i. Thou art a fool.

5. Aima jengkar-in. We are fighting men.

6. Aiwa sdlker-in. You are beggars.

7. Aivan piska-in. They are miserly.

8. Ddorishi gedd shah dabi, shah gedd abl The beggar

priest becomes a king, the king becomes a beggar.

9. Min%iazdni chun dabi. I knew how it would be.

10. Min masti khidldti kasik-im. I am drunk with the

thoughts of one,
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11. Dabaizhi min sidtdn-im. He says, *I am the Sultan
'

12. Min zairkirri tu nim< I am not thy slave.

13. Zidni wi tunna. It is not his loss.

14. Gut mlrii wd nlna wi ndbit. He said to the man,
' This is not and cannot be.'

15. Aw qat wd tunlna. Verily it is not so.

16. Dimaldd nlnin. They are not in the house.

17. Sail tir rasm dabi. Next year it will become the

custom.

In example 9 it is noticed that the word dabi is

translated as * it would be'. This is owing to the rule

that narrative of any kind must be an exact quotation of

what happened in the past, as if it were in the present.

The literal translation is, then, 'I knew "how it will be"/

where the use of the present indicative of the verb ' to

become ' is used as a future for the verb (

to be —see (a).

The same use is noticed in example 14, where the word

ndbit indicates a future sense.

In this manner the 3rd person singular verb ( to become*

acquires the meaning * to be possible', and is used in that

signification very frequently, for by saying it will not be'

a meaning is conveyed that 'it cannot be', and this is one

of the commonest uses of the verb * to become ', as

—

pido ndbi bifarrl a man cannot fly, lit. * it will

not be that a man fly

'

hagar abi bom biainai if you can, bring it for me
azdnim ndbi I know it will be impossible

(c) Present Indicative form—haima, haim, ham, etc.

It will have been remarked that the affixial form of the

Verb as exemplified in (b) could not be used unless it had

a word to which to affix itself. Where none exists, then,

the complete form must be used, as

—
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kick limdl-a? is the girl at home?
ami, hayya yes, she is

Whenever it is desired to contradict a statement or to
emphasize one, this form of the verb is used, as—

iruozh sdr niyya it is not cold to-day
chun niyya, zur sdr hayya how is it not, it is very cold
tu aghdimini? are you my master?
dghdit haim I am thy master

This form of the verb is also separate whenever it has
the meaning of ' to exist', 'to have being', which is one
of the most general of its meanings, as in the following
examples:

—

NG disani labigiriwi hayya, va qawi mdmurd van hain
so there is (of them) at Bigiriwi, and their appointments

are many

la har kas dul siiozi hayya
in every man there exists mercy

dikurdistdni zdf ha\n
there are many in Kurdistan, lit. 'in Kurdistan
many they are

'

zhind min hayya

it is my wife, or t have a wife, i.e. 'there is to me
a wife

'

SG am ghazala ivurda khidlaki hayya
there is but a little idea in this sonnet

(d) Preterite

It will be noticed that both the verb < to be ' and the
verb < to become

' are the same in the SG, and that the NG
also possesses identical forms which are very generally
used. It is possible, then, to encounter two words in
a sentence exactly the same, one having the meaning
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< was
'
or < were ' and the other the meaning < became \ as in

the following sentence :

—

SG jdrdn ndsdkh bu pdshi du mdng chdk bu
formerly he was ill, but after two months became well

where the first bit signifies < was ' and the second bu
' became \ Examples

—

najhii bum na musarmdna
nor Jew was I nor Mussulman

haf sad khuldm min habun
I had seven hundred servants, lit. 'there were seven
hundred servants to me 1

Khosru o Mahmud o Farhdd, har si shdzda bun
Khosru and Farhad and Mahmud, all three were

princes

har chi haistr habuna birrin

they took all the mules there were

Besides the ordinary signification of the preterite it may
also stand for the perfect in describing an action which has
just occurred, as in the following example t

SG har ista sudr bu he has just mounted, lit
(

just

now a rider he became

'

This use, which would appear to be incorrect gram-
matically, is common to Persian also, which makes free
use of the form. The NG, however, does not appear to
employ it to such an extent as does the SG.

(e) Perfect

Examples of the use of the perfect, the one form of
which expresses both the perfect of the verb 4

to be ' and
of the verb * to become '

—
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NG Kerhi o Ahml buina Karhi and Ahmad have been

ndwi kasikt tuna bun there has not been the name
of anyone

ndsdkham bua I have been ill (SG)

hashtiawihishkabun, his bones dried up and had

buna vnkd ddra become like wood

sdla haftd tamdm seventy years have been

buya finished

SG hizum I mutbakh sfwz the wood within the grate

bua has been burnt

It will be noticed that the perfect is used in instances

where the preterite would often be used in English, as

in the first two examples, which are taken from a story

which relates events which might in English well be in the

preterite. This use of the perfect is governed by no

regular rule, and must be learned by inspection. The

SG makes some certain slight modifications in the

sentence which indicate whether the word used is part

of the verb 'to be' or part of the verb 'to become and

the following examples may serve to illustrate to a certain

extent this idiom.

If we sayjdrdn shdraka gdord bua, the meaning is ' once

the town has been a big one but if we put the word jdrdn

in 'the definite singular and say jdreka shdr gdord bua,

the meaning is properly 'it is a long time that the town

has become a big one', though this rule is not absolute.

In the word jar and its inflections we have the reason

for the different interpretations of the verb. The word

jd?-dn denotes a definitely past time, and since the action

of becoming denotes a progression or duration of time, it

is obvious that the verb *to become * is not that which is

intended by bua, but a word which will agree in sense with

jdrdn, which word is bua, ' has been/ jdreka, meaning
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'a long time', also has the meaning 'since a long time',

and with this meaning it is possible to imagine the
progression of the action of becoming great, wherefore the
interpretation of the word bua as ' has become ' is logical.

In Sina (Ardalan) and occasionally in Sulaimania
(Southern Turkish Kurdistan) the form is encountered
which inserts a g to strengthen the word, making biiguma
for buma, biiguta for buta, etc.

(f) Pluperfect

This form, though met with in poetry, will seldom be
encountered in colloquial language, its duties being per-
formed to a great extent by the perfect itself.

(g) Subjunctive and Optative

Examples of the use of subjunctive—

SG hagar sail labirim chu hailaki zhdmi izhdar bim
if I should forget for an hour, may I be slain with

a dragon's wound
khwash bl skald May it be pleasant, God willing

NG zhibo bchukidi Kurmdnjdn, waki la Quran khalds
bin, laziuia la sawddz ckdf nas bin

For Kurdish children, what time they may have learned
the Qur'an it is necessary that they be acquainted with
writing. 1

(h) Conditional

Examples of the use of the conditional—

SG hagar biba darruim if it be possible, I will go
SG diydr buyd, bdsha if it be visible, it is well

qenjtira ki rrash buidn it is better that they be black

1 From the Nobhar of Ahmad! Khan! Hakkarl (see Introduction).
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(i) Future

With the exception of the form bibim, dabimawa, etc.,

all those quoted are the same as those of the present

indicative of the verb * to become which, as has been
already remarked, performs the duties of future for

both verbs.

(j) The imperative is used after the object or subject, as

—

hdjiz maba,jdnm do not be downcast, my soul

wdndd bat, bdohiz begone, rascal ! (lit. be lost)

la sarhaditdn huoshydr bin be alert for your frontiers

The Regular Verb

All verbs have, as the sign of the infinitive, one of the

syllables in, an, tin, or din terminally, as

—

bhistin to hear man to bring

katvtin to fall kutidn to pound
gurin to change awaitin to throw
bzhairdin to choose kulidu to boil

Class I: The Simple Regular Verb of the
Southern Group

Infinitive

kawtin, to fall

Present Indicative

I fall, etc.

(0 (2)

dakawam akaivam

dakatvi akawi
dakawa akaiva or akawit

dakawin akawin

dakawin akawin
dakawin akawin
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The present indicative has, as well as its own particular
signification, the meaning of the future tense, much as in
English we say 'I go to-morrow 1

, meaning <I shall go
to-morrow \ Examples

—

pashi dakawa it will fall at last

huoshydr bi dakawi be careful, thou wilt fall

The negative sense is formed by dropping the da or
a, which are the signs of the present indicative, and sub-
stituting na—

dizi daka, hamma chishtek bi dasi ndkawa
he is a thief, but nothing falls to his hand

Preterite

I fell, etc.

(0 (2) (3)
kawtm kawtim -m katvt
kawti kawtit -t kawt
kawt kawti -i katvt
kawtin kawtimdn -man kawt
kazvtin kazvttdn -tan kawt
kawtin kawtian -yan kawt

Negative

nakawtm, etc. nakawtim, etc. nam kawt, etc.

The form (2) is, more correctly speaking, a form
appertaining to extreme Southern Kurdish and the Lurish
forms, but it is used among the tribes in the neighbour-
hood of Sulaimania who speak the Kurmanji language.
The third form is a slight variation on the use of the NG

which will be treated of later, and is the purest Kurmanji
form. It will be noticed, however, that a word is required

E
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to precede the verb in form (3), and in any case where this

does not occur it is of course essential to use form (1), and
their respective use is best seen from the examples below

(preterite forms in Roman characters)—
hatim lasari milda, piaoekm dl, sawdri haister bu, tfenkm

purr kird, khanjarim kishiwa, wa bihawdlm ferrl

bis&rz, dam khisti la ard, kiizhtmi.

I came to the pass, and saw a man, he was riding a mule,

I loaded my gun, and I had drawn my knife, and with

a cry / leaped upon him, I threw him to the earth,

/ killed him.

In the above example the words hatim and kiizhtm are

unsupported by any other words upon which they may
depend for the completion of the description of the action,

and thus with a succession of preterite forms independent

of phrases to amplify the narrative, form (1) would be

used, as

—

chum gaishtm o dim o ndnm khward, hatim

I went, and arrived, and saw, and ate my meal, and
returned.

The fourth preterite form, since it has an object to

amplify the narrative, can take the form (3) and does so.

Imperfect

I used to fall, etc.

(I) (2) (3)

dam kawt kawtzarn makawt
dat kawt kawtzdit atkawt

dai kawt kawtid ikazvt

daman kazvt kawtzain or kawtiaimin imankawt
datan kawt kazvtzain or kawtiaitin itdnkawt

daydn kawt kawtldn fankawt
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The imperfect in Kurmanji does not confine itself strictly
to the expression of an' habitual past action, but allows
itself great latitude in its use. This latitude is upon
exactly the same lines as followed by the imperfect in
Persian, and the best description of the tense is found in
the following: < The imperfect is used to denote actions
which are not real but only supposed ' (subjunctive),
example— '

4\jA.*lr« L,^ would you have come ?

The sentences would read in SG (1) dat hat (2) hagar bdrz
bu, ziir nachdk bu. Here we have a more correct use than
the Persian, for where Persian uses an imperfect form in^Kurdish uses the pluperfect in its bdrt bu, but the imperfect

dja^L* of the Persian is translated exactly by the dat hat
of the Kurdish ( would you have come ?

'

Comparing again Persian, 'if I had known I should have
gone/ SG hagaramzdni, damchii or Kermanshahi hagar
zanzsidm, chiam.

The imperfect is also used in its own sense whenever
necessary, as

—

I used to go

he used to come and go every day
it used to fall every day

Negative

(1) and (3) namkaivt, etc. (2) nakawtidtn

1 Rosen, Persian Grammar, p. 43.

jardn damrui\

jdranm rut J

har ru dahat dachu

har rujareki kawt
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Perfect

I have fallen, etc.

(0 (2) (3)

kaivtuma dam kawtawa am kawtawa

kawtuta dat kawtawa at kawtawa

kawtua dai kawtatva I kawtatva

kawtuna daman kawtawa wan kazvtawa

kawtuna datan kawtawa tan kawtawa

kawtuna daydn kawtatva ydn kawtawa

Examples

—

chwdrjar la haspam kawtawa

I have fallen three times from my horse

halqa halqa zilfi haori qubbai wa naords kawtawa

ring by ring the tresses of the heavens' clouds have

fallen in the midst

It will be noticed that here a singular is apparently used

to agree with a plural noun, but as hdor, ' clouds/ may be

considered as a collective noun it is not incorrect, although

the verb does not always agree with its subject in number

(see Part II)

pat kutuma I have said to him

The perfect may be used where it would appear that

the preterite should occur, as in the example quoted under

the heading of preterite in khanjarm kishiwa. This use

follows no rule and is optional.

The Perfect in ra

In Sulaimania and the Southern MukrI a number of

verbs form the past participle (and from it the perfect)

with a final rd
9
as nwlsra, written, and churd, gone, and

others.

THE VERB S3

The regular perfect from these forms would be nwtsrdm

and churdm, but in the second case the perfect would be

chumrd, the pronominal particle being placed between the

root of the verb and the sign of the past participle for

euphony. We may then have

—

chumrd nwtsrdm

chutrd nwisrdt

cJiura nwisrd

chumdnrd nwtsrdn

chiitdnrd nwisran

chuydnra nwisran

The general rule for this formation is that whenever the

root of the verb ends in a vowel the pronominal particle

precedes the sign of the past participle, and when the root

ends in a consonant the pronominal particle follows the

sign of the past participle. Where the root of the verb

ends in a vowel, necessitating insertion of the pronominal

article, the extended form of the affixial pronoun is

generally used, as seen in chumrd, etc. A few verbs form

their past participles and perfects in both this and the

manner first quoted, one of which is the verb chun above

cited, which has an ordinary perfect in chuma, dam
ckuwa, etc.

Pluperfect

I had fallen, etc., lit. ' I was fallen'

(0 (2) (3) (4)

am kawtuwa kawtu bum dam kawtuwa foiwtum

at kawtuwa kawtu but dat kawtuwa kawtut

i kawtuwa kawtu bit dat kawtuwa kaivtuwa

man kawtuwa kawtu bun daman kawtuwa kawtuna

tan kaivtuwa kawtu bun datan kaivtuwa kawtuna

ydn kawtuwa kawtu bun daydn kawtuwa kawtuna
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The use of these four forms is quite optional ; the first

three are more generally used in the northern portion of

the SG district and the last in the south of it

Sulaimania

—

meskinim o bo khwoli hatr nekikt hdtum bo bunavva

hdtum (local song)

I am poor, and for a sweet-smelling earth had I come
to her, for the smell of it I had come

la sariddm kawtutva I had fallen upon him

Future

(0
dakawam
dakawi

dakawa
dakawin

do.

do.

I shall fall, etc.

(2)

dakawmawa
dakawtawa

dakawiawa

dakawnawa
do.

do.

(3)

dabi bikawam
ddbi bikawi

dabi bikawa

ddbl bikawin

do.

do.

The use of the future is exactly as in English and has

no idiomatic use. The SG sometimes uses the NG form
of the future, which is the same as the first form quoted
but without the prefix da. The second form is very

common in Sulaimania and the surrounding districts, while

the third is an emphatic form which is not very often

employed, having the meaning 'I certainly shall . .

This third form is a combination of the future indicative

of the verb' to become' and the conditional of the main
verb, meaning in detail ' it will happen that T . . /, whence
its emphatic signification.
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Conditional

As with Persian, the conditional mood is considered to

be formed by the prefix agar, ' if (hagar), to the preterite,

either form (i) or form (3), as follows :

—

If I should fall

(0
hagar kawtm
hagar kawtl

hagar kazvt

hagar kawtin

hagar kawtin

hagar kawtin

The future conditional

tense, as

—

hagar kawtima, etc.

is

(2)

hagarn1 kaivt

hagarit kaivt

hagari kawt
hagarman kawt
hagartdn kawt
hagaridn kawt

formed with the perfect

(2)

hagaram kawtawa, etc.

Strictly speaking, then, the KurmanjT cannot be said to

have any real conditional mood.

Subjunctive and Optative

Present

I mav fall

CO
ki bikawam

ki bekawi

ki bikawa

ki bikawin

ki bekawin

ki bikawin

bim kawtawa
bit kawtawa
bi kawtawa

Past

etc.

(2)

ki kawam
ki kawi
ki kawa
ki kawin

ki kawin

ki kawin

bimdn kawtawa
bitdn kawtawa
bian kawtawa
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For the present tense of the subjunctive another form

exists in such verbs as permit of it without producing

an ill-sounding word, which is but the form (2) of the

future with the particle ki and bi or be or bi instead of da.

haz dakam baitawa I desire that he may come

In the verb under consideration, however, the word

bikawawa is very clumsy, and its use would be avoided

owing to the junction of the weak consonant w and the

short vowels. In such words as baimawa, bikhamawa, etc.,

the use is perfectly euphonious. Examples

—

at ki bichim ! oh that I might go!

baizha baitawa tell him to come (lit. tell him

that he come)

bailtn birriia ? may I tell him that he may go ?

bida bikhwam give me that I may eat

wd kird ki Mm kawtawa he did so that I might fall

Imperative

This is formed of the root of the verb, with or without

the prefix bz> the prefix usually being omitted with

compound verbs only. For the simple verb the form is

Mkaw fall (thou)

bikawin fall (you)

A very general use is also with da prefixed to bi, as

dabikawa, dabikawin

With the first form the negative is

ndkawa, ndkawin, or makawa
y
makawin

and with th§ second

ddnakazva, ddndkawin, or ddmakawa, ddmakawin

Participle Past

The participle past is formed from the root with the

addition of u or z, as kawtu^ kawti, or in some cases of
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rd, as: kishra, 'drawn/ kiizhra,
£ killed/ nwisra, * written/

kiitrd, ' pounded.'

This form is not met with outside the middle and

southern KurmanjL

Particle Present

This part of the verb, used only as a verbal noun, is very

seldom encountered and is formed by the addition of i to

the root, as, kewi, ' one who falls/

A second form exists, also a verbal noun, which has the

value of the present participle in final -an, as mirdn, ' dying/

riidn
y

i going, current.'

Class II: The Regular Verb of the Northern
Group

Infinitive

kewtin or ketin, to fall

It will be well while perusing the forms of the NG
to keep those of the SG in view, for though there are

considerable differences, it will be seen that in the main

they agree in at least one form for each tense.

Present Indicative

I fall

W
.

(2)
.

az dikewim az dikewima, dikewina

(Erzerum)

ta dikewi ta dikewita

aw dikewa
y
dikewi^ aw dikewina

dikewitin

am dikewin am dikewina

hun dikewin hun dikewina

van dikewin van dikewina
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Examples

—

waku du gur jawani like two young wolves they
dikewina niwi fall in the midst

wa dikewina rla qishldght and falls to the road to the

summer lands

zhe sard mall dikewin and they fall from the roof
khwdra to the ground

Preterite

(0
min, ma, az kewt, ket

ta kewt, ket

aw kewt, ket

am kewt, ket

hun kewt, ket

van kewt, ket

I fell, etc.

kewtim, ketim

kewtt, keti

kewt, ket

kewtin, keiin

kewtin, ketin

kewtin, ketin

(3)

az ketima, ketina

ta ketina^ ketita

aw ketia

am ketina

hun ketina

van ketina

Forms (i) and (2) are the pure preterite form and are

most generally encountered among the eastern of the
northern dialects, while form (3) will be met with in the
central and western dialects of the NG.

Examples

—

tu bider keti thou falledst outside (thou

wert evicted)

wa dril wa iftirdn ketina and they fell to lying and

slandering

wa le pishtd aila Gesd ketia and he fell in pursuit of

the relations of Gesa
chdr'unsuran char tabi'atdn four elements are there, and

ar aw bimizdniwik ketin four natures, if they fell in

their proper stations
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As in the SG the preterite will be found to be used
in place of the perfect, as

—

dtsa aida, wa neki qurbdn
kat

once more it is the festival

and it is come near to

the Sacrifice (fallen near
to ...

)

a lock of my beloved in

a bow fell

dilbanddd ma zilfakat kafti

kamdn
(In some of the dialects of the NG, notably that of Jazlra

and the surroundings, the correct and original form kaftin
is found.)

Imperfect

I used to fall, I was falling, etc.

(3)

daketim, daketima

daketit, daketita

daketia

daketin, daketina

daketin, daketina

daketin, daketina

(I)
(2)

ma daket az katimawa
ta daket ta katitdwa
aw daket aw katdwa
am daket am katindwa
hun daket hun katindwa
van daket van katindwa

Examples

—

bi qundghi daketina they were coming to a stage
aw harru zhe sari khaina every day he used to fall from

daket thereof
The first form is the purest and is used in the north-

eastern of the NG dialects, the second in the west of
the Hakkarl country, and the third is very general in the
western portion of the NG generally and also in the
Hakkarl and south.

The forms above quoted may be met with as dekewt,
dekeft, etc., according to the pronunciation adopted locally'
and this applies to all parts of the verb, as has already been
seen in the preterite.
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Perfect

I have (am) fallen, etc.

(0 (2)

ma or min ketia az ketitna

ta ketia ta ketita

aw ketia aw ketia

am ketia am ketina

hun ketia hun ketina

van ketia van ketina

Examples

—

az la ishqdd pai ta koti I from love of thee am fallen,

ketima miserable, at thy feet

wa ketinapaidd haspi and they have fallen at the

feet of his horse

The perfect will be found frequently used for the

preterite, as

—

zhe chiai hatina khwdri they came down from the

mountains

In such case the context will indicate whether the verb

is used in the preterite or perfect sense, and this use will be

found most generally in the dialects of Erzerum arid the

surroundings.

Pluperfect

I had fallen, etc.

(I) (2)

min
y
ma, az keti bu az ketuna

ta keti bii ta ketuna

aw keti bii aw ketuna

am keti bu am ketuna

hun keti bu hun ketuna

van keti bu van ketuna
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Examples

—

am awru char jar zhe that day we had fallen four

haspani khwd keti bu times from our horses

di Maimu keti bu so Muhammad had fallen

pdshi Zildnli ketuna after that the Zilanlu had

fallen

Conditional

If I should fall, etc.

(0
#

(2)
^

ek kewim ek kewtim
ek kewit ek kewti

ek kewi ek kewt
ek kewin ek kewtin

ek kewin ek kewtin

ek kewin ek kewtin

The conditional in its correct form (i) will seldom be

encountered, and when met with will be seen in form (2),

which as in SG is but an adaptation of the preterite to meet
the needs of the conditional, and examples of its use are

not very common. Examples

—

ek tu dd zhwi if thou give of them
ek az harrim if I go

ek van kewin if they fall

Subjunctive

I may fall, etc.

(I) (2)_
kewhn bikewim

kewit bikewi

kewa bikewa

kewin bikewin

kewin bikewin

kewin bikewin
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Examples

—

wa ki talaf ndkewin

gishk harra ndv dishmend

kewa gishk bimerra

kdsh bikewa bimerra

baizha bichia

that they may not fall aside

they may all go and fall

among the enemy, and
may all die

may he fall and die

tell him to go

Subjunctive Past

I might fall, etc.

biketim biketin

biketl biketin

biketa biketin

Example—

amiri dd ki lashundd dizdn biketin

he gave the word that they might fall in pursuit of

the robbers

Future

I shall fall, etc.

(0
.

(2) (3)

kewam dibikewim bikewim

kewi dibikewt bikewi

kewa, kewit dibikewa bikewa

kewin dibikewin bikewin

kewin dibikewin bikewin

kewin dibikewin bikewin

In form (2) we encounter the same use as in the SG in

the use of part of the verb * to become ' to form the future

tense, but the first form will be found to be more generally

used. Examples

—
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ek whd bikem pdshi kewim if I do thus I shall fall

stdka dizdn hdtin lasarz ta when the robbers come
kewin they will fall upon thee

dilem dibikewa khwdra my heart will fall

Imperative

Fall

(0 (2)

bikewa dabikewa
bikewin dabikewin

In the second form the prefix dd may be separated from
the rest of the word, as in the following example :—

gu dd til bizdnijihimzna najihitua
he said, know that it is my place, not yours

Participle Present

Falling, kewi

This form is very seldom seen.

Participle Past

Fallen, ketia, kewtt

The second form is very frequently met with in NG with
the meaning ' wretched * miserable and in that form
seldom has any other meaning, the first form being
generally used to signify the pure past participle.

zhe sardd ketia khwdri fallen from above

For the purpose of more facile comparison the verb of
the SG is here tabulated side by side with that of the NG.

Infinitive

To fall

NG SG
ketin, katin, kewtin, kqftin kawtin
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NG
ek kewim ek kewtim
ek kewit

ek kewt

ek kewin

do.

do.

ek kewtt

ek kewt

ek kewtin

do.

do.

NG

Conditional

hagar kawtim
hagar kawti

hagar kawt
hagar kawtin

do. do.

do. do.

Subjunctive

SG
hagarm kawt
hagarit kawt
hagari kawt
hagarman k awt
hagartan kawt
hagaridn kawt

kewim

kewit

kewa

kewin

do.

do.

bikewim ki bikawam
bikezvt ki bikawi
bikewa ki bikawa
bikewin ki bikawin

do. do.

do
- do.

Subjunctive Past

SG
ki kawam
ki kawt
ki kawa
ki kawin

do.

do.

NG SG
bikatim bim kawtawi
bikati bit do.

bikata bi do.

bikatin bimdn do.

do. bitdn do.

do. biydn do.

NG
Imperative

bikawa

bikewin

dabikewa

dabikewin

SG
bikaw ddbikawa
bikawin dabikaiuin

Participle Present

NG SG
kewt kawt
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Participle Past

NG SG
ketia, kaoti kawtu, kawti, kawtrd

Class III: The Regular Compound Verb

Kurdish generally uses a number of one-syllabled words

to form compound verbs, some of which are as follows, and

which give certain modifications to the meaning of the verb

with which they occur. The commonest are

—

dd, ru, with the sense of * down \

lai, with the sense of * flattening ' breaking \

hal, bar, wa, war, with the sense of ' up ',
' over * again \

'back', 'off*.

wa, with the sense of ' open '.

rd, rrd, with the sense of < stopping 'stilling', 'up', 'on V

der, with the sense of ' out \

tat, with the sense of (

in ' with ' to \

awa, with the sense of ( open \ ' out ' (SG only).

Common examples of the use of these and others are

—

bar dan

bar khestin

dd nishtin

dd nidn

da khestin

dd girtin

lai dan

lai khestin

lai kirdin

to give up, re- lai khurin to blame

linquish hal stdn to rise (SG)

to cover, fold hal girrin to lift up

to sit down (SG) halgaridn to return

to place

to cast down,

take off

to surround

to strike hard

to beat, hammer

to squeeze (SG)

halbzhdrdin to pick out

halfarrln to leap high

rrd kirdin to run away(SG)

rrdwussdn 1 to halt

rrdfarrin to fly away

rrd wushin to cause to roll

(SG)

1 This verb is doubly compound, being rra-wa-san or stdn, and in

other dialects (particularly Kermanshahi) the prefix rra is not used.
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rrd bun to rise, exceed wa khestin to light

rrd ketin to He down wa reshidn to vomit
wa garidn to turn back wa shdrdin to hide, preserve
wa hdtin to come back wa kirin to open (NG)
ru hishtin to throw on, get war girtin to take back

under way war dnin towrapup,place
ru nishtin to sit down (NG) within
ru tcnesitn to throw down war garidn to turn back
dar haindn (SG) tai kirrin to pour into, fill

dar dnin to extract, tai gaishtin to understand
separate (NG) (SG)

dar hdtin. to emerge tai khestin to cast into
dar kirrin to evict tai dan to fill

hiw khestin to collect, throw shdrdenawa to choose
together kirdnawa to open

The affix awa is used only in the Mukri, Hamawand,
Rawandiz, and South Mukri dialects, while all the prefixes
are common to all Kurmanji. There are, however, a few
differences in the form of conjugation of the compound
verbs in SG and NG which are shown below. As the
student will recognize the parts of the tense by seeing
the -1st person singular, that person alone is quoted for
each tense.

The NG uses three forms in certain parts of the verb—

(1) Where da is part of the formative of the tense it is

omitted in the compound verb.

(2) Where da is part of the formative of the tense it

precedes the verbal qualificative particle.

(3) Where da is part of the formative of the tense it

retains its normal position.

There is no rule governing this usage.

In the SG rules (1) and (3) will be found to be prevalent,
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but rule (i) will be found to be more general. In both

cases the imperative loses the prefixial bi.

For purposes of comparison three verbs are quoted here

—

Infinitives

NG tai kirrin, to pour into; der khestin, to take off;

wa kirrin, to open.

SG tat kirdin, to pour into ; der khestin, to take off.

Present Indicative

NG az tai kem, az diderkhem, az wa diketn.

SG min tai kam, tai akam, tai dakam, min der khem.

Negative

NG az tai nakem, az ndderkhem, az wa ndkem.

SG min tai ndkem, der ndkhem.

Preterite

NG az tai kir, az der khest, az wa kir.

SG min tai kirdm, taim kird, der khestim, derm khest.

Imperfect

NG az tai dikir, az diderkhest, az wa dikir.

SG min tai makird, min der makhest.

Perfect

NG az tai kiria, az der khestia, az wa kirza.

SG min taim kirdawa, min derm khestawa.

Pluperfect

NG az tai kiri bu, az der khestuna, or khesti bit, az wa
kiri bit.

SG min taim kirduwa, or tai kirdu Inim, min der

khestuma, or khestu bum.

Future

NG az tai kem, or bikem, az der khenim, az wa kem.

SG min tai kemawa, min der khemawa.
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In the conditional and subjunctive, as the prefix da is

not used, the verbal prefixes tai, der, etc., are used as words
preceding the verb, and do not alter its construction in any
way. The pronoun, however, precedes the verbal prefix.

Imperative

NG tai ka, der kha, wa kir, or wa ka.

SG tai ka, der kha.

The following table of most of the qualified verbs shows
the usual treatment of the present indicative, and is quoted
at length, as no rule governs the usage of the particle da.
Verbs are marked with NG or SG according to their use,

and those unmarked are common to both sections of the
language.

INFINITIVE pRES . mmCt GROUP
bar dwitiu to slip, fail, happen bar diwaizkim NG
bar khestiu to cover bar dikhem,

dikhenvi NG
bar dan to leave go, abandon bar dem,didem NG

bar tarn SG
bar ainan to take away bar ainim
bar girtin to raise bar digirrim NG
dd chikanditi to plant da dachikznim NG
da chiainin to plant da chiainim SG
da dan to close da didim NG
da raitin to pour out da diraisim NG
da rishanin to pour out da rishainim SG
da ketin to fall down da kewim NG
da kawtin to fall down da kawim SG
da girtin to surround da girrim
da man to put down da dznim NG
da man to put down dd znim SG
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INFINITIVE PRES. INDIC GROUP

da liqin to be hanging da liqim NG
da liqdndin to hang da liqinim NG
da weshin to tumble da weshim NG
da agerstandin to set light to da dgersiainim SG
da weshdndiu to throw, cast da weshinim

da hatin to come back da taim

da khaftin to lie down da khawam SG -

da nishtin to sit down da nishim SG
da hishtin to place da dhilim

dar dnin to fetch out didarinim NG
dar aindn to fetch out dar iainim SG
dar khestin to separate didarkkem NG
dar kewtin to fall out dar dikewim

dar hatin to emerge, appear dar taim

hal hatin to come up, ferment hal taim

hal awitin to throw oneself hal awizhim NG
hal dnin to rise hal dinim NG
hal birrin to raise hal dabim NG
hal birrin to chop up hal dabirrivi SG
hal birditi to raise hal dabim SG
hal bzhardin to select hal bzhairim SG
hal bestin to tie up hal dabesim NG
hal parrin to dance violently hal parrim SG
hal kewtin to happen, light hal kewim

halpaskin to grip hal pazim NG
halpichandin to cause to roll up halpichiainim SG
hal pichin to roll up hal apichim SG
halparrin to jump hal dipirrim NG
halgarridn to return hal dagarrim

hal kishian to spread out hal dkshznm NG
hal wastin to suspend hal awasijn SG
hal girtin to lift dal dagirrim

INFINITIVE

hal takdndin

hal wushdndin

hal wussan

halfarrin

hal kandin

lai dnin

lai haindn

lai khestin

lai khwarin

lai khurin

lai dan

lai garidn

lai hatin

lai kirrin

lai kirdin

rrd bun

rrd birdin

rrd khestin

rrdfarrin

rrd zan

rrd wastian

rrd wastin

rrd wussan
rrd ketin

rrd musan
rrd wushandin

THE VERB

to shake

to rase, scatter

abroad

to halt

to jump up

to uproot utterly

to bring together

to bring together

to strike

to please

to blame

to pulverize

to seek

to be able, con-

venient

to smash

to smash
to arise

to pass away, elap<

to spread out

to fly away
to lie down
to pledge,accompa

to stop, remain

to halt, stand

to lie down
to kiss

to swing, roll

(causative)

73

PRES. INDIC. 'GROUP

hal takiainim

hal wushaiuim

hal zvussim NG
hal difamm
hal dakenim

lai dhinim NG
lai ainim SG
(dilaikhim NG
\lai kham SG
lai dakham
lai dakhwaran

{lai didem NG
[lai aiam SG
laigarrim
lai taim

NG
SG
SG

SG
NG
SG
NG
NG

SG

NG

lai dakam
lai kam
rrd dabim

se rrd birdie (has

elapsed)

rrd dahkhinim

rrd aiferrim

rrd dizim

ny rtd diwestim

rrd zvisim

rrd wussim
rrd kewim
rrd damusim
rrd wushaiuim
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INFINITIVE PRES. INDIC. GROUP

rrd wushzn to swing, roll rra wtishim

rrd hishtin to leap rrd dhilim NG
rra girtin to maintain rrd dagirrim

rrd kirdin to flee rrd aikam SG

rrd hizhdndin to swing (causative) rra hizhainim

rii bun to fall out rii debim

rii kshdndin to pull out rii dshkainim NG
i
ru khestin to throw, fall down ru akham SG

rii kirrin to bury (a thing) rii dakam

ru khanin to demolish dariikhiainim SG

ru nishtin to sit down rii nishim^niui NG
ru hishtin to get under way rii hilim SG

tai kirrin to pour into tai kem NG
tai kirdin to pour into,wrap up, tai kam SG

place inside

tai war dnin to rinse, wash tai war dhinim NG
tai khestin to throw into tai kham SG

tai war dan to rinse, wash tai war didem NG
tai gaishtin to understand tai digaini SG

tai hildnin to immerse tai dhilainim NG
taikbirdin to stir taik abem SG

wa bastan to immure wa dabasim NG
zva bahin to seize wa bahim NG
wa palzhin to clean wa palzhini NG
wajenkin to shy, be alarmed wajenkwi 1M Lr

wa khestin to light wa dkhinim NG
wa khwdrin to drink, consume wa khwam NG
wa dd man to arrange wa da nilji NG
zva risldn to untwist wa dirisim

wa raishidn to vomit wa draishini

wa rutin to cut, split wa diruzkim

wa stdn to stop (involun- wa stm

tarily)
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INFINITIVE PRES. INDIC. GROUP

wa stdiidin to cause to stop wa stainim

wa shartin to hide wa dishirim NG
wa keftin to predict zva kawem NG
wa kirrin to open wa dakem

wa kushtin to extinguish wa dakiizhim

zva keshin to withdraw wa dkishinm NG
wa keshin to withdraw wa kishifn SG
wa girdndin to turn back wa dagirainim NG
wa garrzdn to turn back wa dagarrim SG
wa girtin to take back wa dagirim

wa giirin to change wa dagurim

wa gitrdndin to exchange wa dagurainim

wa man to be left behind wa dimainim

wa hdtin to come back wa taim

war garandin to overturn war garainim

zvar girtin to dress, raise war dagirim

zvar girtan to turn round war dagarim

Class IV: Irregular Verbs

There are but few irregular verbs, and they are for the

most part the same in NG as in SG, and in most cases

have the same irregularities as the corresponding verbs in

Persian.

For more facile reference they are tabulated on p. 91,

the 1st person singular only being quoted.

Class V : The Causal Verb

A large number of verbs which are by nature intransitive

may be made transitive by the insertion of the syllable

-an- between the root and the infinitive termination, and
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which changes in most parts of the verb to -f«- or -tain-.

Examples

—

wushin to be disseminated

wushdndin to scatter

shkidn to break

shkdnin to cause to break

aishin to ache

aishdndin to hurt

ptchin to twist

ptchdndin to cause to twist

tersln to fear

tersdnin to affright

The present indicative of these verbs is (causal form)
dawushainim, dashkiainim (SG\dashkinim (NG), daishmim,
dapichinim, datersinim, while the preterite (which is but
the verb with the infinitive termination dropped) will be
wushdndim, shkdnim, aishdndim, pichdndim, tersdnim.

This rule is applicable to any intransitive verb where
a separate verb does not exist to express the transitive
meaning, as in the case of hdtin, to come, which has man,
to bring, i.e. to cause to come.

Following the rule above-mentioned, the verb is quite
regular, the main parts being as follows :

—

Infinitive

Preterite

Imperfect

Conditional

Future

shkdndin

shkdndtMy ma
shkdnd

ma dashkdnd

shkainim

shkainim

Pres. Indicative

Perfect

dashkaznim

shkdndima

Pluperfect shkdndi bum
S u bj unctive bishkainim

Imperative bishkaina

From this form a verbal noun is formed of the past
participle as shkdndt, a broken thing, wushdndi, that which
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is spread about, rishdndi, a thing poured about, and so on,

and so from these a passive verb may be formed with the

verb bun, to become, as. we may say

shkdndi dabl it will become broken

wushandi dabl it will be spread about

which avoids the ambiguity which we have in English,

for instance, when we say 'it is broken ', when it is not

evident whether the object has broken of itself, or whether

a known cause has caused it to break. The Kurmanji

must say either shikdwa or shikia, ' it has broken/ or

shkdndi hayya, 'it has been broken/

An example of the use is seen in the phrases

—

dull shkdwam shkandita, khwai la khwai shkd, atil •

dashkiaini, cha ma ?

my broken heart thou hast broken, it broke of itself

(if) thou art breaking it, what shall be left ?

az tang o bdldtangi dashidinim

I will tighten the girths and the overgirths

deshidinim, from sheddndin, to cause to become tight, of

which the intransitive verb is shedidn, to become tight.

rumd khwa hezhdndia, he shook his lance, from hezhdndin,

to cause to tremble, of which the intransitive verb is hezhian.

The Verb in -awa

This is only met with in the Southern Group of dialects,

and only in such verbs as those which in the Northern

Group prefix wa with the meaning of ' open ', as wa hirrin,

to open, which appears in SG as kirdindwd.

Such verbs are rare, the only others much used being

shdrdindwd, an alternative to hal bzhdrdin, meaning * to

select'
;
hdtinawa, i

to return '

;
g'hastinawa, ' to shift,' etc.
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The construction of the parts of the verb presents no
difficulty, and they are as follows :

—

Infinitive kirdmdwa Preterite kirdmdwa
Pres. Indicative dakamdwd Perfect wa kirdma,

want kirduwa

makirdudwd
Imperfect makirddwd Conditional kamdwd
PI uperfect kirduwa bum Future dahamdwa

warn kirdu bu

Subjunctive bikamdwd Imperative bikarawd

In the perfect and pluperfect, as the natural form of
the verb ends in azva and the addition of dwd makes
a cumbrous word, the prefixial forms are generally used.

It will be noticed that in the imperative the verb takes
its true form bikar, which it does not do when used simply
and without any affix.

Infinitive

The infinitive is not the fundamental part of the verb.

This is found in the imperative, and to the imperative
(less the prefix bi) is added whatever syllable provides the
infinitive, which strictly speaking is a verbal noun. For
example

—

bi-rrii, root is rru
y

infinitive rriiin
y

to go
bi-zhdr zhdr zhardin to choose
bi-kha kha khestin to throw
bi-shu shu shustn to wash
bi-kaw kaw kawtin to fall

bi-kuldn kuldu kuldnin to cook
bi-gari gari garian to wander

From the above it will be remarked that the terminations
which form an infinitive from a root are -in, -din, -stin,-tiu

y

-n, and -an.
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With the root thus supplied the present indicative,

future, conditional, and subjunctive are formed : root, rru
;

present indicative, darruim
;

future, darruimawa ;
con-

ditional, rruint
;
subjunctive, birruim.

From the infinitive less the final n and its supporting

vowel the other parts of the verb are formed : root, zhdr
\

infinitive, zhdrdin ;
infinitive less n with supporting vowel

zhdrd\ preterite, zhdrdim, ma zhard\ imperfect, dam

zhdrd, ma dazhdrd
;

perfect, zhdrdima, mazhdrdawa
;

pluperfect, zharduma, zhdrdu bum\ subjunctive past,

bizhdrdim, bim zhdrdawa\ past participle, zhdrdia,

zhardawa.

From the above it will be noticed that, given the

imperative and the infinitive, all present tenses are

constructed from the former, and all past tenses from the

latter, and with these peculiarities in mind any verb (except

the irregular verbs specially mentioned) may be conjugated.

The infinitive alone is not always sufficient to form

the verb, as in some cases what appears to be an infinitive

termination is part of the verb, as in the case of bestin,

where the infinitive termination appears to be stin. This,

however, is not the case, and by the imperative, which

is bibesta, it is seen that in is the indication of the

infinitive only.

(In the dialects of the Kermanshah district this verb

follows the Persian form, and makes its imperative

in biwana—Persian biband—thus making the infinitive

termination stin, and the verb an irregular one.)

The Defective Verbs

(i) THE VERB 'TO HAVE'

Neither NG nor SG possesses any verb 'to have in this

respect resembling both Turkish and Arabic, and the sense

THE VERB 8 r

of possession is expressed by the verb 'to be' in the
following manner :

—

I have = there is to me, min, or ma hayya, or where the
pronoun or noun is separated from the verb by another
word, min . . . -a

Thou hast = there is to thee, ta hayya or ta ... -a

Example

—

hai bdzirgdn, derdi min piirra, gu cha derdt ta hayya ?
* O merchant, I have great sorrow/ he said ;

' what sorrow
hast thou ?'

Similarly, other parts of the verb ' to have' are furnished
by corresponding parts of the verb ' to be \ as, for example,

hafsadsuwari min habun I had seven hundred horsemen

When the pronoun is preceded by another word the

suffixial pronouns are often used, and this is by far the

most general use in the SG

—

pardm hayya I have money
parat hayya thou hast money
pdrai hayya he has money
pardm bu I had money

When no word precedes the pronoun, and it is still

desired to use the sufTfixial form, one says

—

haima, I have haita, thou hast hayyatz, he has

the word being formed of hay (= hayya) + pronoun + a.

In the same manner a preterite is formed

—

biima
y

I had buta
y
thou hadst but (SG), he had, etc.

The extreme southern (Lunsh-Kurdish) uses the Persian
verb ddshtan, which may also be heard among the Jaf
(a tribe speaking corrupt Kurmanjl), with its southern
terminations

—

G
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min dairim ima dairimin

tu dairit iwa dairitin

awa dairit yana dairiydn

The NG uses also the following form :—

mard hayya, I have mard hayya, we have

tard hayya, thou hast tard hayya, you have

vird hayya, he has vanra hayya, they have

mard bu, I had tard bu, thou hadst, etc.

The SG, as a rule, does not use the full form hayya,

except to emphasize the statement, and will be generally

found to use the forms -ma, -ta, -a, -mdna, -tana, -yana, as

:

paramo, I have money ;
fidrdta, thou hast money, etc.

From this use originate such common expresses as

chita ? ' what is the matter with thee ?
'
literally ' what hast

thou?' and the possible answer, chima? hichm myya

< what is the matter with me ? nothing is the matter with

me' and in the preterite, as: aw ruozha ki ruyi na awit

bu 'na amit bil,
' that day that thou hadst *ot " this nor

"that" in thy face,' meaning 'that day thine express.on

was inscrutable/

(2) THE VERB 'TO WISH ' IN THE SOUTHERN GROUP

While the NG possesses the verb khwazin, ' to wish,' 'to

want' the SG has lost the use of any such verb, and now

possesses nothing but fragments of the old verb warn *

wistn,
' to wish,'

' to love,' ' to desire,' which was conjugated

thUS

Present Indicative: dawdim, dawdi, dawai, dawdin,

dawdin, dawdin, dawim, dawit, dawi, dawln, dawzn,

dawin. . .

Preterite: mawist, tawist, awist, mdnwist, tanwist,

ydnwist.

It will now be encountered rarely except m poetry.
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To fill this deficiency the modern language has made
use of two compound verbs, the meanings of which
approximated to that of wain, and which are haz kirdtn,

to take pleasure in, and by development of the meaning,
to want, and gerek bun, to be necessary, and by development
of the meaning, to want, to desire.

The first verb is conjugated exactly as a compound verb

which does not change any of its verbal forms, simply
prefixing the word haz to the various parts of the verb
kirdin, which is set forth in detail in the section on irregular

verbs. The use is as follows :—
Shaikh dalai haz dakam naghdekz laid! til baimawa
the Shaikh says, ' I should like to come and see you*

for a little while
'

The conjugation of the verb gerek bun follows as

a compound of the verb (

to be' when used in the sense

of 'to have', so that if we replace the word para in the

examples quoted under (1) by the word gerek, following

the last rule given for its use in SG we obtain the meaning
' to wish \ thus

—

gerekma, I want gerekita, thou vvantest, etc.

gerekm bu, I wanted gerekit bu, thou wantedst

gerekm dabi, I shall want, etc.

Examples of the use of these verbs is as follows :

—

haz dikam shar birruim I want to go to town
harmi haz nakain ? do you not want a pear?

?id, haz nakam lai no, I do not like them
haz aikam chwar pazm bisiainim, khu aw wakhtd
gerekm bil

I want to buy four goats, which I wanted at that time

haz aikai wa pat birrui if you please, go on foot

buo ? ma bun chi gerekma ? why ? what do I want

with fatigue ?
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(3) THE VERB 'TO SEE' IN THE SG

Like the verb ' to wish ' this has lost most of its parts,

and the preterite and perfect are the only two at all

generally used, and those usually in the sense of
'
to find '.

maa% I saw or found mdiwa, I have seen or found

The meaning of the verb ' to see ' is achieved by a clumsy

compound, chao pai kawtin, which means ' the eyes falling

upon '. This is used for past tenses, while for the present

and sometimes the past also the compound pai diydr bun,

' to be apparent to one,' is used. Examples—

awJar chdom pai kawt, marpai tu diydr 11iffa ?

I saw it that time, canst thou not see it?

hagar chdom pai kawtawa dam kuzhdawa.

if I had seen him I would have killed him.

Kabra hdta mdl, mindl i khwai paishi chdoakdni difdr

nabu, le zhenakaipersi,chaoitpai minalakan ndkawti?

kuti baokim chlun pait difdr nin, difdra chdoakdnit

ndsdkha.

A fellow came home, but could not see his children.

He asked his wife, ' Hast thou not seen the children ?'

She said, 'Little father, how is it thou seest them not?

it is obvious that thine eyes are not whole.'

THE ADVERB

As in Persian, no particular form marks the adverb,

which is such by its meaning only, and in many cases the

adjective is employed in what we should call a purely

adverbial position. For example,

tuflgu hat wa riudqsaikir he came quickly and spoke well
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where tungu and rind are both adjectives used adverbially.

This is extremely common.
Nouns and a preposition may be used together to form

an adverb, and the usual prepositions used in such

connexion are ba,
1 with/ bat, bi, ' without/ wa, ' with

'

(SG), as

—

ba danga purr hat, bl dangi chu

he came very noisily, and went silently

The common adverbs are as follows :

—

arat, barf, bait

nd, ndo

beld, baldm, baski, bashki (SG)

dabi
y
shdyad

buo (SG), zherd (NG), chiinka, labari

chtur, chtiln,waku (

N

G),chluit,cM(SG), how
chiin

hdo, avqds (NG), wa, whd, awanda,

kusdn (NG)
anjdkh

zhibocha ? sebebcha ? chird ? chitii ?(all

NG), buo? buochi? (SG), labartcha?

maand cha ? (SG)

yes

no

perhaps

possibly

because

thus, so, in this

manner

hardly

why ? why not ?

qat

albet, halbet

chiqds (NG), chan

bas

chandek, chant

biqds (NG)
gelak, qawi (NG), purr, zur

hindd (NG), amchant (SG), azvanda

hindek, hing, endusk, hinda (all NG),

kam, tuzek

nikd, nhd, anukd (all NG), ista, hista

why not?

absolutely

certainly, of course

how much or many
enough

some

as much as

extremely, much,very

so much
little, a little

now
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paishinjdrdn, bari

pdshiwi, dkhiri,dumdya-

aw wakht, aw jar, ijari, wechdghl

kai ? cha sd ? chi wakh ? kenghi ?

gawd, har wakht, ki

amjdr (SG), ijdr, avjdr

awjdr, wakhtl

chanjar ?

ham, ehz, dahd, hizhi

di, disd, disdn

beleztir (NG), bartir, wartir, zutir
^

zhwi shunddtir (NG), dirtir, shuntir,

bidumdi, dutir

jdrek

naghdek (SG), him (NG)

zhl hingida, zhl wirudd (NG), lam

wakhta (SG)

law wakhta (SG), hendi, zhl, aw

wakhta (NG)

dwara, verjarekitirjarekidin

hamu wakht, hamu jar, ddim, gish-

wakhti, temi, dhlw (NG)

hichwakhta

sabah, subz(NG), subhaini

mildbdng, spiti, ruoj

nivru, nimaru

pdshimmaru

iwari, iwara

shdo

iru, amriiozh, avru

duaika (SG), di(NG), duaina, dm

pair> pairi

baydni, subhaini, sabakh

formerly

eventually, at last

then

when ?

whenever

this time

that time

how often ?

yet

yet again

sooner

later

once

a little while

henceforth, in future

since then

again

always

never

the morning

the dawn time

the midday time

the afternoon

the late afternoon

the night-time

to-day

yesterday

day before yesterday

to-morrow morning
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shewidi, dushiw yesterday night

har ruzh every day, daily

gallek, paikawa mutually, from one

to the other

wa hevudin, layekudu, yekedin (NG), together

lagaliek

monthlyhar hiwi (NG), mangdna, har manga

har sal, wasdlz, sdlana yearly

amsdl, avsdl, zsdl this year

par last year

pairdr the year before last

lakiii? kilt? kiwa ? whence ? where ?

aira, hira, laira, airda, wira, lawai, here

wirda, ijahi

lawra, awrda, awra, awjahl there

hmidur (NG), taidd, ndvdd, ndw, within

landw, zyar

zuqd (NG), lader, deri, desht, der, without

bider, bera

laban, laser, lazhur above

zher, lazher, khwar below, down

lawar, labari, paish forwards, ahead

lapdsh, lapisht, die, dumd behind, backward

avid, amid, avdiw this side

awla, awdiw on that side

birdmber opposite

nek (NG), naizuk, nezzik near by

hamu jai, hamu kendr, gishjai everywhere

haichjai, haijke?idri nowhere

rind, qinj (NG), chak, zerif(SG) well

pis, kharav badly

tung, zu quickly

dista, yawash slowly
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THE CONJUNCTIONS

The common conjunctions are

—

o, wa, u and

ne} dni, yd, na or

wall, hemd, ammd, laktn but

niagar, mar but if

chiinka, buoya because, then

ish, zhi, i also

nek, neku not that

pash then, so

hagar, agar, ek if

wekna, wagarna if not

buo, labar because

na . t . na . . . neither . . . nor

baslik perhaps

cha . . . cha . . .
whether

THE PREPOSITIONS

Though Kurdish possesses a full complement of

prepositions, they are often, as in Persian, omitted, and

it is necessary to know which may be so omitted to

converse correctly. Their use should be observed from

the examples of style cited in the second part of this book,

which will enlighten the student as to the use of the

prepositions more than would explanation here.

The common prepositions are

—

I. la, at, from, to, with, for, on, by, according to the

context.. In SG it is extremely widely used, and a few

examples are here given

—

(a) saghiri tu la bada ddim purra

thy goblet with wine is eternally full

1 Justi, Kurdische Grammatik, p. 164.
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(b) labari chi wat kuti

for what reason didst thou speak?

(c) min lam bdno tu law khwarawa
I at this height and thou at that depth (owing to its

conjunction with the first vowel of the words am
and aw, la joins itself to them, dropping the final -a)

(d) ku wallah, aw la pashi iwa la ruh khwasht baizara

that by God, he, after you (lit. at the afterwards of

you), from (i.e. by the reason of) the happiness of his

soul, shall be free

(e) la rawandiz hatim, la keui darrtlim

from Rawandiz I came, by Keui I go

(f) gu, la sari wai khest

(thus) said, he struck him on the head

(g) bat char la nasdkhi kiizhra bit

unfortunate, he was killed by illnesses

2. zhe, from by, to. This is only used in NG and

replaces la, having exactly the same use. La, however,

is also employed in a number of the dialects of the NG as

well as zhe. Examples

—

(a) behraek zhi zheboi khwa haldigirtin

he used to take a portion of it for himself

(b) Mirzui Rashu habit zhe taifaidi Yezidi

there was one Mirza Rashid, of the Yezidi tribes

(c) pdshi zhe durawa min meriiek wari kir

afterwards from afar I sent a man

3. di, in. This proposition nearly always demands the

addition of da to the noun, as it is then in the locative case.

Examples

—

(a) ru nishtim di bdzhirdd

I sat in the bazar

(b) di mdlidd rrd ketia

asleep in his house
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4. d, to, for. Often demanding a final i to the noun.

Example

—

hdtimd shdrl I came to town

5. ba, bm\ with. The use is not very general. Example—
atna hat bui berai this one came with his brother

6. lagal, lagar, digal, digar, with. Examples—

(a) aw shuld digali min kirl

that work he did with me

(b) min lagali hama hdtim

I came with Ahmad

(c) ddbinin nan digari til

bring bread with the buttermilk

Note.— It must be noticed that though we use the word

< with' to translate lagal, etc., it is confined to the meaning

'accompanying', and the word lagal cannot be used for

such meanings as ' by means of which we express also by

'with' in English.

7. bz\ wa
}
at, to, in, by ; wa is only used in the southern

dialects of the SG. Examples—

(a) bi riiozh chdki, bi shdo zeriftir

by day thou art beautiful, by night more beautiful

(b) chum bi shardd

I went to the town

(c) bimdl mam
I stayed in the house

(d) amr bi shimikchi kir

he commanded to the shoemaker

Where the preposition means 'in
1

it may frequently

be omitted, and two of the above phrases may quite

correctly be

—

(b) chum shardd and mdlda mam
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Further examples of the omission of the preposition

—

(a) zhwi shunddtir tarrim Van

after that I shall go (to) Van

(b) gdinim hayya harrim chldn

I have the idea to go (to) the hills

(c) hazdr qurush wi da

he gave a thousand piastres (to) him

8. bi, bai
y
without.

9. pai,pev^ for, to, after. Examples

—

(a) hazhdr qurush palm da

he gave (to) me a thousand piastres

(b) az purr lunid pat wira gu

I said many evil things to him

(c) pait buchu paim biaina

go after him, and bring him to me

It may also be omitted as

—

(d) saw qurushi ddi, for saw qurushipaii da

he gave him a hundred piastres

(e) gutim, for gutipat min, or gutipaim

he said to me

10. buo, zhibo, for, to. Examples

—

(a) baizha buo kdbrd

tell the fellow, lit. say to the fellow

(b) biio hamut bas daka

it will be enough for all

(c) zhebo hdtini ta haisterek khwdzi

for thy coming thou wilt need a mule

11. bdi\ for, with the meaning of * in exchange for as

—

bat chen aidt (SG) for how much wilt thou give it ?

12. ber, lebar, lawar, wari, paish, lapaish, hindd
y
zhibar

(NG), on, in front of. Examples

—
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(a) ban chawakdni

on his eyes

(b) labarl khwat

in front of thee

(c) lapaishi kdrwana

he is in front of the caravan

. (d) bar deri sikini

he stopped before the door

(e) azi labari kuld ta runim sdleki

I will sit before thy hole for a year

(f) az zhibari darga wai derwdni kir

I was guardian before his door

1 3. dumdy duwd, shun, shundd, lapisht, pisht, behind, after.

Examples

—

(a) harra dumdi

go after him

(b) ma bum la shiindd kdrwdn hdtim

I was tired, and came on after the caravan

(c) benairl lashuni

send after him

(dj la pishti chidn hdtin, wa mall khwa la dumdi khwa bu

they came from behind the mountains, and their tents

came after them

14. ber, dour, ladour, lagair, around. Example

—

lehem ber min rund ta di ?

hast thou seen that they who are around me are good ?

15. laid (NG), ling, nek (NG), paish, beside, to, before.

Examples

—

(a) harra Bdzidi lingi Ahmad Pdshdl

go to Bayazid before Ahmad Pasha

(b) pdrdkdni khwam har laldi khwam damiaina

my own money shall rest beside myself
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(c) dizdn indn nek Rashu Beg
they brought the robbers before Rashid Beg

(d) harjdrandn dacha nek Ibrahim Pasha

every now and then he goes to Ahmad Pasha

16. nezuk, nezzik, near. Example—
gundek nezuka Khoi a village near Khoi

17. lasar, zhur, zur, sar, labdn, belin, on to. Examples—
(a) chu sari gilid dart sekini

went on a branch and stood there

(b) rrawussdn lasari rraiga

they stopped on the road

(c) lasari do chum
I went to the water

(d) dalak labdni keiiakdn zingai daka

the marten lives upon the mountains

18. zhir, bin, lebin, khwdr, lakhwdr, under. The second

and third are NG only. Examples

—

(a) bin arddd

under the earth

(b) lakhwari shdkhaya

it is under the spur (of the hill)

19. tai, taidd, inside. This is generally used with the

meaning of *at the bottom of. Example

—

dvaka tai dizza ? is there water in the pot ?

20. zhindv, dindv, diniw(N G), landw, ndo, dang, in, among.

Examples

—

(a) diniwi akrdd aw shuld qawi zaida dra

among the Kurds that action is a most shameful thing

(b) kir ndv nekuli khwai

he took it in his beak

-(c) aw ki landwi damia laduli nia

what is in his mouth is not in his heart
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21. beramber, barabar, berui
y
opposite. Example—

-

mala ma berambera khaina Aghd bu

my tent was opposite to the house of the Agha

22. ndordSy lanaoras, between. Also means (as a noun)

' the middle ' the centre '. Example

—

ndords am du shdkhan rraigaya

between these two spurs the road runs

23. tir, tirik, ditir, khair, biljidla, excepting, other than.

These propositions require the use of the izdfa or

conjunctive -1- when used with a noun or pronoun, as

will have been noticed from the examples given, excepting

buo
y

bo, zhebo, pat, bi> bat, ba, bdi, but, wa
y

a, dz\ zhe, and

la, which are true prepositions. All the others are really

nothing but nouns used prepositionally.

PART II

IDIOMATIC USES AND CONSTRUCTION

The Subjunctive Mood

1. There is in English a certain class of sentence
which we construct by the use of the subjunctive mood
following a present indicative or preterite, as in the

phrases

—

(

I know I should fair
(
I knew I should fall

'

4

I think I should say

'

' I think I know what he would say'

In all such instances the Kurmanjl uses for the second
phrase the present indicative, thereby changing the

narrative to a direct one, making the transposition of
the above sentences

—

(

I know " I am falling"'

* I knew " I am falling " '

(

I think "I say"'
' I think I know "what he says" '

which are in Kurmanjl the literal translations

—

dazanim dakewim
ma zdni dakewim

dafukrim debaizhim

hush dakam dazanim chi dlai (SG)

2. In a somewhat similar manner in English we express

the meaning of necessity by the use of an implied or
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expressed infinitive in the complementary portion of the

sentence, in such phrases as

—

< 1 know what you should say/ i.e. 'ought to say'

* Tell him he .should pay a lira/ i.e. ' ought to say
'

< Tell him to lift it

'

In this connexion the Kurmanji very properly uses the

subjunctive (which has an indirect imperative value, as is

evident from its distinguishing imperative prefix bi-), and

would form the above sentences in the following manner :—

Dazanim chi baizhn, ' I know what you would say'

SG Baizha paii liraek bidat
'Tell him he may pay a

lira'

SG Baizha paii halt bigirrat, 'Tell him he may lift it'

In the second and third examples the absolute direct

form may be used, and often is employed in preference to

the subjunctive, as follows :

—

SG Baizha paii liraek bida, ' Tell him, "Give a lira!"
'

SG Baizha paii halt girra, ' Tell him, " Lift it
!
"

'

3. The use of the verbal noun in the infinitive form is

very usual in English, as in the sentences—

* I want to go

'

' He went to town to buy a horse

'

where in both cases the infinitive is a verbal noun, admitting

of the following transposition

—

* I wish that I may go '

' He went to town that he might buy a horse

'

The Kurmanji uses only this latter form of expression,

omitting, however, the pronoun * that \ The translations of

the above then read

—

Dakhwazim bichim {bichim = ' that I may go
')

Chu sharda haspek bikirra {bikirra = 'that he may buy')
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In the second sentence it should be noticed that the
present tense is used, not the past: this is a constant rule.

4. The past tense of the subjunctive is but rarely used,
and then only as a rule with imperfect tense forms of the
indicative mood, as

—

' I was wanting to kill him '

The infinitive form should be transposed to < that I might
kill him', the Kurmanji being then Ma dakhazi bikuzhdmi.

5. The NG occasionally uses the future in the sense
of the subjunctive, as in the example Dakhwazim harrim,
' I should like to go/ the word harrim being a future form'
The use, however, is rare.

6. In Middle Kurmanji and SG a division of the form
of the subjunctive is permissible, as—

Kash ku bim baya, ' Oh ! that he might take me

'

instead of Kash ku ma bibaya, or

Chi waqit bit kawtawa, ' Whenever thou mightest fall

'

instead of Chi waqit bikawtita, which is also permissible.

2. The Preterite of the Indicative Mood
7. It will have been noted from the chapter on regular

verbs that there is a good deal of intermingling of the
tenses in Kurmanji narrative, and one use of the preterite
is to express the future or future perfect in cases where
the future perfect follows another phrase as a consequence
of the action thereby expressed, or as a sequel to it as in
the sentence

—

'As soon as I hit thee, thou wilt die'

The thought, in Kurmanji, so soon as the first part of
the sentence is uttered, leaps to the time described by it,

and expresses itself as if from that standpoint of time'

H
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when ' having hit thee ', ' thou art dead '. This peculiarity

of the language will have been noticed in other cases,

where the most graphic form of narrative is sought after

by means of this utterance of part of the sentence in one

time, and the sudden transition of thought and expression

to the moment indicated as a sequence of the introductory

phrase.

The above sentence must be translated therefore as—

NG Ta va lai bikhenim, hun mir, literally

< So soon as I may hit you, you died \

The following is a more involved instance

—

<
I know that before I get there he will have died

'

Dazdnim ki bigaim, mir
y
literally

' 1 know so soon as I may arrive, he died/

The graphic nature of the narrative may here lead it one

step further than the preterite to describe the future, and

it would be equally correct to use the perfect miria for the

preterite mir.

It will often be found that the preterite, perfect, and

imperfect are interchanged and mingled in the sentence

and with exactly the same value, but to all appearances

unguided by any rule, except, perhaps, that of euphony,

or in poetry, rhythm, as will be seen from the following

—

SG Ydr gu din am geda das bi das mada

Gutima durr danai ama zhar ta,o ta zhi mini

There can be no reason here for the use of the perfect,

for gutima (perf.) should logically have exactly the same

value asgu in the first line :
' She said/ and ' I said \

Part of a poem here quoted, which in English would

use the imperfect throughout, shows the interchangeability

of the use in KurmanjT

—
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Harru hafta berkh va chun a shldna

Harru hafta min dekerrin zhgdna

Hafsad min debarddn ztiqaid o zinddna

Haf sad min lebds kirrin bivan dastdna

Haf sad min dekerrin zhgana
' Every day seventy lambs went out to graze ' (pret. chun)
'Every day seventy drew their sustenance from me'

(imp. dekerrin)

* Seven hundred I freed from chains and prison ' (imp.
debarddn)

' Seven hundred of mine took clothing from my hands 5

(pret. kirrin)

'Seven hundred drew their sustenance from me' (imp.

dekerrin)

The preterite will be found in subjunctive and conditional

phrases, in the following manner :

—

NG Hekd khwadifursan da
' If God should give opportunity/ the preterite da,

'gave/ being used for bidai, 'should give'

Hagar wha bu
' If it should be thus/ the preterite bu being used

for bibudya, ' should be '

3. Oblique Narrative

This form does not exist in Kurmanji, which presents
all narrative as direct, i.e. as a quotation.

Example

—

(1) He said he would like to see you.

SG Guti haz dakam lalatan bhaim
NG Gu dukhwazim nek ta bairn

Both, literally translated, 'He said, "I wish to come
to you.'

,)
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(2) I asked who he was.

SG Pirsim kird kia

NG Azipirsydr kir kia

Both, literally translated, ' I asked, " Who is he? " '

(3) They said they did not know, so I told them to tell

him to come to-morrow.

Van gu ma nazdnin, gutim baizha subeda bait

Literally, 'They said, " We know not"; I said, "Say

that he come to-morrow."

'

4. Plural in Nouns

It is not always imperative that the noun, even when

obviously indicating*, a plurality, should take a plural

form, 1 though the KurmanjI is more attentive to the use

of the plural form than the Persian, the colloquial language

of which almost forbids the employment of the plural

form in the majority of cases.

Examples

—

(1) Of plural form omitted.

Hazhar hasp mdi I saw a thousand horses

Instead of hazhar haspdn mdi> which is technically correct

and just as often heard.

(2) Sat qurush ddi, instead of Sat qurushdn ddi

He gave him a hundred piastres.

(3) Az di hazdr qurush wa haspeki cha bidama

I will give him a thousand piastres and a horse.

(2) and (3) In these instances the singular use is regular,

for the plural form is very seldom employed with the

names of coins, and just as we say, 'a fifty pound horse,'

and not 'a fifty pounds horse', the Kurd says haspi penja

liraz, and wot haspipenja ItrakdnL

1 See also Justi, Kurdiscke Grammatik, p. 246.
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This custom also applies very regularly to names of
spaces of time, which, as a rule, are only given the plural
form when a definite number is not specified, as

(4) Aw la ruzhani tir bu

That was in other days
; but

(5) Penj rtij shundd taim
I will come five days later

(6) Du mdng shundd

Two months afterwards

On the other hand, we find, not agreeing with the
above rule,

(7) Pdshi du mahan warra
Come after two months

(8) Hatd du hiwdn pat airada maya
Till two months do not come back here

No absolute rule exists for the whole language, but
certain dialects observe that above quoted, while others
prefer the plural in every case. Examples (4), (5), and
(6) are from the North-Western NG, and (7) and (8) from
the North- Eastern NG.

5. Agreement of Plural in Nouns and Verbs

When the noun has a plural sense, without showing
a plural termination, the verb must be in the plural just
as if the noun were correctly inflected.

Example

—

SG Diz la barzawa hatina khwdr
Robbers came down from above

where the singular form diz agrees with the plural form of
the verb hdtin.

On the other hand, nouns which are properly inflected
in the plural do not always secure a fully developed verb,
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but this is sometimes more apparent than real, as the

preterite, particularly in the NG, does not show the pro-

nominal terminations in all cases, while the SG sometimes

does so (from which the disagreement of noun and verb

may be noted).

Example

—

Hefta Turk bu

There were seventy Turks

This is NG, and might equally correctly be Hefta Turk

bun, but as SG would also use bu, thereby ignoring the

plural verb, it appears that NG does the same, as it seems

that in narrative the subject of the verb is regarded as

concrete, and its component details disregarded, for in the

rest of the phrase of which the above is a part there exists

a good example of the use, which the student can better

appreciate by observation than by rule.

Rdste Turkdn o Kurdan hat, hefta Turk bu, sed Kurd
bu, epur Aghd bun, hatin tesltmi Urus bun}

It is noticeable (i) that where the actual numbers of

Turk and Kurd are not mentioned, the plural forms are

given to the nouns, except in the fourth sentence {epur

Aghd bun), but where they are specified the nouns take

the singular form. (2) The verbs all disagree in number

from the apparent number of their subjects until the last

two sentences, where, by contrast with the preceding

singular verb forms, the plurals appear, for we have

( sed Kurd bu

\ epur Aghd bun

( . . . Kurdan hat

\ hatin tesltmi Urus bun

1 From Forschungen uber die Kurden und die Iranischen Nord-

chaldaer, Lerch, 1858.
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It would seem impossible to fix any rule for the exercise

of this peculiar elasticity of the grammatical agreement.

One more example, from Middle KurmanjT, further

demonstrates the peculiarity

—

Shim tin Isd chun bi rdvidd

Kelokhaya did bi redd

Simon and Jesus went out on the road

And saw a skull before them

6. Dative Case in Nouns

The dative case properly so called is formed with

certain prepositions, or by the addition of f, and sometimes
da. But these prepositions may be omitted, as may the

final z, which occurs only in NG, nor is there any rule to

determine any such procedure.

Example

—

Hat mat, dirdf da zhinka, chu chidn

He came to the house, gave money to the woman,
and went to the hills

Here mdl, zhinka, and chidn are all datives without

showing any sign of the fact.

One may say also

—

Hat a malty dirdf da bi zhinka, chit bi chidn

which is correct and equally usual.

This peculiarity may be noted among the exercises in

style which are cited later.

7. The Government of Consecutive Nouns by the Preposition

The preposition precedes the noun and its qualificatives

and the noun takes an accusative ending, as

—

Nek Mahmud Pashdi

Before MahmOd Pasha
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But when a number of nouns be governed by one pre-

position, the last only takes the inflexion, as

—

Awa bi vai tarzt darjd insdf o insdniyatd

Here we have a long phrase governed by the preposition

bi, and the nouns governed are insdf and insdniyatd Vai

tarzt darjd (this degree and extent of ... ) is but a

qualificative. It is seen that insaniyat takes the

accusative d.

8. Consecutive Genitives and Chaldean Genitives

(1) When two or more nouns, each acting adjectivally,

follow one another, and the affix a is to be used as

qualificative inflexion, the first qualifying noun only is so

inflected, the following ones using the forjji f, thus

—

Khizmatd shdhi Airdni

The service of the King of Persia

Zha karamd hazratt shdhit

From the mercy of His Majesty [of] the King

(2) Chaldean genitives, which are confined as a rule to

Middle KurmanjI, will be found intermingled with the

i inflexion used by these dialects, as

—

Min habun hafsad zhini d gurjiya

Min habun haf sad zhini d shdfdiya

Min habun haf sad zhini hanafiya

The first and second lines (last word) have the Chaldean

d, while the last shows only the KurmanjI inflexion to zhin.

9. Dative Phrases

Where the dative is formed with a prefixed bi.

The dative may be applied to a whole phrase, and the

actual noun which is in^the dative case may perform the

duty also of the subject and of a qualificative. In such

cases the dative da comes at the end of a phrase

—

IDIOMATIC USES AND CONSTRUCTION

(
i ) Dinyd khaidli sahar baw didat bai khwdbdd
A world of thoughts at early morn to those sleepless

eyes

Here the word khwdb, or rather the compound baikhwdb,
is a qualificative of the noun dida, but being the final word
of a dative phrase (governed by the b of baw) takes the

dative inflexion.

SG (2) Qurr bi serichurochdwi bdvihzzbdv kardmbdokidd
Mud to the face and head of him whose father

was the son of a ruffian, a son of a rogue

Kardmbdoki, which takes the dative -dd relating to ser

and churochdw, is part of the qualificative phrase thereto
relative.

10. Compound Locatives

(1) Where the locative is formed by di . . . -da, and
the noun to be put in the locative is qualified by one
following, the second takes the final -da, as—

dedevi kizhikzedd in the mouth of the crow

This rule is invariable.

(2) In consecutive locatives the first takes the prefix

and the last the affix, as the whole phrase is considered a
locative unit, as

—

dirndl o odddd in the house and rooms
didil o zerdd in heart and soul (lit. in heart

and heart)

11. The Suffixial Pronouns of the SG
It will be recollected that the suffixial pronouns of the

SG are—
SINGULAR PLURAL

-m -man
-it -tan

-i -idn
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and the difficulty of their use occurs in the absence of any

case ending for them and their occurrence in every case

and position. Consequently their use must be carefully

followed in a number of examples to gain a knowledge of

the custom that rules their use. Below are a number of

examples which are analysed. It will be noticed that it

is quite possible to confuse them with the pronominal

terminations of the verb forms in some cases.

(1) Laitndd. I struck him.

(2) Laimdd. He struck me.

(3) Rutit krdn, or rutianit krd. They stripped thee,

or, thou hast stripped them.

(4) Kizhdnidn. They killed them.

(5) Birdi. He took it.

(6) Dagirrimian. I take them.

(7) Bikhwai. Eat it.

(8) Taddimi. Thou gavest it to me.

(9) Kdsh ku bimbaya. Oh that he might take me !

(10) Chwdrpasm bistiainim. That I may buy myself

four goats.

(n) Chan pdrdydnit da? How much money gavest

thou to them ?

(12) Saw jdrit blaim qait niyya. A hundred times

I may say to thee and thou heedest not.

(13) Pdrdm da. He gave me money.

(14) Pdrdimdd and (15) Para ddmi. I gave him

money.

(16) Qst krd ? Did he speak of thee ?

(17) Paramdnitan bird. You took our money.

(18) Serim birrlwa. I have cut off his head.

(19) Wutishi. He also said to him.

IDIOMATIC USES AND CONSTRUCTION

Analysis of the foregoing

—

(1) and (2) Laimdd and Laimdd
(1) /ai+i + mda = verbal prefix + him 4- I struck.

(2) lai + m + da = verbal prefix + me + he struck.

The only apparent difference is the length of the vowel
in the middle of the word.

This furnishes a rule that the accusative suffixial

pronoun in a compound verb comes after the verbal
prefix and before the verb and its pronominal prefix
(the subject).

When the verb is simple, the accusative suffix also
precedes the verb and its pronominal prefix, as in

(3) Rutit krdn, or rutianit krd.

Analysis : Naked + thee + they made.
Naked + them + thou madest.

Following the above rule. In the first example the
suffixial form of the preterite is used, for the sake of
a more convenient word, but it is also permissible to use
the rarer form, rutitidn krd.

(4) Kizhdnidn. Here is seen the objective suffixial

pronoun with a simple verb, and when the suffixial form
of the preterite is used (i.e. the form using pronominal
suffixes instead of having the subject before and detached
from the verb) the objective pronoun comes last of all.

Analysis
: Kizhdn + ian — they killed + them.

(5) Birdi

Analysis : bird + i - he took -f it.

The preterite alone may furnish the form birdi (thou
tookest), the meaning must be gained from the context
This example, it will be observed, follows the rule for the
suffixial pronominal objective and simple verb.
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(6) Dagirrimidn, as in No. 5

Analysis: Dagirrim + idn = I take + them.

(7) Bikhwdi

Analysis : Bikhwd -\- z = eat + it

This follows the rule in No. 2, but must not be confused

with the subjunctive bikhwdi, 'thou mayst eat.'

(8) Taddimi. This example is somewhat involved,

and is analysed as follows : taddi + m + z ~ thou gavest

+ to me + it, which shows a new use, the dative taking

precedence of the objective.

(9) Kdsh ku bimbaya. The formation of this is an

example of the splitting of the actual verb form to admit

the objective pronoun. The analysis is : . . . ku bi + m +
baya — that -h sign of the subjunctive + me + take.

(10) Chwdrpasm bistiainim. The pronoun (~m ofpasm)

is here in the dative, and must not be confused with the

genitive value also applicable, giving the meaning £

I may
buy my four sheep which meaning cannot assert itself

save by the use of the reflexive khwa and the formation of

the sentence as chwdr pasz khwam bistiainim.

As a rule the dative particle will be found in a position

precedent to the verb where possible (i.e. where there are

other words in the sentence). When a pronominal particle

follows the verb it cannot have the genitive significance,

and must be either accusative or dative. To obviate

confusion between the possible readings of such a phrase

where the dative is intended, the preposition bo may be

used immediately before the verb, as Chwdr pasm bo

bistiainim.

(11) Chan pdrdydnit da? If the genitive meaning of

-ydn be taken, the translation is ' how much of their money

gavest thou ?

'

IDIOMATIC USES AND CONSTRUCTION

Analysis :

para + ydn + it+dd= money + to them + gavest thou.

To place the dative meaning of -ydn beyond doubt it

would be possible to say chan pdrditdd paiydn, or Chan
pdrdydnit bo da.

(12) Saw jdrit blaim qait niyya

Analysis :

Sawjar + it, blaim, qai + t niyya = a hundred times + to

thee, I may say, heed + to thee is not.

This follows the general rules.

(13) Pdrdm dd. This must not be confused with Pdrd
mda, * I gave money. 5 The meaning in this case can only

be ascertained from the context, but in using the phrase,

to obviate any confusion, one can say pdrd paint da, or

pdrdm bo da, ' he gave money to me/ using a dative

preposition.

Analysis : Pdrd + m + da — money to me he gave.

(14) and (15) Pdrdzmdd and Pdrd dami. We have
examples here of the two positions of the pronoun, as

. cited in (10).

(j6) Qstkrd?ov with thevowels omitted in pronunciation,

Qsait krd? This is an example of the genitive, and must
not be confused with qsa itkird = ' didst thou speak?'
which sounds precisely the same, the short vowels being

inaudible. To define exactly the meaning one could

say qsa lait krd? using a preposition {la = from, of), or

qsat tu krd ?

Analysis : Qs + t krd = speech + of thee did he make ?

(17) Pardmdnitdn bird. This, though apparently some-
what confusing, can have but the one meaning, as may be

ascertained by eliminating the impossible readings of the
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two suffixial pronouns jndn and tan. If we dissect it,

assuming man to be nominative, tan remains without any-

logical meaning, by virtue of the significance of the verb

used, also, according to use, the objective precedes the

nominative.
Analysis :

Para + man 4- itdn bird = money + of us + you took.

(18) Serim birriwa

Analysis :

ser + t + m birriwa — the head -+- of him -4- I have cut off.

Note that a short vowel (7 instead of i) reverses the

meaning, as in Nos. (i) and (2), mispronunciation {scrim

birriwa) giving the meaning ' he has cut off my head \

( 1 9) Wutisht

We have here an example of the verb and dative

separated to admit a particle, for euphony. The analysis

is : wut+ ish-\~ f= he said + also + to him. The regular

construction wutiish would have run the risk of losing the

value of the 2,
' to him, 5 by a shortening of the sound,

implying then 'he said also '.

N.B. Wutisht may also mean simply * he said also',

for the form wutz is a simple preterite 3rd singular, and

it separates its final vowel to admit -ish, particularly in

the dialect of Sulaimania. This, of course, is the case

with all verbs, not only with wutin.

In perusing these paragraphs, the student should keep

before him the table of SG verb forms, Classes I and III,

which will help to elucidate the duties of the suffixial

pronouns.

12. Omission of Conjunctions

The conjunction agar (hagar, hakd, ek, eg) is often

omitted (as in Persian) both in NG and SG.

IDIOMATIC USES AND CONSTRUCTION in

Examples

—

(1) Iru hat, dz nazdnim chi dakat
Literally, to-day he came, then I know not what he will

do, i.e. if he should come to-day, I know not what he
will do.

(2) Min dakuzhz, bikiizh !

[If] thou wouldst kill me, kill

!

SG (3) Sawjdrit blaim qait niyya

[If] I tell thee a hundred times, thou heedest not
SG (4) Haz bikam dakirrimawa

[If] I please, I shall buy it

The conjunction id, 'up to/ till, 'as soon as/ can be
omitted where its sense approximates or could be ex-
changed with agar.

(5) lait bikhem, damirrz

[As soon as, if] I strike thee thou wilt die
This is not very generally encountered.
The conjunction wa, = and, is sometimes omitted,

particularly in NG.

13. Omission of Prepositions

The prepositions which may be omitted are bz\ pat, a,

/a, di—' to\ and di and ndw— < inside '. In some cases
the dative or locative termination replaces the omission,
but in others there is neither inflexion nor preposition.
Examples

—

( 1) Hat khwdr ddnisht mdl
He came down and sat in the house

Or, fully inflected,

NG Hat a khwdrz, ddnisht di mdldd
SG Hat lakhwdro, ddnisht lamdl

(2) Chun Haolzr, for Chun a Haolzrz

They went to Erbil
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SG (3) Namddi for Namdd pat

I gave it not to him

The omissions of prepositions should be noted from the

Specimens of Style.

14. Cardinal Numbers

It sometimes occurs that it is desired while enumerating;

a quantity to impress upon the hearer its magnitude.

In such case the numeral may take the sign of the

plural, as

—

(1) Zhe pdnzdahdn zaidd habun

There were more than fifteen

(2) Hazdrdnjdr laanat bisarl bdvidd

Curses a thousand times on his father's head

CONSTRUCTION OF THE SENTENCE

In all simple sentences the almost invariable rule for

the order of the main components thereof is (1) subject,

(2) object, (3) verb.

Compound sentences may present, apparently, some

difficulty in their resolution into this order, but no difficulty

will be experienced in separating them into (1) subject

+ qualificative (whether adjectival or adverbial), (2)

object + qualificative, and (3) verb -f qualificative ;
when

it will be seen that the order usually observed is

—

(1) Adverb or adverbial phrase.

(2) Subject.

(3) Complement to the subject.

(4) Object.

(5) Complement to the object.

(6) Verb.

(7) Complement to the verb.
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Though the rule is very regularly observed, the demands
of effect or emphasis permit reversals of the positions of
the adverbial phrases, more particularly the transfer of the
complement of the verb to a position before the object.
Note the last sentence, which, in the text from which it is

taken, reads: Ijdri awl askerl khdni rdfizi zhe atrdfid I
Mardghal ydnza hazdr savdr pid ber hew kerl Also
in the sentence subai khwai hdtl mall, it is permissible to
place mall after the subject.

Poetry, however, avails itself of its licence to a wide
extent, and inverts the sentence or disorders it just as the
demands of form, metre, or rhyme may demand.

In sentences containing only pronouns for the
object, where they are enclytic, the order is naturally
reversed, the pronoun in its affixial form coming last

(see Remarks on Pronouns in the Accusative Case in
Part I).

For the rest, as above remarked, granted this main
rule of construction governing subject, object, and verb be
observed, the non-essential and complementary parts of
the sentence are placed at will of the speaker where they
best express their value in the whole phrase.

STYLE AND COMPARISONS

As in most simple languages, the style of KurmanjI is,

as a rule, direct and forcible, particularly in the most
northerly groups. In Persian and dialects allied thereto
a weakness of narrative appears in the superabundance
of conjunctions employed, and Southern Kurdish also
shows this feature in a measure. The NG, however, by
omitting them very often, gains in force, if somewhat
abrupt, and hesitates to use any word that is not essential.

I
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Adverb or Adverbial
Phrase.

Subai
In the morning

Digali
With
Ruki
One day
Lasari khani
On the housetop
Amruzh
To-day
Ista

Now

Zhe yek o die

From one another
Ijari

Then

As
I

hardu braidi vai
both his brothers

diz

thieves

[diz]

[thieves] (understood)
khwai
he himself

Beg

Beg

chand aghdlardn
some gentlemen
khwdja
the khwaja
ishi vai

his work
kas

one
[awa]

jushishi taba

fierce turmoil

van
they

awl askeri khani rafizi

Word or Phrase comple-
mentary to the Subject.

di

certainly

iwara zhe nachiri

at evening from
hunting

digali chandaghdlardn
ku digali Pasha
runishtin

with several gentlemen
who are seated with

the pasha
ku digalipasha
who with the pasha

la niwi didai giri-

yanmdd-
in my tearful eyes

that infidel

Khani
Asker
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Object
Word or Phrase
complementary
to the Object.

Verb

.

Word or Phrase
complementary
to the Verb.

deri awdai
the room door

wakam
will open
hdtin

came

miqddi'eki diraf
much money

zadi

ketin

fell

birin

took

hdti

came
dakhzvan

a maleki va
upuii d uouse anu

malt

to his house

the meal eats

i

runishtin

are sitting

chit

went
hayya
is

|

nazani 1

t i

knows not
j

telab daka \

seeks

~ya

ser khdnid khwa
to his housetop

i

jaiga 1 khwai
his own place

i

.

!

tdlan

plunder

ydnza hazdr
savar pzd

eleven thousand
horse and foot

t

<

f

is

dibirrin

take

her hew
keri

:ollected

zhe atrafid i

Mardghdt
rom around ,

Maragha
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The following examples display this simplicity of style,

and are translated literally :—
Rriyd khwa girt qaliind khwa

tai kir dgir ddna sar, qaluna

kaishd : qazdd bdzhairi kir,

gaishta bazhairi, zhina did

buchuka did : mazind did, etc.

Gundidn jutkarian digerid, di

mdrik la sar berfi qafilia, la vai

merhemet kir, bir, la sarpdkhiria

diraizh kir. Mar garm bu, sari

khwa blind kir, lasari gundidn

hujum kir. Gundidn gu ki,

mdrik kotia, az bum sababi jdn

i ta, azijam khwa zhata bigirim.

Gu : la sari vai khist.

Bilbil chu ser gilid dari ban

kir Bdzek hat ek via bilbila

bikhwa. Bilbil ban kir ka, az

tair kipchuktm tu ma dakhwui,

pashi cha hasil dabi ? Harrafeni
'khwa tair ki bibina, bukhwa.

Bdz go ki, az din ninim, az dasti

khwa khazirdd nainim ek az

harrim la parid mazin bigerim,

balki az ndbinim, pashi az

mahrum daniinim, girt, khwar.

He took his road : filled his

pipe : put fire to it, his pipe

smoked : set out to town, arrived

at town : saw women, saw chil-

dren, saw men, etc.

A village labourer walking, saw

a snake on some snow curled up,

to him he showed mercy, took,

stretched him on an oven. The
snake was warm, raised his head,

wounded the head of the peasant.

The peasant said,
( Miserable

snake ! I was the means of saving-

thy life, I will take thy life from

thee.' Said : struck him on the

head.

A nightingale went on a tree

branch, sang. An eagle came,

perchance he might eat the

nightingale. The nightingale

cried, ' I am a small bird, thou

eatest me, afterwards what result

is there ? Go, like thyself a bird

find : eat !
' The eagle said,

£

I

am not mad, I give not from my
hand my prey ; if I go to catch a

big bird, perhaps I find not, then

I remain disappointed.' Seized,

ate.

This terse economy of language is typical of the northern

part of the NG, and finds little place in the SG, where,

as the student will have noticed, the language is softer

and given to more syllables and more conjunctival words.

The middle Kurmanji (Bitlis, Mush, S'airt, the Tiyarl,
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Jazira ibn 'Umar, etc.) is by no means so simple or direct

as the pure NG, nor so forcible.

Putting the last example into SG Kurmanji we should
obtain the results below :

—

NG Bilbil chu ser gilid dart, ban kir. Bdzek hat ek via
bilbila bikhwa

SG Bilbil chu lasari chiki ddraka, wa bang! kird.

Sargarekish hat ku aw bilbila bildn bikhwatin
NG Bilbil ban kir, ki az tair kipchukim tu ma dakhwui
SG Bilbil hawari kird, ku min baldireki pchukim, atii

ma dakhwui
NG pashi chi hasil dabi> Harrafenikhwa tair ki bibzna

SG lapashtwa chit bo debt. Burruwa ivaku khwat
baldireki

NG bukhwa. Bdz go ki, az din ninim, az dasti khwa
khazirdd nainim

SG buina bikhwa. Sargar guti ku min shit nim, wa
ladazi khumish machiraka

NG ek az harrim la t?arid mazin bigerhn balki az
nabinim

SG barnayamhagarbirriiim la baldirekigawrd bigirrim,

bash chdom pal nakdot

NG pashi az mahrum daminim :girt : khwar
SG iapdshawa pakim dakawi, itir girti khwdrdi

1. For the purposes of comparisons, at length, of styles

of the different sections, the Kurmanji of Erzerum is here
placed beside that of Sulaimania, with English translation.

NG SG Translation
Diwakhti hukumati La wakhti hukil- In the time of

Ibrahim Pasha la matt Iwram Pdshd la the Governorship of
Bazidi zhe dghaidi Bdzid la gawrakdni Ibrahim Pasha at

vaiderimairufidaulat aw diw pidoeki bu ku Bayazid, of the chiefs

dushguni habu, pir o daidati talk chu bu. of that district was
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NG
hafta sail, bi hdl, nawi
Deli Ismail Aghd
dagutin har jaranan

dacha nek Ibrahim

Pashawaahwdlikhwa
ifada daka Pasha zdf

o hendek tishtekididata

vai. Ruzheki disani

Ismail Agha dacheta

nek Ibrahim Pasha wa
kharjeki dakhwdza

Pasha dabaizha vai ki

iruki para hdzir ninin

ku hinada. Ismail

Agha aw zhi zhwal

khaberi sel daba va

taita mala khwa kitek

tapancha habuya tizhi

daka wa hendekibdrut

ogulladatinagewerikd

khwa wa khenchaira

khwa dibar pishtd

khwa rra daka magar
murama vai kushti?ia

Ibrahim Pashahabuya,

ku chirani ijari kherji

naddya min. A vi

Ismail Aghai zhineki

pir o kureki dah

dwansa sali habu

Ismail Agha tadareki

durus daka, ijari da-

baizha zhina khwa ku

rra ba, kurikhwa biba

wa harra mala Shaikh

Ibrahim. Ijari zhini

gutia ku zhibo chi am
bichina mala shaikhi f

SG
Pirish bu o hafta

sdleki, wa ziwir, nawi
Deli Ismail Aghayan
deguti. Jardn bi bi

jdreki darrui lai

Iwrdm Pdshd wa hdl

hawdli khwa daguti.

Pasha pai chishteki

hendek o zuri diddwa.

Disan ruzheki Ismail

Agha darrua lai

Iwrd?n Pasha ddwdi
para lai daka. Pdshd

pai dalai ku amriij

pdrdm pai ?iiyya ku
biamit. Ismail Agha
lam qsa klni hat wa
dhait bo mall khwai.

Damdnchaeki hayya

tizhi daka wa tilzeki

dermdn o gulla tai

dakha wa rra dabasa

pisht i khwaiwa kierdi

khwaish debasa pishti.

Qasdi whd bo kizhdini

Iwrdm Pdshd bua ku
bochi amjareki khar-

jekim nadawa. Am
Ismail Agha zhineki

pir o kurreki deh

dwdnza sdli bu. Ismail

Agha tagbiri hal

dagirra jdrek dalai bo

zhmi ku halsa, kurra-

kit biba mdli Shaikh

Iwrdm. Zhini kuti

ku bo aima burrilin bo

mdli Shaikh f

Translation
a man who had lost

his fortune. He was

old, seventy years, and

enfeebled, and his

name was Deli Ismail

Agha. Now and then

he would go before

Ibrahim Pasha and

recount his circum-

stances. The Pasha

would give him more

or less. One day again

Ismail Agha went

before Ibrahim Pasha

and claimed money

from him. The Pasha

says ' that to day I

have no ready money

to give thee'. Ismail

Agha at this news be-

comes infuriated and

comes to his house.

He has a blunderbuss,

and primes it, pours in

a little powder and a

bullet with the object

of killing Ibrahim

Pasha, for ' why this

time did he not give

me alms ?
' This

Ismail Agha had an

old wife, and a son of

ten or twelve years.
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NG
Ismail dabaizha av

ujdgha, hun bichina

vai deriiruka shulaka

minhayyapalki'durust

biba. Zhin wa kur

dackina maid Shaikhi.

Vai ruzhi zhi ruzhd

ini buya ku Pdshd wa
khalq hamu zheboi

nmaizha ini taind

mizgafti Waqti saldi

Ismail Agha tapancha

dibini benishi dakata

ber pishtd khwa vai

khanjari zhi dakata

bar pushtd khwa wa
dachata mizgafti wa
lasaf i rid Ibrahim

Pasha naizuki rutina

Pasha wa khalq zhi

taina mizgafti wa
namaizha ini dakan

wa khalas debin, bar

hew bider dikewin*

Ismail Agha bider

nakewi waki Pdshd

taitin ku zhi neki

Ismail Agha bibiirit

wa bider kewit Ismail

Agha tapancha didata

tanishtd Ibrahim

Pdshdi wa dgir

dakatin Gulla la shala

pishtd Pdshdi dikawit

wa dabfira zhi sari

pdrsuydn larili charmi
dacha wa darbdz daba.

Digali Pdshdi chil

SG
Ismail dalai nazar-

gdi aiwa bichin lewai

ishekim hayya bash

cha bibi. Zhinaka wa
kurraka darrilin a

mdli Shaikh. Aw
riijish riiji juma bu,

ku Pasha o khalq

gishti bo nwaizhijama

dhain bo mizgaotaka.

Wakhti saldm Ismail

Agha damancha

lazhiri kawdi lapishti

daka, wa kierdish aika

la pishti wa darrua

bo mizgaot wa la sari

rraiga Iwrdm Pasha

bar dhait Pdshd wa
khalqish dhaina miz-

gaotowa nwaizhijama
dakhuinin wa khalas

debin dasta gal yek o

du bi dar dachin.

IsmailAghader nachit

sdtki Pdshd dhait ku

lai Ismail Aghd
bibiirit wa birrua bi

der Ismail Agha
damanchaka arnidj

dekishi bdni Pasha wa
dataqaini. Gula la

shall pishti Pasha Id

daka lapuostl bdoshl,

whd rra dafarri bi

durawa. lagali

Pdshd chil painja

khizmachibun. Amjdr
Ismail Aghd tai agai

Translation
Ismail makes his

arrangements, and

then says to his wife,

£ Get up, take thy son

to Shaikh Ibrahim's

house.' His wife said,

'Why should we go to

the Shaikh's house ?
'

Ismail says, 'It is a

place ofpilgrimage; go

there, I have an affair,

perhaps it will chance

well.' The wife and

boy go to the Shaikh's

house. That day, too,

was Friday, when the

Pasha and all the

common people went

for common prayer to

the mosque. At the

finish Ismail Agha
puts his pistol under

his tunic in his belt,

and his dagger also in

his belt, and goes to

the mosque, and on

the road of Ibrahim

Pasha, near to him,

takes his stand. The
Pasha and people

come to the mosque

and read the prayers,

and being finished

disperse and go out in

groups. Ismail Agha

does not go out, and

when the Pasha passes

near him to go out,
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NG
penja khuldmdm
habun. Ijari Ismail

Agha dwagara ku
Pashm bi gulla ndkat

dada khanjari kitra

wadaka. Ibrahim

Pasha ku bi khanjar

bikiizha. Aw khuldmi

khwd dawi niwa

Pashai wa Ismail

Aohaiki dUan zhi

zhwai brinddr daka,

wa awdn chil penja

khuldmdn diniwa miz-

gafti pardn pardn
daka. Chun ku aw
Ismailpir o hafti sali

bu ijaripai la sijddaiki

da la wa daka. Ijari

khuldm gahdna sari

vai idi mijdld rrd bun

nadai aw ddina bar

khanjardn di niwa

mizgafti da kushtin

wa bi derawa derdnin

lashi vai bi dgir sutin.

Wa Ibrahim Pdshd

zhi brinddr bui ?niqdar

du mahdn maalaja

kirin sdgh bui. Aw
zhin o kiir i vai zhai

zhi bdzhiri surgun

kirin wa du seh pis-

mdmidi vai habun bi

ghair hag girtin wa
kushtin wa mdl wa
khanidi van khardb

kirin. TdifaidiAkrdd

SG
ku Iwrdm Pasha

bigulai nakaot. Istdka

Ismail Agha khen-

jairi dakisha ku bi

khenjairaka bikii-

zhiwa. Ao piaoag'dn

khwdyan farridn

lando Pasha wa Ismail

Agha wa dudn laydn

brinddr daka, wa do

chil painja pidoagdn

landwi mizgaot bldo

dabin. Chun ku ao

Ismdilpir o haftd sali

bujdrek paigiri dakh-

watin wa dakawa
Amjdr piaoagdn banz

ddna milijai halstani-

ydn bo nadd wa bi

kierdakan har landoi

mizgaotaka laiddn o

kuzhdini. Lashi hai-

nan ladarawa wa bi

dgir sutandin. Iwrdm
Pdshdish brinddr bua

wadai du mang dar-

mdni dakat chd bu.

Zhin o kurrakai la

shdrdd bi derrian kird,

dildn sldn kurri-

mamish Idi bit, awanish

bi bai qezdi ydn girt

o kuzhd, wa mdl o

khdniiyan dariikhest.

TdifakdniKurddn har

wha bai huoshk la

shunda tshi fikir

ndkan, chi baitawa

Translation
Ismail Agha aims his

pistol at the Pasha

and fires it. The
bullet passes through

the stuff of the Pasha's

waistband, and scores

the skin of his side,

and glancing off goes

afar. With the Pasha

there were forty or

fifty attendants. Then
Ismail Agha sees that

Ibrahim Pasha has not

fallen by his bullet.

This time Ismail Agha
draws his dagger that

he may kill him with

the dagger. Those
attendants throw

themselves between

the Pasha and Ismail

Agha, and he wounds
two of them, and the

forty or fifty servants

scatter in the mosque.

Ismail Agha being an

old man and some
seventy years, his foot

catches in a prayer rug

and he falls. This time

the attendants quickly

throwthemselves upon

him, and giving him
no time to rise plunged

their daggers into him

and killed him there

in the mosque. They
brought his body
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NG
wa bi aqldn dumdhid

shuli muldhaza ndkan

har chi baita aqli van

ild dakan mirin wa
zhin ozdrilk waghamd
vdnda ninin.

SG
ladilydn qat dabi

bikan, mirdin o zhdrii

zhin o mindlakdnidn

khamiyan niyya.

Translation
outside and burned it

with fire. Ibrahim

Pasha, too, had been

wounded, and for the

space of two months

underwent cures and

became well. The
wife and boy were ex-

pelled from the town,

and there were two or

three cousins of his

whom unjustly they

seized and killed, and

destroyed their houses

and homes. The
Kurdish tribes in this

manner do not think

of the consequences

of a deed. Whatever

comes into their heads

they must do ;
the

death and bereave-

ment of their wives

and children cause

them no sorrow.

2. The following specimen of NG 1
is of the dialects of

North-Eastern Kurdistan. For purposes of comparison

the middle column is a SG rendering of the same.

NG
Ruvik ba bizin la

mdl aigaridn : vana
purr ti bun : la blrka

digaridn birek din.

Debindd khebik dv

SG
Rewi ba bizink bo

mdl digaridn, wan zur

tint bu, bo bir digarin

biryan di, lebin tuozeki

ao bu. Wana zur

Translation
A fox and a goat

weregoing home ;
they

were very thirsty, and

looked for and found

a well. In it was a

1 From Lerch, Forschungen iiber die Kurden und die Iranischen
Nordchaldaer.
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NG
habu. Vana purr tl

biibun be Mrs hdtin,

4>dshl saimish nekerin,

ketin blre, purr dv

khwdrin, pasha ek

beder kavin khwast,

reik naalnndchdrman.

Bizin bi ruvlrd gu ki,

ma berd dv khwdr, ek

am beder kevin rai

tunina. Ruvl gu ki,

qasavat maka, hevdll

min, ezl dubdrekl

bibinim Ish alia aima

beder kavin. Bizin gu

ki till tertlblblka. Ruvl

gu ki rrd ba sar ningd

ningl khwa paishln

biber dlvdrdi sefi

khwal bikulocha

khwdve be befi divlr

dl ez bikshim serl pll

ta beder kevim. Pashi

azl ta bikshinim der

ema her dii zhe khalds

bibin. Bizin vd tertiba

purr begdnmish kir,

kaif bil, gu va firsenda
la min tuna, fenl ruvl

ki taalim bikai az fenl

wai bikem. Hama ruvl

bdz da ser pll bezin

beder ket^ lekandd bira

digeria. Bezin Ish

via dl, gu kl, hevdll

min, min o til vaira

bil, ma bitard ydrdlm
kir, til beder ketl ta az

SG
tlnlti hayya hdjiz biin

hsaib ydn nakird dd

farrlna blraka wa
doydn ziir khwdrd.

Tuozekl tir dd khwdz-

tin bider bhainawa,

rraiga biberi chdo dldr

nlyya, pakydn kaot.

Bezinka gutl pai rewl

ku brdkam aomdn

khwdrd bo der bikewln

rai?ndn niyya. Rewl

gu halopal 7naka,

bdokim, dlsdn, bzdnim,

shdla der kewlnawa.

Bezin gutl atu fendek

bika. Rewl gutl halsd

rdst ba, destit lebarl

duwdr ser o shakhitish

ddina singl ta min

bichim bdnlpall ta, der

chim, wa lapashlish

min dekshainimit

ladarawa, aima her

duk lamma khalds

bibin. Bizin lam tagblr

ziir hazl kird, shad hi,

gutl awdnda zairikl

la min niyya, huoshkl

rewl ku fairim bikat

minish wakii hishkl

awa blkam. Hamd
rewl bdnz dd lasarl

paii bizin, la chii,

lagerl blraka degafi.

Bizink am Ishd at,

gutl, Jdnim, min o til

lawai bun, min bo

Translation
little water. They were

very thirsty, and so,

disgusted, and without

thinking, hurled them-

selves into the well and

drank much water. A
little while after they

would like to come

out, but could see no

way before them, and

so remained helpless.

The goat said to the

fox, 'Brother, we have

drank water, but for

our egress there is no

way. J The fox said,

' Do not make a fuss,

little father ; let me
see, please God we
shall get out.' The

goat said, * You think

of a plan.' The fox

said, ' You get up on

your hind legs, put

your fore legs, head,

and horns against the

wall, I will go up on

your shoulders and

get out, and then I will

pull you out too, so

both of us will be clear

of this.' The goat was

delighted at this plan,

and very glad, and

said,
£
I could not have

thought of such a plan

till the fox taught me
it, and I too must agree
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NG SG Translation
nakshdndim der. Ruvl ydrlm kird, tu lader with him.' But the

bipirsd vai dekenl gu chii, minish nakshdndl fox jumped up on the

ki, hai ek aqili ta dl biderawa. Rewl lam goat's legs, and got

rid tedd biia, feni purt qsa kenl kird, wutlku, out and walked round
ki bua, pashi til neketl wo bezin hagar aqil la the well. The goat

blra, ta vai chdghl zinjl tu awdnda qish saw this and said,

aqilek dushurmish bit, tu dai nakdotl la ' Comrade, we were
budi. Bi khdtiri ta, blraka, lam zerifl both here, I befriended

shughull min hayya, aqilit hushkit dakir- you, and you got out,

gu, chu. dawa, khairhatl, ishim but you have not helped

hayya, Ama gutl o me to get out.' The
rruT. fox at this laughed,

and said, ' O goat !

if thine intelligence

were as much as the

hairs in thy beard,

thou wouldst not have

fallen in, thy wits would

have been at work.

Good-bye ! I have

work.' This he said

and departed.

3. The Kurmanjl in the left-hand column 1 of the

following is NG of the Central districts. As in the

:
previous examples the middle column is the SG rendering

of the same.

NG
Rustam suvdr bil,

aw o Baizhan, Gurnis,

kdfir barkat, barai va
chldlkir did bdzhairl

nidzinderdnegutdvaye

bdzhairal mdzinde-

rane, pa fatkirit

SG
Rustam suwdr bit,

awo Baizhan o Gurnis,

kdfir kdota barl, la

chldn birdl. Shari

Mdzanderd?t I dl, gu
ska? I Mdzanderdn
amata. Tamdshdydn

Translation
Rustam mounted

with Baizhan and

Gurnis. Thepaganled,

and took them over the

mountains. They saw

Mazanderan town

.

He said, ' This is

* From Kurdische Sammlungen, Erzcihlungen, und Lieder im
Dialekte von Bohtan, by Albert Socin.
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NG
bdzhairai mdzinderdn

gallak mazina. Bai-

zhan guti khalu tu dai

chavi bazhab idastint?

Gil az nazdnim. Bai-

zhan gu az leta

tegbirl bikem. Gu
debaizha Baizhan.

Baizhan guti khalu

gii chakal d khwa,

iuli d khwa o rakhshl

khwa behela lehera tu

harra bazhairi bi-

iassasina beraina

chdva destini. Guti

Baizhan, daibikhabari

ta kem. Rustam rrd

bu, chakt o juli khwa
hammiya khestin hei-

Ian lewtdefi. Gurms,

Baizhan, khuldm,

rakhshl, balak, ham-

mul heildn luvideri,

riya khwagirt, qalund

khwa tat kir, dgir

ddna ser, qaliina khwa
kishd, qazdd bazhairi

kir. Chil bazhairi^

ghaishta bazhairi

zhend did, buchukd

did, mazina did, lebari

chavi van bi juja. Gu
hai gedi juja ydri pai

kerin, da bar herd

pchuka bdui ketin,

mazina bduv ketin, dd

bar bera, da bar tapa

sera, Vai gedd hlja

SG
kird, shdri Mazan-
deran galik gdordya.

Baizhan guti mdmu
atu itir am shdraka

chliin astiaini Guti,

min ndzdnim. Bai-

zhan guti, min bo tu

tagbiri bikam. Guti,

dabelai, Baizhan. Bai-

zhanish gut, mdmu,
chiki khwat o jilka

khwat wa rakhshl

khwat laira bar da,

atu birriia la shdrdd

jasisi bika, bizdn chlun

bigirrii. KutiBaizhan,

har bi fandi tu daka-

mawa. Rustam halsd,

chik o jiliki khwai

gishki dd khest, dania

lewai. Gurnis o Bai-

zhan o Rakhshl o khu-

lam o balk gish dd nid

laora, rraiga khwai di,

qalidni tai kird, dd

agerstandi, qalid?ii

kishd, rai girt bo

shdrdd Chit bo shdr

o gaishta shdr zhi-

nakan o mindlakan

opidoagdnish di, lebari

chdoydn bu bi zhiizhik.

Gutin, hai zhiizh

baohiz, hanekydn kird,

bardydn kird bera .

Mindlakan kewtin la-

shunl gawrdkdn la-

shunl kdotin, bard pai

Translation
Mazanderan town

They looked, Mazan-

deran is a great town.

Baizhan said,
c Uncle,

how then wilt thou

take the town ?
' He

said, ' I know not.
7

Baizhan said, ' I will

make a plan for thee.*

He said, 'Speak,

Baizhan.' Baizhan said,

' Uncle, thine armour

and thy clothing and

thy Rakhsh leave here,

go thou in the town

and spy out, see how

thou mayst take it.'

He said, ' Baizhan, I

will follow thy plan.'

Rustam arose, his

armour and clothing,

all, he laid down, put

them there. Gurnis,

Baizhan, servants,

Rakhsh, clothing, all,

he left, and set his face

towards the road, he

filled his pipe and lit

it, and smoked it, and

turned his face town-

wards. He went to

the town, and arrived

there, saw women,

children, and men,

and before their eyes

became a hedgehog.

They said, ' O
wretched hedgehog '

'
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NG
tu Ichi tgarhi ? Gu az

limdla dlvi Mazan-
derdni dgarhim, Yeki

guti kul mat hdhdhd

aw qasrddd ledawi

ptdzenderdnia, gdvag
dvaitera, gdvag avait

pusht paira, akhir lezi

lakhwa kir chil gaishta

qasri, chu nai dergahi

qasri khulamd guti

juja di kiva chi ? Gu
az dachum salal ladi-

vdnl. Khulamd guti

wagarra. Gu dharri

hoshhdl aw dart wa-
kari changila khuldma
girt haleki pdlak pai-

rdna, riya khwa vakir.

T
Chu ber deri divani,

guti saldm alaik. Hu
fatkirin dva jujaik,

guflna alaik na saldm
na rehmetulla, na bere-

kdt^ avl chu tofjiijaya

ho mair sar. Divl
Mazdnderdnigutijuja
tu shklva taif Guti
azjujai irdnlma Guti
tu jugai iranii f Gu
ball. Gu tu lachl

tgarhi? Gu az bani
az hdtima nik ta khu-
lamyd ta beka?n.

SG
khestin, latapulaydn

deri kird Gutin ' oi

zhiizhka bdo hiz bo ku
arriii f

1 Guti min bo

mall divl Mdzan-
deranl dagarrimawa.

Yekidn gut, ' Mali
mdlun, hdhd, dwa
qasri divl Mazan-
derdnia? Banzeki dd,

disdn bdnz da pshti

purt, pdshi rraigai di,

chu wa gaishta qasri,

chil nawi dergai.

Khuldmdngutnzhu-
zhi, laku dachi, guti

min arrfum la pilla-

kdnl divan. Khuldm
guti wagarra, gu achi

bdsha do deri bikerawa.

Bali piao girt, parol

pai nla rrai khwai
kirdwa Chu labari deri

divan khdni, wu saldm

alaik. Har tamdshd-

yan kird, zhiizhieka,

na salamydn gut, na
rahmatulla, ona bari-

katii, ama chliin

zhuzhkaya, har wak
pia Divl Mazanderan
guti, ' Zhiizhk lakuo

dhaif Kuti, 'Min
zhiizhka airanim. '

Guti, ' Atu zhuzhi

airanitif Guti, 'Ba.'

Kuti, ' Tu pai chi

digarri. ' Kuti,Khuld -

Translation
and laughed and
stoned him. The
children followed him,

and the elders followed

him, and stoned him,

and turned him from

their hillock, saying,

' O wretched hedge-

hog, what art thou

after?' He said, 'I

seek the house of

the Devil of Mazan-
deran.' One said,

'Accursed,there! There
is the castle of the

Devil of Mazanderan/
He leaped forward,

jumped over thebridge,
then hastened, and
arrived at the castle,

and went inside the

castle gate. The
servants said, 'Hedge-
hog, where goest

thou? 5 He said,
c

I go
to the stairs of the

Divan.' The servant

said, * Turn back.'

He replied, < Go, it is

well, and open that

door.' He seized the

servant's arm and
pushed him, and
opened his road. He
came before the door

of the Divan, and said,

'Salam alaik.' They
all stared at him, ' It
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SG
mit, hatima lat khiz-

viatit bekam?

Translation
is but a hedgehog, 5 and

said neither ' salani

'

nor ' rahmatullah' nor
* barikatihu \ ' What
hedgehog is this, like

a man?' The Devil

of Mazanderan said,

* Whence comest

thou ?' He said, ' I

am a hedgehog of

Persia.' He said,

' Thou art a hedgehog

of Persia ? ' He said,

* Yes.' He said, ' For

what earnest thou ?

'

He said, ' I am thy

slave, I am come to

serve thee.'

POETRY

The NG example 1 (left-hand column) is of Middle

Kurmanji, of the NG, and the right-hand column is the

SG rendering of the same.

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana,

Chla bilinda, ta nabinim,

Dastlkhwasarsingatabigarinim,

Ladinyai vaka ta az nablnim.

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana,

A zT tamburek chlkem charda

parda,

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana,

Kaifaka berza tu naulnirn,

DasT khwam ser sing! tu

begarlnim

Ladinyai waku tu min nainnim.

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana,

Min tammurek blkem, chwarda
parda,

1 From Kurdische Sammlungen, Erzahlungen, und Lieder im Dialekte
des Tiir

lAbdJn. Prym & Socin.
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AzT telai bikhemi zhekulla zhe

darda

Zhini delal zhe min kotl, Main

delal zhe zhini koti, natai

kushtin o natai bardan.

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana,

AzI tamburek chlkem zhe

khastuwa mara

Azi tela bikhemi zhebiski yara,

Azi davi dainim lebin giii glihara.

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana.

Azi tamburek chlkem zhe

khastuwa chuka

Azi tela bikhemi zhe biska buka,

Nha az nazawijim, dosti ma
pchuka.

Dalaila aishana, l.emin o lewai

dill, lemin o lewai dill.

Bazna ta kulilka nu hamlli,

De o bavi ta sar min o ta chuna

gelT.

Laila lemini, Laila leminl,

Tarki ta nadim hatta kherim

mlrim,

Az tir buma zhe vai gutini.

Amin telaka taikham la aish

o la darda,

Zhini juana la piao nafasal, piao

zlami la zhin na shlrin, nayana

kuzhdin o nayana bardan.

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana,

Amin tammurek blkem, la

hiskani mara,

Amin tailaka taikhem la gudala

yara

Amin damakam danim bino giie

giiara

Dalaila aishana, Dalaila aishana

Amin tammurek blkem, la

hiskani chulka,

Amin tailaka taikhem la

pirchaka buka

Ista zhini nakhwazim, ku duosim

pchuka.

Dalaila aishana, lemin o lam dill,

lemin o lam dill,

Bazml tu gupika, nao shikawT,

Daik o baoki tu la min o tu,

dakan gilawl.

Laila lemini, Laila lemini,

Ban tu nayam, ta khernni

mTrdini,

Ma tir bua lam kutina.
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Translation

Dalaila Aishana, Dalaila Aishana,

The hills are high and I see thee not

;

Oh ! that my hand might reach to thy breast,

There is none other on earth like thee.

Dalaila Aishana, Dalaila Aishana,

A lute will I make of fourteen strings,

And the strings shall be made of my ills and griefs
;

A comely wife and an ugly man, a handsome man and

an ugly wife, come neither to killing nor forsaking.

Dalaila Aishana, Dalaila Aishana,

A lute will I make of serpents' bones,

With strings made from the loved one's locks,

And my mouth shall be for its rings and pendants.

Dalaila Aishana, Dalaila Aishana,

A lute will I make of sparrows' bones,

With strings of a young bride's curls.

Not for me the wife, my love's yet young.

Dalaila Aishana, mine, and of this heart

!

Thy form a new budding flower.

Thy father and mother complain of us.

Laila, thou art mine, Laila, thou art mine

!

Nor will I leave thee go till the moment of death,

My plaint has wearied me.

I. The foregoing examples display in the NG three

separate dialects, that of Erzerum, that of BayazTd and

the Caucasian and Azarbaijan districts, and that of the

Middle or HakkarT Kurdistan, and they should be carefully

examined by the student, who will learn from them many
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differences of actual word use, of pronunciation, and of

construction. It will be found that the Erzerum dialect

(the first specimen) is a well-formed and expressed

language, complete, dignified, direct, and free from those

elementary types of expression common to the other two

examples of prose. A certain use of Arabic words is

permissible, occurring in the same context as that in

which Persian employs them.

2. The second prose example is very elementary,

absolutely simple and direct, with good enunciation and

but little corruption of sound, while the third, the dialect

of Bohtan, is slovenly and corrupt, badly pronounced, and

showing signs here and there of the Nestorian dialects

which are spoken by the Christians of those districts.

Also, while the other dialects select a certain set of

grammatical usages, making each its own, the Middle

dialect mingles them, here appearing like SG and there

resembling NG, with often involved style and sometimes

omissions of conjunctions which make it apparently

difficult, defective, and involved.

3. Yet the same dialect lends itself to a well-sounding

poetry, sonorous, of a ringing metre admirably adapted to

the spirited yet mournful tones of the Kurdish music,

which is, as we should describe it, ' in the Gregorian scale/

Reverting to the comparative features of the three

prose examples, as an opening and introductory sentence

to the narrative, we have in each, respectively

—

(1) Diwakhti hukumati Ibrahim Pasha la Bazidi, she

dghdidi vat derl mairufi daulat dushguni habii.

(2) Ruvik ba bizin la mal digarian^ vana purr ti bun,

(3) Rustam suvdr bu, aw Baizhan Gurnts, kafir barkat

barai va chia kir,

K
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The adequacy of the first sentence is remarked, in that

it is direct, introducing immediately to the hearer the two

principal persons in the narrative, the time, and place.

Inflections are full and regular, the grammar is exact,

displaying a specimen of an already formed language,

ceding no point of style to Persian itself, which would

read

—

J^J *t>Li1 eujjfc)

The second introductory sentence (2) gives an equally

direct and adequate narrative, but very simply put, no

redundant word being used : the verb is, as is precisely-

correct, in the imperfect indicative, 'they were going/

but the secondary sentence, vdnd purr ti bun, is not

connected by a conjunction to its predecessor, and this

omission, which occurs throughout the story, makes for

a great deal of the apparent simplicity of the style. No

attempt being made at elegance of construction the result

is less pleasing than in the example (1), but the narrative

is very forcible, as is well exemplified in the curt last

sentence, Shughiili min hayya, gu, chit, lit. ' My work is,

said, went \

In the third article of prose (3) every characteristic

of weak and involved style is found, together with a

corruption of pronunciation and misuse of words not

remarked in the other examples. Most noticeable of all

is the repetition of the word gut, guti, gu, meaning « he

said as Baizhan guti, khalu gu, ' Baizhan said, " Uncle,"

he said,' a type of narrative seen nowhere in English

except in its most illiterate dialects, where an exact

parallel will be frequently met with. Then, too, the

preposition la is used for several meanings ;
the precision
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of example (1) in its use of prepositions is absent here,

and while the preposition is to be expected frequently

in this dialect, approaching more nearly, as it does, to the

real SG language, which uses it so freely, it has not

adopted any of the SG prepositions, while ignoring those

of the North.

To be remarked also is the use of the Chaldean genitive,

the prefixial d, which appears in chaki d 1 khwa and juli

d 1 khwa.

The plurals are irregular; -an, -d, and -id are all used,

as opposed to regular uses in other dialects.

Such phrases as chu bazhairi, gkaiskta 2 bazhairi, zhind

did, pchuka did, of which tautology is the distinguishing

feature, are very common, and as a result of the apparent

poverty of the style doubtful meanings occur, and the

style itself appears weak and ungraceful, a hybrid, having

alike missed the inflections of the SG dialects and the

simple narrative of the NG tongues.

In poetic forms, however, this same style stands out in

creditable contrast to the florid and artificial verses of the

SG, by its very repetition and fine periods, which the SG
does not attain. The comparison between two in Dalaila

Aishana may be noted, but not sufficiently well, for here

being a translation SG gains in form and choice of words.

The little differences in the uses are too various among

the NG styles to be fully remarked here, and the

student can only, by making himself familiar with their

characteristics, detect the variations which, apart from

1 This combination may be mistaken for the northern plural in -id\

the Chaldean genitive is, however, typical of this dialect, which usually

forms the plural in -a or -an.

2 This word occurs once or twice in this example, and it should be

noted that g and h are pronounced separately, not as if representing

the guttural but the combination 1*1
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general style, mark one dialect from another. Nor is it

to be imagined that every dialect is represented by these

three examples of NG and one of SG. Every village

and canton has its differences, minor, certainly, and in-

sufficient to nullify the general knowledge of the main
stem variations, but differences none the less.

It is a good plan, for determining the principal variant

features, to compare the verb forms employed, when the

diversities exemplified in the verb tables will be seen

possible of allocation to various groups.

In the verb 'to be', it will be noticed that while all

three examples above use the forms habu and habiiya in

preterite or perfect, (i) confines itself to habu and uses it

regularly, while (2) uses both indiscriminately sometimes

and (3) uses bu in preference. The use of habu extends

as far south as Rawanduz, the dialect of which is otherwise

entirely SG.

In the present indicative of the ordinary verb all three

use da- as the verbal prefix, but (3) employs the form

dai + jokj^kj + verb, as dai kiva chi, for kiva dachi.

In the preterite, while (1) and (3) use regularly the

correct preterite form, i.e. the infinitive minus the terminal

-//, (2) takes a final -n which again brings it to the infinitive

form, as in blrka din, which in (1) or regular NG should

be blrka di. This dialect, however, uses to a great extent

the preterite form which affixes pronominal particles.

Example (3) uses da with the imperative, as da baizha,

which is a feature of the SG. It also uses -f as a suffixial

pronoun, as -f in pal kirin, ' they did to him/ for the NG
bivaira kerin. Another SG feature in example (3) is the

word hu or ho (SG har, her, ha, 'ever, every'), which is

rarely seen in pure NG.
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The indiscriminate occurrence of all three genitive

forms will also be noticed, while (1) and (2) preserve a

more regular use.

Prepositions and conjunctions are omitted continually,

and corrupt pronunciation exists throughout, noticeable

in such instances as hailan for haildnd, chitof"for chitun,

ho for her, chavl for chun, gdvag for gavakht, shklva for

zhkua, and many others.

Example (2) makes free use of the Turkish verbal

noun in -mish, which is not generally employed in other

examples

—

saimish forethought chatlamish burst

qazanmish profit chdlishmish worked

dushumish pondering gechmish passed, missed

shishmish blown up kurmish well thought

tapmish stamping godnmish betraying

and many others.
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ANNOTATED SPECIMENS OF

The following is one of the stories from Jaba's Notices

N.W. KurmanjT.

Text

MlrzuT RashI habu 1 zhe taifidi IzIdTdi Van! 2 bu lakin

qawi 3 diz o haramzada, awl bi khwa naql dikir 4 ku az

digall yeki Salmasi nawi Memed buina 5 bera o dust

Daim az dachum zha atrafan min dizi dekerin 6 wa haivan

vva mal bi shaw taina Salmasi mala dastl berakai khwa

Memed wa du shaw wa seh shaw lamala Memed! demam 7
:

rjari Memedl aw mal wa haivanldl dizi dibirra Khoi

o Urumi, van daran 8 dafurutin wa bahaldT van tanln,

bahrekl dirafi 9 dadaya min, we bahraek zhl zhebuT khwa

haldigirtin wha bivai tarzl shash haft salakan ma dasta

beral 10 digal yek o du kirin, va qawi dust o ashna buin.

Pashi chareki 11 az chuma kenarl 12 Tabriz!, bishaw naizukl

1 Rashu The Kurds, particularly of the north, corrupt nearly all

Muhammadan names, as Mukho for Muhammad, Ahmu for Ahmad,
etc., while in the south the corruptions take different forms, being

Hama for Muhammad, Aha for Ahmad, etc.

2 taifidi Izididi Vani. An example of the extended genitive, ' of

the tribes of the Yezidis of Van.' Note that the form quoted in

Part I for the genitive of nouns is used.
3 qawi, from Arabic other dialects usually use gallek or

purr.
4 bi khwa naql dikir, lit. * to himself relation he used to make \

5 buina. Note the use of the perfect.

6 dekerin. Dekir would be more usual, but this is one of the

dialects which affix -n to the singular of the imperfect.

7 demam
%
imperfect, as with other verbs in the context.

8 van daran, regular plural of the compound awderf, 4

there.'

9 dirafi ' money,' from the old word dirham.
10 dasta berai, 'assistance,' lit. *the hand of brotherhood '.

11 chareki, for jareki.
12 kenariva this dialect means (

district'.
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et Recits Kourdes, being in the dialect of Erzerum and the

Translation

One Mirza Rashid there was, he was of the tribes of the

Van Yezidl, 1 but a great thief and ruffian : he used to

relate of himself the following, that I, with one of Salmas,2

by name Muhammad, was brother and friend. Frequently

I would go, and from the surroundings I would rob, and

the animals and goods at night I would bring to Salmas

to the hand of my brother Muhammad, and would stay

two nights and three nights in the house of Muhammad :

then Muhammad would take the animals and goods to

Khoi and Urumla 3 and at those places would sell them,

and would bring their price, and would give me a part of

the money, and would take a part for himself, and in this

manner for six or seven years we assisted one another,

and we were very great friends and acquaintances. After

some time I had gone to the Tabriz district, and at night

1 YezIdT. The YezTdl are a peculiar sect of people who exist among

the Kurds, but include also in their ranks Armenians, Turks, and

Georgians, though in very small numbers. They are widely spread,

being found from the Sinjar province of Mesopotamia to the

Caucasus at Tiflis. Their tenets are based upon a veneration of

Satan, and explanations of the little that is known of them and their

religion may be found in Layard's Nineveh a?td its Remains, Professor

T. Williams Jackson's Persia, Past and Present, and other works.

2 Salmas. A town in Persian territory, in Azarbaijan, inhabited by

Persians, Turks, and Kurds.

3 Khoi and Urumia, two towns near Salmas, in Persian territory.
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bazhlrl zhe qafilai bishawa maL 1 Hajiekl tujar 2 digall

seh ban haisterani qumash zhe karwan hendekl dur

dachit 3 min khwa lasarl rai waku 4 marian diraizh kir,

waku haistir naizuki min bum, haizhi shaw wa tan bu, wa
jinqln, wa tujari ku lasan bareki suvar bu zhe haistir!

kata ardi, Id! 5 min aman o zaman nadai, ghama 6 ser

tujan va biia muhlat bi nhan girt! sari zhai kirrl 7 di

jhida hisht 8 har seh haistir digall baranl awa n kiri : hldi

min khwa awlta nhaleki 9 wa bi ruzhi di nwalida 10 khwa
wisharti, waku buya shawl tari min haistir diga]i baran

naizuki subai inana 11 derl mala dustl khwa Memed, wa az

chuma sari kulaka min hid! 5 kazi Memdi keri. Memed
hatia derawa 12 ma bara inana khwari wa birlna mall wa
haistir kishana twilai wakO Memdi aw haistiran va band!

qumashan ditin qawi sha buT, izzat wa ikrama min kirin

az zhi dikhanikai khalwat razam va hisal bum, waku buya

shaw Memdi gutl min, ku Mirzu, tu rjarl harra shula khwa,

lakin hata du hiwan pai airada 13 maya lewiranT awa mal

1 bishazva mat. Note that the form shawa is the result of affixing

awa to shaw, giving the meaning, not of 'night', but of 'night-

time', a use throughout KurmanjT, cf. ruozkaway
' daytime. 5 The

phrase means literally
4

left by night-time', i.e. left on the road at

nightfall.

3 tujar. Kurdish, like Turkish, from which it has adopted the

word, uses the plural of the Arabic tdjir to express the singular

meaning.
3 dachit. Use of the present indicative for graphic narrative.
4 waku. Note, waku meaning Mike' and waku meaning 'when 7

.

The latter appears more correctly in the other NG dialects as

wakai.
5

tdiy hidi,
1 more, again, yet.' Other dialects use di, dm, idin, and

SG Itir.

6 ghama, not *~U. From ghaishiin, v^t*$, ' to arrive.'
7 Lit. ' and the head from took '.

8 hisht. Note that the nominative min serves as a subject for

nadai, ghdma^ girti, kirri, hisht, without repetition.
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near the town encountered a caravan night-befallen.

A Haji, a merchant, with three mule loads of cloths, gets

a little way away from the caravan. Then I gave no

mercy nor leisure. I sprang upon the merchant, and

without delay seized him by the beard and beheaded him

and left him there. All three mules with their loads

I took, then I hid in a ravine, and by day I concealed

myself in gullies, and when it was become dark night

I brought the mules and loads, near dawn to the door of

my friend Muhammad's house, and I went to the skylight

and I then called Muhammad. Muhammad came to the

doorway, I brought the loads down, and took the animals

into the stable. When Muhammad saw those animals

and the loads of goods he was very delighted, and paid

me honour and compliments. I then stayed in quietness

in the house, and was at ease. At night Muhammad said

to me, < Now, Mirza, go to your own affairs, but until

two months are past do not come near here, till I have

sold the goods, which are a large quantity. Then after

two months, come here and take your share.' I said,

9 hidi min khwa awita nhaleki, lit. 'then I myself threw into

a ravine \ The use of a before and ~i after the noun is very

regularly observed in this dialect for the oblique cases, and recurs

frequently, the -a being written in the original as part of the verb,

though really a prefix to the noun. See also such examples as

chuma kenarl Tabrizi, kata ardi, kishana twilai, and many others,

the verbs of which, being preterite forms, normally have no final -a.

10 di nwalida = di + nwali + da, the locative of nwd/i, the same

word as nhala, the h changing to w.
11 inana. Use of the perfect for the preterite.

12 derawa, £

in the doorway/ Note the use of awa, as with shawa,

which gives an indefinite or approximate meaning to the original noun.

13 pai airada, ' to this place,' but with the fuller meaning given by

pai, of 'approaching, coming to the environs of; -da is of course

the case termination to aira.
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malaka zawa 1 hata az dafrushim, pashT du mahan 2 warra

aira babra khvva biba. Min gut ku bilanl wusa biba.3 Az

chuma mala khwa Waku muddai du mahan tamam buya

az disam bishawa hatima bar derl Memdl. Min dit awi

zhi boi khwa khanl nanu wa mazin bina kirlna.4 Min

khwa bi khwa gut ku Wallah Memdl zhi van mall dizl 5

gallak diraf paida kirlna, awa khanl mam 6 insha kirlna,

awa chand sal bu ku az dahatim o dachum khanl! vai har

wha bO. Khalasa az chuma sari ban! ban kulaka min

kazi kir ku Memed ! Memed ! warra! derl waka ! Idi

Memdl javaba min nadal dast bi jairan kin 7 tufenk

bidastida hata ben derl wa agin min ken. Kiria hawar

ku diz hatia mala min. Id! az ruwlm va jairan ber hew

bum ku diz hatia, Az zhi rewlm wa zhe durawa min

khwa wusharl. Pashi biruzhi min zhe durawa mairufek

war! kir wa Memed kazi neki khwa kin,8 Memed hata

nekl min va hew du dit 9 wa min guta Memedi awa chabu

ku bishaw ta bisan min Tna, 10 wa ta zhebol cha wha kir?

Memdl jawab daya ku pashi ta khOI mall wa haistiran

paida buya wa zahmat daya min, khwa hamu istandin

wa biiin, idi tishtek didastl minda namaya, wa pashln nha

idi dustla min o ta nina, bibali min wa maya,11 agar id!

jareki dlnl ta bn 12 Salinas! az di baizhim awa diza wa ta

bidama girtin. 13 Har chend min lawahi Memdl kir gu insaf

1 zawa, £ much.'
2 mahan. Note mahan and Mwan, both used in the same sense

and context, being alternative.

3 biba, 'let it be !

; wusa, 'in this manner.' Other dialects use

isan or wha, the latter also occurring in this dialect.

4 bina kirlna. Unusual in Kurmanji, being an Arabic compound

adopted from the Persian. The Kurmanji is chi kirin.

5 van mall dizT, lit.
1 those proceeds of robbery'.

6 khanl mam. A pair of rhyming words such as is met with also

in both Persian and Turkish, the second amplifying the meaning of

the first, while without signification itself. Cf. hurda murday

4
tiny
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'Well, let it be so/ I went to my own house. When

the period of two months was up, I again came by night

before the door of Muhammad's house. I saw that he

had built for himself a new and large house. I said to

myself that, 'By God! Muhammad has truly reaped

much from the stolen property, to have built such a house.

These many years it is that I come and go, and his house

had always remained the same/ In short, I went upstairs

before the lattice and called out,
4 Muhammad, Muhammad,

come and open the door!' Then Muhammad gave no

answer, and called to his neighbours that a robber was

come to his house. So I fled, for the neighbours were all

gathered together because a robber had come there. So

I fled away, and hid myself far away. Afterwards by day

I sent a man to Muhammad and called him to me.

Muhammad came to me and we saw one another, and

I said, ' Muhammad, what was it that by night you did

to me, and what for?' Muhammad answered that 'After

you went the owner of the goods and mules appeared and

gave trouble, and took all from me, and took it away, so

that nothing remained in my hands, and after now the

friendship between you and me is finished, come not near

me ! If once more you should come to Salmas, I will say,

"This is a robber," and give you to captivity'. However,

pieces'; na tarramash na marramash, * neither robbers nor [the

signs of] robbers. 5

7 dast . . . kirl, lit. 'extended the hand to'.

8 kazi nekl khwa kirl. Note that the subject of kirl is min in

the preceding sentence, otherwise the meaning would be 'called

Muhammad to him \

9 hew du dit, lit. ' saw one another \

10 bisarl min ma, lit.
4 thou hast brought upon my head \

11 bibali min wa maya, lit.
4

to my side come not again \

12
bll, subjunctive of hatin.

13 ta bidama girtin, lit. ' I will give thee to the seizing \
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bika zhe hinda mall tishtekl blda min Memdi chin min

kirl. 1 Az qurandim.2 PashT min zhe jairanldi vai bikhaf

pirsiara hall Memdi kir. Gutina min Wallah am nazanin

zhi klderia Memed qawi khwai mal o hal 3 buya, va zheboi

khwa khanamana zhi nlwa bina kirlna, wa ashek zheboi

khwa kirlna wa nha qawi khwashhal buya, magar Memdi
aw mal o aistir birlna Tiflisi wa ferutina wa zaf deraf

naya. Wa bihlla aw shula digall min kirla ku avi mall

bitinl blkhwat 4 va nadadita 5 min. Id! az nachar but

bishawa hatima mala khwa, lakin derdi Memdi maya
didill mind a, hata ku safara RumI va AiranI qumi 6 va

buya dizhminal. Ijarl min shawekl chil suvarldl Rashl"

plw khestl,8 az buma balad, wa min Inaya kenari SalmasI,

nlwl shawl daori awahl am zhi haspan pia bum, va da

mairuf ling! haspan mai, min si mairuf inaya daori mall

Memdi az bimala vai balad bum, zhe kulaka pia bum wa
min den vaken, am chuma niwa mall wa min Memed
o zhin o zaruk girtin. Memed debaizha Aman ! Mirzu !

min kerla, ta maka !
9 Aman ! har chi ku mal hayya biba,

min nakuzha, min guhdarl nakerT 10 sen Memdi zhal kin,

wa har chi mal o ashia bun talan kin wa Inayl, bishawa

hatin, wa min zheboi haifa Memdi av mal o talan livan

suvaran 11 pari vakerin, da 13 haifa min zheboi Memdi
namlna. 13

1 chir kirin,
1

to abuse ' or (
insult

2 qurandim. From the causative verb qurandin, formed from the

Turkish j^5,
( prohibition, forbidding.'

3 qawi khwaimal o hal, lit. 'himselfpowerful in goods and condition

4 bitini bikhwat^ lit. ' that he might eat in solitude'.

5 nadadita. Negative subjunctive na + dadi + / + a. In SG the

second d
t
or both, disappear, and the word would be nadaiyatt or

naiyyati.
6 qumi or qaomi, from qumin, ' to happen.'
7 rashi.

4 The Black Ones,' a northern tribe.

8 piw khestin,
4

to collect.
5
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I entreated Muhammad and said, ' Be just, give me
something from these goods.' Muhammad abused me, so

I expelled him. Then I asked secretly of the neighbours

regarding Muhammad. They replied to me, ' By God!

we know not whence Muhammad has become so rich and

wealthy, that for himself he has built a mansion quite new,

and bought a mill for himself, and now is most happy,

unless Muhammad has sold those goods and mules at

Tiflis and brought back much money/ So by meanness

he did this to me that he might consume the proceeds

himself, and give nothing to me. So, helpless, I came by

night to my house, but the ache of Muhammad was in

my heart, till the expeditions of Persia and Turkey

occurred and war broke out. Then I, by night, took

forty horsemen of the RashL I was the guide, and I

brought them near to Salmas. At midnight near the town

we dismounted from our horses, ten men remained with

the horses. I brought thirty men round Muhammad's
house, I knew my way about it, and descended at the

lattice and opened the door. We all went in, and I seized

Muhammad and his wife and children. Muhammad cried,

' Mercy, Mirza, I have done wrong, do not likewise.

Mercy ! what there is take ! but kill me not !
' I did not

heed, I cut off Muhammad's head, and took all he had

and came away at night, and for revenge of Muhammad
I divided his goods among the horsemen, so that now my
enmity against Muhammad exists no longer.

9 minkeria, ta inaka! lit. * I have done, do not thou [likewise]'.

10 guhdari kirin, 'to listen,' lit.
(
to do + the action of+ having ears'.

11 suvaran. Note that when a genitive particle -i follows, the plural

in id is generally used, but when the plural noun is not inflected it

takes the plural form in -an.

12 da,
i
so, finally.'

13
Lit. 'the revenge of me for Muhammad does not remain'.
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The following is a story in the

Text

Mairufi ki kal la Mush chlruki kir ku salan bhurtia, azl

purr daulatlu va zengin va khodi la Diarbekn bu, mall

min di dasti minda purr habu, khizmachla min habu,

savara min habu, zaruka min habu, laukek min zhi habu

jawanik fenl vai nabu bidiltir, navl vai AhmT. Rueki

Ahml di charshulda digarTa qizi purr delali di. Chu

shunda vai, chu ber derl mall qizi belanl bezanit bav o dai

qizaka kla. Purr pirsa vai la jairan dikir, gutin va qizi

mirO ki diza, shukhla vai purr kharapa, talana karwana

daka, zhen o mir dekuzhin zaruk purr lidast vaida bun bi

sivl, khwadi qezaka vai didat. Ahml vaira bhist, hivl kho

zhai neket, hata mall, gu, bavakam, qat qizi zwijim. Kho

zhai hirs hat, gu, kurri min, nava bava kho goanmish

maka, nava ma nuha rrunda, dideva khalqlda purr rrunda

zhe bol chi shukhula nasakhi dakin, nava ma koti dabu.

Ahml gu, purr rrund daba, gu, chu zuqai, wa Idln

man°gek gechmish bui nahat. Du maiig wa sell maiig

zhai bhurt ehzi nahat. Azl ra bu chu ber derl mala meru

ki diz seklnl, ban kir, zhinekl der hat, gu chi Tshl ta hayya ?

Az pera gu lauka min vanda bu lakldena ? Gu azl chava

bezanim ? Az gu mairul ta kho dikhainida tunna? Gu,

na, chu chlan la rria Bashqalai. AzT pirsa vai kir navi

mairufo ta chla ? gu Bainava, 1 gu, der ber hew khest, chu.

1 Bainav, i.e. 'The Nameless', or Bainava, * He has no name,'

-a refusal to disclose it.
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dialect of Mush and Van districts :

—

Translation

An old man at Mush told a story that years ago I was

wealthy and rich, and owner of a house at Diarbekr, and

my wealth was much. I had servants and 1 had horsemen,

I had children, and I had also a son who than all the young

men was braver and more clever, by name Ahmad. One

day Ahmad was walking in the bazaar and saw a very

beautiful girl. He followed her, and went to the door of

the girl's house, that perchance he might learn who were

her father and mother. He asked much of the neighbours,

and they replied, ' This is the daughter of a robber, whose

works are very evil, he robs caravans and kills men and

women, many are the children made orphans at his hands..

God will overtake him.'

Ahmad heard this, but was not dismayed, and came

home, said, 'Father, assuredly I will marry this girl/

I was angered at this, and said,
( My son, betray not thy

father's name ; our name is now respected in the mouths

of men. Why do an unworthy deed? our name will be

ruined.'

Ahmad said, ' Very well.' This he said, went out, and

then a month passed, and he came not ; two months

and three months passed, and yet he came not I arose and

went before the door of the house of the robber, and stood>

calling. A woman came forth and said,
( What business

hast thou?' I said, ' My son is lost, where is he?' She

said, 'How should I know?' I said,
(

Is not thy man

within the house?' She said, 'No, he is gone to the

mountains and the Bashqal'a road/ 1 asked her, ' What

is thy man's name?' She said,
( Bainav.' This she said,

and shut the door, and went away.
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DilT min purr bu, hat khaina kho, dlt zhin o zaruk

gishk bihev o din ru nlshtia, digrin. AzI pirsia van, gu,

khabara hun chia ? Gutin, yazmishek zheboi ma ghaisht,

ek bikhulnl, kho zhT gerl bikal. Azi gu blda min, da

dastl minda, vai khwan, dit yazmisha lauka khoTa, diba,

BavT min, azT la pishta chiana digali Bainav chuma dizT,

am purr talan kiria, la kenari Sairt o Bedlisi gallak mal

o paira bi hew ina, kir bin ardl, askar hat a sen ma, ma

rewln, askar mal din, birln, IdT azi o Bainav birch! o tl

o bai tain ma, purr sara, zwisana dakhwazin baina

Diarbekri. Ek mairuk werl kir lawaira henek paira

pai ma bid a, disai blma mall kho, am lauki kho lawai

chlan o berfi dimirri.

Az dushumish bu, braki kho ban kir, ku mairlfata vai

purr bu. Gu gishk rrund dabu me ek tu be me'ra am

pevra harrin Sairti 1 lauka ta biblnin, blnin waira. Azi

gu.fem ta rrunda, firsend bu,2 bichin Sairt! Am savar

bun ketina rla Sairt, pashi char painj shewan ghaishtina

Sairti zheboi khabara lauka kho pai heland. Vaiderl

awderi persa kir, khabar zhai tunina, mahrum ma.

Am di wagarina rla Diarbekri ghaishtin bijemi dergai,

bist o si zaftia ser i ma ket, me girt, na persa na mersa 3

kir, ma dibirin mapis khana, dakhinin mapisL Ruki din

ra ketia bu bum, dang! dhait, difikrim mairufek seklnl ber

derl, dakeni, dabaizha, Ta lauma min kir, azi zheboi

dizhminla ta lauka ta birla chull, diz bu wasa min, \va

pashi am talani purr kenna hatina Diarbekri, talanani ma

1 am pevra kar?in Sairti: the final -ra ofpevra is the oblique case-

ending, which affixed to pev gives the meaning of ' together \ The

final -i of Sairti is of course the -i of the dative case.

2 firsend bu. Use of the preterite to express the future.

3 persa na mersa. See previous story,
4 khdni manV
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My heart was full of grief. I came to my house and
saw my wife and children all seated while they wept.

I asked of them, saying, * What is your news?' They
said, * A writing has come for us, if thou read thou wilt

also weep.' I said,
( Give it me.' They gave it me

and I read, and saw it was the letter of my son
; it

says :

4 My father, I went to the robbery, to the backs of

the mountains with Bainav, and secured much loot, and

collected much wealth around Sairt and Bitllas, and

buried it underground. Soldiers came after us and we
fled, the soldiers found the goods and took them. Now
I and Bainav are hungry and thirsty and have no food.

It is very cold, and winter, we desire to come to Diarbekr.

Send a man then here, and give me a little money, once

more that I come home, or thy son will die in these

mountains and this snow/

I pondered, and I summoned my brother, for he was

a man of much wisdom. He said, * It is very well that

we go together to Sairt and find thy son and bring him

here/ I said, * Thy thought is good, if possible we shall

go to Sairt.' We mounted and set out on the Sairt road.

After four or five nights we arrived at Sairt, and sought

news of my son. Here and there we asked, [but] there

was no news of him, we remained disappointed.

So again we took the road to Diarbekr and came nigh

the gate. Twenty or thirty gendarmes fell upon us, seized

us, neither asked nor inquired, and took us to the prison,

threw us into confinement. Another day I was lying

down, a sound comes, I look and see a man standing

before the door, he laughs, says, * Thou reviledst me

;

I for enmity took thy son to the wilds, he became a robber

like myself, and after we had plundered much, and we
were come to Diarbekr, I accused thee of our thefts : the

L
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Ja ustul ta khestia 1 zabitlaran khaima ta girtina vva mala

ta birlna, wa zhen o zaruki ta bun khizan. Nuha qiza

min zhena lauka taya, am di mal o khainl mazinda ru

nishtia bi hisai ta keti bi zhari o zahma. Va gu, chu.

The following story is in the Central

Text

Jarek zha jara,2 rahmat le dei o bavi guhdara,3 gundek

habu mazin, sultanek tai habu, yek kahnl le gund hayya

zhe kahnia av vadakhwan. Ghairi kahnlai avi vai nina :

marek mazin hat, kat davi kahnia, av girt; nahaili av bain.

Khalql gund merin, zhi tihna, gutin sultan, avi 4 kahnia

nama tai, 5 sultan rabu hat sen kahnia, narin 6 din marek

mazin ledavT kahnia. Sultan gu bukiizhin, mar davl vai

chal bu,7 zumanl vai garla, gu, Ya sultan khwadi ma

naklizha 8 ta nakan ma bikiizha, gO chima? 9 gu wulo. 10

Gu muradl ta chla? Gu harruzha ina kachikek blda min

az biikhwim, azi av bardim. Kerin o nakarin 11 ulaj zhaT

nabu. Ruozha Ina hat, kachkeg danal, 12 kachikai khwar 13

av barda, barda hata Ivaii, Ivarl av girt, dlsa hata ruozhi

1 Lit.
4

1 threw it on thy neck ;

.

2 Lit.
1 one time of times \

;i One of the common forms of introduction to a story, cf. gu habu

o nabu (in the same dialect), or the Persian ^e^, from which it

is possibly taken.
4 Note that this dialect seldom uses the genitive particle -d, but

shows the tendency to the SG -i throughout.
5

tai. Also tai habii, a purely SG idiom.

6 narin, from ttairin, * to look at,' a SG word. NG fakirin.

7 davl vai chal hi. Lit.
4

his mouth took form' or, as we should

say, ' he found his tongue. 5

8 khwadi ma nakuzka. Note omission of the preposition ek

(' if ') before khwadi.
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police seized thy house and took thy goods, and thy wife

and children became beggars and mendicants. Now is

my daughter thy son's wife, and we are installed in a great

house in comfort: thou art fallen to grief and misery.'

This he said and departed.

dialect of Northern Group:

—

Translation

Once upon a time, mercy upon the father and mother

of the hearer, there was a village, and there was a lord of

it There is one spring in the village, from which they

drank water. Besides the spring there was no other

water. A great serpent came and fell upon the mouth

of the spring, and stopped the water, did not let it flow.

The people of the village [had nearly] died from thirst

and said to the Chief, ' The spring has no more water in

it' The Chief arose and came to the spring, and looked

in, and saw a great serpent at its mouth. The Chief said,

£

Kill it,' but the snake spoke and wagged his tongue, and

said, ' O Chief, till God does not kill me thou canst

not' He said, * How?' It said, * It is thus.' He asked,
( What desirest thou?' He said, 'Every Friday give me
a maiden to eat, and I will free the water.' Do what they

would, there was no help for it. Friday came, and they

gave a maiden, whom it ate, and released the water till

evening ; at evening closed it again till Friday. Every

9 chima for chitun.

10 wulo for who, + y + a, or the SG whata.
11

Lit. 'they did and did not\
12 Notice SG use of suffixial pronoun -al, ' to him.'
1:; Notice SG use of suffixial -ai in the objective.
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Ina har in kachkeg dedenal, o av bar dedal, Bu daorl kachi

sultan, kachi sultan khammelandin, 1 zhzhiv o zhzhair, av

betam chu davi kahnla afrit la kichi sultan digari hat davi

kahnia, kachi sultan di, ra hisht kachi sultan,2 mar dl afrit

ra hisht kechikai sultan, mar deder ket hat afrit.
3 Sultan

o bazhair defarrejin.4 Afrit o mar sharr dekan. Afrit

shur kishand o mar davi kho vakir, ra hisht ling! afrit,

didavl khwa dam. Afrit shurek linlvi vai khest, kir du

parcha 5 kachik sagh zhziki mar beder ketin. Khalql

bazhair sha bun hatin, afrit birin mala sultan, lingl khwa

derman kir. Sultan gutla, gu ya Afrit malidinya bikhwazl

azi bidem ta, chima ta kachi min khalas kir ? gu Khair ya

Sultan, az na mehtaijl mall dinyaima 6 gu lai Ta che devi.7

Gu Iro deh sala la kachi ta degarim, gu Vaya kachik

shkhwara 8 biba. Afrit kachik anl, blnai mal.

Sultani mara 9 behlst, afrit bravi kusht, marek nehisht 10

bekhwara anl, hat paishia afrit. Mar ledaori afrit jevian 11

dedu zhemara kusht, wadan, mair, kachik zhl standin.

Sultani mara kechig bir ker khwahi khwa. 12 Gu bravi

min ta hebandl, zheboyT ta hat, ket kahnTa. RozhI ta

1 khammelandin. A word apparently peculiar to Middle KurmanjI.

2 Note here and in other instances the inversion of regular order

of object and verb.

3 Omission of preposition ser. NG would give hat so i afrit, and

SG the same, or hat bo afrit.

4 Peculiar to this dialect, and a foreign word.

5
Lit. 'made two pieces J

.

6 na . . . dinyaima. Note separation of na and ma, ' I am not.'

7 devi, from wain, 1

to wish,' a different verb from khwazin, which

also occurs here.
8 shkhwara, would be NG zhe bo khwara.
9 mara. Note plural in -a.

10 nehisht, ' left not,
5

i.e. he collected them all.
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Friday they gave a maiden, and it released the water, till it

came to the turn of the Chiefs daughter. They adorned

her with gold and silver, and alone she went to the spring.

A demon sought the Chief's daughter, and came to the

spring, saw the girl, threw himself upon her. The serpent

saw the demon had seized the Chiefs daughter, and came

out at the demon. The Chief and the people peeped at

the snake and the demon fighting. The demon drew

a scimitar and the snake opened his mouth and seized the

demon's leg in his mouth. The demon slashed at him,

and cut him in two, and the maiden came out whole from

the snake's belly. The people were delighted, and took

the demon to the Chiefs house, and cured his leg. The

Sultan said, he said,
( O Demon, ask [what thou wilt] of

the world's goods, and I will give thee, how hast thou,

released my daughter?' He said, * No, O Chief, I am

not in need of the world's goods.' He said,
( What desirest

thou?' He said, ' To-day it is ten years that I seek thy

daughter.' He said,
( Here she is, take her for thyself.'

The demon took the maiden, to bring her to his house.

The Lord of the serpents heard of it, that the demon

had killed his brother; and collected round him all the

serpents and came after the demon. The serpents col-

lected around the demon, and he killed two, they bit him,

and he died, and they took the girl from him. The Lord

of the serpents took her, as for his sister. He said, ' My
brother loved thee, and came for thee, and fell upon the

spring. The day thou earnest the demon came and killed

11 jevian, 'collected,' from Arabic root *-«r.

12 Lit. ' made her his sister'.
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hat! afrit hat, bray! min kusht, ma afrit kusht o ma tu

anl, nabT ta lekhvva mahar bekem. Runisht lemala Sultan.

Chalang Afdal lekalaha jumanla bu, zhenik vai habu,

gallik qanj bu, marek zheni vai wada. Hat le Sultanj

mara depirsi derman zhai bikhwazT. Hat lemala Sultan

pia bO. Chi di ? Kachikek zhe shikli insana hayya lemala

Sultani mara, chaitir zhai nlna, 1 haband. Sultani mara

gu, Tu che devi? Chalang Afdal? gu Yeg zhemara zhinl

min wada az hatim jerri ta derman dekhwazim. Gu mair,

namaira. 2 Gu Mair. Gu wakl mair, az khwadaima azi

ra kirn? 3 Vaya af kechiki zhe tara badali zh.enl ta. Gu

bara bL Kachik ber, lakalahl dam, kaif dekin.

Yek shaw zlamek 4 zhegundT kechika levaideri mihwan

bu, kachik nas kir, dal naker. Hat mal, chu, gut Sultan,

gu, Ya Sultan, gu ChTa ? gu Kicha ta laklderia ? gu Afrit

bir. Gu Khair, na le jam! afrita 5 gu Vai lejaml Chalang

Afdala, gu Berast ? Gu, Ma di. Sultan ra bu askerik

chaikir o chu kalahl Jumanla, lakalaha pia bun, kecha

klnva zhe Chalaiig Afdali khwast, gu Az nadim, gu Ki

da ta?gu Sultam mara. Sharr kerin lakalaha Chalang

Afdal deh mair kusht. Asker gallig bu, lai kawm bu

kushtin. Kachik anin, da ruzha lamal ma, kachik mair,

tu zhmera sagh.6

1 chaitir zhai nina, 'the most beautiful.' Chat appears in SG in

the form chdk and cha^ words which have nothing to do with the

Persian word meaning *fat
;

.

2 Omission of dm, ' or.'

3 Omission of ku before azi.

4 zlamek, a word common in SG, there meaning a young armed

man on foot.

5 Separation of two parts of the negative.

* Tu zhmera sagh. This is addressed to the listener.
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my brother, I killed the demon and brought thee, there-

fore I cannot marry thee/ SJie stayed at the Lord's

house. Chalang Afdal was at his castle of Jumania, he had

a wife, very pretty, a snake bit her. He came to the Lord

of the serpents to ask and desire a cure. He came, and

alighted at the Lord's house. What saw he? A maiden

in the likeness of mankind, most beautiful, there in the

house of the Lord of the serpents. He loved her. The

Lord of the serpents said, ' What seekest thou, Chalang

Afdal?' He said,
( One of the serpents bit my wife, and

I am come to you for a medicine.' He said,
(
Is she dead

or not?' He said, 'She died/ He said, * When she is

dead, am I God, to raise her again ? See this maiden is

thine in exchange for thy wife/ He said,
( Brother, let it

be so/ He took the girl, set her in his castle, and they

were merry.

One night a youth from the girl's village was a guest

and recognized the girl, but said naught He came home

and said to the Chief, ' O Chief
!

' He said,
( What is

it ? ' He said, < Where is thy daughter ?
' He said, * The

demon took her/ He said,
( No, she is not with the demon,

but with Chalang Afdal/ He said,
(

Is that true ? ' He

said,
(

I saw her.' The Chief arose and gathered an army,

and went to Jumania Castle, and dismounted there, and

desired his daughter of Chalang Afdal. He said, ' I give

her not/ He said, ' Who gave her thee?' He said, 'The

Lord of the serpents/ They fought, and ten men of

Chalang AfdaTs castle were killed. The army was

numerous, and few killed of them. They took the girl,

she remained ten days in her home, then died. Mayst

thou be haler than am I.
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The following story is in the

Text

Dalain 1
li wakhtaT 2 Amanullah Khan ku Vain Hardalan

bu, piaoek habu la dazgal awa, la khalqT Soblakh bu.

Dibaizhin juanmireki aza 3 o zerlfi bu la Tshi khwai, di]T 4

bar waku dili shair bu, sawarekl zur 5 ajaibish bu. Kabra

naoi Hama 6 habu, wa pai dakutin Hamai Muiigur.7

Ruojeki Amanullah Khan Hamai chlrl lalai khwai, pai

gutT, kurrekim dazanT law parn Banal plaol hayya naoi

Rash! Bega, ku la dasalatl min berl buata? Wuti, na,

ama namazani, damzani 8 plaoeki nachagi hayya, namazanl

wha suchl kurdawa. Amanallah Khan farmul datwam

lai bigaT? 9 Wuti chun natwanim, ma haddi chia ?
10 ku

jerdal o rrashadizi 11 bikatin, o tujaran o bazirganan, o

rewanan la rraiga ruitl bikatin? Khan wuti piaoagam

debl bi painja. JawaoT da, wut, BT, bashtira, zurtir layanit

bo dhainimawa 12 Khanish guti chani ligaU khwat gereka ?

Kuti bis plaoim bes debi 13 KutI chaga kurra. Kuti Rraiga

sharazai? Kuti Mana chi? u Akhir bis piaoT zl bo Hamayan

hal bzhard la sawaranl khwayan, 15 haspekan! bash o rrahwan

1 Dalain, The irregular SG verb In, 'to speak/
2

It wakhtai. Cf. NG (No. i specimen) diwakhtida.
3 aza, 'bold,' not 'free', which is the Persian meaning of azad.

4 Note use of suffixial pronouns throughout ; in this instance NG
would have dild vai, or dill vat, etc.

6 zftr, ' very/ for NG purr, zaf, etc. SG also uses gallek, which is

common to all Kurmanji.
6 Note Hama for Muhammad. SG pronounces the h very gutturally.

exactly as in Arabic.
7 One of the main tribes of Sauch Bulaq district.

8 Wuti . . . damzani. Note that the nominative min is understood

here, being the subject of namazani and damzani.
s Mgal, from lai gaishtin> 'to catch,' ' to overtake.'

10 Lit ' what is his limit ?
J
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dialect of the Southern Group :

—

Translation

They say that in the time of Amanullah Khan, who was

Vali of Ardalan, there was a man of his retinue who was

of Sauch Bulaq. They say he was a good and intelligent

man at his own work, his heart was like a lion's heart,

a brave man and a most wonderfully bold man was he.

The fellow's name was Muhammad, and they called him

Muhammad the MungOr.

One day Amanullah Khan called Muhammad to his

side, and said,
( My son, dost thou know that on the

other side towards Bana is a man called Rashid Beg, who

has rebelled against my authority?
1 He said/ No, this

I knew not, I knew there is a bad man, but knew not that

he had committed such an offence.' Amanullah Khan

commanded, 'Canst thou seize him?' He said, * Why
can I not? Who is he that he should rob and loot

merchants and traders and passengers on the road ?

'

The Khan said, ' His men will be about fifty.' He
answered and said, * So be it, it. is better, the more of

them can I bring to thee.' The Khan then said, ' How
many men with thee are necessary?' He said, 'Twenty

will be enough for me.' He said,
(

It is well, my son/ He
said, 'Knowest thou the road?' He said, 'How not?'

At last twenty strong and big men for Muhammad were

chosen, big strong horses were given to them, and

11 jerdal, a highway robber
;
rrashadiz, a night raider.

vl Notice the involved construction. Lit. ' the more of them to thee

for will I bring

\

]S Note synthetic effect of pronominal termination, where -m — ' to

me', and replaces the NG phrase zhe bo mara.
Ji Lit. ' what meaning has it ?

'

15
Lit. 'from their own horsemen 5

.
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o gawra paiyan dan. Hama wuti her piao aozengll khwai

bi chukh o khurT hal pichainin, ku hagar la bam berdi

da da dangakal lai der nayat. Whayan kurd. Nali

haspekanlshyan hal girt ku dang! lawanish nabi, \va pashi

khurawa o mangishawish nabu suwar bun, rraigal Garra-

nian girt. Pashi duan o sian ruozh, gaisht la nezlki Banada.

Hama guti ku pia bin, danishm la ard ta huishkiman

bekain, ishiman bi palopal nabi. Shaweki hawin bu, fainuk

o khvvash bu, danishtin lichl chamakaT ku lanaorasT du

shakhanl keuvl lo dollek dar dahat, bertenklan kurdnawa

haspakanlan wurralai kird hvarln. Pashi ku zur fikri

kurdavva, Hama pTaoekl bang kurd, pai kut! Baokim, atu

sawar ba da burrua lalal RashI Beg! bo wha blai ku

karwaneki bu la SaqqizT da hatawa bo SulaimanI, blai,

Khwam o panza piaoi tirman lasarian hato bo ruitlan

bikain, 1 shunl wan karwani tir gaishtuw aima tersin ku

wan a zur bun, rraman kurd min labero hatim la laT tu,

halsa ! warra ! ba burruin 2 bo sari karwanian 3 ruitian

bikain. Kabra kuti basha sawar bu rral girt. Hama
plaoganl khwai bakhabar kurd, paiyan wu bichin lapishti

bardakanda \va lapishti darakanda khwatan bivvushairin.

Jan ku Rashi Beg baitawa 4 awstaka min daiTgl ssk

akamawa, ki aiwa bhistin warrin la khwarawa, bifarrin la

sen. Har whayan kurd ku Hama wuti, wa chwarian

charvvakan bird pishti shakhT, wa hamui laora danishtin

ku RashT Beg baitawa. Ha neziki spit! bu o chaoakanian

la khao mikrii dakurd, hamma kesik layan nanustu bu,

la durawa dai'igi hat. Aw plaoagan har chaoakanian la

1 Note use of subjunctive bikain, with bo
%
which replaces the ki of

NG. Lit.
1
for that we might loot them \

2 ba, peculiar to SG, part of a defective verb meaning ' to let \

3
Lit. 'for upon the caravaneers \ kdrwdnldn being the plural of

kdrwdntj 'a person of a caravan.'
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Muhammad told each man to bind his stirrups in wool

and cloth, that if they should cast against a stone, no

noise come from them. They did thus. The horses'

shoes they also removed, so that they should make no

noise, and when the sun was set, there being no moon,

they mounted and went on the Garran road. After two

or three days they came near Bana. Muhammad said,

* Dismount and sit on the ground that we may consider,

let not our work be hurried/ It was a summer's night,

cool and pleasant, they sat at the brink of a stream which

emerged from a valley between two spurs of the mountain.

They slackened the girths, and loosed their horses to

graze. When he had thought much, Muhammad called

one man, said to him, ' Little father, mount and go to

Rashld Beg, and say to him thus, "A caravan was coming

to Sulaimania," say, " I and fifteen other men fell upon

them, to loot them, behind that another caravan arrived,

we feared, for they were many, and we fled, and after

I came to thee. Arise ! Come ! Let us go to the caravan

people to loot them." ' The fellow said,
£ Good/ and

mounted and went. Muhammad roused his men, and

said to them, ' Go behind the rocks and behind the trees

and hide yourselves, when Rashld Beg comes then I will

make the cry of a partridge, and when you hear it come
down upon him.' This they did as Muhammad said, and

four of them led the horses behind a spur, and all of them
sat down till Rashld Beg should come. It was quite near

to dawn, and thei'r eyes were blinking from sleepiness, but

no one of them lay down. From afar a noise came. Those

men, ever were their eyes open upon the road, that perhaps

they might see a rider. A little while more, a partridge

call came, once, twice, thrice, and some horsemen were
4 baitawa, * shall come.'
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rraiga bu ki bashk suwarek pal chawian bikawL 1 Tuozeki

tir dangT kaw hat, jarek o du jar o sTa jar ku chan suwar

la khwarawa diyar bu. Amana yekjar halsan, lamia lawla

har o hawanan barz kurd, kaotin sen Rash! Beg. Wana la

palopal nazanin kio bua, dinaoyek ekjar sarian kaotawa

vva taqql tfenkakan vva gulla la garrakayan bu, chani layan

kuzhrawa, Rashl Begish di lanawl dizhmin kaotawa, rrat

kurd bighar bo sen milda, hamma duan la plaoagani

Hama lapishtT berdekl der baz dan yeki laghaoi girtl,

TtirT khenjain laT khest la baoshl brlndar bu \va kaot a ard.

Piaoagam khwai har bjao bun, \va Hama hat lasari Rash!

Beg, bizui Hgali sawarakam khvval birdl la rraiga! Haot-

desht. Bird! Sina lai Amanullah Khan. Amanullah
Khanish dai khest la zingan wa pashT chan ruozhi tir

kaishani lebari chaoakanT khalq, darkeshi kurd. Lashi la

ban! dar wha ma ta hishik bua, kallarrashan o sisarkake-

chelan 2 guoshti khward, hiskanl bu spl, wa razin.

Dalain Hama bu la gawrakani Hardalani, vva pashi

chan sal chu bo ladi khvval, ku la Serdesht bu, wa Khan
zur para o mal pal da. 3

For purposes of comparison with Kurmanji a short

Kurd!) is quoted below.

Text
Ruzhi hazrat i resul i khuda wa gird 4

i ashab i khoi la

kucha ubur kirdian 5 rasln 6 wa pirl zhinl ki charkh risTait 7

Farmai ai pira zhin khuda i khwat chi jur 8 shenakhtT? 9

1
. . . bikawa, lit.

£

to their eyes might fall \

2 sJsdrkakecheldn, the bald-headed vulture.

3 Throughout this example of SG prose comparison should be

drawn with the NG style and use of words. The consistent use of

the suffixial pronouns and the absence of some case-endings are the

most noticeable details.
4 wa gird, Kurmanji digal^ ligaL

SPECIMENS OF PROSE AND POETRY

visible below. These ones at once arose, this side and
that side, shouted loudly, fell upon RashTd Beg. Those
ones in the confusion do not know what has happened,
suddenly a confusion is upon them, and the noise of guns
and bullets was around them. Rashld Beg then saw that

he was fallen among enemies and fled at a gallop up the

pass, but two of Muhammad's men sprang out from behind
a rock : one seized his bridle, the other stabbed him in the

side, and he fell to earth. His own men were scattered,

and Muhammad came upon RashTd Beg and quickly with

his horsemen took him on the road to Haftdasht. Took
him to Sina to Amanullah Khan. Amanullah Khan then

threw him into prison, and after some days took him, and
before men's eyes crucified him. His body remained thus

upon the cross till it became dry, the crows and vultures

ate his flesh, and his bones became dry and rotted.

They say Muhammad became of the great of Ardalan,

and after some years went to his own district, which was
in Sardasht, and the Khan gave him much goods and
money.

example of the semi Lur dialect of Kermanshah (called

Translation

One day the Prophet of God with his companions were
walking in a street

;
they arrived at an old woman who

was turning a spindle. He said, ' Oh, old woman, in what
manner dost thou know thy God?' She withdrew her

5 Imperfect, Kurmanji van dabhitrL
6

' They arrived,' being- the Persian jJJu-m
,
Kurmanji ghaishtin.

7 Imperfect, Kurmanji zwlfin^ zwirandin, risi, tlshl kirin.
8 Kurmanji chun, chitun, chima, etc., Persian jj°*>- .

9 The Persian verb Kurmanji nas kirin.
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Dast la charkh i khwai al gird 1 wa hazrat rii wa ashab

i khwai kirdan wa farmain 'Alaiktim bi dini '1 'ajuza, yam

Iwish 2 bin la dmi 1
3 pTra zhin. Ashaw arz kirdan, fed a!

tu bimin yeh 3 farmash ki watit 4 Tma nafahmim 5 Hazrat

farmal yeh ki das la charkh i khwai al gird yam iishit 6

ki I charkh wa I buchikT ki la dast i tnina, ta nagerdanim ?

awa nagerdit 8 Aya 9
I zamlnal 10 wa asmanal wa I gawrai

wa gardln i sitaral chi taur bi san'a girdin ?

1 Kurmanji hal girt
y
bar gir/.

2 iwish = iwa + ish, ' you also.'

i.yeh, Kurmanji am, va, Persian &\ vulgar Persian 7, Lurjr^.

4 Kurmanji gu, kuti, ivuti.

r> Kurmanji nets kirhu tai gaishtin, Persian Note in this

and other verb forms all absence of particle to replace the Persian

ml- or Kurmanji da-, which omission is a feature of most Lur and

Lek dialects. Bakhtian and Southern Lur dialects use i- for this

prefix.

6
iishit. Infinitive//^////;, Kurmanji gutin, wutin, etc.

7 Kurmanji garrandin, kherr dan, etc., Persian u^^.
8 Kurmanji garridn, kherr kirin, etc., Persian

9 Aya, the Persian interrogative introductory word.

10 Kurmanji arddft, khuolan, Persian U^j. Note the Lur and

Lek plural in -aL
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hand from the spindle, and the Prophet turned to his

companions and said, * 'Alaikum bi dini '1 'ajuza/ that is to

say, ' Become also of this old woman's faith/ The com-

panions pleaded, * May we be thy sacrifice, this that thou

hast commanded, we do not understand.' The Prophet

commanded, ' This, that she withdrew her hand from the

spindle, that is, she says that " This spindle, of such small-

ness, which is in my hand, till I turn it not, it spins not

How would these earths and heavens, of this magnitude,

turn without a Creator, and the revolution of the stars

occur ?
*

The reader will not fail to remark at once the closeness

with which this dialect follows Persian. Being translated

word for word into Persian, it requires no abbreviation,

amplification, nor re-arrangement to make it perfectly

correct Persian. It has also adopted the Arabic words

used in Persian, besides borrowing many words from that

language not originally in the dialect. The idiom is, in

Kermanshah, becoming merely a Perso-Lur tongue, and

the people who use it adopt with avidity new words,

particularly of Arabic origin
; for example, a sentence like

the following is reckoned quite good 'Kurdi': Bi vdsital

kisrat i mashghala u kisdlat i mizdf fursat i sharafydbi

naydshtim, where the only purely non-Arabic word (besides

the conjunction) is nayasJitim, and that mongrel Persian.

It is hardly necessary to state that Kurmanji is not

understood in Kermanshah nor its surroundings.
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POETRY

As the heading 'Prosody' to this section would have

demanded more space than is at our disposal, it is better

to limit the subject to a brief and elementary examination

of the poetry of the KurmanjI without going into technical

details.

KurmanjI poetry, of which an enormous quantity exists,

mostly in the form of folk-songs, is of the simplest types,

the rhyme and metre being of that elemental nature to be

expected where the poetic is the outcome of an uneducated

metrical prompting sense. The Kurds being generally

a people who love legends, bravery, freedom, and withal

are naturally gifted with the linguistic sense, have evolved,

or, we may say, perhaps always possessed, songs, some

of which are worthy of high rank as dignified verse, the

finer that it is purely spontaneous. The folk-songs are

untrammelled by the intricate conventions of the Him

i 'arud which makes Persian, Turkish, and Arabic verse so

unconvincing, and often so floridly pointless,

It is true that some poets of note have lived in Kurdistan

who have adopted the laws recognized by the Arabic and

Persian languages, and written verse in the conventional

forms, usually the qasida (' purpose-poems'), ghazal (ode),

tarji'- and tarkib-band (strophe poems), and occasionally

rubaHyyat (quatrains), and there is one well-known poet,

Ahmad! KhanI Hakkarl of Bayazid, who has actually

employed a large number of conventional metres for the

qiVa (fragments) which compose his No Behar. Those

used are the following :

—

I. (i) Hazaj i makfufi mahdhuf"(feet mafailun.fdidun)

w ^ (twice)

each misrd or line being the same, of which the poet says

POETRY i6l

chi khwash wazna bibiaitin

hazaj makfufi mahdhuf.

(2) Rajaz i Makhbun {muftdilun mufdHlun, twice)

— ^ _ — — ^ — (twice) as in the lines

zauj o rajul cha mair zhin

mirata zaujata nisd.

(3) Ramal i mahdhuf\failatu fSildtu faildtu)
— w — ^ — ^ — w — — was in the line

Fakhadh rana dharas ddna shifd liwa.

(4) Rajaz i muthamman i salim {inustafilun, four times)

w — — _ — ^ — w — as

in the line

IjHl bikar, ishaq bihir, idrib biqat, andar binair.

(5) Rajaz i murajfal {inustafilatun, twice)

^ w as in the line

akhdar chi kiska, ahmar chi sura,

(6) Rajaz i akhrab {inaf'ulu.fdildtun, twice)

w — ^ as in the line

pdshi bigira markab.

(7) Munsarih i muthamman i akhrab {inaftilu.failatun,

twice)

(8) Hazaj i akhrab i muthamman {inafulu, mafdilun,

twice)

(9) Ramal i matwt {inuftdilun, four times)

(10) Hazaj i muthamman i salim (mafdtlun> four times)

(11) Munqarib i maqsur (a metre peculiar to Persian)

(yfdulu, four times)

M
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2. Turning from these very conventional metres and

verses to those of Shaikh Ahmad Jezrl, also writer of a divan

or complete collection of poems, we find among his verses

qasida, ghazal, and rubaHyyat, but the diversity of metre

is less, resulting in greater simplicity of styles. The

ordinary Persian rule for rhyme is observed in the qasida

and ghazals, i.e. lines i and 2 rhyme, and after these every

second line. This is the form which has also commended

itself to a large number of Kurmanjl poets ignorant of the

rules of both Him i 'arud and Him i qdfia (prosody and

rule of rhyme).

The most usually remarked metres in Shaikh Ahmad

Jezri are

—

(1) Rajas {mustafHlun — — w — four times) and

some of its variations.

(2) Hazaj {inafdilun ^ four times) and some

of its variations.

(3) Ramal in some of its varied forms is used, but the

complete unchanged, or salim, metre does not

appear at all. The poet has avoided all the

peculiar and rarer metres and has contented

himself with these simple straightforward ones

throughout his divan, which is a bulky work.

As is usually the case with poets using the conventional

metres, a good deal of Arabic occurs in the verses.

A fair specimen of his style, in the metre rajaz i sdlim

{mustafHlun, four times to the line), is the following :

—

Chart halm bdrl bibin nadparda yd tart bibin

Sadjar1 az kart bibin gul vai dinawa bakhchadd.

Bai awini law lewai kud qisJit zulfd ser chiqi

Her dam hezar dil da kewi khal law deda middnada.

POETRY

Translation

Find a way to see her beauty, unveiled and not in

darkness,

A hundred times I can see her flower in the garden.

When a wind comes from here and there, throwing

her curls in confusion,

At every breath a hundred hearts fall caught there

in the net.

Note.—Though one or two Persian words, foreign to

Kurmanjl, are in the verses {her dain and zulfd), the

phrase az kdri bibin, which would give a Persian meaning
read as Persian, signifies * I can see which in Persian

would be man mitavdnam bibinam.

Of the Northern and Middle poets these are the only

two whose works are available here for inspection, and

the consideration of the folk-song verses is really more
important, as they are the true songs of the people.

As Kurdish poetry, so long as it is confined to the

memories of succeeding generations, is inseparable from

the simple tunes to which it is sung, stress and pause

are very marked, and as the music is very usually synco-

pated, unexpected accents and stresses occur.

3. From Socin's Collection of Middle Kurdish Folk-songs

(stressed syllables are accented)

—

Zambil ferush Id/ike ruvala

Bakiflit u dhel u aydla

Husniyd Yusif labtila

Das la ktlrsl saridtaL

Aw sariat salk 6 tabdgh bu

Daimda ler&ste hdgh bu

Peshia sdlkalvardgh bu

Hdqqe rezaya qismdtai.
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Zambila ferush chut pdvasta

Salltga birin bdzhdira bkhasta

Nan dmak pat tdid liddsta

Hdqqe rezciya qismdtai.

(1) The metre of the poem is irregular, considered in

comparison of syllables to the line and accents, and only

when set to a melody can it be properly fixed. To give

it a name according to the rules of Oriental prosody

(various forms on the base fdald) would be impossible.

To a Kurdish tune, however, it goes regularly enough.

The metre is generally speaking a variation of

and the first lines of each verse, respectively, give the

following results, the redundant short syllables being-

slurred and almost lost in the recitation.

3- ^ — ^ — ^ — — — —
The second lines give

—

3.— — — — — — — — —
The third lines give

—

The fourth lines give

—

being uniform.

POETRY

To appreciate the actual values of the short syllables, it

must be noted that the song is to a melody counting three

beats to a bar, the song commencing on the third beat.

The long (or accented) syllables usually therefore, as is

natural, should fall upon the first beat, and such will be

found to be the case. Where two short syllables occur

together they are equal to one short syllable occurring

between two long ones. This peculiarity is common in

European verse. Placing beats of the bar above the

syllables, the pause-lengths of the syllables would be as

below

—

Verse 1
—

Line 1:3123123123 123

Line 2: 3 12 3 12 3 123

Line 3:12312 3 123

Line 4:12312 3 123

A false accent sometimes occurs, as is seen on the fourth

syllable of line 3.

(2) The rhyme which runs throughout the poem (which

is a very long one) is -atai on the fourth lines. The first,

second, and third lines in each verse rhyme with one

another, but with considerable latitude allowed for

differences of vowel quantities, witness example in second

and third lines of the last strophe quoted.

4. From the same source as 3

—

Benaira min imdmi Nadim avdn qad az dur
Azini khalidi mashur Qad ndkhwumd tddmi
Qenj khardb ami Hatd sari ndkam zur.
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(1) Metre. The above displays a very regular and

simple metre, alternating long and short or rather

accented and unaccented syllables, the lines commencing

alternately with and without stresses and the number of

syllables in the line being, as a general rule, regular.

(2) Rhyme. Each verse contains eight lines, and

without exception alternate lines rhyme.

5. The next extract is from one of the long poems

which are called in the South qatar, or 'string-poems',

which may be extended to any length, according to the

singer's memory or powers of improvization. In many

cases one line is sung by the leader, and the next by

a chorus, or where, as sometimes, a line recurs, such line is

sung by the leader in solo. As the Kurds say, 'You may

start anywhere, and cease when the breath gives out.'

As in 3, a long or stressed syllable is twice as long

as a single unstressed one, two of which together equal in

pause the single stressed. As a guide to the metre, each

line is translated so that the stress falls with the same

values in English as in the original

—

Yeg Amar uyeg Alina One Umar the other Ali

AsMbi hdtina ^ Their followers with them

Nezikl dairl buna Approaching nigh the convent

Kafirjama buna Round it were the pagans

AsMba bari khwd lai ddina The comrades let him go

before them

Amar zhe dairl der ketlya Umar from out of the convent

came then

Patzhl meqabili kdfira kdtla Hurling himself in the face

of the pagan

Ashabiya Amar ditiya The followers saw thus Umar
Bdiraq hailantya High they bore the standard

Asker hilkeshtya Charged then the army
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Charakhai kafera girtia Closed around the heathenish

foemen

Hdchi at kushtza Alltherewerethey slaughtered

Yedi vai girtia. All of them they captured.

(1) In general the metre is regular, being variations on

Certain groups of lines will be seen to exactly coincide

with one another, when, a phrase of the music ceasing

to repeat, the metre slightly changes as well.

(2) Rhyme. There is no regular rule for the rhyme in

this type of poem, except that it seems to be to continue

the same rhyme as long as possible. The rhyme in

-la (-iya)
y
being a simple one in this dialect, will be

noticed to persist for some distance, that in -na, being as

common, finishing after less duration.

6. The following example is from a poem of the same

type as the foregoing, but shows a greater regularity of

metre. A certain arrangement into couplets may be

noticed, i.e. as in the type referred to under heading 2,

where alternate lines rhyme, with this difference, that

in the type quoted in 2 the rhyme continues through the

whole poem, it changes here after an uncertain number of

couplets.

Sutin irojan lebarvi Tdri kir shamsa minitower

Agiri eshqa qadim Sdyai zulfd 'abir

Mihnat derdlferdqi ShamH der budi zeldml

Bilma azdhiin 'altni Maya parvdna 'aslr

Az dukhum sundi bejdndn Min gvazdni hdtidya

Ham bequr'ana 'azlm Yauman 'abusan qanterir

Gar nabi zahir zheboma Gar nabi bo ma la zulfdn

Chan chl Musai kallm Nafasek bdyl neslm

Minnavaitin khuld kausar Minnavaitin kkuld kausar

Bdghijanndt inndlm Bdghijanndt inna'lm.
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(1) Metre. Each line consists of two feet corresponding

to the Arabic measure fd'ildtun — w — — , but in

reciting the poem the first and third syllables are slightly

stronger than the fourth. The metre according to Arabic

nomenclature is ramaL The second, fourth, sixth, etc.,

lines drop a syllable at the end of the second foot,

presenting — w — w — , instead of — w
— w .

f
giving for the couplet the very common Arabic

and Persian metre ramal i mahdhuf
y
or couplet type, of

which the poem itself is an example.

(2) Rhyme. The last lines of the couplets rhyme as

a rule, but it will be noticed that the rhyming syllable -zm

is interrupted by two lines ending in -ir, when the first

rhyme again resumes its place. Farther on in the poem
the rhyme changes continually.

7. Between the poetry of the Middle NG and that of

the SG there is a considerable difference. That of the

SG poetry which has been committed to writing is mostly

by the numerous poets of Sulaimania, who, in touch with

the education of Baghdad, have imported a very large

quantity of Arabic into their verse, which is also more

conventional than that of the Middle KurmanjT.

The following^ from the poems of Nail, a well-known

writer of the early eighteenth century :

—

(a) Bo har kasi min dula, tariqi ki amdnat

Har 'dshuqi bi chdra, la rrai khauf khatar md>

Daidim hamu shaw rrawa, bishdw rdwz ser shakim

Lam ku ha ndirina, na 'ainu na athar ma.

(1) Metre. The metre will be found to be regularly as

follows :

—

for instance

—

har 'dshuq t bi chdra
y
la rrai khaufu khatar ma.
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(b) Hagar dil ghairi hibb tuyi taidd bl

Bidasti khwat dilam der bina qurbdn.

(1) Metre—

The penultimate stress syllable in the first line is

equivalent to the two last short syllables in the second

line, and is therefore paused upon and accented more than

the other strong syllables.

The same metre will be observed in the following

couplet:

—

Labo khalqz kheldtl bakhshdn macho,

Khalatt min hamu khu khiiina qurbdn

Faturi chdwakdnit na nawini

Bindlifitna bas nabiiina qurbdn.

(2) Rhyme. It will be noticed that the rhyme in all

three couplets is on the penultimate word of the second

lines, in -ma qurbdn.

8. A poem by Nali written according to Arabic rule of

prosody is quoted below

—

Ki tu hatui la naomidi namd bas

La hijr u intizarudl namd bas.

La sdyi zulf i tu wa shaw diraizha

La subh ii niir i khwarshidi namd bas.

Falak tut wa ka imshaw ruozhimdn bi

La zakhm bakhm i ndhidi namd bas.

Hawddisjam dilrdn bu bi sdqi

La bazm ijam ijamshidi namd bas.

Raqib mudda'i har duk la khwadan
Hatd chan sd'atikiidi namd bas.

La sdyi qadd i maozun t di zulfi

La Nali sha'r i taswidi namd bas.
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(1) Metre. The metre is that termed Hazaj i musaddas

i mahdhiif, of the model feet mafa!ilun, mafd'zlun
}
fiiilun.

(2) Rhyme. The second lines of each couplet rhyme

on -tdi noma bds.

These few examples suffice to show that the study of

KurmanjT poetry, in its form and metre, demands far

more space than is at disposal here. Also for the correct

understanding of much of it an intimate knowledge of the

colloquial language is essential, while to appreciate its

apparently irregular metres the music which accompanies

it should be familiar to the student.

VOCABULARY

The division of words into NG and SG has been made

as carefully as possible, but it is impossible to set any line

definitely separating the two groups. Many words, too,

while existing in both, may be generally used in one only,

and a great number of other words not employed in a group

at all will be nevertheless understood.

It has been impossible to give in a great many cases

all the variations of pronunciation of the same word as

occurring in different dialects, and such differences of

pronunciation must be expected frequently. For instance,

such a word as Kurmanji kur appears according to its

district as kul, gul
y
qui, qur, gur, etc.

The following abbreviations have been used :

—

(v) verb

(n) noun

b. for biin
y
buln

y
to be

k. ,, NG kzrin
}
SG kirdiri

y
to do, make

kh. „ NG khwdrm
y
SG khwdrdin

y
to eat
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bz. for NG birln
y
SG birdin

y
to take

ki.
,, kishdn, kishidn, to draw, suffer, pull

d.
,, dan, daln

y
to give

ch. „ chun> chuin, to go

ka. „ kaftin, kewtin
y
kdotiu

y
ketin, to fall

Although it is beyond the powers of a vocabulary of but

a few thousand words to give any great selection, it has

been sought to present such words as are of most general

occurrence, avoiding the rarer forms and words and those

confined to certain districts, of which there are many
thousands.

NG SG
abandon (v) bar ddft

y
hzldtz

y
hishtin

abandoned chu/
y
vairdn, bardaia

y

wlr
i

abdomen zik i

abduction rewdndin
ability qdbiliyat, zairekl khurt1

able (v)'to be able' karztiy kdnirZy

shiin

twdtzin

ablutions awdaSj dasnwaizh
y

dasmizh
above lasar

y
lazhiir zhesar laban

abreast berd?/iber

abscess dunidl
y
kiddba dddp

absolutely zla, qaty dl
absorb (v) hal kh hishawtin khisitdifi

abundant zaidy /era, ferdkh
y
zdfy

zdw zur

abuse
feray purr

y
galek

(n) laoma, dizhmini
y

duzhiin

chzr

accept (v) qazil k. rdz b.

accompany (v) ligal chutiy digal chuu wayeko chun
(on a journey for one rwandin

stage)

according to guera bind
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NG
account

7 7 7 7
hsatb, hzhmar,
heshmdr

sail

accustomed fair
-

hurt

ache
/ \ '7
{n)aisk

(v) aishin

achieve gehin, gehdndin
acorn bariiy balii, paliit

acquaintance nasi hiigiri

acquainted ndskir

action kdr
y
ish

y
shukhl

active jest

adder mtirgisk

adhere (v) chaspin

adjacent tenisht
y
tents

h

adorn (v)ard k.
}
zerif k. khantnie

SG

zhtin
- ~han k.

adultery

advance

adze
affair

affection

affright

after

afternoon

afterwards

again

age

gana
(money in) paishaki,

paishin, (loan) qarz,

dun
(v) bibar ch. laber ka.

lapaisJi ka. chuna
paish, chuna beri,

labar ch.

tishwa, twshi
zsh

}
umia\ shu/e/ilj kdr

dfwsti

landin

(mid. dia.)

lawbasti

khivtizin

(v) tersandin
\

shitn, pdsh
y

dtiwa,
j

ftai, ind

dumd
pdshinintartly (late

afternoon) iwdra
lapdshy pdshy pdshdwti

distil^ idiy dwtiray hizh

sd/y (old age) piri

hingilr

zhepdsh

idiny dhty

,

duoskhd
shtirazd

tungotiizh

likidn

laqaiy laid

jutin k., rtis

kirdtn

kali

khwash
gerek bun

nnnarudu-
wti

ishy itiry

,

dujdra

fartuti

VOCABULARY

agony jdnkeshi

agree (v) bihew b. qaul k.

ague lerzi

aim {n)paik
— (v) ril kisktin, btin kishtifiy

armtinj khestin

air hawti

alcove haiwtitty aiwtin

alight (in flames) bi ruhiitai

alike waku yek wasti yek
alive zinda

all gishky gishtygishy haniii

allow hishtitiy hildn

almond btitiuiy bdddm btiiijy btiif

alone tinya y tint

also izhy ish hizhy zhi

alternative char
always gishwakhty hamu- tern

wakht
ambush kemiUy heshtir

amidst laneWy lantiw, landv niw
ammunition derintin o gulla btirut o gulla

among see ' amidst

'

amulet dazbangy bdzubangy birbezhiny

dazwdna betik

ancient kuhany kewin kewntir

and Oy Uy va
y
wa

anemone diazilka

anger kin, qin
y
harrusha

y
rik garrushay

wasu
angry ztZy bihirSy hajiz wastiy sil

animal haivdny charvtiy bezhia

jtindar

ankle qulapai chip

anklet ptimura, ptiwtina

annihilate teleftindin

annoyed tangaztir, hajiz sil

annuity saidna

NG

paik indn

martiz

*73

SG

martini

ruozhgtir

bigarr

ziuga
y
zinig

btiyim

ttao

gullabtirut

raqdlayqdpik

halaila



174 KURDISH GRAMMAR VOCABULARY 175

1\ VJ O VJ IN KJ

til JOLIlCl /y 1 f 1 \ ' ft /j

1

LltlCTy btlb /Jl V7 7/II -37
tti-fiy IttCflf ttir armeo pevokeit

al isWCl i/joqi/jh 7/7n1 I t LULIU y 1it (J A rmpiiian sA Yin pitJA ± f 1 fb C-flb h?sJphi IIcinJ- t-bt-tCby I CbCl

(xi\ i/iiQinh inn /In 11
V V J lltLXJLbU y /LtU Lblbft armour zir

ant 'lMlJ' -V 'ill/HI I'llirll/lr j fllCtbf It ip?a?vi4'la1 II Lb b f bl*bl b riTi nit*dl llll-'lL him plipnhU b fl b Lfbt flt\s himi h/y /i c faUlrbb l/CbOo rby

dl 1 LC1UUC cisk fa/y /iify~ii J/IClfiy btb

anvil c 7 <tf sy/7 -yjJ I fVLttA, fl arm s eheh sildhf bC- lb y
*J b bVb 1 b

any Inch hachy kuty tu tishteky army (Turkish) asker
eh 7 <\hteh%s f bb O f btfLf f\> (crpnprq 1 1 v^l sithnh1 cvtivi an y j obisisbib n tu ipi*q~

hnrh fcn s hevka c
/ L IsV&fb/YlbO y f b%s r IV (.t-O (Persian) leshker

dl 1 y Lin iig fa/jpfai fapitTii7tlA,Lfbby llZ-l Lffbb a rnn n HCl 1 W LI 1 1 ^_1 (T/J T'/J O'p CU h/lis /J/7 f) 1'£ lb/ lb
| ^ tJ/f^W/ y LvL 1 u t

( \j\ /?/7 / h/> c f j i/ fi /y f 1n 7 cn fiiiIV j fb(4,b utfobbil , rlClb f/blorbblfb

<y fa/? /inu i'^ifbtflbUlb/ 1 /? /i /y ii 'fbtltCbUr

anywhere /* 1/7 <f 1 ~7

trlij

I

dl 1 dl J ci C

apart jza dl 1 diliiC-lilvillt- fa /yI hp cfT Vj/Tj h>/y ttbttb utfjbby UttbixCifb

diycLYy dshikard hhuyd arrest (v) girt 1n j 111il girtin f)P Slf 0~1 I'll 77C"»J b 1 ^ L f b b fb

appeal [ V) aaa gunn, ar& ttiriri arri ve f\ 7 ^ TJ^ /} /HI C t? J
1
7 -T7 IT~/y 1 i* Iff J 1 17

J£ fbClbSrbblrby gClborbblrl,

appear (v) diyary ashikard bun b> [jM *v/y hi/ 4? fbC 1 1 btt-y Lb lb (TJ / j)/yu (Y/> 1 ! 7~1

1

y btflltl fby ift/lb/b

bun, hal
hatinr I Lb b b f b a i*^pn a 1

(causative) ghdudin
mh/ihhn 1? / jJ L£> Lf Lb/V fbib fbib

aUUtdl dllCC / Ct/l^y LlCj'Llf if f\f 1 1 Hfy iv 1 v & cx 1 1 11^ 111 Pl^Cr/lt 7117/ ?fa f?'fi'Villi? Il1 flO 1 if Lb 1 fl ibo 1 by (St / ibbfvlb

( \7\ /7s/f hlYTYl T/l 111 I?It'll!
{ V j IbJfb IV £ / b/by flb/fb IV b t b 1

b

fATIft fc?¥7tlL f I Lv flf Is r bib a ^ m 1 1 phCtO lllLl^Il Jutinn niiJ/inn /i hirh/jt}7/b b 1 1 Lblb yifb C\y lb 1 blblb y Is bis f bi.4/ f b b hin/i cU b 1/ lb ti

apple clf S17P1tJ iff y O If LA/ asrpn rl { vi hit'fls hflnt*/i5f f/y? phVV J
If bl LbO , f bLbvf f lb y r lb*J If fb *

/l/7//77Pfl\'fahfciiiit uu b-j / l/X-
y

apportion ( 171 s~v fi/*n j /y si /y /t/i ^/v i? [3/7 i T L>

v / ParVd llliniUflly rvUi fh /y T' f; t /~i fayd r LV Ci tv

.

hn ch 1? doLCl 1 L
/} /yn t 7"/y c Z-7 /ynn 1 7f/y nflLtulClSy fbClWf Cl/J bctrozhiir

apprentice flClif If Cb /t- ft ItJ I b c it tiif'i 1-7 /y r/yi

"

3/lZr //ILl^tiJ

approval Ut^t fl b

n £> P'yj h
i't-ii t tb ft . ,

fop <fpfflUtr^> t ft do lldlll CL1 C 17 /?1"711'7i f?fit I niibfv

approve (\A
\
Y

)
h ^If/yY/i?(J^j/bLbf tbbfby ashes fP IlTPf/y 7^7 C fa IP 111 1 /)/H 1111 C ilfX-flLULbf bJSby fV fbt bU btt It I b/J lb

if btftJ bL-blt I * Is, fyp sen hLf C- O O 1 b IV • asl< f VI 7^77^C1'/7J^ fP '/}? 1*^1/7 nIV JLfbfCijlbr f\ • tJ b r o bib fb
y

approved A /j fr/7 ituegzfi) call/by ftS 7 1 ' C*7 7 72/1/ J bib

£bls6lil(( /£ h v hni/'n ifU& HCb f Lblb n c 1 P>dJlCC \J Ip h /itfT hit /y t/i/ h fa/yn fl/tv/lCtj bly /v/ttlj Ibby /vrlclUbii

apricot (JCI lo ly /fllSflffbtCi rtU,
c it /sy 77//S/lbtbfbCt d^ JJdl diJ Llib fa/7 ITo~/y j* h/y v (Ti/ i'fXCl/bgCtl

y fvCt i

'

£lbr fa 1 J 7 & /~ 11 /y I'/Ibbb/jy L/ltlr -

aqueduct riaVy jughctOy ju shur

Arab Arab Haraw ass kar har keruldkh

Arabic A raid Harawi assault arushy pelanidr

arbitrator naivchiy berewan assessment did peldtl

arch tdq
y
kiwdfiy keshk .assiduity taldsh

ardour taw assignment bashy peldtl

arid Jiishky bzdVy chill, xevdl assimilate (v) tat bi.

shiirdkh assistance pari, bdri art ydriy hwdr
arise (v) hal stdn

y
hal wastdn rrd b. asthma tenghinds

arm bask, bdl chep 2

1

asky qui astounded shdshy mat



t/6 KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG
astride

at

atom
attack

attempt

attention

auction

aunt

austere

authority

autum n

avalanche
avarice

await

awake
awhile

awl

axe

babbler

baby
bachelor

back
backbiting

backwards
bad
bag

baggage

SG
sawar \

bi, la
y
di

\

wurdik, hurdik, ddnga
\
hurik

(v) biriddbi^paldmardan
(v) taldsh ki.

peresti, gueddri
mazdd
pu r, matd, khaltik,

mdtik
hishk

das^haldt

pdiz, pdizan, khazan
ashuta

rezili, hishkninuki
(v)pain, clidwari b.,

chaw k.

hishydr

damek
diraosh

twr

deivshil, dewderia
pchuk, zaruk
bizhin, bizawdj
pisht, mildn
ghaibat, Idoma
pislitdpisht

kdoti, pis
y
khardp

kisa
y

(leather) janta
y

tur
y
tilik

kelomel, kerpdl

! bzava k. jere-

\
bandin

dish

srt

rem

cJidghek

kdzuil

arvdn, (for

milk)

tiizhan,

parziln

khiirmtdwa
piskai

purrwurrd
mnddl

nachdk

prroplds, (of

a woman)
prtuprai-

zhik

VOCABULARY 177

bake (v)pahtzn, paizhin
baker ndnwd, ndnwdn, ndn-

paizh
balance viaizdn

y
qapdn, maizin

— (of an account) nidi— (v) (an account) girt dan

NG

fernichi

shini

balcony aizadn, turma
bald kechel

bale tdi

ball giluk
band ba?id

y
kizhi

bandage pechi

k

— (v)pechdndin
banish (v) surgim k.

bankrupt ha/ skikzd, mendebur
banquet cheshn, jaizhn
barefooted paikhdos, pairut
bareheaded serriit, serkol, tdzi

bark puost
(v)pas k., dwtin

barley jih
barn kddin, amar, marak

y

kanu
barren (of females) hishk

}

istiur

barricade cliapdr

barter (v) wa gulidstin

basin kdshi
basket sebed, sewi, muchik

y

seld

bastard terdz, kerdm
bat barchemik, shemsherna

bath hamam
bathe (v) hauidvi k.

battalion tdbur

pishti

glomisk

SG
kulidn

riizhtn k.

pdk k.

jebrandin

shdi
y
frdwin

kal

liriga

tuop

shdrbedar k.

inaiwani

serqut,

serwekiri

tzvl
}
qdlik

7 !

serkhdos

\

haphap k.

1 juh

khustik, qisir

pich

bldva k.

bazar k.

zul

chdkchdk-

kfda

N



178 KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG SG
battle sharr, dawd.jeng
be (y)bun> buztiy hai/i

bead mur, (black) shawa,
(small) gu

beak nuky tuk
y
kitp dindek

7—7
nukuly

danduk
beam kuzbulky nairga^dastek tir

bean lubia

bear hzrchy wirc/i, birch

beard rz
y
rzh rudain

beardless kuesa rawdl /cuesta

beat (v) Iat dan, lai kkestin nzngaiutin dan

beautiful juan^ khujualy shirln ae/ai, spin. rangin

kesil

beauty zerifz sepihiti, zeri. reugi/n,

zhiha khuoshgill

beaver •i - -

because bo zliebo
7 7 ^ 7,„,
leoar, Into

beckon (v) dasI libd k. bidas bang fc.

become (v) bun chat bun

bed paikhafy bestek, niwhi istir
J;: 7, , 7,
aus/ie/c

— (of a garden) kart

bee
7 7 - 7 -
heng, mazsnaningiw zvawa

beetle qaluncha kizik gazulik

beetroot lasik, sdq

before (time) jdrdn, paishin bartir
—

.

. (place) labar, ban hindd

beggar sdlkir, pdrsik, parsdi ruchukdr 17* „. z ~ 7,knivazuk

begin (v) dast pat k. Jial k.

beginning

behead
bari nuwd

(v) ser birin serzhaigirtin

behind pishty lepisht

(in the rear of) dumd,
pdsk, lidunidy pat,

shunda

diduw lashim

belief bdvir indnmish

believe (v) bdvir k. i-ndnmish k.

bell zaug, (small) zengula zhenky cJienk

VOCABULARY

NG
bellow

bellows

belly

below
belt

bench
bend

benevolence
bent

benumbed

bereaved

beside

besides

bet

betray

better

between
bewitch
bier

biestings

big

bind

bird

birth

bit

bitch

bite

biter

bitter

(v) borin, korin
y
herrin

\

kiiradam
zik ;

libiriy bitiy zhlr

pishtinypishbenkypisht sharik
pekdy takhit

\

{y)chaviiUy (caus.) clia-

nidndin kewdndiu
guhddriy khdtir
kevd)iy cheft

(to become) /ra^/v,

terzin

tanishy lejem

zhty htzhyjaiktdiriy idi
merj

(v) merj k.

(v) kapdndin

chetiry chdktir

ndv, ndvrdsty bain 1

(v)jddu k.
\

ddr-i-maity ddrdtarni

ferfiy ferashu 1

mazinyfera, gir
(v) bestiiiy glri dan j

bdlddTy tair, qush 1

zd
(v)(to give birth) zdn

(of horse) zzvdna
\

dailik, dalla I

(v) wa ddfiygdzzn, paiddn i

gdzuk
taly bldsh

kurdunda

ser daman

rundtir,

qenjtir

khilindur

chewdudin

weleddndin
(rare)

bizmik

179

SG

kemar
\

lark, cheft b.

lar

tezidn

vurdik-

mirdza
laid

ishy ztz'r

giru bestin

biduosti giil

dan
bask tir,

khdstir

gaora

mal

naodamz

gdz girtin
y

qap girtin



KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG SG
bitterness talitl, tali

\

bitumen zift

black rrash
j

blackness rrashiati

blacksmith dsenger

bladder rudain, rikhlu

blade guzan, dam, mazvda

blame (v) lai khurin

blanket (hairy) niaoj

— (coloured) jdjim

blaze garr
bleat (y)bdriu, marin, kdlin

blind kuer

blister tuqla

blond chur

blood
blossom khuncha, raoz

blow (v)i>/~ (as the wind)

verzin, vezin
y
lidan,

(a whistle) fikdndin
— (n)sil, silka, sikhurma,

shlpaina, kulm

mizilga

tawan
khestin

pulilk

' chdokdo

shkdw
\
hal k.

j

psir, kulmdn,
sihintz, der

bekai

bludgeon chumagh, kutek

blue skin heshut

blunt kill, ku, kud
boar burns

y
vuraz

board takhta, (for bread)

pina

boat
1

gam i

boatman kelekwdn, gdmichi

bodkin (for tinting eyes) kil

body lesh
' bezhen

boil dumdl dddp
(v) kulinn, kul b>

(caus.) kuldndin khashdndin

boiler qdzdn, berosh

mishtakuera

kaw

qufa, belevi

VOCABULARY

bold

bolt

bomb
bondage

bone
book
book-keeper
boot

bootmaker
booty
border

born

borrow
bosom
both

bottle

bottom
bough
bounce
bounds
bow

bowels

bowl

box
boy

bracelet

brag

brain

branch

brand
brass

dzd,jiudi

cheft, mdrdn
qumbdrd
asiri, hapzs, hasti

NG

///apis

hasti, estik
y
esk, hashti \jesk, khastu

defter, ktaib
\

defterddr
j

kdosk, surdu, chekme \ (of wood)
j

!
reshik

j

kdoshdur, chekmechi I

|

tdldn 1

tirheiv, tdleki I

SG

zerkirriti,

bandi
isqdn

kenar, (of a robe) atak

(to be born) zd bun
(vj bi dam girtiu

sing, paish
herduan, herdfik

shiisha

bin

geli, leq, shdkh
(v) hal parrin

hidud, serhad
khva/i

rudain, rikhlu

kdshi, ids

(wooden) kainula

sauuq, (small) qutu
kurr
bdzin, dasband

(v) klw pasiuin, kho dzd k.

/nezhu, maizhk
geli, leq

y
shdkh

(for horses) ddkh
pirinj\ birinj

|

pashil, hash

J

(of a robe)

I

chak,

parawiz

|

qarz k.

bakhel

I

tira

teripin

sdiudn, senur
j

(for carding)
j

wirishik
;

!

pal

\

Ms, baadia

laok%zaru,ku/

chik, chikil

mukh
pal



182 KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG
brave judnmir, dzd, dildar shurhingiw

,

jindi
y
bikair

bray (v) zerrin

breach richy ged
bread nan, (thick) kulaira,

ferni

breadth pant pehniyfrditi

break (v) (intrans.) shikidn btzdidn(r-A\'e)

(trans.) shkdndin shkndndin,

bzdandin
break down tatk chun, pak kewtin
break forth feriqin, qumin
break open qaldsktin, shkdndin
breakfast taisht^ sertdst

breast sing pashil— (woman's)guhd/iymi?nk fstan, pdkhil
breath hinds bihin

breeches derpai

bribe rushwa
brick hdjur, kerpich

bride buk dazgtn
bridegroom zdwd
bridge prt, prr, keupri

bridle laghdo, gem, dizgin

brigand diz
y

hardnii, ashqidy

jerda
bright ruhna, rundk
brilliant draoshin

brine shiirdw
;

bring (v) indn dnin

bring back man awa tauzdndin
brittle zushikest

j

broad pan
\

pehn
y
/era

brocade k/iirsfty kulapdun
\

SG
matirs

sarrasarr k.

(thin) raqqi,

tirl, (for a

journey)

nairdu

(unbaked)
khisht-i-

brshld

bukzdwdn

ruozhin

henan

turd

VOCABULARY 1 83

NG SG
broken shifoia shha

(ground for sowing) pastiwa ispdr
Hroker 1 ij it?n?

bronze f}j trt xpj'it/t W /Vj y *J C* / I / t

brook dwik i jubar
broom $7 TP) Ml J?

broth shilrba

brother brd
y
kdk (by one

mother)
hi'mtisi J?Uf Li- f rLtl fV

brother-in- hrdzhi //

law
brow hvn n/iophnn!)LS f IV y ft CX- Lfiy/L Cv L-\J

brown giler
y
rang1 (art

brin

as 1ner bura
bruise kewit

brush swnakejili qashdzv

bubble kel qampushk qabba, qup
bubo pizik

buck tpka nairJ seuprl C- fV'Vtfy 1 v C-v I 'by *j C> LS C* r

bucket duol alb

buckle awzunty aghzung awzefigiy

UtAf O-aj UU Lift it-

bud shkiWy rdoz gupik
fof a leaf l niivik rhups

buffalo garnish, kel

bu^ ispiy ishpish

build (y \ chai k. nni h durus k.

building khdnz
bulb piwdz
bull gdnair, gdy kaleky kiirz boghd
bullet gulla berk

bullock buldgh
bunch dasteky chenky kushi ushiy bdq gumal
bundle gurZy bukhcha
burn (v) (intrans.) sutin^sutidn^ suchidiiy

shwtin
(trans.) sutdndin,

shwtdndin



KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG
burn ( T1 i $1/ fl111 J J IV Lis

bury wushdvtin kivi k.

bush hpJph hmiih n/Jiph

business f^/?, kctr
,

shukhuly shul

busy kharrik
Vin c;\7 nnrlvuuoy u LTViy flfjiufJii'iaLV t t fit LV C f L (.v plzevenk

but t.X> f / i f r L Lb y tAy tt-fr C<C- /V y / 1 L L L 1< 1

hn tcher qasab
y
guoshtfevush cJiubdti^sevbii'

(non-Musul in an) dastkuzJi

D u tter i llrVy /vt. f it-) rvt-lt/fV)

niwishk

butterfly papilla^ pilpiluk : perpeshuk

buttermilk du tu

(strained) turugJddan

button dugme
y
miviky banda pishkuzh

buttress spira

buy (v) kirrzn, startdin

buyer kirydr, bikir

by bi

(near) nezik
y
nek

SG
sutrd

chqach nawa

dih iia

pfilak

bisiain, slain

cabbage
cage
calculate

calf

calico

caligraphy

call

calm
camel
camp

can

kelein laliana
j

kefes, qefes \

(v) zh/udrtin, hsaib k. I

guerik
y
guelika, kfdik

j

chelekj'fmaga \

(of the leg) gitir

khdniik
j

desmuisdr, nwisdn
(v) bang k. clirln

(v) ash k.

hushtir, wushtir, deva

(military) urdi, hurdu
(nomad) var, verga

khun,

/) tzvanin

jerga, evir

kdrin, shzin,

kdnin

kelarrn

muziky

hand k.

bidailg k.

havaiga

VOCABULARY I8 5

can

cancel

candle

candlestick

candour
cane

cannon
cap

capable

capers

capricious

captive

caravan

caravanserai

carcase

card

care

careful

careless

caress

carpenter

carpet

carriage

carrion

carrot

carry

cartridge

(n) tanaka

(y) talk dan

mum
mummdu
dilpdkiy rdsgul
qamish
tup, tuop

(of a cartridge) kdsk x

karsky taldqa

(of a child) klu

(for the head) kldo

see * clever

'

kaper
den1devil

hasir, girtl

kdrvdn
khan, sera

lesh

(v) (of wool) hal khestin

taldshy peresti

(v) (care for) perestin

hushydry dgdh
}
pai-

khati

keinhushy laqaid
haneky bdosh

dartdshy darterdshy

najdr

qdll s fershy berzilft,

berzhiy berdky mdfura
(felt) kldOy gildik

hardwa, darushka,

arabdna
keldkh

J

gezar, jezar, cherkin-
j

daila \

(v) hal girtuiy hal bi.
j

fshek
j

NG

rada kishdu-

din

shevidl

sheuidlddn

SG

shiwandin

qamtikjemezi
I qdogh

birdin



KURDISH GRAMMAR

carve (v) trashin, kldshtin

case see ' box '

cash para, paira
cask khdd, kodi
castle kushk, kuchk, qala

castrate
/ \ 7 7 - 7 ' 7 ' 7 ~ 7 •

(y) hasnanain, kisnanain.
7 7/ 7

akftta k.

cat psuk, psink, ketka

cataract 7 ' 7snurrik

catch (y) girtin

caterpillar tutkla

cattle davdr

cauldron
_

qazan
cause sebeb, sedeni

cavalry- sutvdr

cave zdgha,zhgdot, inughdra
cease (v) bes k.

ceiling ban
y
serbdn

celery kerdus, kerefs

cellar zdgha

cemetery mazdristdn, guristdn,

qabrdn
centipede hazhdrpai, khishi

ecu 11 C fill O'/ Ct J

century satsdldn

certainly di

chain zenjir

chair kursi, pekd, tekhtcha

chalk keddn
chamber zhur, odd, hujra

champ (y)juiu

chance (by chance) yekjdr
chandelier paichird

change (v)gurin, g'hiirin

NG
renin (of

stones only)

dirdf

hoijik

saivat

mak

tabdshir

kutin, kdin

SG
tldshin

pishi

qapidn

galagd,

dusimnia

kalwaz

serddo,

zhirkhdn

chwarpai
siftao

jdoin

bzhdrdin,

dlishtin

VOCABULARY I87

NG
change (n) (small cash) gurtn

(v) (change place)

guhdstin
chap (v) terekin

character dil
\

demin
charcoal j. I i 7 '7

pel, piu, -ik
I

rezhu

chaste
* 7 — 7 7 -
pakiz, sharmaar

cheek gup
_

cheese painir, churtan
\

kesk, gawi
chemist dermanferush, ajzdchi

cherry giailas, (sour) baldluk
chess setrinjdn keshik
chest siiig

chestnut shdhbalu, shdhbaru— (colour) shi
chew {y)juin kdin, kutin
chicken jujik, juchka chiichdlok,

dikelok

(cockerel)

chicks jr — i * - • • 7
fruka, jujik

cruet 7 z. 7
-

serek, khan khundikdr
child zdvruk, zdru pchuk, lauk

childhood zavruki, zdriiti pchuki

cnii! sdriti, sari

chin chin, cliinka

chisel askana, qalam
choke (v) khenqin, khenkin

(causative) khenkdndin,
khenqdndin

choose (v) bzhardin, hal bzhdrdin,
shdrdinawa

chop (v) shikdndin qildshtin

chopper twr, biwr, balta

Christian gdor
y
nasdrd

churn meshka

SG
luurdapdrd
gdstinazva

shaq bi.

zukhdl,

khalus

kuran, kwt
,

jdoin

mindI,

mnddl
mindli,

ninddli

j

zuquiu
\ zinj

\
hal chinin

!

hanjdndin

\
chapajdgh



KURDISH GRAMMAR

cigarette

cinders

cinnamon
circle

cistern

citron

city

civil

clan

clap

clash

claws

clay

clean

clear

clench

clever

cliff

cloak

clod

close

cloth

clothe

clothing

cloud

NG
jghdra
kholi

qdqiila

diigh, hdwir
dial, char, hdoz

}
sdrinj

\
lick

turunj
\

shdr bdzJiait

terzamdn, khushrii

khil, birik, tira

(v) terqdndin

(v) cheqdndin

chirnuk, nikuk
fair, hur
pdkizh, pdk, temiz

(y)pdkizh k., temiz k.

ruhnak, sdf, sd

(v)

zairik, zher, dqil

kan, kanddl, kaniar
(camel hair) aba
(felt) faraji
(woman's) chdrukhid
pack, chini

(v) bestin, ddddn
(the eyes or teeth)

nek, nezik

qavmsh, khfu% chukh,

mdhut
(for a tent) kewn
(of cotton)jaw

(v) ber k.
y
ver girtin

ji/y kenj, jilik

azvr, hawr
(storm-cloud) tawi

SG

kholakewu

khirr

huz
cliapla k.

cliiiigr

qurr

tva balezhm,

wa mishtin

michdndin,

nikdndin
shdtir

michdndin,

nikdndin

zuldly

rdozhin

ivuzhdrdin

quechandin

(for a tent)

dawdr

barg

VOCABULARY

clove

cloven

clover

club

clumsy
coagulated

coal

coarse

coast

coat

cock

cockerel

cock's-comb
cocoon
coffee

coin

coition

colander

cold

colic

collar

collect

collyrium

colocynth

colour

coloured

comb
come
comfort

comfortable

command
commence-
ment

commerce

commission

maikhek
(hoofs)

saiparra

ktitek, chunidgh
desgirdn, deschep

tir, has, khas

keumeribardi
mezin
kendr
satr

y
pdch

kalabdb, kalashir

farruj
kdkilly pdpona
kuza

y
kulusink

qdwa
see ' money '

gdn
pala
sdr

y
zum

dilgirtin

ustuwdnka
y
milwdnka

(v)piw khesthiy bihew
khestiny hal khestin

kit

qirzhdla

reiig

rertginy naqshin

shdnek, slid

(v) hdtiiiy varin

dsdy hisdi

htsd, tana

(v)farmuu
bariy barin

tujdrety ddostdndin,

biddobistin

(errand) sepdrish

NG

kift

ket

kiipdl

dik

katdr

ziby ziv, shoba

psir

jewin

naid k.

SG

dnsumma

rich, hal

brzikia

bardikhalus

farkh

ashpdlu

zuqum

gihr k.

askan
askdu

nuwd

dlishverish



190 KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG
\ SG

common (quality) chitidfi, chin-

tidu

I

commotion qdlubdliq

companion kewaly hewaas, dust rafikh
compare maindndui layek daman
com- dilziz, dilnarm

passionate

compelled ndchdr bikaw
complain (y)gili k.

complaint
"7- 7 '7 —j.

gilt, shikat ghazdnda palp
complete tawaw, khalds

complicated dstj ndwyek
compose chi k.

y
girt d.

compressed kursha tildndia

comrade see ' companion '

conceal (v) wushdrtin, kri k. khefk.
concede / \ 7 ~7

(v) hewru k. dan
conceited khwapasan

y
zaidakar

concentrate (v) berhew khestin jewandin jemdwari k.

condensed kursha (particularly

of snow)
tildndia

condition Italy ahwal
condolence serkhoshi hemderdi
confederate j. ' 7 7

taikel

confidence dil/iisdf, imdn dilaskdnly

dilgermi
£ 1 ±confident 7 7 7.oeraewk bista

conflagration 7 ~ i

shavat, agir

LUU 1 1 UI1 Lilly 1 llUvlr 6y rctuu r 11

confuse (v) shiwdndin^sharqdndin
confusion halopaly ash diuiiyek

congealed see ' coagulated
'

congratula- ptrust chdwruni
tion

conjecture gumdn
consent (v) qabul k. paik indn rdz b.

console (v) wdkhandin
constipation giridu, girdi

\

qabz

VOCABULARY

consummation pak indn
contact

contemporary
contented

continual

hiwbdz
kddin

y
rdzi

ddim

NG

hingiivti

contract

contradict

contribution

conversation

cook

cool

copper
copulate

copulation

copy
coral

cord

coriander

corn

corner

corpse

corpulent

correct

correction

correspon-

dence
cost

cottage

cotton

couch

muqawli
lej k.

y
lepish gutin

tar, bashypdr, kut
qsa, giltiUy aizhu

(n) ashehi
(v)pazhin

}
ash k., kuldn-

din

fainiiky hunik
fakhir, mis

(y)gdin

gdn
(v) shekil der dnin

shaildn

bandy bang, risiwdris,

qdtma
kishnish

ganmn
siichay kurna, kur,gua,
kwdna

leshy berdta.jendek

qaldo, zikzer

vast

(reprimand)
nwisidn

tim

akhaftiiiy

laqirdi

! pahithiy

khashdndin
hun

191

SG

har (used

prefixially)

taibir

khaberdaiiy

guftigu

(v)

bluty bd

)

maI

liikay paniii

besteky niwin

dekhel

kiishiy kuld-

chik

terniy kaidsh,

kaldkh
gmnrd

hewrushk

hizkid

merjan

qurna

dmuzhdri

bash, qaimet



192 KURDISH GRAMMAR

cough

council

count

countenance
country
couple
couplet

courage
court

courtyard

cousin

cover

covey
cow

coward
cowering
cowherd
crab

crack

crackle

cradle

craftsman

cramp
cranium
cream

credit

creditor

crevasse

crime
crooked

crop

cropped

NG
koj qnf

(v) kofm\ qufin {

kukhm
henjuinen

j

(v) izhmdrtin, hishmdrtin \

chur
y
rtty surat

\

waldt
\
keushen

jut
gira, lauzh

juanmiriy dilddri

diwdn
hosk

|

beden

kurr-i-mdmii, kich-i-
j

turin

mamu, pismdm
\

(y)puskdndin ortmish k.

bir

manga kalo

(milch cow) chil

tersuky tersunek qils, gidi
ternsi

gdbdtiy gawdna
kerkinj, kerzhnik

(v) dirzi hi.

(n) dirzi
\

jewsir
(v) chiqidn, chaqachaq k.

j

bishka,jualdna nidtik

zvussd

fink, serr

kalo, shilk

tukhdzv, rushir> sershi*\

qaimd, sertu, tiishlr

daiiiy din

khutdaifiy ielabkdr

kan, s&zWj qaldshi

qabdhat, gund, such

kiwdn, chiftykir, kirv, kezh, khuri
kkdr, kil

(of a bird) ruwi \

(of ears, etc.) kemik

SG

zhniirdiu

damchdo

\

gala

qerrzhittg

shaq bi.

shaq

baishik

ldrjardsa%

chiqilddn

qdl

VOCABULARY 193

cross

crosslegged

cross-roads

crow

crowd

crown
crumb

crumple
crupper

crush

cry out

cuckoo
cucumber
cultivate

cup

cupboard
cupping
curds

currants

currycomb
curtain

curved

cushion

cut

cypress

dagger

daily

(n) khdch
(v)derbdz b.

}
bhurtiu

(attitude in sitting)

chdrmirgi
chdrrz

kizhik, kallarrdsh,

qirik

(j\)jewdt, qarabdrigh
(v) wapastin

y
halamdta d.

tdnj

wurd, hiird

(v) qirmichdndin
pdlduw, qushqun

(v) lai k.

(v) ban k., hawdr ki.

pepuk
khaidr

( v) chdndin, zardt k.,jut k.

piala, jinjdn
y
plan

(wooden) kuodik
kulin^ diildw

dusk
mast
rezdla

rring

parda
y
khiwt

ker, ckeft, kiwdn
pdlaka, bdlga

(v) birrin
y
anjdndin

(n) brin,jighiz

kkenjer

(small) ckekcheki

rftozhdna

NG

rzdsikendr

gohin, qur

awrizk,

bermdi

SG

chwarmishqi

qdzh

dasdzku k.

meresdndin tiliqdndin

kdlin, ndlin

kepu

dzkutin

bdliv, ain

jigkizin
y

kirtti (rare)

dvj'est

truzi

qashaw

semsrnia

sawr



194 KURDISH GRAMMAR

c c

dale daoli

dam bend, sadda
—

.

(v) chikdndin, lebargirtin

damage zzdiiy khesdr, zerar

damp tarr, sliil, nim
dampness tarrdiy skill

dance halparkinyChopi^ rakhs guzvand
danger see * risk

'

dare (v) werin verdn zdor b.

dark tdr, tdrk dart, dark

darkness tdriti, tdrkiy tdri
y
(pitch

11 \ 7
'

darkness) rraski

dank, dariti

date (fruit) khurma
daughter kick, kani kanishk

dawn 7 a. — J ~~

ruozh, spiaa spitiy lend,

bdngifi

tHildbdug,

sp id(iriiozh

day —
7 - " - 7

raozh, ruj
y
ruck

(after to-morrow) an
saba/iy du baiani

hizv
-

-

du subhaini

dead miria iHtrdu

deaf
J 7—7
karr, biguli

dear (price) girdn

death merk,mir
y
meritiy merg

debt dain, qarZy bida
_

warn

decay (v) razidn^hareshln yfauthi dd razidu

deceit drit, hila

deceive (v) khepdndin, lepdndin gharrandzn khalettan atn

deceiver
7 Z. i, ' 7,kkepuk

rl prpnfion drily dviikdri, ishadru fil

decrease (v) kem k., kem b.

decree trdda, farmdn wildwinl

dedicate (y)plshwa bi

deep kur, fo7l
y
chdl quol

deer dsik, sever

defamation nawnu bukhttdn

defeat (v) bezdndin

defence bervdniy pishtbandi nigahddri

defend (v) bervdn b.y khuddi k.

VOCABULARY 195

defender

defile

defraud

delay

delicate

delicious

delight

delirium

demolish

dentist

deny
depart

departure

depillate

deposit

depression

depth
derange
descend

descendants
desert

desist

despair

despatch

destroy

bervdn^ pishtband
tangy jiwdldy derband,

dertenky kala
(v) khepdndin

drawg
ndziky dl

khzvdshtdm, chiwr
khzvdshi, haz

(v) ru khestiny hal zvu-

shdndin
, hareshdndin

didnsaZy dindnsdz
(v) lezhir ch., inkdr k.

(v) chuifiy kuch k.

chiiimay chiina

(v) chirchu k.

sipdrtay amdnat
\

(of -ground) ehdl, gul
j

(temper) muruZy ziwir
\

chdlty kuritiy ktilz I

(v)pak khestin
j

(v) khwdr hdtiny dd bazin,
'

dzud chun
|

zdya
y
zdhOy zddy ashiret

\

bariy chuliy chwl
j

(v) bar dan
drztiy khwdsty murdz !

NG

nahdlay

istank

tellz

shay guwand
- piawtin

bezhi

tamarztty

muram
(v) wain, khwazi?iy wistin

( v ) bar dan , dast halgirtin terkdndin

na awi
{y^hendrdhiy biri k.

(v) merdndiiiy futandiriy

khardp k., virdn k.,

hal wushdndin

areshdndin

SG

dutwan

khalatdndin
dir

wurrawaiy
wurr

rumdndin

man

ru haloirtin

quoli

warrokhwdr
Jidtin

tizvistin

dast kisha-

nazva
}
zvdz

hdwrdin



196 KURDISH GRAMMAR

detach
detour
devil

devour
dew
dexterity

diamond
dice

die

difference

difficult

dig

digest

dignity

dinner

dip

direction

dirt

dirty

disagreement
disappear

disappointed

disaster

discomfort

discord

discover

disease

disgrace

dish

dishonour
dismiss

(v) wa residn, wa k.

pichik

diw, shaitdn

(v) dirdndin, ddwurdn
shewnim, awink
dastlizi

;

halmds
\

chik
;

(v) chik laiztin

(v)jdu dan
?idv,ferq, bain

sakht, dizhwdr
(v) kandin, hal kandin

(v) giwirin, giwirdndin

pdya
ndnishdo

(v) nuqum k., nimdndin
beravdn, Id

chirk, mirdri, murtdo,

pist

chirkin, pis, dzhun

(v) chalpdndin, pis k.

dil main, dil chirkin

(v) taik chun, wundd b.,

7iadshikar b

pak kotia, kdkiil kotia

beld, qidma
bihisdi, ndhisdi

see ' quarrel
'

(v) din, dozinawa
ndsdkhi, bimdr

(v) zhecJidw ikhestin

ddori

sharm, khajdlet

(v)javdp k., rhd k>

NG
i

SG

i puluch

i

I
shkdndin

j

tds

\ ids khestin

mirin, siqitin
j

mirdin

i

bar kandin,

kuldn

ndwm b.

I azni bi.

I

I

sham

\
hand

i

nadiyar b.

nadskam,
chatun

dinawa

le nazar
khestin

harda k.

VOCABULARY 197

dismount
disorder

dispel

dispersed

displaced

disposition

dispute

dissimulate

dissolve

distance

distant

distil

distinct

distress

district

ditch

divide

divine

diviner

dizzy

do
dock

doctor

dog

doll

dome
domestic
donkey
door

NG
(v) pia b., da baztn

tiwlihew, tiyeku

(v) bldo k.,pardn k.

bldo, pardn, parzwa paisliikia

lek, leq

khil, klmlq, telnet

qirdn^ gelj, duz
(v) lidil, didil girtin

dv k., bidv bi.

dim, duraka
dur \

(v) spi k.
y
araq girtin

didr, ashikdr, paidd
tengdv, tengazai'i, teSigi

ladz, diw, kenari

chdl, khanaqfjawr
(v) kiit k., part va

bahri da nian
khudii
fdlchi, pilddr

gaij
(v) kirtn

(v) (tails and manes) qurtesdndin

SG

tawtan

hakim
seh, seg, kuchik

k., wa qatandin bash k.

kirdin

ydluduw
girtin

(watch-)

gumdl

bilk

gumiz
(animal) kedi, mdli
ker, her

deri, derga, qdpi

szydn, san,

(pariah)

dvi, (wild)

turi, (hunt-

\ng)jevrik,

(shep-

herd's)

gurikh
wailkdn

dasti

keruldkh



198 KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG
doorkeeper

doorpost
dough
dove
down

downhill

dowry
dragon
drain

draper

draw

drawers
dread

dream

dregs

dress

drink

drip

drizzle

drop

drove

drover

drown

drug
drum

derwdn, dergawdn,
qdpichi

shemik, killaka

hawir
tiwirk, qumrl
dd, khwar

y
zhir, dwd

serdbin, serakhwdr
kdbin

dzhdahdka
ndokhd, ndv, shurrik

chiikhferush, bazdz

(v) kishidn

(caus.) klshdndin

shawdl, derpai

sdm, ters

khevin
y
khdv ditin

(y)khevm ditin, khdv
ditin

khult, turt, bint

jilik^jily barg, kinj

(v) bar k. pushdndin,
piishin

(v) va khwdrin
(y)paldndin, dlopa k.

rashisha, namin
dlopa, shirta, chir

(v) dd khestin, bar dan,

zkhestin, khestin

(birds) pal, gala
shudn

y
gdvdn

(v) khenkin, khenkidn
(trans.) khenkdndin
dermdn
ddwil
(kettledrums) tapul

SG

kilik

shikirt

pasnan

parzinin,

nikutin

barokhwar,
barozhir

barokhwdr
shirwdi

ndkhurd
i

khdosh,

taikel

khwdrdin
tika k.

tika

VOCABULARY

NG
drunk sarkhwash
drunkard in a, ikhwar

hishi

k

dryness hishiki

duck hurdek, wurdek, urdek,

viurdvz

dug guhdn
dull kilh

y
ktidy kid

dumb bizaman, Idl

dusk zwara , hiugii r, khu -

rdwd
y
khurazerd

dust ttioZy khuol
dwelling mdl khdni
dye renk

each hei*, ho
y
chi, glsh

y
gishk

each other yekidiy yekitir
y
yekodzn

eagle ailOy qiirtal, ailorashka
ear o*uh, piia
early ZU
earring- gwdra, guhara
earth dkhy khwly rrash, ard
earthquake gurmalarza

y
bilalarza

ease hisd, zsdi

easily hdsdn hisd i

east khwdrdsdn
,
tafhalsdn \

easy hdsdn, sdnai
eat (v) khwdrin
eatable khwarek

|

eclipse ruj girtin

ecstasy skadamergi
eddy (dust or snow)
edge kendry liw

y
dam \

edict fermdn
edifice khanu
educated khwandia
eel maraka dwz

znwa
znwdi

runtshtm

hewodin

bhawizh

199

SG

|

gard

kueldra

I

zwi

askdn

1

khuraldt

khwdrdin

\
khur girtin

kulu

\khwandawdr
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efface

effervescent

efficient

egg
egg-plant

Egypt
eight

either

elbow

elder

eldest

elegant

eleven

elm
else

elsewhere

embarrassed
embers

embrace

emerge

emigration

eminence

empire
employment
empty
encampment
enclosed

enclosure

encounter
end

(v) hishawtin, pdk k.

kul, juosh
khurt
hek, hilka, hia

hdinjdn

Misir
hesht

(whichever) chi kam,
her kdm, her kizhdn

(when followed by
' or ') ant na

enishk, bdlanishk,

kundrishk
(old man) rlspl

(child) nukhri
zarlf, judn
ydnza, dehoyek

qaraddr, qaradghdch
Idl, Itir, din, dltir

kltir, jaitir, jaidin
sherinlt, shermuk
pal, parang, mishka,

askil, pill

(v) bdosh k.

(n) khamish, kush, bdosh

(v) der hdtin, der ha., hal

hatin

kuch
barzi, barzhur, zhur,

bih'nl

daulet, orket

Ish, sanat

pilch, batdl, khdli

havdr, havdrgd, vdr
girtia

beden, chit, dagirtla

berdika

pdshln, sara
\

NG SG

bawl
khd

! heryek

> bdlamilka

nuzik

pait, kheraz

wala
evir

kip

VOCABULARY

NG

mazln k.

nayart

end (aim, object) pak,

paik
\

endeavour taldsh, bzdva I

endive vasdluk, tdlatarra
\ hinduba

endorse (v) rlibar k.

endure (y)mdln
enduring (indefatigable) bitaw,

jdnhisliik

enemy dizhmin
energy taw,gJiairet

enfeeble (v) zibirdndin

engineer muhandis
engulf (v) ddwitrdn
enlarge (v)

enmity dizhminah I, dizhmin I,

khiin

enormous blplwan
enough has

enqu i re (v)pirsldr k. pai haldndin
enrage (y)qin Indn, hdr k.

entangle (v)ndvyeh h, talk bi.

enter (v) hdtinanav
entertain (v) maivdnl k. khul k.

enthusiasm talash :

entrails see ' intestines
'

entrance derl, derga

entreat (v) lawdhl k.

envelop (v)pushdndin, plchdndin
;

envoy nairdla, werikerla
\

envy dikhesln, hasrat
\

equal hezvyek, hewrl, wa-
j

mind
kuyek, berdniber

equinox noriij, kemainut
equip (v) rd bestin

equipped pzuketl, hal bestla,

equity insdf, dad
equivalent berdik

eradicate (v) hal k., hal kandin

20

1

SG

bitun

Zawrd k.

pirslan

qin haiudn
shizvdndiu

derkhdst k.
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erect

ermine

errand
error

eruption

escape

essence

establish

Europe
evaporate

even

eventually

ever

every

evident

evil

ewe
exaggeration
examine

excavate
exceed
except
excess

exclude
excrement
excuse
exempt
exercise

exhausted

NG
rdst

(y)chai k., qai k., hal
khestin

zvershdk, marshdk,
qtiqum

ish, kdr, sepdrik

khalat, such, shdsh
(skin) ddftga

(v) rd bun, rra k.

haraq
{v)dd nidn,dd mazrdndin sekiududiu

Faraugistdn \

(v) bun bi hazvd, bldo b.
\

(smooth) takht, sur, i

sddd
(so much) hatd, haya,

\

td

twara, hingur, khu-

rdwd
pdshin, dumdhi
hichwakht
galek, gishk, her, ho

diydr, dshikdr khuyd
pis, kdtvil, koti

mih, birindir, shak
zaidai

(v) tanidsha k.

SG

drust k.

(v) kandin, kfildn

(v)zidd k.

magar, mar
ferdhi, zaidi

(v) na hildn

gu, (of animals) las

(n) bhdna
bekhshia, terkhdn

iy)garrandin garr dan
md, maya

maiza k.,

jisisdndiri

zdf b.

ndchdk

zurtir b.

palp

hailak, mdni
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exile

exist

exit

expect
expel

expenses
expensive
experience

experienced
experiment
expert

expire

explain

explode
extend
exterior

exterminate

extinguish

extract

extravagant
eyebrow
eyelashes

eyelid

eyes

fable

face

factory

faggot

{y)surgun k.
y
der k.

(v)surgun, tarramdsh
(v) bhurtin, bun, hain

der, ri

(v)pain, chdwari b.

(v) der k.

kherj, makhdrij
girdu
shdrazdi, gerebdn
zhzhdtia, derhdtia

imtdn
wussd, hussd, shdrazd

(v)jdn dan, hinds dan
(v) taigehdndin, hal gutin
( v) tughidn, taqandin
(v)par ka. rd khestin

deri

( v) hal kandin,der kandin,
labin or dibindd
kandin, merdndin

(v) kiizhdin, wa kiizhdin

(v) der ki., der kishandin,

der indn
tirabdr, dasbdd
brt, bru

barzhdn, mizhank
pishtdchdw, gildra

chd%v, chdf
(of a needle) kuri, kul

NG

dzhutin,

qurdndin

SG
shdrbider k.

shdrbider

kdr derhatia

wa merandtn
sonder k.

latai kandin

kuzhdindivd

lifdndin

hikdt

rii, chilr, churochaw

kdrkhdni
taga, tagha

chiruk

damochazu,

fasal

kul
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; NG ;
SG

fail (v)paik ka.
j

j

faint gaij
\— (v) bihiwsJi b., laser chiin
\

fair (equitable) rdskdr \

faith bdwir
\

falcon shahin, bdz, qirghu 1

fall (v)keftin, kewtin, ru b. ketin
j

kaotin

— (v) (fall forward) ru
\

j

damokhwar
khestin

j

kaotin

— (v)(fall out) ru bun
\

rizidn

— (v) (fall short) kaim hdtin
\

nuqsdn b.

— (v)(fall upon) azhittm,
\

palomdr dan

rrd hishtin
\

1

false drii, churuk \

falsehood drii \

fame manshurt, ndv
j

family khdnii
y

tira, khuyan,

famine birsiti, kaivil

famous manshiir

fan bdwusliain
— (v) bawushandin

fanaticism talashadin , tasib

fancy feni, fend, fukr
far dur
farrier nalband, sitlband

farther diirtir
\

fashion rasm, tarz
\

fast tufig tind
j

!

fasten (v) bestin, girl dan !

fasting perhiz, riizhi girtin
j

chimi
\

riizhit girtin

fat * (n) ckaor
\

bazrun, baza
,

— (adj) qaldo, zviz

fatal kizhdini

father bab, bav, bdok

father-in-law khzvasura, khazura

fathom bdzvishk

qahti

barmha
bdwushaini

k.
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fatigue mabiin
i a u 1

1

stick, taqsir

fear gilnd, ters, khauf
(v) tersin

1 Crll I Lob bidil, biters

IcdS L jaizhn
iedLiici titk, par, parra
features dim, chur
fee miz, muzd
feeble zdr, zibir, kiih

feebleness kurilm, zibirl, zariti
ieei

feign (v) bidi'ii k.

felt hbdd, niwzd, birid^

kwir kulk, bokusini
female mai, ma
fence LvtCrrCCirfi/

ferry sefina, kalak
fervour talash

festival jezhn
feud khuin
fever tw, ta

(scarlet fever) khitrik,

berow, khushruk
(to have fever) tw k.

few kaim
field che7nen, mirkdn

fierce

fifteen

fifth

fifty

fight

bdzhia, bisdm
panza, dehopenj
penji, penjdn
peuja
hanjir, hazhir
jeiig, awzhi, sharr

(v) sharr k.jengin

NG ' SG

hard \ tdwdn

tizmirz, pot,

biwdzhi !

bhin, hesidn
\ lapakit kt

ddil

garni
zinj

surizha

rijifdndin

tenar

dirwansr,

berkum

!
penjimin

\piwchun,

kaughd,
I jarranikh

j

piwchun,

1

jarnikhiu
j
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NG SG
figure bezhin, bazm, bazhn

\

filbert finuq
file (v) swdndin, swan k.

— (n) swan, inirdt

fill (v) purr k.

— (by ramming in)

(cartridges) hal bestin

filter (y)parznin
y sdf k.

filth chirkzn, qirizhz, mir-

ddrz, kJiult^ chepelz,

dzJiiini

final pashm
find (v) dztin, dozzn,paida k.

fine (of material) wiird,
!

hurd
finger am, anwiska, till

fi n ge r - r ing am iisir, amuswanka
finger-tips sertili, tipilka

finish pashm, ser, tamani
— (v) qatdndin, tamani k.,

paik indn

fire dgir
— (v) (a gun) dwztin, wdld

k. dgzr dan
— (set fire to) dgir dan
— (catch fire) bidgir b.

dgir girtin

firewood ardii, chilka, shiwati

firm hishik, qazvz, rraq

first yeki^ yekdn, berzn,

bei'dki

fi rstborn nukhri
firstfruits nobdr

fish mast

fisherman masigir, mdsichi

fist must, misht, chenk

pestin

tipil, paicJiz,

khdnik

hiiiiridic

hzzhink,

ezhink

berahi

akhandin

dozinawa

amust

taqandin,

khestin

dgirdie

avval

ndozik

mishtakula

VOCABULARY

NG
five peuj
fix (v) chat k., qdl k., hal

khsstin
fixed gzrza, kutid
flabby SIS

flae riis/itiriy uaiaaq
flames garr, gurz
flash gash
flat Mi/vri-i) ^aya, pan
flattery c>rl(liaW
flatnlpnrp kilpzk
flavour tanz

flea kaich
flee (v) rrd k.

y
rdwin

fleece puost
flesh guosht
flight rrd, kiich

fling (v)ferz ddn, bar! dan
flint chaqmdq
flock bir, ran, garan, guhir
flocks and tarsh o tdlan, gdrdnza
herds

!

flood [y)aw pzchdwtin,

floor

flour

flow

flower

fluid

flute

fly

foal

foam

1 pait

wishartin

(y)ldfdw, sairdw, tofana
ard
drd, arvdn, dr
(stored for winter)

zenzher

(v) rizhzdn, parznin
gul, gulilk, kulilk

awl
dudek
inaish

(v) see ' flee
'

{y)farrln, ferdndin
jdnu, jiidnii

kef

zwzrui
mum

bilyur

muz, muzz

207

SG

mazrdndin

j

pachlkhz

noma
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fodder kInvarma charva

fog tarn, mtzh, hubd

fold fv) qat k. labar khestin

— (W)td, pechia

— (sheep) gum, kurishk
— (for sheep in winter)

biruzh
— (for lambs) kiwza
— (for cattle generally)

paijdn, shewin,guw
foliage gla, ba/g, valka

follow (y)lashfm ka. or hatin
%

bishundd hdtin,

lepai chun, dumd
hatin

fond duost

food taisht, chaisht, nan,

khwdi'in

fool gdoj^ndzdn

foot pat

footman pid

footpath pidri

for bo

— (because) ku
forbidden haram
force stir, hdzh

ford budr, derbdz

forearm zind, qiir

forehead ndwchdw,jenik, dm,
silk

foreign gharib

forelock tolik

foreman sen, wussd, husta

forenoon tdsht, baidni, berani-

maru
foresee (v) labar ditin, lapishwa

ditin

forget (v)

NG
tain, zdd

SG

maghalga

tain, zdd

zhebo

Iwardni

pdkhma

zeldm

zhebir chun

bigdr

bdlamilk

tewil

chasht

lebir chun
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j
NG

forgive (v) lai bhurtin, bakhsh k. zhaJ hhUvfiw/iirtfi4rt' Urt'i/Lr Lift/

fork chenk, khenj c/tengr
formerly jdrdn, paishin, barin,

dibertdd, paishwa
zhitnizhinr iffy frit tffJ r ft is ft? //a'in /i hs~»i/-vtlrrlUUaT

forsake (v) ber dan
forswear (v)pdriz k., tark k.

fort qala, kuchk
fortnight du hefti
fortunate bakhtydr, khuddnbakh wariwdn
forty chil
foul pis, mirddr, chirkin j

foundation bindgha, beiurL bin /l ? tpf J* is) 7 1 i Stuifioriifia
fountain kani
four char chwar
fourth chdran, chart, echdrdn chwdrmin
fowl mirishk
fox riwz, riiwi
fragment wiird, ker, pelek,

taldshek
fragrant khuoshbuon
francolin sisk, kiiet, par, pur
fraud drukdr, dizkdr, chiruki lit) a sh 77P!

fraudulent chiruk
free

— (at liberty) dzd, bari
(gratis) khurdi

freehold juldu
freeze sdhul bestin, qdrzsin aavlnii}i ytiftrt U.

shdpirzd b.
freight bar
fresh tdzd, nil

Friday aind, via, junta
friend dTiost

friendliness duosti, dad
fright ters

frighten tersdndin
frightful sdmndk
frigid (temperament)

khiinsdr
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frill firishk, rusha

fringe rusha, rtshuk, bisk

frog bog

from l&

front ber, bera, debardd

frontier serhad, sdmdn, senur

froth kefy
kewek

frown gurjichdw
— (v) merekin

frozen sdhulgtrtta, yakh bua

frugal ninuk hishik

fru it mzw, fiki, fiqia

frustrate (v) bipar kn bifar k.

fry (y)biridn, birishtin

fryingpan tdiva.sail

fuel shdwiti, shewdti, drdu

fugitive rewt
y
rewik

^

full pirr, tizh, tir

fullness ptrrz
y
tizhiy tiri

funeral shin, mazdr bi. qabr

funnel qifa> rati

fur kulk
y
khuriy tuk

furious gharrdtiy qin

furnace agir,furi

furrow hely kuriy kidish

fury qin, wasu, sil

fuss halopaly perpitin

futile puck, bikhud

future pashm, pdshawa,
liwipashy pewa

gable shirwdni

gadfly kennaish

gain gdddn.gdnddUy qazdnj

gale tufdn

gallop charlepy charpel, ghar
—- (v) bezdndin charlep bi.

NG

she

SG

zinj

qurwdkh

shdpirzd

baz, bez

bazin,

bazdndin

kdl

brizhdndin

dgirdu
harra

kuma-dgir

chwdrndl
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gallows ddr, qanndra
gamble (v) baztu

gangrene heUy ndsur
eraol hapisy mapiSy

dusdkhdna
garden vaZy bdkhcha
gardener razzvdn hdhhrh{r7L'fln

garlic

garment 1tllk 111 hfivcr hew)

gate dergay qdpi
gather chinin,chidndin, hal k.

chiqdnditiy birhew k.

gathering (of persons) qdoniy
\

jewat
slid, dza

eraze tamashd
gazelle dsik, hasik

generally epirri, zurtir

generous merdy dastwakirriy

dilmezzn, karam.
judnmir

genius dqil

gentle dsta, yawash
gentleman juatniry ujdghzdy dg/id

gentleness iiarmi
genuine asil

get (v) girtin

giddiness gaiji, sergarridn

giddy gaij\ sergarriy ghizh
gift pdmiiz, dtydri

gigantic purr mdzin
}
qawi

mdzin
gilt zerkishid, zerkilddi

gimlet burghiy bitut

ginger zenjafil, kok
gipsy qarachiyjingana
girdle see ' belt

'

NG

parts (rare)

SG

durdniny

daman

herwakht

zur gawra
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NG
girl kick, qiz, kanl

girths kurls, bertank

give (v)ddn, ddln

glad slid, shad, khuosh

glass shusha,jdm

glistening drdoshin, chemituk

glitter ~
(y) drdoshin, bereqin

glove lapich, dastkesh

glow ruhndi

glue mdslrinj, chesp

glutton khura, ferekhivdr

gnash (v) cheqdndin

gnat maishk, matshula

go (y)chun, harrin

go out (fire) wa mirln,fautln

goat bizin, sidwun, tishtur

goblet jam
God Khwadl, Khwd
gold zair, dltun

goldsmith zairinger

good (adj) mind, qenj, cha,

khzuash
— (n)rrundl, klr,jdida

goose sond, qdz

gorge kal, nwdl, shiw

gourd gundak, kiiela

daulat

kemkem
(y)patruma or paiwdn k.

ddnga, dendek, dan, lib

baplr, pirik

ddplr, dlydnidzln, ddya

nava
truly miwlzh

lepik, shelik

paishu,

paishik

mirln

SG
kanishk

government
gradually

graft

grain

grandfather

grandmother
grandson
grape

grass

grasshopper

gia

kula, kuh, chekurjtk

rrmn
mirdin

biklr

gall, astank

bash, chak,

wash

kulaka

(unripe)

birslalla
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NG SG
grassy big id

grating tur

g 1 cl I I J tUlrua, (JcluSrly fcriuri ai
cxri} t"ii 1 1"\71 O.LU 1 L y fa/y iiii} </ /y h/y t? It chTc I?

grave glir, mazdr, gur?i, qabf

gravel vikh, kiwirmain
gravy awguosht
gray VUsj, / Ctrl'

graze (vj livat 1/1 , chcriti

( C Q 1 1 C 1 /'JQt yy •J/'yy 1/1 si1 -ti^dUS.j 1 tUilrtlrlLllrl,

trctf tl/iLllrl
1

OTPS CP CrlClJ 7rl

r I?/y/^vT1? charmln

b 1CdL
7ii/j p" 7 jj o i v hi / 7 Ti (i -iti c Ti>// LtlAi {,/(>, i? Vf , U it'l /tl-fj frit k> L ft- gawrd

VJ 1 cctc Rum
green hp^J? V/lf/lP \>'//7J/

greeting salau

grief khuduky kul, dilsuti khain
grind (v) lai bz., lai k.

(flour) hintln, hirdn hurln
grip (v) girtin^ lialpaskln

baqal
1

groom militer

y v j umar ft.

gross qalao

ULLU zaglia

g I (JUI JLl at U, tcriUOl zewl
///j cf/r fTv/y ni'V

grow (v) (a plant) haishtn b.

khasldn
riiuiy sdoz b.

growl gurrma
grumble giirizhin

,
merlzhln

y

ghummdn
gurragurrk.

guard pdszvdn !

guest maivdn
guide serek, shdrazdl keloshk

guilt such, gund ! bendsa tawan
guitar tamura

\
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NG
gullet

gully

gum
gums (teeth)

gun
gunny
gunpowder
gutter

zengeluk, gelt

junzz, shzw,jur
benisht, saqiz

pu, kurl

tfenk, tfek

luska

dermdn, taizek, bdrut

ndv, ndwkh, ndwkhd,
skurrik

cr\7 r»Qi im

lid Ul L n / j? hhw vn c 7^7lArtr fV
j

fVflisV, f VVJ t fit

(ihflddn dvanitt \JW Listl / 1 y C v is LI f ir is

hail tairk, tarza, zzpek serk

hair qizh, pur, mu
hairy purrqizh, bimu
half nziv niwishkdn

hall dzivdnkhdn

halt (v)rrd zuustdn, wustdn sikinzn

(as on a journey) evirin

halter paidbeng, hawsdr
halting-place vdr, evir, qundgh

hammer chakuch, tukhmdkh
hand dast

handful misht
y
chenk, kurmik

handkerchief lachiky dasmdl
handle dasak, kurz

handsome Judn, daldl

hang (v) (trans.) hal dwistin, diliqdndin

hal bestin, rd bestin,

hal kishdndin

(intrans.) dwiz b. diliqin

hangman qanndrachi
happen (v)qawmm, kewtin,firm

(auspiciously) pak
zndn

y
rdst b.

shdkhtaiz

SG

jdjk

tdicha

dd bdzin

bikhdo

manzily

havdrga

daz
gumal, guel

ntangzl

khujudl
dwlzh k.
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happiness shd, shddz, khuosliz,

dilsewkt

happy slid, khuosh, dilsewk

hard heshk, eshk, sakht
hardly tent, anjdkh
hardness heshkz, eshki, sakhti

hare kezvrishk, kerzvzshk,

kergu
harm zidn, zerar, khesdr
harness takhim, jildn

harvest dirun
,
jukhzn

,

kharman
haste halopal, ajala

hasten {v)zu b., zu k.
•— (ofhorsemen) dzhutin

hasty seigerm
hat kldo, kiola

hatch (v)hal zndn, kirr kewtin
hatchet bizver, twr, tiishak

hatred dizhminz, dizhminati
hatter kldoker

have (v) bun, bum, dirdn (rare)

hawk wdshd, serger, bu

NG

j

kurska, tir

; kurshatz,

\ tiritt

pusdt

\
lezi k.

! lez k.

qaugh
kurk dd nzdn

SG

I

rraq

rraqi

gurj b.

i

hawthorn gwaizh
hay gzd
haze tarn, ml, mizh, hubd
hazel finilq

he dv, do, dwa
head ser, kala

headman kekhiia (Persian

Kurds), mdlkhul
health hal, parzstz, khwashl
healthy sdkh
hear (v) bhzstin

heart dil, zer

heat germz, germdkh

charkh,

mishkgerek

dikatl

7
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heathen
heaven
heavy
hedge
hedgehog
heed
heel

height

hell

help

helpless

hem
hen
hence

gdwr
behisht,jinnat

girdn, qurs, qavi
pezh
jujt, zhuzhi, zhiijka

(v)guhddri k.

pant, ofdark
berzz, berzhurz, belini

duzhd, duzhakh,
jehannim

ydri, ban, art, pari, hdr

(v)

baichdr

)

mirishk

liwai. lairadd

henceforth pashiwt, lizvipashi

herbage
herd

herdsman
here

heretic

hermit
heron
hidden

hide

hideous

hiding-place

high

high road

haskmdz, shiniti

galak, dawir^ gdrdn,

ker, gal
shudn, gdwdn
aira, airda, laira,

lairda, wir, wirda^

avddl
kulaitg

wundd, wushdrtia
(v) wushdrin, wushdrtin

nashzrzn, gushtdl

lana, tdldd

barz, bilin, zhtir

shahrz, shdreddr

NG

muldsang

bahnan

zherd,

zherada,

zhwideri
zhwipa$hi

y

piwa
zhnhdpiwa

pahin, bzrk
y

rewu

hera, lera,

wzr, liwir,

zhiwtr

derkhum
khef k.

koti

tik, haltn

SG

muqayid b.

pdzhna

hawar,
pistawdni

baqia dan

pdsktama, ,

lamoduwa

ran

hashdr k.,

qdim k.

shdra
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highlands chian
hill111 1

1

cma, oaiLy girifz, naiaia
nil! <"i/~* L'1111 1 (Jt,K OtJlgU

him vat, J, at

hinge i'aiz
y
riz

nip

hire kzra, kiru

his -zzvaz

hit ( \f\ f/77 ff Jm hhpstjit

lai khurzdn, qat k.

hive kawdr
hoar-frost qarm, qirdzv

hoarse dang girtia

hog vardz, burdz
hold (v)girtin

y
dast gzrtin

hole kund, kul
homeless bainidl, vil, baivar
honest rdsdil, dilpdky rdst

honey hingivin

NG

kulinj

qisha

honour dwru, ndmus, ruspztz,

dbur
hoof lep, sum
hook changdl, huchk
hoopoe dunuk

hop (x)bebez ch.

hope uzuz, hiwi
horn usturi, kocJi, kuloch

horse hasp
— (pack-horse) bdrgir
— (saddle-horse) nzshta

— (pure-bred) hftr, kharfi

— (mixed breed) chekma
— (puller) ser hishk
— (biter) geztlk

hingzw, gwzn

ser keliin

pail

SG

hardd, tapdl

tapula

kluk

kanulka
khuisar

wurdz

(wild)

shadera,

shdmati'dnka

qulldf

gana?tasma
J

pdpiistilai-

viana

qtdqulatz

shdkh

jzszn

ydbu
serkish
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horseman
horseshoe

hospitable

hospital

host

hot

hotel

hound
hour
house
housekeeper
how

how much
howl
hug
huge
humanity

humble
humiliate

humility

hump
hunchbacked
hundred
hunger

hungry

horse (strong) chor, gurchik

— (good goer) rrdwdn
— (stumbler) dastgir

— (gelding) has/id, kishd,

akhta
— (ambler)
— (race-horse)

(stallion)

suvdr
rial

ndnddr, karam \

mdristan, blmdrkhdna ,

(of the house) khuimdl

]

germ
(as of spice) tung, tund

\

mivankhani \

sat

mdl, khdni, qundgh
kaiwdnu
chun, chdivdn, chtiin

chan, chiqds

(y)zurin, lurin

baosh, bdzk
\

see ' gigantic

'

merdagt, meritl
\

dilnizm
j

(v) shkdndin
j

dilnizmi
I

kuz
j

kuz, katvdn

sat, so

birsitl, birchi, birchiti,

birchidn

birsL birchi
\

NG

igdich

iba

beza

tamdzalk,fdl

sol

SG
hastur,

quchdq

maivdnperest

khdvandmdl

kuchik

runishtia

kusdn, chtof,

chtur

chla

n

shkndndin

kdbus

pidoati,

pidoi

quez

quez

VOCABULARY

NG

sekmdn

qalishm

hunt rrdw
}
nachir

hunter rrdwwdn, nachiiwdn
hurricane frtuna, tofdn,garrabhd

hurry (v) see ' hasten '

— (n) see * haste
'

hurt (v) (intrans.) aishin

(trans.) aishdndin

husband shu, merd
hut kukh, kepar, shikiw
hyena keftdr^ paling

hypocrisy rta, drui, duruti

hypocrite riakdr, dilchiriik, duru sdlus

hypothecate {y)giru dan

I

ibex

ice

idea

idiom
idiot

idle

idol

if

ignite

ignorance

ignorant

ill

illegitimate

illness

ill-omened

ill-tempered

illumination

illumine

imagination

imagine

pasdkewi
sdhuly sdhir, bestelek

fen, hush,fikr, gumdn
zetndn

shit, dm, kelegilez

pilch, batdl, tenber

put
c*k, agar

y
hagar, ar, var

{v)dgirddn, wa khestin

nazdni
nazan, nakhwundi
bimdr, ndsdkh
(child) turdz, karam
aish, ndkhushztz,

ndsakhl
waishum, shiim

rik, badfasdl

chirdkhwdni

(v) chirustin, ruhnd k,

fikr, huosh, hush

(y)gumdn k.

az, ma
bizindchid

wdld

haka, hak

kaukeri

SG

rrdwchi

zhdn k.

kerntar,

gurkanka

7nin

bizinikewi

ddgerstdndin

zuljiaramzd

rilzhin k.
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IN (j

immediately vajdrz, bijarekyjdri warrina herista,

heristdka

immense bzpzwdn
immerse (v)nuq or nuqum k.

immersion jum, nuqml
immune beri, hisd askdn
impatient ndszibur, ndsabdt

impolite ustur, ndsdz adabsiz

importunate ruchukdj'
}
khwdzik bdrhingiw,

surpena

impossible ndi, ndbz, ndita ndwu
imprison (v) hash, mapis, hapis k. dusdkh k.

impudent bzhaid, bidbur

in new, tat, dinzw, ntVy di ndo

incendiary sutdl

incense
1 7 7- 7
buknuTy bsnza

incident serhdtiy qdomi
incision brin,jighiz

inclination khwdstagdni, khwdst
incomplete kern, kirn, nuqsdn ndtawdw
incomplete- kemdsz, kemz, nzwish- ndtwdwi

ness kdn
incurable bidarmdn
indeed dly qat, rdstl

independent khuser, khulsh khukkdvand
indication nisJidn, dzydrly shun

indiscreet dem dirzd, dew wakeri
infect belqittii (rare)

inferior \X\) ZilZYZHy ^HZTCiaiiL

inflammation teshenek amds
inflate (v) bd k., pf k.

influence dashaldt (das-haldt)

information kliabar nabd, hdzh

inhabit (v) ru nzshtm
y
dd utsJitin

inhabitants ahl, mcrdutHy khalq

inheritance trds

iniquity guna, sticky qabdhat

injury zzdn, zerar

VOCABULARV 221

in i ustice hihiin hid/i/iiIS Is rCULf j L' l?LisLI LVC-

ink mtivakew
1 1 J Kb Idl 1L1 dvuit

innate11111 CL L ^—

<

him rt hi

11111 L /j 7 y 17 /Tr r!4 C4 4 /~ Li r*i 1 SV4 f £*4/ <fuzgiiTia, uzsciCri, uzqusui
1 n tl nm pf3 H ] f*IllllUlllCi cliJiC fl4 // 4 C /7 111 /If is r!4 si sy oui fii&iiiiiLij j uzuas

inopportune baiwakht

inquire (V ) 1/1 VSVflY hivy t* > *j y vt' / f\? *

J1HJU1.5I1.1VC UljJU J

11 ) odllC S/ZZZ, lltrZ

1 1 1 od 1 1dU 1

C

trzacX/uZrsz

J I IsCL L jUuUar
, /pc/ 7/ZZfv

1

1

1 SCI L \v
J
CilC /C.j ill U- rC., Klir Ul.

i ncin p lArbrli, iXJ
,

lilt') lllltlit

i iiboiii nid hi h Li /yiyoiiUlfvrltlW

I

in sta nt1 1 1 O LCX 1 1 Lr (

a

f 1 1 mpl sipin fii trph
y \J 1 LlillVjl t*C//tj WWt/t

i n t; f"F» H C? fa S?-f)i? C I? 1/lTijrlol/t&rl)

111 b Li ULL f \7 \ //,; c /7/ *" yV /z»-*7 fl l ll ft[v ) Lit;j III? CI., Ic/lUlrl /p.

in QtrnrtintiQ Llt-Jlllf y lK>flUlfl

i n n rhn*pnflllolllliVjll^ll L fppiii hiiV7 J?niitifVC-t/t, fVl-irt/, tXrtArirtft'

insult dizhitiin chiv fTim?Lis Ir&trl'frt'Vfts, \yf Li* r y l* LAJ b

intelligence hush hiio^h anJ

intelligent Zand, khuihush
intention111 Lk^ll LIW 1

1

1111Y/1'in mui'/i'? fcfiTPf/y c/l f trt> r (As t ft- , / ft tv I LI iO y fVf (, UU W-

J

fand
intercede (v ) khdtir girtin

interest zaidiy qdzanjy tanzil

interfere (v) taikel or tzw b.

interference taikely tzw
interior ntWy zhur
interpret (v) terzumdni k.

interrupt (y)berzn, berdndin

intestines rikhwdTy hur, zirdw.

ruwz
into see (

in
5

NG

itobzr

nachdghy

bzclidgh

kemkuzh

kushku
behneky pel,

gaw
zhejaz

bederk

SG
bat qezdz

matrza,

ddikzd

ndo, lanao

lajaiy labat

tilzhfam

rzj'a k.

salaf

suchgar,

rikhlu
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intoxicated

intrigue

inundate

invade
invaluable

invasion

invent

inverted

investigate

invisible

invite

invoice

involved

iron

irresolute

irrigate

irrigation

irritable

island

it

itch

its

itself

NG
serkhwash
dubdra, hewutin

(v) see ' flood '

;

(y)dzhutin, kewtinaser

bzbha, biqimat

azhiitin

(v)dztin

bidamu.wazhz, serdbin

(v)pat hildndin,pirsydr k.
\

jesesandin

wundd, nddzydr,
j

ndshkdr
(v) wdda girtin, ddwat k.

\

gdzi k.

szd/iz
|

bitewhew, taik

asin, //asm

dudil

(v)dw dan
\

dwddz
;

dilndzik, khapkhapuk

SG

chznz

damokhwar

jezzra

av, va, vaz

{y)khurzn, gir k.

hivai, idvai

khwa, kho

hdwiga (rare)
j

awa, o

hinzawa
khwai

jackal chaqal

jacket satr, salta

jail dusdkhdnajnapis.hapis

jar kupa, khunz,jer,

mirgdna
javelin pelindar

jaw eskdchlfiga, hastia

ckinga
jealous kumresh, reshagumdn,

dilpzs

jelly nishaista

kzdsara,

chekmdn

dzkhesi

VOCABULARY

NG
jerk

jewel zznat, gawhcr \

jingling Jinjil,jingzl
,

join {yf)biyek k.
y
or bestin, tiw

khestitz

joint jumishgd, gdrechlk,

bangd
joking terdna, laiz, mahanak \

journey rri, rrewztz, safer

joyful siiaa

judge qdzi

juice aw, gewzsnz

juicy dtvddr

jump (v) bdnz dan, halferrzu or

parrzn, hal awztin

just vast, haq, tizhz

justice niirainz, beraberz,

adalat

keen taizh

keep {y)girtin, dirdn (rare)

keeper -wan (affixial)

kernel hastl, danik, kdkul
kettle tenjur, sitil

key klila

kick (x\)painek, skaq
— (y) pai iai ddn, tai hal

dan
kid kahr
kidney gurchi, gurchtk

kill (v) kushtin, kuzhdin

kind dilsuoz, hebbi

kindred kJiizm

king padshah, sultan

jenqzn,

bkhshzn,

khol k.

223

SG

t

zringazrzng

likdndin

jaijumish

I

Jianaka,

serwaser

merdumddri
(extreme
SG)

chinja

gzsk

gulchila,

gurddla
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kingdom
kiss

kitchen

kitten

knapsack
knead
knee
knife

knit

knock
knoll

knot
know
knowledge
knuckle

Kurd
Kurdish

labour

labourer

lace

lad

ladder

ladle

lady

lair

lake

lamb

lame
lamentations

lamp
lance

land

daulet, orket

busa, buosha, rrdmusdn,
bdzka

dshkhdni, matbakh
kittik, jujkapsinga
turwa, kheltik

(v)glrik k.,paipez k.

zknu
i
hizhnz, chuk

kaird, kair

(v) bdftin

(v) lai dan
girdik, tapulky chid

girl

(v) zdnzn

zdni
y
zdndi

giridtipel

Kurd, Kurmdnj
Kurmdnji

tsh, kdr
muzdwer, ranjber,

jutkdr
haskia

kurr, riila

paizha, paizhina
dvgerdan, ke/gir

kahvdnii, bibi, khdtun
kil, meghel
kuldw, kill

berkh, kawr, gwrik
{y)ser ketin y

berkh daman
shal, leng, khirtik

ndla, kali) gdzl slim

chird

ram
ard, khuol, bum

NG

kodk, mivan

shuL shukhul

lao, lav, lack

ster, paistair

keskii

wishair

pisus, pchira

SG

indch

bchkapshi

shailandin

harmata,
razmiamust

karger

pilafcan

qaldogha

khanini

lana

zan
chirdddn

zwi

VOCABULARY 225

ind

lane

language
languid

lantern

lard

large

lark

lass

last

latch

late

later

laudanum
laugh

laundress

lawless

lawsuit

lay

laziness

lazy

lead

lead

leader

leaf

leak

lean

leap

learn

learned

lease

(for ploughing)
gdokhdn

(cultivated)

ku
y
km, kfildn

zimdn, zzvdn, hizivdn
sls

}
skiI

fdnus
y fauar

chdor
y
run

mdzin, gir
chahir

kick, ken 1

pashm, pdshi, dkhir
cheftgel, qulldf raiz
drang
push
terzdk, Idduwa

(v) kanin
(n) kana, kanz

jilshu

berz
y
ydghi

daawd, dehka
(y)dd nidn

y
hildn

batdli, teniberi, puchi
batal, tembely pilch

qld
y
qurqushun

(y)plshzva girtin, birln

derawa, pislnva
(of caravan)
chlu

y
gld, barak

tika, shirta, dldopa
(adj.) larr

(v)palddn
(v)bdnz dan, hal ferrin

orparrin, haldwitin,
rrd hishtin

(y)das girtin
\

zdnd
kiri

y
kerd

j

NG

shidr (rare)

SG

pdlaw

j

tiral

zirtji

berdluk

pal, pak

hliqil, rezhi

jenqin, khol

k., bkhshin

hurl b.

ward

gawrd
kldona

kenishk

duwdin
halqaraiz

hishtin

surb, sirift

birdin

nudkaish

/air b.

Q
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A Li
c r

least (at least) a/dm, ditty knu tenii, b/d daskam

leather charm kuderi

— (morocco) sakhtiydn

leave V) hi/an, nidn tZli>llllil

(go away j aer cnuii,

rri girtin

leave alone hi/an, jai hishtin, dd
man

lizvan

leave go (v) bar dan

leaven mdya, hewin, khdm khartnua

ledge lich, iiw /aba

leech zhdii, ziiri, dizriik

left chep, cheb
j

leg ieiig, lenk, pai qacfi

legging paipiich, paic/iek muctipaien

legible khwdna
leisure zanai, oaiaii, j in i>un

lemon limit

lemonade dw/imu
lend (v.) sipdrtin, bidain dan,

biqarz dan

length draizhi

lengthen (v) draizh k*

lenient nerm, sis

lentil nisik, mash rlH^rlC

leopard pe/ehg

leper gilri, bdzik

less kemter, kem
lessee kirlyar, kirigir

lessen (v) kem k.

lesson ders, khwdndin
let (v) (allow) hi/an, hishtin

letter nwisia, kdghad, mektub yazmish

lettuce kdhu
level takht, rds, sdda

liar durukdr, drivin wirikdr duruzin

liberal dast wakirt, bikaram

liberation rhd

library

lice

licence

lick

lid

lie

lie down

life

lifeless

lift

light

lightning

like

likewise

lily

lime

limekiln

limp

line

linen

linger

VOCABULARY

ktaibkhdni
ispi

y
ishpish, ishpa

rtikhset

(v) itstin, /is k.

ser, deri, dam
(n) drii

(v) drii k.

rrdkhewtin, rra kewtin,

draizh bun, nustin

ziii, zhiiigai, umir

NG

(v) bar girtin, hat anin

(n)ruhndi, ruozhndi
(K&}i)Sllk

(v) dgir dan, dgir k., wa
k/iestin, ruozhin k.

bruske, shamdrta
(v)(to be pleased with)

begen or pesen k.

(to love) khzvdstin,

wain
(adj.)zvak, wakfi, zvakt,

wasd

whd
sausan

dhek, qisir

kura
sis

(v) ku/idn, she/in

rdza, rez, rdsta

jaw, ketdn

(v) drahg k.

rra zan

mina

hiw

hebdndin

haehvaka,

hdwaku,
hezvsdn,

tesek,feni,

mina

k/iaz, hp.

22J

SG

iaisdndin,

itstin

par kewtin,

pa/ dan

mirdua,
mirdia

ha/ girtin,

id bi.

dagerstandin

minana

tllima, tel
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NG SG
liniment

lining

link

linseed

lion

hp
liquid

list

listen

litter

little

live

livelihood

lively

liver

living

lizard

load

loaf

loan

loathe

lock

locksmith

locust

lodging

lofty

lonely

long

longing

merhem 1

hdsir, dstar

khishtdzinjir, halqa

bazr, twketdn

shair

Uw, lich

dwaki, ruini

defter, sidhi

(v)gueddrz k.
y
guh girtin

bhistin

takhtaravdn

(adj.)pchuk, zviird

(quantity) hendek,

kemek, tiizek, henek,

qdsek

(v) zhin, zinged k.

ish, shukhul
paisuky chaspdn

jerg, jerk

zhl, zindii

marijuk, mdrmilka^

mdru, bizinmizhink

bar
nan
qarz, dain

j

(v) dil tew b., dil tir b.

qifil

(hair) qizhik, kezi, gul,

pirch

(v) qiftldndin, qifil k.

qifilger

kula

khan, khdnu
bar

z

y
belind

tint, tinid

draizh

drezii

krkrk

bewil

seh k.

naqdek
anduska

bhurtin

gezeb

persenk

bisk, tidik,

temeru

chilinger

chekurjek

pesin

i

mdrmaluka,
qumqu-
mak

VOCABULARY 229

look

looking-glass

loom
loose

loot

lose

loss

lost

lot

lottery

loud

love

lover

low
lower

luck

luggage
lukewarm
luscious

lustre

machine
mad
maggot
magic
magistrate

maid
mail

maize

(v) berewdndin, tamdsha
k.

dbgina, ninik

tdun
shil

tdldn, chapaw

(v)(as a battle) bazin

(mislay) wundd k.,

gum k.

zian, khusrdn
witndd, iaikcJiia, gum
par, part, ba/tr, bar

pishk
badang

(v)khwdzin, wain, ewin
(n)same as infinitives

berdilik, khuzgin, dilka

nizim, khwdr bin

nizimter, zhiri,

khwdrin
{y)nizim or kJiwar indn

bakht
keloinel

shila, shirgerm
dwddr, shirin

\

draoshin, ruhndi

cherkhy makina
shit, din,jinu

kirw
jadti

qdzi, dushek, mufti
see ' girl

'

pusta
zurat

NG
fikrian, seh k.,

maiza k.,

ferejin

tirhezv, taleki,

birida

bei'za k.

berzd

hebin, hewin

SG
rwdndin,
nwdrin

barralai

bash

pianqu

khushdwis

kerpdl
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make ( \i \ rlj/n J?IV 1 isfliA/ rC.

(Yi a 1 'A c\ \r1 1 1 a. i ci^i y hiindri wdsdkhi{/C'frt'tA'f is, 1 L Ct' O LI fV f l* is

male ticiiv

malevolent dilrrash, dilpis
j

malice Vlk) kill

m a 1 1 dwt111 CLI

1

KJ vv funl/n /?/nJh/j !

1 I t (/ 1 11-
j L IVw ur\j L is

j

man 1ftaiv f>ido Diiiiruf

manager serek, serkirdia

itiane {/ 1-/J fVt/V

manger hdkhur, dkhia
manhood mairiti, merditi

mani fest dshikdr, diydr
m rA n lr i n H111 ell 1 iv 1 1 1 t_l utprdmu dd/yu? ifi^dft1 1 Its f LA/ 1 1 1 / £

,
tH^M/At-j £ rt^JVt, fli

manliness mirdni, pidoati, meriti

manner san, jur\ terz

lllclllLCl[JlCv».C J' tl frO t trbUr fV t I V C-t- . f lit IV

manure rid, zibil

manuscript dasnwis
many
m a in 1? /J/7 <Jl /I

ma rhl e mentier

llldl c ivj/jJh

m arp"i*n1 11 Ct 1 111 gua, rekh, keudr

mark / ( Co fCtt/l'

market chdrsu, chdrchi, bdzhdr
m a rria ctp winri zduudu ° iri

marry (v) mart k., mahr k.

marsh maraza, baisJia

marten dalak, samurk
mason jiiotkar, bend

massacre kuzhdin

massage bshiailin, shelen

master khudi, khdvend, mir,

dghd
mastic binisht, saqiz

mat chikh, hasir

NG
j

SG
chat k., qdi k. \ drus k.

ranjur

kanakish

dfer

khuid

zdf

duruw
charsilka

!

girdeki, nisd

zwijin,

gohdstin

hez

kuzik, kuzha

suran

lejan

khind
lawan

VOCABULARY 231

NG SG
match

matter

mattress

mauve
me
meadow

meals

mean
meaning
meanness

measles
measure

meat
mediator

medicine
meditate

meek
meet
meeting

melon
melt

memoran

memory
mend

kirbit, shkhdrta,

giigird

see ' affair

'

(pus) ktm, chirk

dushek
tolek

me, ?na> min
maraza, maisha,

chamen, mirk,

mirkdn
chaisht

dastenk, daskurt

tai, viand

dastenki, khisti

s?7rik, siiriza

fthvdn, piwa
(\)plwdn, pivin, phvdn k.

guosht, govd
ndwchi, berewdn,

ndwdngi
dermdn

(y)hishk or hi'sh or fikr k.

wamain
ketia, kewtia, faqir

(v) rast hdtin, leberiyek b.

hanjumen
(encounter) rast hat

qarpiis, kdlak, gundur
(v) (trans.) aw k.

(intrans.) aw b.

dum sidhi

bir, bair

(v) (patch) pina k.
y

duranin

mair, bzhun,

chimen

zddy tain,

ferdwin
lachar

qirchuk,

rizhd

jdnchii,

kup, nizim

berhewiya

berdika

qarwi

hilidn

j

piska

tush hatin

tush
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merchandise kutdl, pertdl
merchant bdzirgdn, tujdr
mercury ziwa

y
jiwa

mercy dad, rahm
message khaber

messenger qdsid, paik
metal maadan
mew- (v) miu k.

mews tdolt, pdga
midday niwaru
midden

middle ndwrds, niwik
middle-aged rashkdl
midge mizhik, mizh
midnight niwashdw
mid wile

migration kuch
milk shir

(v) dushin, dutin

mill ash

miller dshawdn
millet gdris

mince (v) wilrd, hurd k.

mine (pron.) imin, himin, imara,

himara, iamin
minimum kemteri
mint punga, piizhdn

minute daqiqa
mire hurr, kharrik, qurr
mirror dwina, ninga, ninek

miserable nachdr
misery zhdri
misfortune kawili) badbakhti
miss (v)(in shooting)

btld chun (to one side)

ser k. (too high)

NG

warikiria

warikiria

kuliwek,

gdriz
holl

shtwinivi

daika

bachik

SG

nardu,

paighdm
ndrdu

sirkwan

maman

gad

kawil, kotta
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miss pat dan (too low)

mist mizh, tarn, tuoz

mistake such, qusur, khalat

- (v)

mix
mixed
mixture
moan
moat
moist
molars
mole
moment
monarch
Monday
money
mongoose

monkey
monopoly
month
moon
more
morning
morsel

mortal

mortar
mosque
moss
most
moth

NG
I

SG

dumdn, khuz
\

shdsh

khepin,
\

gzd
Han,

shdsh b.

(v) taik k.
}
taik bi., tiw k

talk, tiw, lihew tiwhew
tikil

huwdr, dkh, wai, wdkh
chdl, khanaq,jdwr

\

shil, tarr
\

dzu, ash
\

mishdkwera
j

gdw
,
pel, dem

\

behnek

khundkar, shah, $idtan\

dushemu
para, piil (rare)

diisheni

dirdf
boagdn

khwdrdin

taik dan
laik

kdkila

tfwzek

musha-
khurmd

maimun
imtidz

mdng
mdng, indngashdw
purrtir, zaitir

siibi, subhaini

kut, par

mirin, mirdin
havan, hdwarig
mizgewt
berkamar
epur, purri, zia, ziir

papula

da, ddik

nikhir

hiw, mah
hiw
pitir, bitir zurtir

\

baidni

pelek,junek, \ hp
chiti, zuvdll

mother

mother-in-law khsu, khaur, ddmdr

urnikh

pilpiluk,

perpeshuk

ddv
y
di, diya,

mdk

ziirtir
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motion t&kcM, Jltltl, JlUTlkct

mould qdlib

moult IV \yllt LUc-orllllrl

ah ti r\
IIIO Li 1 1 CI

f /? ft? t

/

/j to-hu f/?bIty llllA,, ityllLt.K'

mount (v) suzuar b.

mountain kef, kizh, kiw, chid

mountebank lilti, qarachi

mouse mush, mishk
mousetrap tela

moustache simir

mouth dam, daw
mouthful farruk, quppurr

move (v) (cans.) takdndin,

jumdndin
(in trans.) takdn kh.

NG
lipdt

movement
much

mud
mug
mulberry
mulberry-tree

mule
muleteer

murder
murderer
murmur
muscle
mushroom

(from place to place)

rdguildstin, guhdstin

jemush, takdn

galek
y
said, purr

(so much) awanda,
kinda

herl, kharrik,qurr, kur
sherba, sherbik, ids

tw
twir, tuhir

aistir, haistir

aistirwdn, kdrwdni
(v) khiin k.

khiilni, khilinddr

(v)(as of water) shurin

bdz, bdush, mdicha
kdrt, kidrk

y
qdrch

zdr (rare)

chiti,jum

lepitdndin

lepdtin,

lezvidn,

herikin,

heridin,

bezaflin

hingizuin

lipdt, zhik

zdf
awqds

srerrek

SG

kulk

zveshdndin

vieruf kiizh

kivdr,gubelek

guwasti-
ndzvd

ziir

quni

ddritiv

pldo kiizh
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NG SG
music khwandin, sterdn

inusiLian it?u fvih sfpY/y J? ? dvdzakhwdu

musk misk

m uslin Jph /y h fan111vyfvrlCl/fl, tvrlLl irliA,

must d? P'frpk Wl bdyest

lil US Lcll k\ kherdel
"i\/T 1 1 c 1 1 1m 1 niviusuiindu IVTlJ <?/?1J7 T<:f/71M

111 U L LCI ( \i\ u)'prizhln wurr k
gurizhin

111 ULIOII rrfi <h f/7 ?

nai 1 l/lo/fitlf j t/LL~Stftl%/f

(n n cyf'x'- 1 wium 1?lilligCi y r{tCrt>lt>t\>

naked t III, r 11 -S tazi khdos, luit

name
nape stil,pishtdin il,pdshustu

1 1 ci U K. 1 1

1

pishtdmdl, pishkir pdshik

v 1 ctl 1 U VV teuk jemik task

nasty pis, nakhzvash, chcpd

n ation

IldlUFC d?l hhu tabis, demin tebiat

nauseated Ci-lLll-r ) HC IOC UL'

n avel tidzvk navck

near itpa t? w t> Ly

neat pdkezh, tamiz

IIC*jCSi3al i 1 V dt wi qat

1 1 t.CCbSd.1 V <rpVPh 7/7PI? HI hfl71) 1

1

neck ustii, mil hafk, afk

necklace milwdnk, ustiizvdnk mildjim, gulwaz
mildgu

needle derzi

(packing-needle) bzhitzhin \
guwuzh

suzhin
i

needy bitisht, bichfbht

negotiate bdzhdrk., wa guhastin
neigh (v) kiildn k. shehin hildn, herrin

neighbour drawsiJairan,dudwka hawsarndl
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neighbour-

hood
neither

nephew

nerves

nest

net

never

new
news
new year

nice

niece

nigh
night

nightmare
nine

nineteen

ninety

nipple

no
nobility

noble

noise

noisy

nomads

none
nonsense

nook
noon

ladi

nd . . . nd . . .

kurrmdin, ktirrkhdlu

rik, rih, pai
haildn, kuldna, Ian

tuer, dam
(for holding chafT)

rrashka, reshik

haichwakhit
no, ?iew, tdza

khabar
sersdl

khwosh
kichmdm, kichkhdlu,

dumam
nezik, nek
shew, shdw
rrasha khdw
nu, neh

nuzda
nut, navait

chichi

k

no, nd
begzditi, tijdgh

begzd, ujdghzd
dang
btdaitg

ashdir, U

kut, tu, hatch

piicht, puchdbaizha,

qsapuch

kiisha, kurna
nimaru, niwarii

NG
der

pismdm

tkhoma, ptin

nishk

niba

SG

brdza,

khwdrzd

dahonuh

emzik 1 sermimk

mirdni,
\
gdwrdi

mdzinitt

kuchir,

kuchirgi,

revenddn

sozdpuch,

bervdzhi

qsabatdl

qurtta
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nose

nosebag
nostrils

not

notch
nothing
notorious

nourishment
now

nuisance

number
nuptials

nurse

nurture

nut

nutmeg

oak-tree

oath

obedience

obey

obituary

obscene
obscure

obstinate

obtain

obvious

occasionally

luot, puoz

turn, iurik

khurkhink, luot

nd
kemch
haich, hizh

y
kut, tu

dshkard, manshur
taisht, khwdrtn
ista, hewistdnjienuska,

aneka

(of a person)

azhmdr, hizhmdr
girdek, girt

ddin

(v)

finuq
jdoz

ddribaru

sund
itdt, farnidn, halgiri

(v) itdt k., farnidn hal

girtin

fdtiha, shin

pis

tar, tdri

kalahishk

(v)girtin, hal girtin

diydr, dshkard
bijdrdn jdrek, jdrjdri

NG
kep, difink,

bivil

jhur
diwing,

difink

zdd, tain

nikd, nhd,

nohd, aniihd

hefigi,

aneka
berhiiigiw,

teklevai

bikhodt k.,

khuddni k.

SG
qupn

kundlut

chawshitr

khiiid

zhijarjdrek,

jdrndn

khwdrdin
istdka

sarharz

sur

khdwandi k.

siiind, siiing

farmdnbari
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open wa
(v) wa k.

(intrans.) wa b.

opening kund, deri, shaq
ophthalmia chdwaish, chdwzhdn
opinion hishik, fend, rai

opium teriak, afiun

oppose (v) lapish wusdn or

kishan

opposite beramber, lebar, pish

option kaif ikhtidr

opulence dauletniandi, zengini

or am, na, yam, yan
orange purtuqdl

occupied kharrik, gzr, dastgir

occurrence paidd, qdowin
ocean derid

odd tak

odorous buonddr, benddr
odour buon y

ben.

offal qirishi, kirizhi, gemdr
offend (v) aishandin, tnrandin
offended (v) (to be) aishin, turin

offering-o qurbdu
often purrjdrdn, zaid
oil run
ointment merhem, seradukai

old huhan
(persons, etc.) pir, kdl, 1

ikhtidr \

olive zait

omit (v) labir kewtin

on ser, laser, lazhiir

once jarek, ddnek
one ek, yek
one-sided wald
onion prwdz,paiwdz

NG

denizi, bahr

stl k.

sil b., was?'/

hatin

dun

SG

lint

pisi

dilgir k.

dilaishik b.

serspi

I

zhebir ketin \

zheser
\
labdn

jdrda, dahna

kirdindwa
gaishtindzva

lapish sikinin

ya
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order (v)ferwun
(xvjferman

origin binydd, pishin, berin

ornament (v) khammelandin
orphan sitvi

ostler niihter

other Idi, dltir, Idin, itn\ di

otter sagdwi, midwi, sahdvi

Ottoman Runn, Usmanli
ought bayst, (inf.) bain, (pres.

ind.) ' he ought/
* it must,

5

etc., dibaa

dibai

our una, hinid, idma, lam,

etc.

out deri, derawa* bider,

biderawa, lider

outcome pashIn
outlaw surgun, tarranidsh

outlet deri, ri, kuna
out-of-the- way awart ^

lari

outside same as ' out
'

oven fur

i

y
tendiir

over leser

overcast hawr girtia

overflow (v) rrd b

overhead leser

overhear
overlook

overtake

overthrow

NG
iiaid k.

naid
mdk (rare)

(v) bhistin

(v)(to pardon) bhurtin

(y)piw gaishtin, gaishtin,

lai gaishtin (or com-
pounds and the

simple verb form

gehin)

(v) ru, or da khestin

SG

binachak
khujuan k,

hatim

iman

zheder, teber

zheser

bdrzhla (inf.,

' to cloud

«P')>
bdrzhln

zheser

laban

hal 7
reshidn

burdin
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NG SG
overturn (v) var or hal gardndin,

qalbdndin, qalb k.,

da wushdndin, haI

wushin, hal

wushdndin
owe (v)qarz b., dain b.

owl baiqush, bum
owner khui, khudi, khdvand,

khuda, khuddn,

khwadi
ox gd

pace

pack
packet
packhorse
pack-saddle

padlock
pagan
pail

pain

painful

paint

painter

pair

palace

palanquin

palate

pale

paleness

palm

kdw, kdv, gdw
bar, td

bestek

bergir, dawdr
kurtdn, mdlik, pdlik

qifil

butperest

satil^ duol, alb, (for

milking) childush

(n)aish, zhdn, zdr, kul

ly)aishtn

(causal) aishdndin

aishin, zhdnin

rehg
rengkdr, naqdsh

jut
serai

takhtirevdn

bereng

spitz

(hand) kef, qamch,

ntvmist

(tree) ddrikhurmd

hansrao

buyagh

chenkdzhuri

ajdnlki,

azhdriiwi

am
kemreng

ndolep

VOCABULARY 24 I

NG
palsy lerzin

pan

pane JCLttt

L/ai 1 1 j j 1

panther iisek, pelenk
paper kdghad, kdqaz
parasol saiwdn, shemsi
parcel bestek

nardon (\f\ bekitshi?? hhiivtifj

(caus.) bekhshdndin
( n^i hehh^h huhiv hilv

nardon ahle hpkh shfcflv hphh ^hvdv

pare (v) taldshin, keldshtin

parents dai bav
y
ddv bdb

parish innh/y?

parliament hafijiiman, 111ejlis

parrot tut1

part par,para, kut, qut, bahr,

kutek, kutaka
(district, country)

derdn, Iddi, ladiw
fas in * to takp one's

pal L
J

itl'lflr

nartialitv Jdpr1T TUtllf

Gartner hpi£)- afifi >Tpd to anv of

the words mpanino* i

' f~)Z\vt ' -fj/niddvUUl L , JJ Li,LH It f
,

sherik, hewbdz

partnership hewbdzi, sheraka
partridge kuot, sisk, kew, pur
pass (v) bhurtin, burin, bhurin,

bhartin , also with

rrd prefixed to

above, dibar kirm,
\

dibar kewtin, dai'- !

bdz b. i

zuvdl, shop

SG

shwena,
lanjina

chengdla

lai burdin

guzasht

terashin

ddik o bdok

bash, qat

lain

laingir

ham- affixed

to any of

the words
meaning
' part \

R
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NG SG
pass (\t\ (t'xwsl'zW hhi) rtnf) dtflIV ) I Cci U 3cL I

J
U rlslsv f t/fArftiM/tr ft/

j

n li if 7V7 V? // 7 17

passage bhuv, buhf, bwdv,

f Ll>U(str is, ci» t va f

passenger cpVWI <thlf} YP12)7J

passport W&tvt-f Is

past A 1st 'isT't/y n II 7/ t'lT/7 /? 7/ 7^7/7flllYlia,U rLLlf LUl^U lit istl,

hhnYin a 1 ^o With

nrpnYPn hllfolYt r LI IJlv^U ^ , \s a ruts i
j

/* /? 7/ 7M /V

paste

pastime bdzi

pastoral shcwlfi, shudui

pab li y HcTJUlY

pasture I CXjtlt ,
till r(>

patch piflG,

path rrz

patient bldeng, tabat

patrol ptl-S UarC, rlLli'lli-rlL

,

KtS flltCCtlC

pattern 4-1PMilCMftfl/Kr fit IsV I IsLis

pause 1 v I CU ItO t Lift , LXJ iv C> d Lis fIs

paving h@vdpuosh

paw lep

payment fi/yi'/i hhn fain him v.fl

muzhd
pea m'tk

peace dshti

peaceable dildsd, diltand, bldeng

peach khukh, khilii

peacock tdus

peak dilzhik, kerd, ker, ser

pear harmi, armu

pearl suf, meruit, merdri

cheria, bzhiin

zhand

a

parispdn
shiwari

pishit

polik y gulfd,

gulitk
ash

kerishi,

kerchln,

chirish

tuk

vierwari
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NG SG
pebble <"// //> 7^7 ,rC(lr Hisll, Ut, r vtkh

bank
\J\Z\^ VX \ tx LC

npr] i crrf^F' C/71//7

pedlar chei'chiy kdojiv

peel I ' 1 1 \ j) i/ L It C\J L Is
j

If Ills I IV

(v) (intrans.) givwdv k.

( frplK ] /7 ; C /? /7 7'/ / 77
! LI alio. I C/i .J rl-Lt- / I i /

1

puost haI

h/ifit?fIsWv Is fif

Js'ilUCtls iXlsl-fl/ilLtls

DPP"

viikh

Pehlevi Pahlzvdtii

pellet guluk
pen Qalaiu, khauia

(for animals) shewiti, Diuzcldn dghil,

11/ /y o~hn / tT/7paijan, la, bivilzh,

( for 1 tTi ) hunv/j
\ i i lain uj y /v- u6j LV

penci 1 41)1 /Inn fa linwi p )? cJ / 1 III CLL4- j IV tLU fL LL> I C>

penitent pashwidn, pashi
penknife t-

/

(sdsLf 1/ j Li 11 1 1 L l C, r Llort'

people 11} M ii? hhfitlntrlC-i Li, (A/ f 1 1 ,
tV/lsLtLLf 1If?V7i //> )>1 1 1 Is f 1st j 1st, 1 1

,

Dicvufid

bcbev dlnf

perceive tl l> Is t f is dtft

perch shdkla

perfect sdkh, tcuidui bckcmdsi
nprfii ttip hi/of? hphti?ij tV\' i (s

j C/ O / 1st' f 1/

perhaps bal, baldnl, debt bashk
peril see * risk

5

period dam, mudda chdgh, mezh
perish (v) nuq b. talk chun
perjure (v) sund hidru kh.

perjury- sundd drii suindi dru
y

siiingidru

permission destur, izin

permit (v) hildn, hishtin

Persia Ajem, Fan's , Airdn
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Persian

persistent

person
perspiration

perspire

perturb

perturbed

petroleum
photograph
physic

pickaxe
pickle

piece

pierce

pig

pigeon
pilfering

pill

pillage

pillar

pillow

pimple
pin

pincers

pine-tree

pipe

pips

pistachio

Ajem, Paris

bdrhinglw
\

kas, mair
\

khu, chu, haraq
|

( v) khu ddn,chu k., haraq k.
j

(v) (reflexive) tiirldn
j

tengdil, turia
\

naft
|

nkis, ask
j

darnidn
\

kulahg
j

tirshi
\

par, para, kut, qut
\

(v) ti chun
|

ivurdz, burdz

kdwtir, kdwok
hurdadizi, dastdirizhi

ddnga, habb

see ' loot'
j

kiddn, kulaka, kel,
\

kilaka,kueraka,stuna \

bdlgl, bdlif, bdlaka,

pdlaka
ddnga
sanjdq

gdz, gazek, miqash

ddrdchdml
burl, lid, bilul

(tobacco) sabil(a. short

pipe)

dendik, chenjik

blsta, kizgwdn,

qizgwdn

NG

surpena

tan

SG

! piao

khurlan,

khurlzhin
\

tengdv,khurid

zuvdl, shop,
|

pdrcha

lima, tan,
j

pelek

tird chun,

suntln

wash, purs darr

daladizl

khaziq

khiiri, risk

mdshik

kizdn,

pukhrank
shiw, qaiiga

(a long pipe)

ushi, veshlk

dangaka,
paya

seringnid

zerdarezh

ddnek
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pistol damdncha
pit kurl, glr, gul
pitch zift, qlr

place gah,jl,jaiga y
shun

— (v) man, dd nldn

plague derd
plain desht

plait gls, bisk, blshk

plane (y) renin, rena k.

— (n) renda, rena

plane-tree chendr

plank takhta

plant (y)dd chikdndin,wushdn-

din, da wushdndin
plaster gej

y
kdgir

plate tepsl, daori

plateau deshtd berz

platform saku
play (v) bdzin

pleasant khwosh

please (v) lai khwdrin
pleasure khwoshi, ska, kaif,

rdhet

pledge giru

plenty galek, zaid, bas,ferd

pliant narm
plough jut, kiitdn

pioughm an ji'ityar

pluck (v) ru chkandin, shkdwin

— (fowl) pur kandin

plum aluch, heluchek, helitk

plunder tdldn

plunge (v)(intrans.) da kewtin

(trans.) da khestin,

avitin

NG
!

SG
j

guom, qui

dans

zkdn, kul

mlz dan

chikldndin

bingir

rind, qenj,

wash

chiandin

laikhwdrdin

zur

zaizhln
j

ruhtin halchqdndin,

bzhardin

dliik, erlik
j

halusha

tdlekajirhew
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NG SG NG
pocket pdshik

}
arvdn, girlfan pot ( water-)jar\kuz,kuluz,

berik.aMidn khuni
poem sterdn, luk gurdnl potato sifhardi, binard
point nuk, tuk, sarglr potsherd dlza, qafek
pointed serttzh pouch turwa, kls

y
girifdn

poison zhdr pound (v) kutldn

pole (tent-) same as ' pillar
' pour (v) raizhin, tai k., richldn rihthty da

police pulls rihtin

polish (v) ruhna or runek dan, mlz ddn
y

riiniq dan (trans.) rezhdndin
,

berqdndin perddq k. 7'ichdndin, da
pomegranate handr richdndifi

pommel qarpus pout (v) rtk k.

pond kuldw, daldw guldw poverty khizdniy bichdrl tesltl

ponder (y)fukurln, wa main taifikrin powder tuz

poniard khenchair,khenjlr,kiard powder-flask kundir
y
kulaka

poor faqir, sergarddn,blchdr

khizdn, chdrcheinky

zhdr

khirl, test power

powerless

shin, qudret, tdw

betdWy blzlir

poplar isplnddr prairie desht

poppy khashkhdsh prayer nwaizh, khwdzln
population khalq, merdum precede (v) lepishwa chun, ber zhaplsh

porcelain faghfuTy chini kewtin chiiin

porch siwddr.shekdl sawata precious qlmatl
porcupine slkhurk precipice kan pal, nishlw

porridge pukhltiy predecessors pishiwdtiy plshwagdn
sdwdr, werik predict (y)lapishwa gutin^ lebar wa gutlny

port bender gutin fdl wa k.

porter bdrglr
}
harndl pregnant aviSy afsu, bdrddr

portion same as £

part

'

prepare {y)dmdn k.ypaik ditin paik Indn

portrait paikar, ask present (gift) dlydrly mizgin,

possess (v) khui bun khdvand b. pdmuZy bakhshish

possession khuitl khuddni khdvandl (diydri and sughdt

possible debl are presentsbrought

(to be) paik dan ashal b. by a returning

post posta, pushta traveller ; the other

pot man, amdn, manjala,

kuoz, kuluz, dlz,

dlza, tanjura

words signify 'pour

boire
')

(time) see ' now *

SG

dashaId ty

hdzh

paishinan

sughdt
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present

presently

preserve

press

pressure

pretext

pretty

prevent

previously

price

pride

priest

prince

print

prison

prisoner

probable

proclamation
produce
profit

profound
progeny

progress

prohibit

prolong
promise
promontory

(v) ddin, (as a person)
bibar indn

pdshi, liwipdsh.pdshtir

(v)pdristin, washdrtin
(v) lai k., gewdshtin,

giwishdndin
giwishin
bhdna, gdzin
jiidu, chi

y
chdky chdg

(v)pishwa girtin, bar
girtin, pak or paik
khestin

see ' formerly

'

bhd, bd, para, qimat,

hizhdn
haw, kalahishki

(Christian) keshish

(Muslim) /^z, mala
beg, shdhzd

(v) chap k.

hapis,mapis,dusdkhdna
hapischi, zirtgdni,

dusdkh
dabi

firman
(v) der man

qazdnj, zaidi \

kiir, kill
J

NG

dviz k.

shapdl, spik,

daldl kesi

aerts, hirts,

pdtri

khundkdr

girtikhdni

ziwal

der dntn

barchun, berkewtin
(v) man" k.

(v) draizh k.

pawdr, qawl, wdda
shdkh, puoz, kish

:druk,

pchukdn
wagdr
wa dan,

SG

palp
khujudl,

khujudn

ranga

qui

niindldn

git

VOCABULARY 249

promote
prompt
property

prophet
proportion

proprietor

prostitute

protect

protection

protector

provisions

prudence

(v) mezln k.

serpdidn, zu
z> hi, khuddnt
paikhamber
see ' portion

'

khuddn, khfii

fahisha, ajem
(v) khuddnt k., kind k.,

pishtawdnt k.,

pawant k.

pdwdn, khuddnt,
khuiti, pishtawdni

pishtawdn, pdwdn
khwdrini, khwardini
hush

NG

cMlink
khuiti

I SG
! gdwra k.

'\ khavandi

prune see 1 plum '

public (adj.) dshkaj-d, diydr
pull (v) kishian, kishdndin

(out) der indn

(UP)

(down) dd kishian or
\

kishdndin
pullet jujik

pumice-stone berr- or berdd hamam

punish (v)pat girtin, pai gehin
punishment jazd

^
!

pupil shdgird
(of the eye) rashidna

purchaser kirydr, bikirr

pure asil, khdrii

purple di

purse kis, kisa

pursue (y)ptw or paik,, bishuwa
or bishiin or bishundd

j

ka.

khudd, khurtt

lecher

khuddnt k.,

halesin

khuddi

tain, zdd

khuiya

ra or ru

kishian

bara ddin

khdvand
gdnddr
khdvandt k.

khavandi

kal kishian

\jfdik,ferrik,

I

wdrrik
\ kuchkazebra

j(extremeSG)

gilara
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pus

push

put

putrefaction

putrefy

kim, zukh
(v)pal dain.palamar dan,

pdla wa k.

(v) man, da man, hildn,

da hildn hishtin,

da hishtin

(on) ber k,

(aside) la ddin or dan
razz

(v) razidn, da razidn

(caus.) razdndin

NG

pastin,

azhiitin

SG

i

para man,
halamdtddn

quadruped
quagmire

quail

quaking
quality

quarrel

quarrelsome
quarry

quarter

question

quick

quicksilver

quilt

quince

chdrwd
hur, harrik, kharrik,

kurr
karawara, qarawdra,

balddnirash

lerzin,jumin

jur,jins,ji$in

(v) turlan

{\\)furtdna, tilr, sharr

sharrker
(hunting) nachir, rrazv

iwdrka, chdrek

pirsj/dr, pt'rsl, plrsd

zii, tung
ziwa, jiwa
laif, tirghdn

(v) hunin, wa hunin
beh

qurr

qatik, verdi

hazhln

ge/j, duz,

shamata
bendsa,

gilta

geljgir

sdivir

hahga

chtvarek

gurj

rabbit

rabble

kerwishk, herwishk kargli, hargu

qarabdriq

VOCABULARY

race (n) (horses) bdz, bez

— (of men) millat, tdifa

radiance 1'uhnek, drdoshi

radish turp

raft kalak

rafter gurga ,
dastak

rag derika, pildska, kewn,

kut, kerpal

rage tilr, qin, kin

raid chapdw
railing taimdn, mahjar
raiment jil

rain (v)bdrin
— (n) baran

rainbow keskdsiir, dshtiifdtma

qush
NG

ripdl, kirkun

wasu, kirba

chapd, chata

jdgh
kenj

nikhtia

SG

gunng

kuhan

rainy bdrizh, bdrlsh

raise (v) hal girtin, rdst k., blin
\

k., berz k.
9
hal man, 1

hal keshdndin
j

raisins miw, kishmish
\

ram baran, quch

rampart beden

ramrod zuma, hirba

rancid tirsh

range hangaiv
rape zurpesti

rare kern

rascal tardzbdv, tardmbdwk,
kai'dmbdwk, hizbdw,

daghal
rase (v) rumdndin
rattle (y)che tan

— (death rattle) kherin

rave (v)paidwtin

barg

zarrinosi-

iilina,

pirchi-

asmdiig

rd k.

idiz, zaqdl,

siltdr, tuldz

shemirdndin
(rare)

wnrrawai k.
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raven kalarrash, qazh
ravine kenddl, shizv, nishiw

raw khaw, ndpazhia
ray ruhnek, ruhndi, taw,

brusk

razor guzdn, jiizdn

read (y) khziinin, khwdndin
\

ready dmdn, hdzir, dnidwa
j

reap (v) dirun, dirHtin, deru k,, \

chinin
\

rear (n) duw, dumdhz, duwdi
\

reason sebeb, sedem
j

rebel (v) berz b., dsi b.
I

receipt gaisht, ilmikhabar
j

recently lazuwa, lanii

reckon (v)zhmdr or hizhmdr or !

htshmar k., hsaib k. \

reckoning hizhmdr, zhmar,
j

hishmdr, hsaib
j

recline (v) see ' lie down '

!

recognition nds
recognize (v)ndsin, nds k. \

recollection bir
\

recommend (v) sipdrtln, rd sipdrtin

recompense muzd, bahr, tijrat,

pairenj
reconcile (v) ash or dshti d.

recover (v) hal or rd or wa girtin

— (to get well) sdkh b.,

khwosho b.

rectangular chdrguhi
red siihra, sur, dl

red breast fendegula
reduce {y)kem k.

redundant zaid, purr, gallek

reed qamish
reel teshi

NG

sdsun, nhdi,

nwdl
ndpahtia

tairizh

SG

kan

ndkulia

tikh

zorba der ka.

baribun

zhazuwa

zhmartz

bash

sandinawa

chwargurna

VOCABULARY 253

refine (v) sept k. (metals), qal k. ;

reflect (v) hush k.,fikir k., wa
j

main 1

refrigerate (y)sdr k., zum or zuqm k^

refuse (y)qabi~dnd k.

regard (v) nairzn, nwdrin,
tamdshd k.

regiment fauj
register defter

regret see ( sorrow '

reinforcement pari, dri, imddd
reins laghdw
rejoice (y)shddz k.

relapse (v)wa ka,

relatives khizm, khaun, khish

release (v) ber dan

relief hisdi, isdi

religion din, bdwir

remain (v) main, rd westin

remainder mat> maya
remark (v) dai k., dang k.

remedy darmdn
remember (v) bir k., labir b., birin

remorse pashi?nam
remote dur

remove (y)/d bi.

renew (v) taza k.

renounce (v) dast halgirtin, dast rd

girtin, toba k.

renowned bldw, manshur, dshi-

kard

rent kird, kiri

— (v) kird or kiri k.

reopen ^(&\vQ\\nd)kuidndindwdx

repairs azgdri, handil, cha k.
\

NG I SG
1

hizdndin,

thvizdndin

paik khestin

fikirin

fukurin

chai k.

rdz ndbun

ydri

dujdra ka.

askdn

maku

bezaftin,

lepitdndin

hewshi

pesindndin,

pesnin

qai k. pinapdrii
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repent

replete

repletion

reply

repose

reprimand
reptile

reputation

request

require

rescue

resemblance
resemble

resentment
reserve

reservoir

residence

resin

resist

respect

rest

result

retain

retainers

retire

retribution

return

revelation

revenge

(v)pashlnidn b.
}
toba k.

tir, tizhl

tirt, tizhiti

(y)jdb orjawdb d.

hisdi, zsdl, tana

jdnawdr,jdnwdr
ndw

(v) khdzln, derkhds k.

(n) khdzin, derkhds

(y)gerek b., bain

(v) rhd k.

sdn, hewsdn, hewreng
(v) main, minin

kin, qin

barshit,danidfealgirtia

hdoz
nidi, khdnii

benusht

(v) ndhzldn, ndhishtin,

barrid wussdn
ru, dbz'tr, dbrii, hurnzat

(v) hisdi, isdi b.

dzwzdhi, ditwai,pdshin

(y)giri d., gilid d.

pishtnidl, bernidl,

paishmdl, khuldm
(v)pdsh eh., pdshidd ch.

qezd, sezd

{y)wagartdn, hal garian,

wa hdtin, beshuwa
hatin,dahdtin, hdtin
dwd

kawsh
dizhmini

(v) dizhmini stdndin

NG

hezvrizhk

SG

|

as.zdn

|
amuzhdri

dakhdz k.

dakhdz, tika,

nzurdz

shebin,

shebdndin

haify
sii

lich
y
sai'inj

khiri

tana k.

daez'rtza

askdn b.

hishzu

tol

tol stdndin

VOCABULARY 255

revolt (v) beri, dsij ydkhi
revolve (v) garndn, cherkhdndin

revolving giWy garr, guez
reward frCH/JlA/y JJ LI / / 1 It (As

rheu matism ua

rhubarb rzvds
y
rdvand

1 ID put"Sity parasu

rich /y 'rT
>
(T ? V7 1 11 /H 1/J/7 f

(of food) runi, diinz

riches nidi, ddwlet, khuzti

dawlamani
ride (v) suzvdr b.

rider suzvdr

rifle tfenk, tfek, tfeng

right rdst

rim lizv, kendr

rince (v) tai ber dan, kelan

rind puost

ring amustvdna,amuswank

ringlet

ripe

ripen

rise

risk

river

road

roar

roast

rob

robber

robbery

bd, pirch, bisk

gehia, kishd

(y)gehin

(v) hal hdtin, hal wustan,

ra hdtin

jukum, khatar, bianini

chanty dm
rri

y
rrai, ri

(v)gurzn

(v) (intrans.) berishtin,

berzhdn

(trans.) berzhdndin

(n) berishtia, kebab

(v) dizin, riiit k.

diz, jerda

dizi

NG
zorbeti,qarpin

SG

zewzrzu

kilichk

astardn

khudaitl

\gzr

j

khwardin

zhdnaba
riwang

khavandi

chzliqdn

tuwil, qdlik

hangustir,

gustir

haifgulir

ra bzin
\

qinlish
j

riibdr, ktdr, zi
\

kizikjzelezorl

diiishdndin

cheta

gaishtu

gaishtin

khdos k.
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mirddr
ustur, biadab, bihaid

fersh, barrak
keldzva, wairdn

qavi, khurt
bard, nizdr, zindr
tildna

see ' rascal

'

(n) tup

(v)girr bn rd wushin

(up) halpechdndin, zva

pechdndin
\

bdngirdn, bdngirridn :

th'zuaik, tirndn

ser, ban, serkhdni

zhur, odd
(in the meaning * there

is room ') shun
rihu, rishiik, rih

band, pank, baug
}
rist

gu/, guol
gulddr, ddragul

(v) razidn, hareshtn

razid, dd razid, pilch

zebir

khisht, girr, girover,

cherkh

shdhi

(v)shilin
t
bshailin, hisfin

NG
pehl, gurbiz

gdvir, silg

guvezin,

gindiir b.

gindilr, gir

kok

pait, mirdr,

mirddr
hat

gildowir

khundkdri
bshiwtin.suin

mishtin,

p7"kdndin,

frkdndin,
mizddn,

hishiwtin

khdr

shdpurzd,

keldzvir

SG
zil, bitdw
til, git

,
gilo b.

ban gildn,

bdngirdidn

resen

guolbdkh

khirr

adabsiz

VOCABULARY

ruler yiKJl lilies J / wo lllrCcirl

run ( v^l 'Vmnivi J/iT^r /J/y i? wn h
\y j r titK/crif) Irtrfltf LA,llrl, r CI fv.

Russia Urus
rust zheng, zhenk
i ustic gundiy ladiwt
rve f £*J fit ii^fl

sable C/?127 7/V
>3 1frl 11 f

sabre shir

sack jtiL>L,ai) t-u$A,a, ncioan

sacrifice nurhan orfi

sad //1J^{jfT /J
7
7 /(Til*lisLLSt/tit-) Lilly it

j

q 'A r\ c\ 1 f*oaUUlC zin
s3 ri r\ \ pha ex fc> IvtiJ J"-7 L?ll1J tflTitn-rllirj , fCrlltrjlri

sari d lpr in/>//?/ 7'jjcriiiiiiif

sa H Hlpr\7o uici y 7sHc>lll

safe •band amJnis VV f {tVis , VI rf ISC'

oct 1 C Ly panai
Pirz

cp 1 a t*\r inangana
sale frit 'sh

saline

salt khiii

salute ^a.Id7if

same /? /y -J-*/>'7 j li /y f/y c iflit r 11 u
,

rill i 11 LXJ

sample nimuna
sanction qabul, rdz
sand mdsa, ramiI, khiz, rikh
Satan Shaitdn
satchel turba
Saturday Shamu
saucepan qazdn, tenzhura
saucer zhirpidla, bintas

savings . halkhestia, ddnia
savour tdm
saw harra, harrak^ viashdr

NG

damdi

cheshni

shirkart

257

SG

khamin, ki

lim
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NG
isay (v) see ' speak

'

scaffold ddr, qanndra

scale (fish) benek

scales (balance) terdziln, \

terdzu
j

scalp pfwstdser
\

scar ddkh, duruw 1

scare (v) khdridn,zvajenkdndin
j

scared (v) (to be) wajenkin i

scatter (v) (intrans.) bldw b.,
j

pardn b., halwushln

(trans.) bldw heparan
k., hal wushdndin

scattered bldw, pardn, berlshta

school maltdb, mildkhdnl

science zdndz, llnz

scissors mlqdsh
— (for sheep-shearing)

scorch (v) sutdndin

scorpion dupishk, kullzh,

dumdraktda

scoundrel see 1 rascal'

scout jdsis, qdsid

scraps pari, kut, kartu

scratch (v) kharashin

scratching khariijlnk

screech-owl tuk

screw patch, garr, jarr,

burghz

scum kef

scurf rishk, krishk

slim

shiIlk

zhlk rd b.,
\

pishIkIn, \

barwushln\
dhabin, \

fellshzn
j

dhabdndln,

bar
j

wushdndln\
wardndin \

hlbrlnk

plrtlk,dwrizh

barmdi,

pelek, ker

chert

VOCABULARY 259

sea deryd, dinizi, bahr
[

seal mur
sealing-wax Ink, lak, muni
search

(
v
)
garridn, lai garrlan,

! 1 at wa
garrian

-
mina k.

season fasll
spconrl /j'7/7 /i'?//yi/?7 ri /)i f7Qi7 /i 7/ 77; JV?line, niiu rii, tin cui

}
till /Hin

secret penhdni
secretary mlrzd, kdtlb

. 3 ^ \— 1 v^liv Utlll;jCy V liXrlllJ ' zhepdni
oCL Ul 1 L

y

pdrirltlrll^ tmiflltlL

3CUCU Lcti y gundi gurdn
sediment khult

y
lurt

see (\f\ ditit?\ V / Vis Ft* sdh k,
}
matza k

.

chawpdz k.

seed fH HI ffl'/i) h? J/7

seem (v) shibzn rang dan
-;/>//;/ h/yyJllllli rvllr jinddr

seesaw tzrano'ff ^tiis is f Lrisfts^ CL^jW

seize (v\ firtin rd vivtiM
\^

V
J £^

t< ' V (s f is y f ^ £, t is f iS / tl rllorlllrl,

dirdn
aas

wushdndin
select (v) bzhdrln, hal bzhdrdln shdrdin,

shar-

tiintiwci

self kho, khwa si (rare)

self-control khoglrtln, khoglrti

khopesen, pzskaselfish khohebin,

jdnhebin
sell (v)fenlshtln, feruhtln
send (v) ndrdln, hendrdln,

blrt k.

shdndln

sentinel pdsbdn, pdsdri
separate (adj.) zhi, jid

(v)jzd k.,jldd., der

khestln

(into equal parts)

wa qatzdn,

zhiberhew k
(intrans.)

plshirzn

(trans.)pishl-

7-dndln
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NG
separately

serpent

servant

serve

service

sesame
set

sttle

settled

seven

seventeen

seventh

seventy
several

severe

severity

sew
shackle

shade,shadow
shake

sham
shame
shatnefulness

shameless

share

j7d
y
teni, zht

mar
khizmachi, khuldm

(v) khizmet k.

khizmet, perestdrt

gunjl
(n) destek

(v) da man, wa dd man,
dd hlldn, da hishtin,

hal bestin

(of the sun) dwd b.

(v)(as of people settling

in camp) dd maz-
rdndin

(as of people) ddntd,

dd mazrandia
hewt, heft

hefda, daohewt
j

hewti, hewtdn, hefti
\

kewta
}
hefta

\

chan
j

tungy tiizh, sakht 1

tungi, tundi, sakhti
\

(v) durdndin
!

paibend, kelewcha

saiber, st

(v) (intrans.) takidn, \

shakidn, jumin
(caus.) takdndifiy

j

shakdndin, hal
\

takdndinjumdndin :

dru
shewn, rusvai

rusvdi

btdbur, bindmuSy blhald

(y)qat, qut, or kut k.,

bahr or par k., lyek

wa k., pari wa k.

SG

ndwker

skinitiy war,

or evir k.

khujihi

srt

srtl

dirun

keresi

wushdndin

bihetik

bash k.

VOCABULARY 26l

NG
share (v) see ( portion'

shareholder paidar, bahrddr
sharp tilzhy tizh

sharpen tuzh or tizh k.

sharply tuzh, tizh

sharpness tiizhi, tizhi

sharpvvitted tuzh/dnty zairek

shattered shika, shikza,parapara

shave (v) tirash k. kur k.

shavings talasha, push
she vat, ay, dwa
sheaf kidish, oawsh
shears (for sheep) hebrink

sheath kailan

shed hanidr
(y)rd b., dd rishandin

sheen drdosh tirtir

sheep paz
y
pas, marr> shak

shelf tekhta, rafa

shell puost qdliky derdr

shelter swan, chdrdaq

shepherd shudn
shew (v) nishdn dan
shin sivik

shine (v) ruhndk d., drdoshin chirustin

shiny ruhnak, dfddr
)
dwddr

ship gd///z
y
keshti

shirt kirds

shiver lerz

shoemaker kawshchi shimikchiy

shoechi

shoes kawshy kaldsh, yemeni sol, paly

nachiky

paldWy
cha7'ukhy

shimiky

\ chimish

SG

mushtamdl

kutkut

cherd
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shoot

shop
short

shot

shoulder

shout

shovel

show
shower
shrine

shut

shut down
shuttle

shy

sick

sickle

sickness

side

sieve

sift

sigh

sight

sign

signet

silence

silent

(v) dvitin, tir k.

dukdn
hurt, kin, kid

sdchma
shdn, sermil, mil

(v) ban k., hawdr kishdn

parti

niwdndin, nishdn d.

pala, pelek

nazarga, tmarnza

(v) bestin

(v) da bestin, dd dan
7/idkit, mdkiik

(v) wa jenkin, rdiv k.

(adj.) shermuk
ndsdkh, ndkhwosh,

bimdr
das, turdds

ndsdkhi, ndkkwashi,
bimdri

din, diw, ali, Id, par,

teref

bezhenk, hailik, titlak,

pdla
(v) bezhdndin, bezhin

dkh, zvdkh

dkh kishidn

(vision) chdzv, chdf,

ditin

(gun) qardwul, sipd

nishdn, diydri

mur
bidaiigi, khamushi
bidang, Idl, sus

NG
hirigdwtin

tandr,

gurover

girk, pil,

pawl
zindr kn

kdlin.kdzin

hestiv

da dan, pai
da dan

bairuna

bask, chenk,

takha ydl

bitin

hertin

hertdndin

dierhln

berata

\

dasula

silent

silk

silkworm

silly

silver

silver-gilt

similar

simpleton

simplify

sin

since

sincerity

sing

single

sink

sinner

sister

sister-in-law

sit

situate

situated

six

size

skewer
skin

skirts

skull

VOCABULARY

(to be) daw girl d.

harmush, awrshem
kirma harmush, —

hdwrmish, — awr-
shem

pitch, batdl, wdld
zhv
ziwydlditz, zlwkesh

wasdn, wakii, waki
gauj

(v) hdsdn k.

guna, such, qusur

NG

263

SG

lawakht, laritj

dilpdki, rasti

(v) khiiinin, khwandin
tek

(y)nuq or nuquin b.,

debindd ch.

gundkdr, suchkar

khoishk, khit, khdh,

khoeng
brdzhin, khwdizhin

(v) ru nishtin, da nishtin

(v)(to be) ketin, keivtin,

keftin

ketia, kewtia, keftia

shash

andza, mdzinati

shish

pitost, purt, charm
(v)puost hal kandin,

gitran
,

gitrzhin
,

puost kandin
dafig, dawan. atak

kelitkh, keliikhdya

khhv, khitvk

khitrii k.

hindi,
! zhawakht

istirdn, zirin

hoeng

dish

zva rutin

rekh

shilik,

jemjema

befarr, hwa

ritkesh

wabdl,

tawan

zhinkhoishk

keftiga

gdwrdi

chak
kuchalasar



KURDISH GRAMMAR

dsmdiig, (blue' sky)

kewu shin, (twilight)

zargatdw
takhta, aldsh, aldn

kushrawdn, kuslitidn

(v) bhdndin
bendi, zerkirri

beniti

(v) kuzhdin, kushthi

(v) kheftin, nlwistin,

nustzn, rrd kheftin

(caus.) khefdndin,

nwdndin
(n) khdw, khdun, nust

bikhdw
hunzzhin, nuzsti

bdl
y
kurz, qui

naftangok, bdrik

qdsh

(n) kheshik, surr
nawteng) nawtenk
ddf

(v) surln, kheshikln

shimik, kaldsh

surr, kheshiki

(upwards) hawrdz,
berzhur

(downwards) berzhzr,

pal, derberzhiri

(v)pai kishdndin
askan, hisdz, yawdsh
(of a person)paigirdn
hzla, zairek

pchuk, bchiik, bchkla,

wurd, hurd, hiir

hdwla, dwlek, khitrz

NG

reben, guin

pdkhil.kirsha

rra zan

(heavy) khil-

mdsh

huchik

zrdw

zraw, zirava

allstin, zelin

berwdr

;

nishdw, ni-

J

shiw,terdzhi

kichik, kin

SG

khawapinka

qahndseng

|

berozhilr,

I

serabdn

serdkhwdr,

berokhwdri

VOCABULARY 26;

NG
smell buen, buon, behin

— (v) biien, biion, behin k.

smelt {y)dw k ., heldndin

smith dsenger

smithy dsengerkhdnt
smoke (v) khwdrdin, khwdrin

— (n) du, diid, duk, dukal
smoky duin
smooth hulu, sd, takht

smuggle (v) qdchdql bi.

smuggler qdchdql

snake mar
snare ddf, tala,fdkh

snatch (v) Jialmdti d.,pdldmdr bi.
\

sneeze (v)pzzhmln, behnzhln
\

snore (v)pirkhdpirkh k. \

snort (v)ferrmdndin, ferrljin
— {\\)frrma, prrma, frrzha

snout licit, kep, kepu,pfioz

snow bafr, bawr, wafr
snow-shoes lakdn

so whd, zvusd, vusdn,wulo,

ulo, hindd, dwand
so much enda, dwanda, hindd,

\

heitgz, atvqds

so soon as td, ki, wajdrz, zjdri

soak (v) khisudin, khisdndin

sobs ask, iska

— (v) kdlin, iska ki.

socks guerdwa
sod chim
soft narm
soil ard, khwol, dkh, rrash

— iy)pis k.
}
lewtin

solder (v) Ihim k.

soldier esker, nizdm
sole binlpai

solid kursha^ qawz, qdini

wa khwdrin

kulin

.
I

SG

zuaraniska



266 KURDISH GRAMMAR

XG SG
sol Ifl \tv nu }j/?/7 fj hijwh/if jucti/iiuil, n>l4f Critic I

some chan, henek
someone haseh
SOTTlPthl'ncri'WUI^ Llil. 1 J c l fo rLi-t-fv

,
Crcicirllcn-) ClorlrvC

sometim ps Jtt' tsfVt, J*-l~r fill, t Llt<J ft fill
j

jutjut

son kurv, kiir, laok, zdrii

son-in-law zdwd
sonpf istiran , Idwizh

,

A- fl^l'llfl/LV

soon ZU
sorcerer ?ddukdr
sorcprv ILt Lis I is

sore (ad
i .) aishin

\ \ 1 j IV 14/ (sit U 14*

sorrow fp ii h? dilfptih7 hh/mu

sorry pashi, pashinidn,

khamin
soul jCtfl

sound (n) dang
(ad i ^ sdkh

soup shiirzva, dwguosht
sour tirsh

source 7/idk

sow (v) /// dwitiu, turn wu-
^hflJldlfl fllflTLfl

1in

(n) mdlus
space pdni, jai, jih

spade bial, bair

span bist, bust

spanner kuhlch
spare (v)parizin, bMrtin

spark bruska, pirisk, chirsk,

pesek, jirik

sparrow kuchaila, chuki, chilli,

chulaika
y
vialuchka

spate lafdw, id, shillr

spawn mdsikera

birita

konir

khudilk

brush, girdr

kalandin

binchina

pdrank, pal

VOCABULARY 267

speak (v)gutin, wutin, baizhin,

aizhin, alln

specimen nimuna
speck birek, ddnek
spectacles chdwdnk, chdwainek,

aineki

speech zumdn, zudn
speed tuligi, tundi, zili

speedy turig tund
y
tun

spend (v) kherj k.

sphere guUh gulover
spider pirik, jdotdna

spill (v) richdndin, rishdndin

spin (v) garrldn, zib/rln

(caus.) garr dan, girr

dd, zibirdndin

(v) (wool) risin, tishi k,

spindle (wool-) dtikh

spirit jdn
y
hinds, nits

spit (y)tiu k.

spite dizhmini, rik

splash prusha, pirizk

spleen pishik, zardiv

split (v) (intrans.) shikidn,

shaqq bi.
}
derz bi.

(trans.) shikdndin,

derzdan, shaqq wa k.

spoil (v) khardp k.
}
inerdndin

fawtdndin
spoon kawsha, kewchik
spoor ta, rich, shundpai^

jaipai

sport 7'rdzv, nachir

spot ddhga
spout (v) (for water) see

' gutter
J

NG SG
dkhaftin qsa k., kutin

khaberddn

lezi, tling1a

qedin

sisdrka

khirr

khwdrdin
khirr dan

wa rutin,

qalishin

qalashdndin

iva rutan-

din

hash, hash//



268 KURDISH GRAMMAR

NG
sprain

spray

spread

spring

sprinkle

sprout

spur

spy
squalid

square

squeak

squeeze

squint

stable

stage

staggers

staircase

stallion

stamina
stammering
stamp

stand

star

(v) bd dan, bd verddn
(v) dwushdndin
(v)pan k.j rd khestin, wd

ddnidn
(water) kdnl
(season) bahdr

y

bahdrdn
(v) wushdndin, paiver k.

(v) ruui, rdwz k.

(of a hill) shakh
(equestrian) pishsin

jdsus
kotia, ndchdr, chdr-

chenk

chdrgiih

(v) chirin,jirtn, jiqin,

zikin

(v) lai k., palkhdndin, hal

felkhdndin,gizvishin
chdzvmudn, chazv-

khwdr, chazvshdsh,

dubin
paiga, pdga, tazvll

(of a journey) manzil,

qundgh
(horses) shiwish

pilakdn, erdavan,

pdzvarabdn, saldl
y

stair (rare)

tamdzalk, tamamasp
hdzh, hdz
guhg, Idly tat

(v) ard kutdn, khwol
kutdn

(v) rd wustdn, zvustdn
y

hal wustdn
astdrd, star, stirid,

histirid

SG

tildndin

chdwazht \ khil

ra b.

hassara

starch

start

state

station

stature

stay

steady

steal

steam
steed

steel

stench

step

stepfather

stepmother
stick

sticky

stiff

stiletto

sting

stingy

stir

stirrup

stitch

stocking

stolen

stomach
stomach-ach

VOCABULARY

nishdi, nishdsa

(v) (journey) kewtin a ri,
\

ri kewtin, birt kezv-
\

tin, ri girtin
j

1flirt

qundgh, manzil
\

bezhn
y
bazhm

(v) main, rd zvustdn
\

qdiiUy qazvt
'

(v) diztn
j

bukhdr
chdrzvd \

paid
i

buonipis, behind- 1

khardp
j

haw, gdzv
j

bdmdra
ddmdra

j

(n) ddr,(Jor burning)^/?/,,

chtleka, hizhink

(v) chespin

(caus.) chespdndin

chespin

hishiky raqq

kirik

(n) zhuzhiy chiz

(y)gezin

ninuk hishik, piska

(y)taik bi., sharaqdndin

dwzuin, hdzuzhum,

awzengi, hazvzhengi,

zengi

taqdla, drudra
gurdwa
dizia t (of goods) idizi,

yddizi

zik

e zikaish, pishaish

NG

269

SG

std

m isha

huhn, buq

bunikhardw

lekidn

qap girtin

pizi



KURDISH GRAMMAR

stone

stonemason

stool

stop

stopped up
stopper

store

storm
story

stout

stove

straight

stranger

strangle

strap

straw

stream
street

strength

stretch

stretch out

strike

string

strip

stripe

hard, barr, kdtvir,

gdwir
(of (riut)cheqdla,ddnik

see also ' kernel
1

barterdsh, kewirbir,

barbir

chdrpat

(v) wustdn, rd wustdn

(caus.) wustdndin
girid, giriwa
tkhdnj, deri

a/ndr, kddin

tufdn.furtuna, bdger

chiruk, serbuhirk,

ddstdn

qaldo

dgirddn, bughairi

rdst

gharib

(v) khankdndin
qdish

kah
chain, chaw
killdn, kit

tazv, zur, hiz, hdz

(v) draizh k.

(v) rd khestin

(reflexive) rd kewtin

(v) qatidn, lai khestin,

khestin, lai dan
risi, pat

(v) ruit or luit or rus or

tdzi b., shldndin

tilma, tel

NG
|

SG
kisk, znghur :

skinin,

chikidn

skindndin

mdrak
hohdwr

urghan,

kiichik

ser&uzas

kwanik

lit

vdzha, vez,

biri

rdzdndin,

rdchdndin

hingdwtin
)

zhenin

hdzh

khaos b.

VOCABULARY 271

strong

struggle

stubble

stud

study

stuff

stumble
stump
stupid

submission
such

suck

suckle

sudden
suffer

suffering

suffice

sufficient

suffocate

suffocation

sugar

suit

sulk

sulph ur

summer
summer

quarters

summit
sun

Sunday
sunflower

sunrise

NG SG
khurt, bitaw, vdzhi,

pehl, biziir, zl, qaiui

kushti, jernikh

galdsh, surilt

dugrna

(v) khzvdndin, nidi k.

(v) laipestin, pestin

(v) rii khestin

kotara

ker, gdoj, paigirdn

firmdnberi
zvhd, wulo, wusdn \

(v) inezhin,mizhtin,mitin

(v) mezhdndin
\

bijdrik, zhenishkzwa

(v) kishidn, zdrin, aishidn,
\

kishdn, partshdn b.
j

zdr, aish

(v) dast d., bes b.

bes

(v) khankdndin
khankin, khankuk
shakar

(v) lai hdtin, lai khwdrzn
(v) rik k.

gilird

hdwin
sdridn, sdran, zldq,

zdzdn

ser, sergir

taw, tdf, atdfy hatdf,

hataw, hiw, ruck,

rdoch, rfwzh, ru,

khur, khdwir
Yekshamii, Yeksham
ruzhidnperest,beraftaw

khwarhaldt. riihaldt

\

pai lai dan

kdkil
baimezhu

?z, gaz, hesu



2J2 KURDISH GRAMMAR

XG
sunset khwaraivd, khurazerd,

khnrdwd, ruzhnihdn
supervise (v)chdw k.

supper ash, chaishtdshdw

\

shlw
|

supplicate (y)ldwdhi k., Idlkidn

suppose (y)gumdn k.,ferz k.

suppuration chirk, klm, rim
surly ustur, rik

surround (v) chdrpar girtin, pai
gardndin, da girtin

\

surroundings chdrpar, chdrdkh,

garraka \

suspicion gumdn
sustenance khwdrdin, khwdrin,

zl, zingai, zgdna,

zhgdna
swallow (n) rashwdla, rashk,

\

parasilka
— (v) same as ' to eat '

j

swarm (bees) kuwdr, kuma \

swear (v) sund khwdrin
sweat chlr, khu, haraq
swede turp, tur

sweep (v) malm, geslk k.

sweet shirin

sweetheart khuzgln, dilka,
;

berdilek

dasgirdn

sweets shirini

swell (v)perchewin, pandmldn,
\

bd k.

swim (y)mala k.
y
malewdn b.

:

subdi k.

swimmer malawan
swindle (v) khepdndin, lepdndin,

dru ferushtin

swollen dwsa, bd girtia

sword shur, shir

swordsman
sympathy
syrup

VOCABULARY

shirgar
hewderd, serkhwashl

dushdp, shlv, dims

NG

273

SG

table

tag

tail

tailor

take

take off

tale

talk

talker

tall

talons

tamarisk
tambourine
tame

tangle

tank
tanner

tap

tape

tar

target

task

tassel

taste

tattooing

tax
tax-collector

chdrpal, paishtakhta,

chashin, dastakhdn

duk
kilk, duw, dunk, dulik bock

derzi, terzi

(v) birln, girtin, standln

(v) da khestin, hal girtin, !

ber girtin, hal

khestin, der khestin

chlrlik, dastan, \

serbuhirk

qsa k., baizhin, gutin akhaftin

(excessive) purrbaizh
\

purrqsa,dambitakdn \

draizh, bilin \

chirnuk
gezlik,gezuiva ,daragezl

dw, dhltk, dhlil, ddul

dastl, kedi
j

(v) kedi k., dasti k. 1

liyek or lihew plchla

lagan, hdoz, Itch

dabagh
cherik

qaitdn
\

qir, zift !

armdnj, dmdj
Ish, kdr, shlil, shukhul

\

rlshlik

tarn
j

klitln, kiltran, khdl

bdj

bajgir, ambdshar

birdin

serguzasht

chaqa-

chindwa

sdrinj, berma
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NG
tea

teach

teacher

teapot

tear

tease

teeth

telescope

tell

temper
tempest

temples
ten

tenant

tender

tenderness

tent

tenth

terminate

terrify

terror

test

testicles

than

chdi

(v) dost d. i
fair k., hair k.

t

hurt k., bir d.

khwdja, huriker,

fairker
chdiddn

(v) (intrans.) kildshtin,

tilishin, tilashtin,

bizdidn

(trans.) deridn, biz-

dandin, tilishdndin,

qatdndin
(n) termaishk, fermaizik,

ashk
(v) serbiser dan, laqirdi k.

dan, dindn, diddn,

diran, dgdn
durbin

(v) see £ speak
'

khu
garrabd, bdgerjidhawr,

tufdn frtuna
same as ' forehead

'

dah
kerchi, keriker

nazik, geushek, nerm
ndziki, narmati

j

nidi, chddir, ddzvur,

kdwn, rashkun, \

raslnndl, khewt
\

dahi, dahdn
(y)zvd bi., paik din,

tamdm k,

(v) tersdndin

ters, sdni

(v) tarn k,

gun
la, zha

stir, histir

riinek

VOCABULARY

NG
thanks shukur
that (dem.) dv, dzv, vai

(reL) ki, ku
,

thatch kepari

theft dizi
\

pizi

them van, awan, zvdn
j

then awjar, ijdr,zvaichdghi,
\

waijdri, ina, idin> \

itir

thence lazvderi, zhdwderi,

lewra zhorda, zhera
\

there awderi, oarda, dora,

laora, liwai, dwdiw,
\

biwaida, hd, hvi,
\

dwpar, iwidd
\

there is hayya, hd
j

there is not nina, niyya, tunna !

these van, avian
j

they van, wan, awdn
thick hastiir, ustur

— (of liquids) has, khas,

tir, tirn

thickness hastiiri, usturi

thick-set hestikgirdn, kujur
thief diz

thigh lishk, ran, khed
thin tanuk, zrdwa

— (of beings) larr

thing tisht, cliisht

think {y)hush or hushk A\,

fukirin, zva main
thinness tanuki
third start, sit, sumin
thirst tiniti, ti, tihna

thirsty tint, ti

thirteen sidnza, zidda, dehosi

thirty sai

this av, va, vai, avaya

275

SG

lawla

ama
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NG SG
thistle kewar
thong

— 7
qaish

thorn yY /? 1S 1 t> /w / ~7 J *7 C* 1,"} '

(itrrlrC) CLUirZi, ZSZZi I

those van, wan, awdna, aw
\

thou tu, atu

though hek, bildn, agarchi,

7nagar
thought 7 7 7 7. 7~X~-

hush, hzishk, feni
* 1 1thousand hezhdr, hezdr

th read rzsz, td, wush, dezhi dresha uzachir

three slan, szszdn, sesi

threshing- jilkhzn, jilghtn
\
bzdar

''11'
jazkliirnian

ground
threshold shpdna, derdzink,

7 -j
benderi

kawshkau

throat giru, gun, gzlzt qurrig

throne
1 7 7 -L

'7
takhty arazka

through lendw,ndwrdst,zhmzw
throw (v) avitin, khestin,feri d.,

dwzzhin
throw away {y^ferl d.

throw down (v) da khestin, da avitin

thunder bnisk,dandar,gurlzh z -

ds?ndni,daugihdsnzdn

tzawraiaqa

Thursday Pensheviu, Peshem,
Penshem

thus whd, wusd, isdn, wulo,

ulo wasdni, zsd
fidtie [v ) oesnn^ gzrz k., gzrz a., .

chewandin, sheddn-

din, chiwidn
tiger peleng

tight teizg, tenk
j

till td, hatd, hayd
time (one time)jdrek,karrat\

(space of) wakht, dam,
zamdn, chdgh pel, \

mudda, mezh
;

VOCABULARY

NG
time (a long) chdghek,

damek, mudaek,
naghdek, zamdnek

—- (a short) pelek

timid tersilk, kerndil, gidi

tin tanuka, chinku

tinder piisha, pzshii

tingle (v)ehingin

tinkling chringin, zriiigzn

tiny wzird, hiird, hilr

tip tuk, sargir, ducheka

tire (v) (intrans.) wa stldn

via b.
y
sheqidn

(trans.) ma k.,sheqdn-

din, wa stdndin

tired ma, wastd, hailak
— (v) (to be) pat khestin

tireless jdnhishik

to bi, ba, tva, id, pat, a,

la, zlzi

tobacco (for cigarettes) titun

(for hookah) temdkii

(dust) dummdr
to-day dru, avru, varuj

toe penja, gdzek
together digaliyek, zvayek, bi-

yekodin , hewodin .

biyekitir, biyeko, le-

galiyek, bihew, bi-

yekodu, gallek

toil ish, shukhul, zahnia

token nishan

toll bdj

tomb mazdr, viezel, qabr

to-morrow baiani, subhaini, subi

tongs gdz, gdzek, miqdsh

SG

tuezek

kemzdwzr

zhepaiketza

zhe pai ketin

nik, hindd

zviyekrd, \

pezvrd,

digalhew,
\

pewti.btpewj.

peiv, tzkdd,
j

lihew,
\

bihewrd
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tongue

to-night

too

tool

top

torment
torn

torpid

torrent

tortoise

touch

touchy
towards
towel

tower
town
townspeople

tracks

trade

tradesman
traitor

trample
transcribe

translate

translator

trap

travel

NG
zwan, nizwan, zeman,

aztndn

avshdw, ishawi
zsk, zly zhi

dastkdr, asbdb, avisa

ser, sergir

dzdr
y
zdr

y
zdritiy kul

dirid, chardnd
sts

chain
y
ruda, lai, lafaw

kisal, kesaldwi, kuisi

(v) dast k., hingdzvtin

(n) bermds, pelmds
dilndzik

hindd, nik, laid

khaoli

burj

shdr, bdzhdr, bdzhair

khalqibdzhair, merd-

umibdzhair, khalqi-

shdr
see ' spoor

'

(n)paishi,sanatj)dzargdni

(v) wd guhdstin, bdzar-

gdni k.

paishakdr, sanatkdr

khamsi, khdin

(v) wd pastin
(v) ver garrdndin, shekl

der man
(v) terzwdni k.

}
terjumdnl

X\, ver garrdndtn
terzwdn, tarzumdn,

tarchimdn, ver

ddf
y
daw, tala

rewin, reivitl, garrian,

safar

zar

tap

SG

amshdw

gurfirik,

pishthasti

VOCABULARY

NG
traveller revengi, revendi, re-

wang, rezvi, rezvik

traverse (v)derbdz b,, bhurtin ,

tray sini
\

treacle dushdp
j

treasure khezdn, ganj \

tree adr

trefoil separra \

trellis qirish

tremble (v)lerzin, rejefin, haizhin \

trench see ' ditch
5

j

triangle sehgliha
j

tribe bir, tira, qdoiu, il,
j

tdtfa, ashdir, ashlret \

trickle (y)dwziru k.
|

trigger pdya \

trinkets khishir
^ _

trip {y)pai khestin
y
pai da

khestin tiripln

tripod sehpal

trot luk, lok y
raivdn

trouble perishdni, zdmat

trough kur, kurin, mdran

trousers derpal, shwdl, pesma

trout keshina

trowel mala, mdlinj

true rdst, sarast

trunk sannuq

truth rdsi, rdsti, sarasti

try (v) taldsh k.

tub shwaina, shekhv

tube lul, burl, shiw

Tuesday SesJiemu, Seshem

tu ft kdkul, tnmjik, pukhik

tumult ash, ds/iiw

turf maira, mirk, chim,

chin

tikil, khudilk

bzdva k.
}

hin k.

panjdr
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Turk
Turkey
turkey
Turkish
turn

turnip

turpentine

turtle

tusks

twelfth

twelve

twenty
twice

twig

twitch

twins

twist

twisted

two

Turk
Runt
mirishkimisri

j

Runit ^ Turk!
\

(v) (intrans.) wd or hal 1

or war garridn,
\

zwirzn
I

(trans.) wd or hal or
j

war garrdfidin, wd
J

girtin, hd dan
zwirdndin

\

(n) ndoba, bash \

shailam
!

kizwdu, derebin

raqqa^jilak

kalp

dudnzai
dudnza^ dehudiidn,

dehudiidu

bis

dujdr, dubar
chii^ rut

(v) muridna k.

jiwij j'lwlk, jfrnik, jut
\

{y)pichin
\

(caus.) pichdndin
y
also

j

the same use as for
j

the trans, of * to
j

turn
'

wald, labila

dedii, dudn

NG SG

wach

lifdno

ugly

umbrella
un-

unanimous

ndshirin, ndjudn,

chirkin, kirit

saivdn, shentsi

nd-

bizzvdnek, bizdreki

VOCABULARY

NG
uncle inaniti) dm

y
dp

unclean ndpdk
('ceremoniously') nejis

uncultivable ndazhuti, ndkdri

uncultivated bJshidr

undecided dudil

under zhir, lazhir, zhezhir,

zhirdd, bindd

understand (v) tai gehin. tai zaishtin.

nds k.

undertake (v) das girtin

undo (v) wa k.
y
da wa k.

undress (v)j'i'l der indn.jilder

khestin, shilian

(trans.) shldndin
uneasiness ndhisdi, tiish

u nequalled bthevdl, baiwasa,

baihemdl
uneven
u nexpectedly

unfortunate

unfriendly

unhappiness
unhappy

uniform (a

unjust

unleavened
unpack
unparalleled

unpick

unravel

untie

ndsd, ged
lemshkiwa,

zhenishkiwa
badbakht, bi bakht

ndyar, dizhmin
diltenki, kul, kham
diltenk, khamm> bida-

mdqh, kdwil
d].)yeksdn

y
yekjur

biddd, biqezd, chiruk

bimdya
da wa k.

f
wa k.

bihevdl

(v) hal behmjial chidnjial
chdndin, hal takidn,

wa rishdndin

(v) wa risdndin

(v) shanndtin
, da wa k.,

zva k.

wa mdltfiy

bzdva k.

bilinp

281

SG

mishkhdf

lazldro,

lebino

kirdindwd

biaskdni
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j

NG
untrue narast

untruth dru

unwell bidamdgh) kaifsiz

unwillingly Iridil, bikaif, bikhzvdz oldmi

unwind (v) wa resdndin, wa pi-

chdndin

up zhur, ban, bars, /ia/,

ber, berozhur

uphill hewraz, azvrdz

upon leser, lazhitr, zheser,

leserdd

upper zhurin, zhiirina

upright rdst

uproot (v) hal kaudiu,ber kandin,

hal k., lebin kandin
\

upside down bidamu, serdbin.wdzhi;. sernisif

berzvdzh, kelewdzhi 1

urge (v) (animals) rwdndiu,

rdndin, dzhutin,
\

hdzhutin, bzdndin
\

urine miz, mis

use ishy kir, kdr

useful biisJi, bikair, bikir

useless biish, bikaira, bikira

SG

serozhtirki

labdn

bdnina

damokhzvdr

tai khurin

bifar

vacillate

vacuous

vagina

valley

value

vanquish
vanquished

vapour

(v)jmnin, jezvichin

bimazhil, bimukh,

serbatdl

quz, kus

chain, nishiw, do/, doli,

shiv

see ' price

'

(v) bazdndin
bazid, bazdndia,

shkdndia
hawd

chevichin

pipfk
nwal, nhala

kital

birezvin

VOCABULARY 283

NG
various jiiran

vegetables sewzi
veil chdshur, riiwand

vein reg, rek, pat

velvet makhrnar
verandah aiwdn, qirish

verbal bedaw, bizwdn.zzvdni, zhedef
zmdni

verdure keski, sezvzi, hishndi

very purr, zaid, fera, galla,

qawi
vest kurtek

vibrate (v) kheshin

victory bezdnd, ber, bird

view sail, assa, kdbina,

chawbina
vigilant chdwdkiri

vigorous khurt, bitdw, kurbdzo
,

vile chapal, garis,jdris I

village gund, dzvdya, di

vine raz, miw, mut^ ddritiri

vinegar sirka \

violate (
v)(as °f property) rd

hildn

(a woman) zurpesti k.,

bi abiir k.

violence kuteh, tuzhi, pehli

violent tuzh

viper kiiramdr \

virgin kick, qiz,kani, serreslia
\

visible diydr, dshikdr paida
j

khuid

voice dang 1

volley chenlik, shilik

vomit (v) richidn, wa richdndin, rilitin

rishidn, wa ris/idu-
\

din

vulture sisdr, sisdlik, sisdrka,

sisdrik

SG
rdmdram

zur

chawkirdo

dikaya,awbd

kanishk

hal azvirdin
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wag
wager

wages
wail

waist

waistband

waistcoat

wait

wake
walk

wall

wallet

walnut
wander
want

wanting
war
warble
warm
warmth
warrior

wart
wash

wasp
watch

watchmaker
water

(v)ju/uin, takdndin

(v) ra westidn.giru bestin,

ser ddnidn
inuzd, mdngdna, mash

(v)shin k., kalin, ndlin,

zdrin

pisht

pishti, diikhin, bandi-

khfiin

sa/ta
}
chapek

y
yalak,

chapkin

(v) chdwwari k., chaw fc,

chaw va k., pain

(v) hishydr k.
y
wa khaberk.

(v) bipai chiin, pid chun

gdw man
diwdr
iurba

giiez

(v)garrian
(v)wdin, vain, khwdzin,

win
keni

sharr, jeng
{y)chikchikdn

garm
gamii, garmatt
merd, judnmer
kundmirishk

(v) shs/itin, shtin, shutin

muzizer, sirdmuz
(n) sat

(y)pdin, dgdh
muqayid b.

sdtchi

aw
(v) dwushdndin

NG
hp itin

germakh

b/dviu,

bldva i

VOCABULARY 285

NG SG
waier-carricr n^ndit'J flivki'sh

'

watercress kuozala

waterless

water-meion shutI

waterpot Kiizaia^ fzupa, acucuiri,

jar

waterproof bdvam, mushannnd
waterskin ni^a

y
inas/ifv

y
/tuna.

waterspout puis ft

waterway Ji'ga, suimti

water-wheel gevdfui

wax s1/t>J 14-11} i 1 I /"*

rrl 11 HI , i> it iv

way rraiga

we avi, ma, anna

weak ZlWll
,
SlS

y
/vU

y
fvaulj,

uiwazni zaij ,
^auun

wedKen I V J L LU C 1 ll it'LVi' ll :

\\ipa 1 thvW Cal L 11 y zengifi, khuiindl,

mdlddv, dolamang

weather nawa, 1 ujgar

weave foii niw fold y? f?

web ( \i\ hm Initi/j rhnlinka

wedding sriallift, zawan, i>ut

Wednesday u nairsne triu, Ls/iui sncf/i

weed (v) ^//ir kdzhank k.

weeds push
week hafti

weep (v)giridn, girin

weevil siis

weigh (v) kishdn, piwdn
weight kishy girdni, girdnid

y

qursi

welcome khwashhdtiy bikhair-

hdti

well (adj
.)
qinj\ rrund,girr, sdkh,

chi

well (n)gir
y
bir, kdni

jawana

biwezh, zhdr,

kurumln

chin 1

bash, chak
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NG
west rujdwat, khurawa,

' 7
~

nihan
wet j. 7 ' 7

tarr, shil

what c/tt, katisht

whatever 7 -7 7 7 - 7 1 -
cm fe> hachi, herehi

wheat ganum
y
dekhel

wheel
77 ' 7 , 7 IT
fehtsht, cherfeliy verver,

, i

tefear

when / * l. \ 7 '7 ^> -
(interr.) feat, feengi

(pos.) kt< waki, chil,
7 L 7 'j.

cluwakhit, qengt

whence 1 7. - 7 7 - 7 7 -1
Iafeu, zhefeu, lakuderi,

klVft

where feu, kuderi, kdni

whet / \ j. - 7 7 7
(v) tuzh fe., hastin

whetstone 7 - l
-

hasan, zampara
whey mast
which (interr.) feaviy fetzhdn,

feiznfe

(rel.) feu

whine
/ \ — - - 7

(v) zurazur fe.

whinny / \ 7 ' 7 - 7 7- 7
(v) hzshi/t, shahin, liernn

whip 7 -

qanient

whirlpool garraw
,
^yzrnn efe

y
ga i r

whirlwind garrabdy btigarv, gara-

litId tt

whistling fruziyfika,fikiu
y
fishl

WJii l c; £S)7 hf) C7 1*7/7 -7?CiJ/C'y UUA) , O t-Is It tts

whiteness split, sptati

who ki, ku
whoever ktk, at, herkdm
whole sdfe/t

why boeha, chard, chimd,

chirdni

wick pilita, pilta, fitil

wide ferah, pan, pehn
widen {y)ferahox pan oxpehn k.

widow bl, zhindbiy btmerd

VOCABULARY

widower
width

wife

wild

wilderness

willow

win
wind
wind

windfall

window

wine
wing
wink
winnowing-

fork

winter

winter

quarters

wire

wise

wish

with

within

without

witness

wolf

woman

wonder

bizJtin

pant, ferdhty berdhi,

phin
zliin

(of animals) feut, data,

dabdn, kifd

derz
y
chid

bi, shiirdbt

(v) birin

bd
y
bhd

(v) (trans.) pichdndin
(intrans.) pichtUy

chwidn
bafehestia, ghazdm
kitrfehdna, paddy kulek

mat, shardp

bd/, parwdz, bask

miferly chawtirek

shafiy shana

zivistdn, wistdn

tel

zand
(v) wdhiy wistin, khwdziu
(n) murdm, murdz, tevid

dzgel, ltgel
}
diger

dining niw, taiddy ndw,
lendw leniWy

lendwdd, ndwdd
bi, bat, ghatna

j

gdwdhi, shdht'd
'

gurgygur
zhinypita (in the

;

Bohtan)
(v) shiketiUy idjib fe.

NG

chdrchek

btziya

287

SG

birdin

wd

tishawi,

penjara

mishit

haizhi

lei
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XG SG
wonderful
wood
wooden
wood-louse
wool

word
work

workman

workshop
world
worm
worm-eaten
worry
worship
worth
worthless

worthy
would that

!

wound

wrap

wrath
wrestler

wrinkle

wrinkles

write

writing

written

ajab, ajdib

ddr
ddriu
kermdddri
hurl, khnri, hiri

(short, of sheep) kilk

(uncarded) shilia

(of lambs) skill, liwd

gota, begota, qsa, soz

Is/i, kdr, skill, shukhul

(y)lsh k., skill' k.
y
shukhul

k., kdr k.

kdrger, muzwer,
rdnjzver

dasak, kdrkhdnl
dinyd, dint

kerma
kermakh

(n) hish, fikr, girdnl

(y)perestln

(v) (to be) hizhidn

blkair, blkdra, holla,

viirddr

bikair, qdbil

khuzi, kdsh

brln, kid, zhdn
j

(v) brlnddr k., qaldshln

(y)pichdndin, hal pi-

chdndin, taiverindn,

ver man
qin, kin, tur, sll

pdlawdn
(v) qirmichin, qirmi-

chdndin

kurishk, chirch

(v) nwisin, nwisidn

nwisid, nwisdr
nzvisdr, nwisid

zar ivacha

pichdwtin

nwisrawa
nwisrdwa

VOCABULARY 289

SG
yard
yarn

yawn

year

yearly

yellow
yes

yesterday

yet

yoke
yokel

yolk

you
young

youth

gez
\

risi, luka
\

(v) Jiunizhln

(n) damakaiva, azhdzhka
sal, sdr

(last) par, pdrin
\

(before \^t) pairdr
sdldna

\

zar, klsk

bari lebe, ba, hdrl, ball
j

dhii, dii, dwal, duhl,
\

duhln \

hizhl, hizlidni, izhl,

dlsdn

jil, nii
)
rula

'

ladiw
j

zerdhak, zerihilka
j

Iwa, val, yniva, yiwa Jinn

jitan
, kJiurln

(of animals) chichuka
j

{\\)judnl, (young man) khftrlnyuivdl

khurt

dwaika

zeal dilsiiti, peresldrl

zealous perestdr

zigzag plchplch, cJieft, chizvdn

zinc qal

U
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